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Landscape into History: 
The Early Printed Landscape Series of Jan van de Velde II (1593-1641) 
Robert Fucci 
 
 This dissertation examines the life and works of Jan van de Velde II, with a focus 
on the large body of original landscapes that he both designed and etched himself. Van de 
Velde was one of the most prolific printmakers of the seventeenth century, whose 
emphasis on creating and promoting his own designs not only exceeded the usual 
professional ambitions of most contemporary printmakers but also proved pivotal in the 
development of a distinctively Dutch landscape tradition. The fact that innovation in the 
landscape genre was propelled through the print medium inverted the usual relationship 
between painters and printmakers, in which painters were usually held as the primary 
artistic innovators.  
This study provides the first focused treatment of Van de Velde’s original 
landscape etchings, as well as the first critical study of the artist’s prints generally. The 
first two chapters offer a detailed biography of Van de Velde, and incorporate a 
comprehensive gathering of archival documents related to his life, network, and career as 
a printmaker. Chapter 1 examines his early life and training, along with the remarkable 
letters from his father, who actually encouraged him at the outset of his career to invent 
his own designs. Chapter 2 details his professional life in Haarlem and Enkhuizen, and 
challenges the previously held notion that he more or less abandoned the pursuit of 
original printmaking after his marriage, as well as the notion that he developed financial 
problems later in life. At stake in this reassessment is the proper grounding of his 
enterprise of artistic self-definition, one that has repercussions for the status of 
printmaking generally in this era. 
 The remaining chapters address different aspects of Van de Velde’s original 
landscape etchings, particularly those produced at the beginning of his career, c. 1614-
1618. Chapter 3 examines the balance of types of imagery in his landscape series, 
between the seemingly real and the imaginary, and between the local and the foreign. 
Chapter 4 is a study of the high prevalence of ruins in Van de Velde’s etchings, both as 
subjects in their own right, and as ones that dramatized their landscape settings and 
reflected a new form of visual antiquarianism at a time of peak interest in local history 
and antiquity. Chapter 5 looks at the significant subset of Van de Velde’s landscapes 
couched in the visual time-cycle tradition of Seasons and Months, and how the Neo-Latin 
captions found in these series offer a range of innovative commentary. It specifically 
examines in detail a series of Months that demonstrate how Van de Velde’s relationship 
with the previously unidentified humanist author Reinier Telle clearly led to a significant 
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Jan van de Velde II was one of the most versatile and prolific printmakers of the 
seventeenth century. His versatility was exceptional in a number of ways. He practiced 
engraving and etching, and became celebrated in both methods for his singular style and 
virtuoso technique. He was also one of the first artists who trained as a printmaker and set 
about making a career primarily executing his own original designs for the print medium. 
This distinguishes him from the many artists who trained as painters but took up 
printmaking (often autodidactically) as an adjunct activity, as well as from the long line 
of professional printmakers preceding him who primarily made their living working after 
the designs of others.  
His inventions were innovative and groundbreaking. In particular, his body of 
early landscape print series stood at the center of an artistic movement in the newly 
independent Dutch Republic in the opening decades of the seventeenth century that 
reformulated the landscape genre entirely. This new mode of landscape broke with earlier 
Flemish artistic traditions then still popular throughout Europe, such as the high-
perspective, often imaginary, and often mountainous ‘world landscape’ (or 
Weltlandschaft) landscape formula.1 Van de Velde and a number of his contemporaries in 
the Northern Netherlands actively popularized a plausibly real, flat, and recognizably 
local projection of the native surroundings as the new artistic model with great success. 
While the appropriation of prosaically rustic and local nature for artistic purposes was not 
entirely new, the resonance this new vision quickly achieved in the United Provinces was 
remarkable. It not only permanently became the dominant mode of landscape by the 
                                                      
1 The most comprehensive overview of the Weltlandschaft tradition as it relates to Flemish art 
remains Walter S. Gibson, “Mirror of the Earth”: The World Landscape in Sixteenth-Century 
Flemish Painting (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1989). 
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height of the Golden Age, but also the most popular genre of art among the general 
public in terms of raw market consumption by the middle of the seventeenth century, at 
least in the Northern Netherlands.2 This often non-narrative genre revolutionized the 
possibilities of using nature as a highly regarded subject in itself, one independent of the 
moralizing, didactic, or commemorative impulses that traditionally ruled art-making.  
Jan van de Velde did not act alone in creating a distinctively Dutch landscape 
tradition. He was one of a closely associated group often dubbed the Haarlem Pioneers 
that included Willem Buytewech, Esaias van de Velde, and Hercules Segers.3 One of the 
remarkable features of their innovation in the landscape tradition is that they made many 
of their most novel – and due to the multiple nature of the medium, most influential – 
landscape designs in the print medium, specifically etching. As their name suggests 
(given to them by modern scholars), all of them indeed intersected in Haarlem during the 
time of the Twelve Years’ Truce (1609-1621), a period of special importance since it 
marked the beginning of de facto independence for the Dutch Republic when early 
notions of a national consciousness began to take hold, both in the arts and in the culture 
at large. That the Haarlem Pioneers overlapped particularly in the years that comprise the 
heart of the Truce at the same time when a great deal of their substantial and most 
ground-breaking landscape output is thought to originate, will be given close attention in 
this study as a culturally interrelated phenomena.  
In distinction to the Haarlem Pioneers, all of whom trained as painters, Jan van de 
Velde’s print production far exceeded theirs by an order of magnitude. He executed 
nearly 500 plates, of which well over 100 are his own landscape designs published early 
in his career between 1614, when he entered the guild as a master, and 1618. His output 
                                                      
2 See especially Alan Chong, “The Market for Landscape Painting in Seventeenth-Century 
Holland,” in Peter C. Sutton, Masters of 17th-Century Dutch Landscape Painting (Boston: 
Museum of Fine Arts, 1987), pp. 104-120. 
 
3 For this sobriquet and a discussion of the linkage between these artists’ landscape prints, the 
classic study remains David Freedberg, Dutch Landscape Prints of the Seventeenth Century 
(London: British Museum Press, 1980), especially pp. 28-50. 
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was also more varied than those of his colleagues, both in terms of the types of 
landscapes he produced and the genres and formats he explored in general. His 
significant contribution to the landscape genre as a site of intentionally crafted 
inventiveness, this study will argue, has been dramatically under-emphasized in previous 
accounts. Certain of the most influential features of his works are entirely his own 
devising, such as his meaningful transformations of time-cycle imagery exploring the 
seasons and months of the year, and the fact that his innovative treatment of ruins as an 
artistic motif ranged farther and deeper than any other artist of his day. Both of these 
features will be the subject of intensive investigation in this study. 
Part of the reason for the marginalization of Jan van de Velde to date is due to his 
very status as a professional printmaker. There has long been an historiographic bias in 
this regard, stretching back, arguably, to Adam von Bartsch’s seminal multi-volume 
catalogue raisonné of printmakers, Le Peintre-Graveur, which, as the title suggests, 
privileged painters who took up printmaking themselves and does not include Jan van de 
Velde.4 In the long critical wake of Bartsch’s publication came a specialist industry of 
filling in the gaps where he had left off. One of these projects resulted in the first 
catalogue of Jan van de Velde’s prints, published as a monograph in 1883.5 His prints 
were given a more up-to-date scholarly cataloguing as part of the ongoing Hollstein 
series in a pair of volumes that appeared in 1989.6 Both of these treatments, however, are 
limited to the standard cataloguing functions of describing states and inscriptions. The 
only other monograph on the artist to appear to date, Jan van Gelder’s important 
dissertation published in 1933, focused primarily on the drawings by the artist and their 
                                                      
4 Adam von Bartsch, Le peintre graveur, 21 vols. (Vienna: J.V. Degen, 1803-1821). 
 
5 D. Franken and J.Ph. van der Kellen, L’Oeuvre Jan van de Velde (Amsterdam: Frederik Muller, 
1883). 
 
6 Ger Luijten and Christiaan Schuckman, Hollstein’s Dutch & Flemish Etchings, Engravings and 
Woodcuts ca. 1450-1700, vols. 33-34 (Roosendaal: Koninklijke van Poll, 1989). All subsequent 
references to Hollstein followed by a number in the present study will refer specifically to these 
two volumes, and specifically to the prints of Jan van de Velde II therein. 
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context within the early history of landscape.7 Van de Velde’s original designs for the 
print medium, which comprise his central artistic preoccupation and earned him a 
position as a pivotal figure in Dutch art, have, in fact, escaped a sustained focused 
treatment to date. This study aims to provide the first in-depth critical analysis of the 
artist’s printed oeuvre, with a particular focus on his landscape etchings.  
Another persistent problem due to a relative lack of study (or at least recent 
scholarly treatment) of Van de Velde’s life and work has been a narrow and, it now 
seems, largely incorrect assessment of a few major points concerning the course of his 
career. Biographical summaries of the artist that routinely appear in exhibition catalogues 
or other resources tend to stress two disparaging aspects of his vita: that after a promising 
beginning to his career working as an artist inventing his own prints, he pivoted shortly 
thereafter (following his marriage in 1618) to a practice largely built on working after the 
designs of others. Thus the inventive printmaker resorted to becoming a more 
‘reproductive’ plate-cutter after all, instead of resisting this normative course of trade 
practice. And, second, that he and his family left Haarlem for his wife’s hometown of 
Enkhuizen at some point in the late 1630s due to mounting debts. The implication of the 
latter assessment is that Van de Velde fled the city of Haarlem where he had trained and 
worked for over twenty-five years because his professional career had taken a turn for the 
worse. In truth, a close look at his artistic corpus and an extensive examination of the 
documentary evidence surrounding his life do far more to refute rather than support these 
conclusions, ones based upon a rather cursory understanding of his life and work formed 
nearly a hundred years ago.  
At stake in these biographical considerations is the concept of inventive 
printmaking as a viable enterprise in the first place, an undertaking for which he was one 
of the earliest and most versatile figures. The first and second chapters of this study will 
                                                      
7 J. G. van Gelder, Jan van de Velde 1593-1641: Teekenaar-Schilder (The Hague: Martinus 
Nijhoff, 1933). 
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comprise the most thorough look of the life and career of Jan van de Velde published to 
date, updating Van Gelder’s biographical chapter published in 1933. It will be based on 
the gathering of documents and other primary sauces, found here in the Appendix, many 
of which were unknown to Van Gelder or had been previously noted after their initial 
discovery but given little subsequent consideration. These documents are rather 
considerable in scope compared to the archival leavings of most printmakers of his day, 
and afford us a closer view of his professional network in Haarlem and the surrounding 
cities. These two chapters will consider in detail the series of letters from Jan van de 
Velde’s father that survive and date to the period of his apprenticeship that encourage his 
son, remarkably, to invent rather than copy. It will also present for the first time some 
previously unpublished juvenilia, including his first print, as well as consider other 
aspects of his training and possible travels to Italy. His career will be examined in terms 
of his professional standing, publishing and teaching activities, and collaborations, along 
with a consideration of his ultimate move to Enkhuizen, where he died at the age of forty-
eight. 
The third chapter will look at the formulations of the landscape genre for which 
Van de Velde became most known, particularly his early etchings in serial format that 
comprise the Amoenissimae aliquot regiunculae of 1615, and a more extensive and 
identically titled series that appeared in 1616. One of the distinctive features of these 
series is their mix of recognizably local scenes with obviously foreign ones as well as the 
plausibly real and clearly imaginary. Taken as a whole, these various scenes constitute 
what might be termed a ‘total composition’ demonstrating an intentional balance of 
landscape types. The more local and seemingly realistic landscapes have long been given 
favor in previous discussions of Van de Velde’s role in the development of the Dutch 
landscape tradition, in effect marginalizing the other key components. Understanding 
these series as a whole is also key for providing insight into the occasionally noted (but 
never thoroughly tested) observation that Haarlem’s role in the rise of Dutch landscape 
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finds precedence in print before painting, an unusual inversal of mediums in terms of 
traditionally understood notions genre formation and innovation. 
The subject of the fourth chapter is the motif of the local ruin that appears 
throughout Van de Velde’s oeuvre, more so, arguably, than any other artist of his day 
working outside of Rome. The ruins motif is so ubiquitous in his works that he might be 
termed a ruins specialist as much as a landscape specialist. In fact, his frequent 
compositional placement of ruins within a landscape setting anticipates in many ways the 
concept of the ‘picturesque’ that would become the dominant aesthetic mode for 
landscape art in the eighteenth century. This chapter will take a close look at the 
iconographical valences offered by the specific histories of the structures (and their 
destructions) which seventeenth-century viewers often struggled to understand 
themselves. It will also forward a previously unconsidered aspect of ruins in the 
development of Dutch landscape generally, namely the dramatic rise in the study and 
appreciation of the ancient Batavian culture. This ‘craze’, as it has been called, was 
indisputably specific to the Northern Netherlands and permeated with enthusiasm 
throughout local humanist, literary, and artistic circles during the period of the Twelve 
Years’ Truce. This most important moment of republican identity formation for the new 
Dutch nation finds reflection in the unprecedented burgeoning in the visual culture of 
ruins and local history. 
The fifth and final chapter will address Jan van de Velde’s time-cycle imagery, 
specifically his multiple series of plates treating the themes of the Twelve Months and 
Four Seasons. These are among his best known and original works, generally considered 
to be local landscapes from a topographic point of view but employing extensive staffage 
reflecting local rural and agricultural activities. Since nearly all of these series are 
captioned with Neo-Latin verses, this chapter will look especially at humanist circles that 
Van de Velde drew upon and at the contents of the verses themselves. Previous 
scholarship has overlooked the collaborative nature of these projects, and especially the 
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classical source that most inspired humanists for many of these works, Ovid’s Fasti. Van 
de Velde’s time-cycle imagery not only follows a long-standing humanist tradition of 
Neo-Latin Christian calendar poems based on the Fasti, but he also transforms that 
tradition in meaningful ways, introducing for the first time a locally set and ultimately de-
Catholicized version of single-sheet calendar imagery, completely lacking, for example, 




Jan van de Velde saw high critical praise of his work in his own lifetime, specifically by 
the local historian and predikant Samuel Ampzing who took a great interest in the 
flourishing arts of Haarlem. He wrote widely, if not always substantially, about many of 
the artists working there, and dedicated eight lines to Van de Velde in his thorough 
history of the city, Beschryvinge ende lof der stad Haerlem in Holland (“Description and 
praise of the city of Haarlem in Holland”) published in 1628.8 Ampzing afforded more 
space to the printmaker than to even most painters, due in no small part, certainly, to the 
fact that Van de Velde executed most of the illustrated plates for Ampzing’s volume 
(after designs by Pieter Saenredam). Their collaboration does not suggest undue praise. 
Quite the opposite, his verses make clear his appreciation of Van de Velde’s considerable 
talent and his pride in having him work on the project: 
How worthy Velde is praised in this art 
As he has shown so richly in my work. 
Need he yield to anyone in his plate-cutting? 
                                                      
8 Samuel Ampzing, Beschyvinge ende lof der stad Haerlem in Holland (Haarlem: Adriaan 
Rooman, 1628), p. 373. In an earlier edition from 1621, Ampzing referred to Velden in passing as 
part of a listing of artists worthy of mention: Wat wil ick oock van Dijck, van Wieringen hier 
melden / De Grebbers, Matham, Pot, Jan Jacobs, Vroom en Velden… (“What shall I say here of 
Van Dyck and Van Wieringen, The Grebbers, Matham, Pot , Jan Jacobs, Vroom and Velden…”), 
although it is not entirely clear whether he meant Jan or Esaias, or perhaps both (since Velden 
could be taken as plural). See Ampzing, Het lof der stadt Haerlem in Hollandt (Haarlem, 1621), 
unpaginated; and the Appendix, Doc. 42, with further references. Van Gelder, Jan van de Velde: 
Teekenaar-Schilder, p. 8, assumed that Ampzing’s 1621 passage referred specifically to Jan van 
de Velde. 
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Certainly he stands alongside the best. 
What will he do in time if he but lives, 
Still daily his art expresses more and more! 
Just as he flies higher [than others] in cutting with the stylus, 
So too is his pen an abundantly rich gift.9 
 
Worth noting is that Ampzing appears well aware of Van de Velde’s ‘pen’, which in this 
context probably refers to his finished drawings that must have already been circulating 
at the time. It does not appear that Ampzing made a distinction between his activities as 
both an etcher and engraver, contrary to the implication of a previous translation.10 
 Ampzing’s praise was the only that Van de Velde would see published in his 
lifetime. Less than a decade after the artist’s death, however, Theodorus Schrevelius also 
wrote of him in superlative terms in 1648 in his own history of Haarlem. This passage, 
previously unpublished in the secondary literature on the artist, reads: 
Johan van de Velde, the son of the great writing master, yielded to hardly anyone 
his equal, who practiced the art of etching more than engraving, yet issued many 
pieces through which he rightly earned his fame.11 
 
                                                      
9 Hoe waerdig Velde sij in dese konst gepresen  
Dat heeft hij in mijn werck wel rijckelijk bewesen. 
Behoefd hij iemand oock te wijcken met syn snêe? 
Gewisselijck hij mag wel met de beste mêe. 
Wat wil hij met der tijd indien hij maer mag leven 
Noch daechlijkx meer en meer sijn konst te kennen geven! 
Gelijk hij overvliegt in ‘t snijden met het stift: 
So is ook sijne pen een over-waerde gift. 
Translation my own. Ampzing, Lof der Haerlem, p. 373; and Appendix, Doc. 65, with further 
references. 
 
10 See Christopher Brown, Dutch Landscape: The Early Years, Haarlem and Amsterdam 1590-
1650 (London: National Gallery, 1986), p. 44, whose translation renders stift in the penultimate 
line as ‘etching needle’. Stift more likely refers to a burin rather than an etching needle, but in any 
case it is not a term one usually finds for either of these tools in contemporary sources (usually 
graefijser and naald, respectively, for burin and etching needle). Ampzing was not an artist 
himself and was likely unfamiliar with the terminology. He also perhaps simply needed to make 
the rhyme work in the last two lines.   
 
11 Joh. van de Velden, de sone van dien grooten schrijver, heeft qualijck yemandt van sijns 
ghelijck gheweecken, die meer de konst van etsen dan van snijden oeffende, nochtans heeft hy 
veel stucken uytghegheven, by de welcke hy we verdient heeft om gheroemt te worden. 
Translation my own. Theodorus Schrevelius, Harlemias (Haarlem, 1648), p. 381 (printers’ error 
in the original reads 318). Appendix, Doc. 95. 
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Schrevelius, like Ampzing, almost certainly knew Van de Velde personally and appears 
to have owned some of his prints.12 The most noteworthy aspect of this passage is the 
distinction that Schrevelius made between etching and engraving in Van de Velde’s 
oeuvre. His statement is probably one of the earliest examples of a lexical differentiation 
being made between the two techniques by a non-artist or art theorist in the Netherlands, 
and speaks to an early awareness that Van de Velde excelled in both.  
 Writers made little mention of Van de Velde for the rest of the seventeenth 
century, at least until Arnold Houbraken included him in his 1718-1721 collection of 
artist biographies.13 In his Sculptura of 1662, John Evelyn probably referred to Jan rather 
than Esaias in his discussion of Dutch prints when he wrote, “Londerselius [Johannes 
Londerseel] has taken excessive pains in his landscapes, and so has Van de Velde in 
some few…,” by which he likely meant that only a few of Van de Velde’s landscape 
prints were as large in scale and similarly detailed.14 In France, Florent Le Comte singled 
out Jan van de Velde’s dark-manner engravings in his imaginary description of the ideal 
print collection (“Idée d’une belle bibliothèque d’Estampes”) as ones that should be 
grouped in an album with other “Nuits et pièces noires” by Rembrandt, Hendrick Goudt, 
and Jan van Vliet.15 Indeed, the Abbé de Marolles (1600-1681), the most famous French 
                                                      
12 Schrevelius had multiple impressions of Jan van de Velde’s portrait of Petrus Scriverius after 
Frans Hals (Hollstein 407, dated 1626), one of which he gave to Arnout van Buchell, as recorded 
in the latter’s Aantekeningen betreffende meest Nederlandse schilders en kunstwerken in 1628. 
Appendix, Doc. 67. 
 
13 Arnold Houbraken, De groote schouburgh der Nederlantsche konstschilders en schilderessen, 
3 vols. (Amsterdam, 1718-1721), vol. I, p. 275. 
 
14 John Evelyn, Sculptura, or the History and Art of Chalcography and Engraving on Copper 
(London: G. Beedle & J. Collins, 1662), p. 71. Another possibility is that Evelyn meant that Van 
de Velde only produced a few prints, which was true enough in the case of Esaias, but either way 
it would then seem surprising that a collector as serious as Evelyn could be unaware of the 
prolific nature of Jan’s work, even in England. Appendix, Doc. 97. 
 
15 Florent Le Comte, Cabinet des singularitez d’architecture, peinture, sculpture, et gravure, 3 
vols. (Paris, 1699-1700), vol. I, p. 21; cited by William W. Robinson, “‘This Passion for Prints’: 
Collecting and Connoisseurship in Northern Europe during the Seventeenth Century,” in Clifford 
S. Ackley, Printmaking in the Age of Rembrandt (Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, 1981), xxvii-
xlviii, pp. xlv-xlvi. 
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print collector of the day, kept his prints by Jan van de Velde in album with “Nocturnes” 
by Goudt and Van Vliet.16 On the other hand, the notable Dutch print collector, Michiel 
Hinloopen (1619-1708) kept his prints by Jan van de Velde in an album with those by 
Hercules Segers, probably reflecting that they were landscape etchings rather than dark-
manner engravings.17 Also worth noting is that the connection with Rembrandt made by 
Le Comte is no accident. Jan van de Velde was one of the older generation of 
printmakers that most influenced Rembrandt’s own printmaking, not just in the format 
and composition of his landscape etchings but also in his ground-breaking exploration of 
the dark manner in etching and drypoint.18 
 By the time Houbraken wrote about Jan and Esaias together in the first volume of 
the Groote schouburgh, confusion about their family relationship had already ensued. He 
not only mistakenly assumed that they were brothers, but also that the ship painter, 
Willem van de Velde the Elder, was likely a brother of both (and that Adriaen and 
Willem the Younger were therefore nephews). This misunderstanding would persist for 
over two centuries. Houbraken’s only statement about Jan’s art was short but revealing in 
terms of making obvious his particular interest to print collectors: “He was best known 
for beautiful landscapes that he executed in print, and is in every respect well-known to 
print connoisseurs [printkonstlievenden].”19 
 Artist dictionaries and collectors’ guides continuously included entries on Jan van 
de Velde throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, usually repeating the false 
family relationships forwarded by Houbraken, and occasionally remarking certain of his 
works and his qualities as a printmaker. While Bartsch had left him aside, other 
                                                      
16 Robinson, “This Passion for Prints,” p. xlvi. 
 
17 Jan van der Waals, De prentschat van Michiel Hinloopen (The Hague: SDU, 1988), p. 187. 
 
18 For Van de Velde’s influence in Rembrandt, see Robert Fucci, Rembrandt’s Changing 
Impressions (Cologne: Walther König, 2015), pp. 27-28.  
 
19 Hy is wel meest bekend door de fraaije Landschapjes die van hem in print uitgaan, en alzins 
onder de printkonstlievenden bekend zyn. Translation my own. Houbraken, De groote 
schouburgh, vol. I, p. 275. 
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connoisseurs from the same period made clear their appreciation. For example, in 1808 
Jean-Pierre Baverel wrote that Van de Velde would sometimes pick up the etching needle 
and sometimes the burin “according to the impulses of his genius” and that he produced 
etchings with remarkable freedom as well as “clair-obscur” (i.e. dark-manner works) with 
admirable effects.20 
 The late-nineteenth century archival researches of Van der Willingen, Obreen, 
Bredius, and De Vries (among others) laid the groundwork for a fuller biographical 
picture of Van de Velde, which was quickly put to use in subsequent studies.21 The first 
monograph on Jan van de Velde is the catalogue raisonné of his prints published by 
Franken and Van der Kellen in 1883, with a seminal and remarkably thorough listing of 
works and states, though with very little analysis to accompany them.22 The first study to 
really bring together his life and works in a sustained discussion is the 1888 article by 
Émile Michel for the Gazette des Beaux-Arts (republished in book form in 1892) treating 
all the artists in the ‘family’ as a whole.23 Zoege von Manteuffel treated the 
                                                      
20 Il savait employer dans ses gravure tantôt la pointe, tantôt le burin, delon les impulsions de son 
génie; et par cet heureux mélange il produisait des effets de clair-obscur admirables. Ses eaux-
fortes sont exécutées avec beaucoup de liberté; mais lorsqu’il voulait finir une estample, il 
employait le burin. Jean-Pierre Baverel, Notices sur les graveurs, 2 vols. (Besançon: Taulin-
Dessirier, 1808), vol. II, pp. 282-284. 
 
21 A. van der Willigen, Geschiedkundige aanteekeningen over Haarlemsche schilders en andere 
beoefenaren van de beeldende kunsten, Haarlem 1866 (later published in French as Les Artistes 
de Harlem: Notices Historique avec un Précis sur la Gilde de St. Luc, Harlem/The Hague, 1870; 
and a facsimile reprint of the latter (Nieuwkoop, 1970); F.D.O. Obreen, Archief voor 
Nederlandsche Kunstgeschiedenis, 7 vols. (Rotterdam, 1877-90), with contributions by Bredius; 
and A.D. de Vries, “Biografische aantekeningen betreffende voornamelijk Amsterdamsche 
schilders, plaatsnijders, enz. en hunne verwanten,” published in 8 parts in Oud Holland 3-4 
(1885-1886). These and other related archival discoveries related to Van de Velde are fully noted 
in the Appendix under each of the relevant documents.  
 
22 Franken and Van der Kellen, L’Oeuvre Jan van de Velde. Significant addenda and corrections 
were provided in a review by Simon Laschitzer, review of Franken and Van der Kellen 1883, 
Repertorium für Kunstwissenschaft 7 (1884), pp. 124-125; which can also be found appended to 
the facsimile reprint of Franken and Van der Kellen’s catalogue (Amsterdam: G.W. Hissink, 
1968). 
 
23 Émile Michel, “Les Van de Velde,” Gazette des Beaux-Arts 37 (1888), published in 3 parts 
throughout the volume; and, idem, Les Van de Velde (Paris: L. Allison et Cie, 1892), for the 
slightly later book form of the gathered articles. 
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Künstlerfamilie in a similar fashion in a book that appeared in 1927.24 While the works by 
Michel and Zoege von Manteuffel seem somewhat disjointed today for their inclusion of 
the ship-painter Willem van de Velde and his progeny, their brief treatments of Jan van 
de Velde were nevertheless relatively thorough considerations despite bearing the usual 
platitudes of the day about the ‘simplicity’ of Dutch landscape, and more strikingly the 
assumption, due to his status as a printmaker, that his talent was by definition secondary 
to the painters around him.  
 In 1912 some incisive comments regarding his etching style appeared in Ludwig 
Burchard’s groundbreaking dissertation on etchers in the generation before Rembrandt. 
He noted that Jan van de Velde was the most productive etcher of that generation and that 
he devoted himself exclusively to the print medium rather than painting, unlike the other 
etchers in his study.25 His surety of hand, as Burchard put it (meaning that his etching 
style did not always bear the fluidity of his contemporaries) was a result of his primary 
profession as a printmaker. This perhaps unfairly consigned him, in Burchard’s eyes, to 
catering to popular tastes: “Pleasingness and popularity, however, rarely do not go hand 
in hand; one is the reward of the other.”26 Another short study of his prints published 
around this time is that of William Aspenwall Bradley, the first to appear in English 
though he primarily drew upon Michel.27  
 Van Gelder’s monographic dissertation on Van de Velde’s drawings and paintings 
that appeared in 1933 remains the most substantial critical treatment of the artist to date.28 
                                                      
24 K. Zoege von Manteuffel, Die Künstlerfamilie van de Velde (Bielefeld & Leipzig: Velhagen & 
Klasing, 1927), pp. 19-30. 
 
25 Ludwig Burchard, Die Holländischen Radierer vor Rembrandt (Halle, 1912), pp. 68-70. 
 
26 “Gefälligkeit aber und Popularität gehen nicht selten Hand in Hand; eines ist der Lohn des 
anderen.” Ibid, p. 68. 
 
27 William Aspenwall Bradley, “The Van de Veldes,” Print-Collector’s Quarterly 7:1 (1917), 55-
89; republished as a chapter in his book, Dutch Landscape Etchers of the Seventeenth Century 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1918 [misprinted on the title-page as 1908]), pp. 1-35. 
 
28 Van Gelder, Jan van de Velde: Teekenaar-Schilder. 
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Against the backdrop of previous publications, it is clear that Van Gelder intended to do 
more than just fill a gap in the cataloguing of his oeuvre, since the prints had already been 
covered (though strictly in the sense of cataloguing) by Franken and Van der Kellen. He 
sought to counter the heavily repeated notion that Jan van de Velde’s importance lied 
exclusively in his printed oeuvre. By drawing attention to his drawings and paintings, 
Van Gelder’s goal appears to have been to normalize him somewhat in relation to his 
contemporaries. Moreover, and to the lasting credit of his study, he thoroughly 
contextualized Van de Velde’s originality in relation to the rise of Dutch landscape art in 
an extensive and deeply informed manner that continues to be useful, and yields fruitful 
insights into the nexus of artists that defined the landscape tradition. By shifting focus 
away from the prints, however, his study lacked a critical focus on the very output that 
was indeed the most important aspect of Van de Velde’s life’s work, creating the gap that 
this study seeks to redress. 
 Van Gelder’s two catalogues that he included in his study (one of the drawings, 
the other of paintings) are also in need of revision despite having a high standard for their 
day. New drawings by or attributed to Van de Velde have continuously come to light in 
the interim. Van Gelder catalogued ninety of them in his original 1933 publication, and 
added another two dozen himself in addenda published in 1955 and 1967.29 Since then, at 
least seventy others have come to light. These new drawings, a number of which remain 
unpublished or have received little critical attention, along with the fact that several of 
Van Gelder’s former attributions can now be safely dismissed as copies (usually after 
prints) or as works by other artists, have generated the need for a new catalogue of the 
drawings.30 
                                                      
29 J.G. van Gelder, “Jan van de Velde 1593-1641, teekenaar-schilder: Addenda I,” Oud Holland 
70 (1955), 21-40; and idem, “Drawings by Jan van de Velde,” Master Drawings 5 (1967), 39-42. 
 
30 This will be the subject of a separate, forthcoming publication by the present author.  
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 Van Gelder’s paintings catalogue has actually fared much worse. In fact, there 
remain no securely attributed paintings to Jan van de Velde today, thereby calling into 
question whether he even took up the brush. Van Gelder catalogued nine paintings in 
1933 and another seven in his 1955 addendum, a corpus that has received no critical 
attention as a group since his original publications, and is therefore worth commenting 
upon here, however briefly. As it stands, only two of his surviving paintings appear to be 
signed, one a small oval Winter Landscape monogrammed I.V.V. in the Rijksmuseum, 
Amsterdam, though its attribution status nevertheless remains in doubt [fig. 1].31 On the 
basis of stylistic comparison with this panel, an unsigned Winter Landscape in the 
Fondation Custodia, Paris, has been given to Jan van de Velde as well, although the 
comparison with this larger (and arguably better painted) work is not entirely persuasive 
[fig. 2].32 The latter painting does, however, appear to be by the same hand as a similar 
work bearing an indistinct monogram, possibly an interlaced IVV, hanging in the King’s 
Chamber at Slot Kronborg, Helsingør, Denmark [fig. 3].33  
                                                      
31 Winter Landscape, oil on panel, 9.1 x 11.5 cm (Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, inv. no. SK-A-
3241). See Jonathan Bikker, Yvette Bruinen, and Gerdien Wuestman, et al., Dutch paintings of 
the seventeenth century in the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam: Volume I – Artists born between 1570 
and 1600 (Amsterdam: Rijksmuseum, 2007), p. 378, no. 289 (as “Attributed to Jan van de Velde 
II); Van Gelder, “Jan van de Velde: Addenda I,” p. 34 and fig. 17; and see also Ariane van 
Suchtelen, Holland Frozen in Time: The Dutch Winter Landscape in the Golden Age (Zwolle: 
Waanders, 2001), no. 33 (unpaginated).  
 
32 Winter Landscape, oil on panel, 27.5 x 46 cm (Fondation Custodia, Paris, inv. no. 2633). See 
Saskia Nihom-Nijstad, in Reflets du siècle d’or: Tableaux Hollandais du dix-septieme siecle 
(Paris, Institut Néerlandais, 1983), no. 85, pp. 139-140, and plate 25, with further references. The 
earlier attribution to Esaias van de Velde might be worth taking seriously again despite its current 
rejection from his oeuvre; see George S. Keyes, Esaias van den Velde (Doornspijk: Davaco, 
1984), p. 200, no. Rej. 41. Van Gelder never published an opinion of this painting, but in a letter 
by him dated 1979 in the curatorial files of the Fondation Custodia he confirmed the attribution to 
Jan van de Velde, first made by Frits Lugt shortly after he purchased the painting in 1950. 
 
33 Winter Landscape, oil on panel, 44 x 58 cm (Statens Museum for Kunst, Copenhagen [but 
hanging at Slot Kronborg], inv. no. KMS 3021). The museum currently has the work listed as by 
Monogrammist IW, which reflects one possible reading of the monogram. Unfortunately, given 
the viewing conditions at Slot Kronborg, it is impossible at this point to make a definitive 
statement about the exact construction of the monogram. Worth noting, in any case, is that its 
form (in apparent ligature) is distinctively different from the initials that appear on the 
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam panel. Van Gelder, “Jan van de Velde: Addenda I,” p. 34 and fig. 18. 
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Other than this core group (such as it is) of three works, it would be difficult to 
name another painting that has a plausible claim of being attributable to him. Many 
paintings that Van Gelder listed have, in fact, already been de-attributed by the curators at 
respective institutions where they are housed. A painting of Tobias and the Angel in the 
Herzog Anton Ulrich Museum, Braunschweig, for example, is now attributed to Carel de 
Hooch.34 A Landscape with a Castle in the National Gallery, Oslo, has been given 
convincingly to Reyer Claesz Suycker, and another painting in the same collection 
formerly attributed to Van de Velde, Landscape with an Inn, has likewise been rightfully 
deattributed.35 Some of the other paintings Van Gelder attributed to him clearly appear to 
be the work of a follower who copied motifs or wholesale compositions from Van de 
Velde’s prints.36 Most of the remaining works in his catalogue bear little or no relation to 
the artist’s style, conception, or compositional sensibility, often as a result of very old 
attributions.37 Until another convincingly signed or monogrammed painting comes to 
                                                      
34 Rüdiger Klessmann, ed., Die holländischen Gemälde: Kritisches Verzeichnis (Braunschweig: 
Herzog Anton Ulrich Museum, 1983), pp. 100-101, no. 337; Van Gelder, Jan van de Velde: 
Teekenaar-Schilder, p. 112, no. II. 
 
35 Van Gelder, Jan van de Velde: Teekenaar-Schilder, p. 113, nos. VI and VII. See the entries by 
Marit Lange and Knut Ljøgodt, respectively, in Marit Lange, ed., Nasjonalgalleriets Første 25 År 
1837-1862 (Oslo: Nasjonalgalleriet, 1998), pp. 44-45, no. 7; and p. 124, no. 57. The attribution of 
the former painting to Suycker was made by Leif Østby, Katalog over utenlandsk malerkunst 
(Oslo: Nasjonalgalleriet, 1973), no. 713.  
 
36 For example, Van Gelder, Jan van de Velde: Teekenaar-Schilder, pp. 112-113, nos. III and IX. 
Another painting previously in a private collection in Southern Germany, unknown to Van 
Gelder, appears to be a same-direction copy of an etching from 1615 (Hollstein 191); see the 
dealer catalogue One Hundred Drawings and Watercolours by Guy Peppiatt Fine Art and 
Stephen Ongpin Fine Art (Winter 2015-2016), p. 5, no. 3. That Van de Velde’s prints were 
frequently used to make paintings comes as no surprise. Many exempla never bore an autograph 
attribution to him but were long known as copies in the first place. See, for example, in the 
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam inv. nos. SK-A-4288 (a landscape on a harpsicord cover) and SK-A-
4567 (a portrait of Jan Starter by the eighteenth-century painter Arnoud van Halen). 
 
37 For example, Van Gelder, Jan van de Velde: Teekenaar-Schilder, pp. 112-113, nos. IV, V, and 
VIII, some of which Van Gelder already expressed doubts about in his catalogue (wel ten 
onrechte) or noted that the attribution was an old one (already in 1933). The whereabouts of 
many of the remaining paintings that Van Gelder attributed to Van de Velde are currently 
unknown. One that resurfaced recently (Art Europe Auctions, Amsterdam, May 23, 2016) was 
correctly given as ‘Circle of Jan van Goyen’ after the discovery that it was a copy after a painting 
by him; for which see Hans-Ulrich Beck, Künstler um Jan van Goyen: Maler und Zeichner, 4 
vols. (Doornspijk: Davaco, 1973-1991), vol. III (1987), p. 142, no. 34a (as copy after Van 
Goyen); and Van Gelder, “Jan van de Velde: Addenda I,” p. 37 and fig. 20. 
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light (and some indeed are indicated in old auction catalogues) the question of Jan van de 
Velde’s activity as a painter will likely remain a open issue. If he did paint, this activity 
certainly appears to have been largely subsidiary to his other work, a situation implied, 
after all, by his registration in the guild as a printmaker (plaetsnyder) rather than as a 
painter.  
In more recent years, Jan van de Velde and his works have featured in a number 
of scholarly publications. In his survey of seventeenth-century Dutch landscape prints, 
David Freedberg accorded him more discussion and illustrations than any other artist, 
including Segers and Rembrandt.38 For Freedberg, Van de Velde’s position in the history 
of Dutch printmaking relates to his originality and influence as a stylist in the techniques 
of etching and engraving: “Implicit in Jan’s prints is the claim that the etching needle is 
capable not only of description and delineation, but also of conveying the very materiality 
of weather and the rich modulations of darkness.”39  
In 1989 the publication of the Hollstein volumes on Jan van de Velde not only 
provided a useful critical reassessment of the printed corpus first laid down by Franken 
and Van der Kellen, but also offered, for the first time, a highly useful complete set of 
illustrations of all the prints.40 The compilers did much to clarify and condense his 
oeuvre, though it still remains vast (at 472 plates), but the Hollstein catalogue appears to 
require little in the way of additions or modifications. Focused critical studies of Van de 
Velde’s works remain rare but occasionally treat individual prints or series by the artist, 
                                                                                                                                                                 
 
38 Freedberg, Dutch Landscape Prints, especially pp. 32-38. For another survey of the same 
subject that appeared around the same time, though without much critical text, see Irene de Groot, 
Landscape etchings by the Dutch masters of the seventeenth century (London: Gordon Fraser, 
1979), with Van de Velde prints featured, figs. 69-80 (unpaginated). 
 
39 Freedberg, Dutch Landscape Prints, p. 33. 
 
40 Luijten and Schuckman, Hollstein’s Dutch & Flemish Etchings, Engravings and Woodcuts, 
vols. 33-34. The publication of these two volumes marked the first time since the publication of 
the Rembrandt volumes in 1969 that more that a printmaker’s oeuvre required multiple volumes 
in the series.  
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such as the essays by Elizabeth Honig, Pieter van der Coelen, and the present author.41 
Individual prints of his have also regularly received critical commentary in several major 
exhibitions.42 His drawings have received more attention in recent years as well.43  
The most recent substantive study of Van de Velde’s works comes in Catherine 
Levesque’s book on the early seventeenth-century Dutch landscape print series in which 
she attempts to advance a layered approach toward understanding them in their historical, 
social, and literary contexts.44 One of the merits of Levesque’s study is that she considers 
the series format as a synergistic whole, often invoking the idea of conceptual ‘journey’ 
(rather than a literal or topographically-based one). In a chapter on Jan van de Velde’s 
                                                      
41 Elizabeth Honig, “Country Folk and City Business: A Print Series by Jan van de Velde,” Art 
Bulletin 78:3 (1996), 511-526; Pieter van der Coelen, “De Wolken in ‘De Lucht’: Van de Velde 
verbetert Buytewech,” Delineavit et Sculpsit 41 (2017), 41-47; Robert Fucci, “Arcadia unbound: 
Early Dutch landscape prints and the Amenissimae aliquot regiunculae of 1616 by Jan van de 
Velde II,” Art in Print 4:5 (2015), 17-22. 
 
42 While by no means a comprehensive list, some significant exhibitions with commentary on his 
prints in recent decades include: Ger Luijten and Ariane van Suchtelen et al., eds., Dawn of the 
Golden Age: Northern Netherlandish Art 1580-1620 (Amsterdam: Rijksmuseum, 1993); 
Boudewijn Bakker and Huigen Leeflang et al., Nederland naar ‘t leven: Landschapsprenten uit 
de Gouden Eeuw (Zwolle: Waanders, 1993); Edwin Buijsen, Tussen fantasie en werkelijkheid: 
17de eeuwse Hollandse landschapschilderkunst (Baarn: De Prom, 1993); Eddy de Jongh and Ger 
Luijten, Mirror of Everyday Life: Genre prints in the Netherlands 1550-1700 (Amsterdam: 
Rijksmuseum, 1997); Susan Donahue Kuretsky, Time and Transformation in Seventeenth-
Century Dutch Art (Poughkeepsie, NY: Frances Lehman Loeb Art Center, Vassar College, 2005); 
Jan van der Waals, Prenten in de Gouden Eeuw van kunst tot kastpapier (Rotterdam: Museum 
Boijmans van Beuningen, 2006). 
 
43 Some recent exhibition catalogues with commentary on his drawings include: Marian Bisanz-
Prakken, Drawings from the Albertina: Landscape in the Age of Rembrandt (Alexandria, VA: Art 
Services International, 1995); William W. Robinson, Bruegel to Rembrandt: Dutch and Flemish 
Drawings from the Maida and George Abrams Collection (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Art Museums, 2002); Marian Bisanz-Prakken, Rembrandt and His Time: Masterworks from the 
Albertina, Vienna (Milwaukee: Milwaukee Art Museum, 2005); Holm Bevers, Aus Rembrandts 
Zeit: Zeichenkunst in Hollands Goldenem Jahrhundert (Berlin: Kupferstichkabinett, Staatliche 
Museen zu Berlin, 2011); Emmanuelle Brugerolles, L’Âge d’or paysage hollandais (Paris: 
Beaux-Arts de Paris, 2014); Jane Shoaf Turner and Robert-Jan te Rijdt, eds., Home and Abroad: 
Dutch and Flemish Landscape Drawings from the John and Mrine van Vlissingen Art Foundation 
(Curaçao: BCD Group, 2015); William W. Robinson, with contributions by Susan Anderson, 
Drawings from the Age of Bruegel, Rubens, and Rembrandt: Highlights from the Collection of 
the Harvard Art Museums (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Art Museums, 2016); 
Emmanuelle Brugerolles and Olivia Savatier Sjöholm, Dessiner le quotidien: La Hollande au 
Siècle d’or (Paris: Musée de Louvre, 2017). 
 
44 Catherine Levesque, Journey through Landscape in Seventeenth-Century Holland (University 
Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1994), pp. 89-113. The book is modified version 
of her doctorial dissertation: idem, “Places of persuasion: The journey in Netherlandish landscape 
prints and print series,” (Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1987). 
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print series, she argues for a broader concept of him as an inventive artist rather than a 
follower of others, relating his deployment of mixed scenery – both foreign and local in 
tandem – to the poetic conventions of the day.  
While containing a fruitful number of insights, some of Levesque’s arguments 
have met with criticism, particularly the idea that these series were part of a “heroic 
enterprise of self-definition” at a time of incipient nationhood after freedom was gained 
from the Habsburg Spanish forces, often leaving traces of the conflict behind in the form 
of the ruins so often depicted by Van de Velde and his colleagues.45 While Levesque may 
have gone too far in some of her specific iconological associations, the present study 
builds upon it in many ways by offering linkages with the concept of local antiquity 
(particularly in Chapter Four) that reinforce the notion that the dramatic turn that 
landscape art took in the Truce years must not be fully divorced from the cultural, 
historical, and therefore political resonances deeply felt by the purveyors of humanist and 
artistic enterprises.  
                                                      
45 Huigen Leeflang, review of Levesque, Journey through Landscape, Simiolus 23:4 (1995), 273-
280. Leeflang’s own work does much to properly recontextualize early Dutch landscape prints 
within Haarlem’s history of adulating and promoting its landscape surroundings as a fundamental 
aspect of its civic identity. See, in particular, Leeflang, “Dutch landscape: the urban view. 
Haarlem and its environs in literature and art, 15th-17th century,” Nederlands Kunsthistorisch 
Jaarboek 48 (1998), 52-115, an essential study in this regard. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
‘Invention is Better’: Early Life and Training 
 
 
The Schrijfmeester Jan van den Velde I 
 
Like so many other artists of his generation in the United Provinces, Jan van de 
Velde II grew up in a family of Protestant Flemish immigrants who had fled the Southern 
Netherlands due to hostilities, a devastated economy, and religious intolerance during the 
Eighty Years’ War (1568–1648). The choice of his career as an artist and specifically as a 
printmaker had a great deal to do with the concerns of his father, Jan van den Velde I 
(1568–1623).1 His father was born and raised in Antwerp and became a famous 
schrijfmeester (writing master or calligrapher) who worked for most of his life in 
Rotterdam and Haarlem.2 Modern evaluation ranks Jan van den Velde I as the most 
                                                      
1 A note about usage: Jan van den Velde I always spelled his name with ‘den’, whereas his son, 
Jan van de Velde II tended to drop the final ‘n’, a usage that will be maintained here. 
Furthermore, modern scholarship has occasionally deemed Jan van de Velde II (subject of the 
present study) as Jan van de Velde I, and Jan van de Velde III (his son, the still-life painter) as Jan 
van de Velde II; see, for example, the biographies in J.G.C.A. Briels, Vlaamse schilders en de 
dageraad van Hollands Gouden Eeuw 1585-1630, met biografieën als bijlage (Antwerp: 
Mecatorfonds, 1997), pp. 392-393. Briels and others are no doubt aware of the figure of Jan van 
den Velde I (the calligrapher) but chose not to include him in the chain of family “artists.” This 
usage lacks clarity and will not be employed here since it causes confusion when continually 
trying to make the distinction between Jan van de Velde II and his famous calligrapher father, 
whose working lives and careers overlapped in a number of ways. Moreover, the functional 
relationships between such arts as calligraphy and drawing were not so rigidly defined in the 
seventeenth century, nor are they in modern collecting and museum practices which often rightly 
treat Jan van den Velde I as an artist in his own right. 
 
2 The most comprehensive study on the life and works of Jan van den Velde I is Ton Croiset van 
Uchelen, Jan van den Velde: Schrijfmeester 1569-1623 (Amsterdam: De Buitenkant, 2005); the 
introductory essay of which is an expanded and updated version of the one found in Croiset van 
Uchelen’s earlier study: idem, Deliciae: over de schrijfkunst van Jan van den Velde aan de hand 
van een inleiding op Van den Velde (Haarlem: Joh. Enschedé en Zonen, 1984). Earlier seminal 
essays on Jan van den Velde I include: P. Haverkorn van Rijsewijk, “Korte mededeelingen: Hans 
of Jan van de Velde,” Oud Holland 19 (1901), 60-64; idem, “Een kijkje op Rotterdam in 1605,” 
Oud Holland 22 (1904), 12-26; and Paul de Keyser, “De schrijfmeester Jan vanden Velde (1568-
1623) en zijn beteekenis als schrijfkunstenaar,” De Gulden Passer 21 (1943), 225-260. Much 
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influential figures in the history of early modern writing arts, and easily the leading figure 
in Dutch Golden Age calligraphy. His magnum opus, the Spieghel der Schrijfkonst 
(‘Mirror of the Art of Writing’), first appeared in 1605 and rapidly found a ready market 
in a number of different countries in several translations.3 This deluxe combination of 
calligraphy example plates and writing instructions set a new standard for writing manual 
publications, ones that came to serve as aesthetic products in their own right beyond their 
purely didactic value. The esteem held for him both in the Netherlands and across Europe 
in the seventeenth century (and long after) was considerable.4 
 Almost nothing is known of Jan van den Velde I’s early life in Antwerp other 
than the fact that he fled the city, as so many others did, shortly after its fall in 1585 to 
Alessandro Farnese, who fought to reconquer the city from Protestant forces on behalf of 
the Habsburg crown in Spain. Farnese was quick to restore Catholic rule in Antwerp and 
ordered all Protestants to either convert or leave within two years.5 We know that Jan van 
den Velde I came from a relatively modest background, which he made clear in a 
touching calligraphy-plate tribute to his father, Hans, a nail-maker (nagelsmid) to whom 
he expressed heartfelt gratitude for encouraging and supporting him while he pursued his 
passion for the art of writing.6 Jan I was in his late teens when he fled Antwerp, likely 
                                                                                                                                                                 
commentary of interest related to the work and impact of Jan van den Velde I can also be found 
in B.P.J. Broos, “The ‘O’ of Rembrandt,” Simiolus 4 (1971), 150-184.  
 
3 Croiset van Uchelen, Jan van den Velde: Schrijfmeester, pp. 72-78, which provides detailed 
summary of the complicated printing history of the Spieghel. Editions appeared in Latin, French, 
and German, as well as further Dutch editions from noted Amsterdam publishers Cornelis Claesz 
and Willem Jansz Blaeu within a short number of years after the editio princeps. The calligraphy 
example plates themselves would not be altered for these various editions, but rather the 
typographic portions (if in a different language) and the publishers’ addresses. 
 
4 Idem, pp. 112-115. 
 
5 For the Fall of Antwerp and resulting mass emigration, see Gustaaf Asaert, 1585: De val van 
Antwerpen en de uittocht van Vlamingen en Brabanders (Tielt: Lannoo, 2004); and C.E.H.J. 
Verhoef, De val van Antwerpen in 1585 (Antwerp: C. de Vries-Brouwers, 1985). 
 
6 His tribute to his father is written as one of the example plates published in the Spieghel der 
Schrijfkonst in 1605. See Appendix, Doc. 17. 
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along with the rest of his family.7 We know a great deal more about his subsequent life in 
the Northern Netherlands thanks to the survival of a number of his personal letters, many 
of which appear to have been preserved and collected over the years more for the 
fineness of their writing than the minutiae of their contents.8 
 By 1588 he appears to have landed a job teaching in the French School of Caspar 
Becx in Delft.9 Like most writing masters at the time, Jan primarily made his living 
teaching in a French or a Latin School his entire life. Furthermore, like Becx himself, he 
was one of many Flemish immigrants to do so. Briels estimates that over 400 educators 
from the Southern Netherlands found positions in the United Provinces between 1570 and 
1630, an influx that was welcome in the prosperous North.10 The Flemish educators 
appear to have been regarded in an advantageous light for their superior training and 
mien. Fynes Moryson (1566-1630), the famous English traveler, hinted at a sense of 
changing cultural distinctions among the Dutch when he observed of the Hollanders at 
the time that: “In manners, they were of old rude, and are so to this day in some 
measure… Yet since their last war they have become much refined in manners and 
conversation, as of poor countryes that become very rich.”11 
                                                      
7 His earliest surviving works comprise a gathering of 44 leaves of calligraphy dated 1586 
(although it is unknown whether he made these in Antwerp or not) now in the Newberry Library, 
Chicago, made when he was only about seventeen years old. See Croiset van Uchelen, Jan van 
den Velde: Schrijfmeester, pp. 21-22. 
 
8 Four of the letters have long been known: one to Jacob Matham dated 1605, and three to his son 
Jan van de Velde II in 1613 while he was an apprentice in Matham’s shop. All four reside today 
in the Rijksprentenkabinet, Amsterdam, and were first published by Fr.D.O. Obreen, “Brieven 
van Jan van den Velde (Senior),” Archief voor Nederlandsche Kunstgeschiedenis 2 (1879-80), 
94-101. Another seven letters reside in the Koninklijke Bibliotheek, The Hague, most of which 
were published for the first time only in 2005 in Croiset van Uchelen, Jan van den Velde: 
Schrijfmeester, pp. 119-129, except for the copyright application from 1605 which also be found 
in Broos, “The ‘O’ of Rembrandt,” pp. 183-184. 
  
9 For the letter of solicitation for employment, see Appendix, Doc. 4; and Croiset van Uchelen, 
Jan van den Velde: Schrijfmeester, pp. 18-20. 
 
10 J.G.C.A. Briels, “De emigratie uit de Zuidelijke Nederlanden omstreeks 1540-1621/30,” in 
Michel Baelde et al., Opstand en pacificatie in de lage landen: Bijdrage tot de studie van de 
Pacificatie van Gent (Ghent: Snoeck-Ducaju, 1976), 184-220, p. 188. 
 
11 Cited in J.G.C.A. Briels, De Zuidnederlandse immigratie 1572-1630 (Haarlem: Fibula-Van 
Dishoeck, 1978), p. 101, n. 18. 
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French Schools were especially popular with the middle classes, since the rich 
usually had their children privately tutored, and the poor naturally stopped their education 
following whatever elementary schooling they could obtain.12 As well as being a type of 
finishing school that emphasized manners and proper behavior, French schools conducted 
classes in French (as the name suggests) which was the most important international 
language for the merchant class. Proper writing skills were also highly important for the 
mercantile set as well as for those who wished to pursue a career among the many scribal 
professions at the time, such as those related to administration, government, or law. 
Despite the banal truism that the rise of the printing press led to the deterioration of the 
scribal community, the act of setting writing into print remained too impractical for a 
great number of important functions, such as notarized documents. Tremendous gains in 
education and literacy rates, not to mention commerce generally, actually led to an 
increase in the demand for writing instruction and writing manuals. 
Jan van den Velde I probably served as an assistant school master for Becx in 
Delft until he opened his own school in his house in Rotterdam a few years later in 1593, 
a school that he would run for more than twenty years. We can assume that Jan van de 
Velde II was raised in this school. As master, his father necessarily taught a number of 
subjects, as he attested in a letter of application for the copyright to the Spieghel der 
Schijfkonst (in which he also makes reference to his flight from Antwerp):  
With your obliging permission, your subject Jan van den Velde, French 
schoolmaster in Rotterdam, submits that he, Remonstrant, since the surrender of 
Antwerp has always done his best in this country to [teach] the youth as well as 
others to the best of his abilities the skills of adding, arithmetic, and writing.13 
                                                                                                                                                                 
 
12 A useful overview of educational practices at the time, though focused on Utrecht, can be found 
in the study by Engelina Petronella de Booy, Kweekhoven der wijsheid: Basis- en 
vervolgonderwijs in de steden van de provincie Utrecht van 1580 tot het begin der 19e eeuw 
(Zutphen: De Walburg Pers, 1980). 
 
13 Vertoont in alder ghediensticheyt ende reverentie U.M.E. onderdanighe Jan vanden Velde, 
Francoysche schoolmr. binnen Rotterdam, hoe dat hy Remonstrant, tzedert het overgaen der 
stadt Antwerpen, hier in desen Lande, hem inde Konste van Rekenen, Cyfferen ende Schryven 
onder de Jonghe Jeucht, als andere na syn beste vermoghen altyts ghequeten heeft. Appendix, 
Doc. 15. The English translation is taken from Broos, “The ‘O’ of Rembrandt,” p. 184. 
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Multiple languages would have been part of the curriculum as well. If one can judge from 
his calligraphy output, it appears that Jan van den Velde I had at least some proficiency in 
six languages: Dutch, French, Latin, Spanish, Italian, and English. Not all French School 
masters valued the art of fine writing as much as Van den Velde did. When a pedagogical 
debate erupted in the 1590s over the usefulness of fine writing compared to skills such as 
calculating interest on loans, he published passionate justifications for the importance of 
clear and elegant calligraphy.14 These feelings would not have been lost on his son, 
whose own works invariably possessed text captions with finely wrought letters.  
 Jan I’s French School in Rotterdam appears to have been a flourishing enterprise. 
Most such schools offered either daytime-only tuition or full boarding services depending 
on the needs and means of the parents. A boarder’s tuition might be thirty to forty 
guilders per quarter, and a school might enroll as many as fifty to seventy students, 
divided between those who boarded and those who did not. It seems likely that Jan II 
grew up with a number of boarders in his midst, and it would have been a very busy 
household. 
His father’s ability to attract students was no doubt given a major boost by his 
triumph in the famous Prix de la Plume Couronnée, a contest between writing masters 
that took place in Rotterdam in 1589, shortly after his arrival in the United Provinces.15 
Jan I managed to achieve third place at a remarkably young age, behind more established 
                                                                                                                                                                 
 
14 Jan van den Velde, Lettre defensive, 1599. See Croiset van Uchelen, Jan van den Velde: 
Schrijfmeester, pp. 27-29. Van de Velde might have done well to quote Erasmus’s own thoughts 
on the subject: “For bad handwriting is attended by the same drawbacks as incorrect 
pronunciation… The consequence is that you neither instruct your reader because he cannot 
understand you, nor please him because he finds it hard to read, nor convince him because he is 
exhausted with fatigue.” From De recta Graeci et Latini sermonis pronunciatione; cited in A.S. 
Osley, Scribes and Sources: Handbook of the Chancery Hand in the Sixteenth Century (Boston: 
David R. Godine, 1980), p. 29. 
 
15 For this contest, see Ton Croiset van Uchelen, “Dutch writing-masters and the ‘Prix de la 
Plume Couronnée’,” Quaerendo 6 (1976), 319-346. The competition also garnered him his first 
chance to publish some of his writing samples, which were engraved and included with those of 
the other winners in Jodocus Hondius’s Theatrum Artis Scribendi in 1594; for which see Osley, 
Scribes and Sources, pp. 205-211. 
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masters such as Felix van Sambix and Salomon Hendricks. Noteworthy is that Karel van 
Mander was certainly familiar with the competition since he referred to it twice in his 
Schilder-boeck.16 Van Mander also became personally acquainted with Jan van den Velde 
I since he would later design the frontispiece (engraved by Jacob Matham) for the 
Spieghel der Schrijfkonst in 1605.17  
 A few years after the competition, the calligrapher would win something else: the 
hand of Maria van Bracht, eventual mother of Jan van de Velde II. Maria was also a 
Flemish refugee, from Turnhout, and daughter of the highly successful printer and 
publisher, Jan van Waesberghe (c. 1528-1590). The large Van Waesberghe family 
established itself in Rotterdam, becoming one of the leading book publishers in Europe in 
the seventeenth century.18  
The remarkable survival of a love letter that Jan I wrote in 1592 attests to the 
affection that he held for the “graceful and beautiful” Maria to whom he was engaged.19 
                                                      
16 Karel van Mander, Het schilder-boeck (Haarlem, 1604), fol. 2r-2v, in reference to one of the 
judges, Gedeon Fallet; and fol. 59r-59v, in reference to Jacques Razet, another judge. See Croiset 
van Uchelen, “Dutch writing-masters and the ‘Prix de la Plume Couronnée’,” p. 321, notes 2-3. 
 
17 NHD (Jacob Matham), vol. 2, pp. 270-271, no. 272. The preparatory drawing is in the 
Rijkprentenkabinet, Amsterdam, inv. no. RP-P-1896-A-19245-2. Van Mander’s inclusion of the 
motif of crossed pens surmounted by a crown is a reference to Van de Velde’s victory in the 
‘tournament of quills’. For further explication of the frontispiece’s iconography, see Walter S. 
Melion, “Memory and the kinship of writing and picturing in the early seventeenth-century 
Netherlands,” Word & Image 8 (1992), 48-70, pp. 51-52. 
 
18 For the Van Waesberghe family and firm, which thrived for much of the seventeenth century, 
see especially J.G.C.A. Briels, Zuidnederlandse boekdrukkers en boekverkopers in de Republiek 
der Verenigde Nederlanden omstreeks 1570-1630 (Nieuwkoop: B. de Graaf, 1974), pp. 528-542. 
The marriage appears to have been mutually advantageous in terms of business concerns. Maria’s 
brother, Jan van Waesberghe II, published a number of Jan I’s calligraphy manuals, including one 
of the most sumptuous editions of the Spieghel der Schrijfkonst. The Van Waesberghe firm was 
especially noted for their high volume of school books, a concern that certainly relates closely to 
Van den Velde’s occupation as a schoolmaster and writer of calligraphy manuals. For a complete 
list of publications by Jan van den Velde I, including those that came from the Van Waesberghe 
presses, see Croiset van Uchelen, Jan van den Velde: Schrijfmeester, pp. 130-179. 
 
19 Appendix, Doc. 6. His devotion to her is also made apparent in a pleading letter he wrote in 
1596 to the physician Johannes Bontius asking for medicine and treatment when she fell seriously 
ill, for “it would be impossible for me to live a single hour longer should she die.” From later 
documents mentioning her we know that she fortunately survived the ordeal. For the letter to the 
physician, see Appendix, Doc. 8. 
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They were married later that same year on July 5 in Rotterdam.20 Jan van de Velde II, was 
probably their firstborn child. There has long been some confusion over the precise city 
and year of Jan II’s birth, whether Delft or Rotterdam, and date of 1593 usually given as 
circa. Unfortunately, baptismal records from both cities do not survive from that period, 
making it nearly impossible to offer a definitive answer.  
Nevertheless, it is possible to calculate his age more precisely. Jan II provided his 
own age in two documents over the course of his life: a testimony about a neighborhood 
disturbance in 1626 (no day or month given) in which he stated his age as “around 
(omtrent) 32 years old,” and a commission from September 4, 1641, which describes him 
as “around 48 years old.”21 The former document implies a birthdate falling anytime in 
either 1593 or 1594, while the latter would place it specifically between September of 
1592 and September of 1593. If we trust that he provided his age correctly on both 
occasions, his birthdate would therefore fall sometime in the first eight months of 1593. 
This timing makes sense given the marriage of his parents in July of the preceding year. 
As for the place, Rotterdam seems the more likely city. In 1613 Jan I stated that he had 
been teaching in the city for twenty years, suggesting that he had already established 
himself there by 1593 at the latest.22 
 The couple had a number of other children besides Jan II, at least a few of whom 
survived into adulthood. We only know two of them by name: Pieter, who would die in 
the East-Indies in 1627 on a voyage with Admiral L’Hermite; and Maria, who in 1612 
would marry the famous calligrapher George de Carpentier, winner of the 1620 Prix de la 
Plume Couronnée (the only other time the contest was held, as far as we know, after the 
                                                      
20 Appendix, Doc. 7. The text specifically states that Jan van den Velde was living in Delft at the 
time, and Maria van Bracht in Rotterdam. 
 
21 Appendix, Docs. 56 and 89.  
 
22 Appendix, Doc. 24. 
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1589 competition that launched the career of his father-in-law).23 In 1606, shortly after 
the publication of the Sphiegel der Schijfkonst – and perhaps due to its success – Jan I 
and Maria purchased a comfortable home on the Spoeijevaert in Rotterdam (the present-
day Delftsevaart) in a newer part of the city. They would keep this home until 1620, 
when they sold it, presumably along with the French School it housed, to the calligrapher 
Maria Strick and her husband.24 Strick was the daughter of the Delft schoolmaster, Caspar 
Becx, for whom Jan I had once worked. She was the runner-up to De Carpentier in the 
Prix da la Plume Couronnée that year.25 
 In sum, Jan van de Velde II’s childhood and upbringing give every appearance of 
stability, propriety, and order, albeit in what must have been a bustling environment of 
boarders, siblings, and family members. Our first mention of him in any primary source 
comes from a letter that his father wrote to a certain Christiaen Davidsz at the Danish 
royal court in Elsinore.26 Jan I had previously sent Davidsz a rolleken (likely a rolled 
sample) of artwork by his eldest son (Jan II) in order for it to be shown to the King of 
Denmark’s royal painter. Jan I wrote that he was still waiting for feedback, which he was 
                                                      
23 Pieter van de Velde was long thought to be the only sibling of Jan’s that we knew by name until 
Briels turned up Maria’s name in her 1612 marriage registration, for which see Briels, Vlaamse 
schilders en de dageraad van Hollands Gouden Eeuw, pp. 392-393; and Appendix, Doc. 22. 
George de Carpentier, her husband, complained bitterly in a 1620 letter to a certain ‘Monsieur 
Paets’ that he could not understand why his Italian script was judged inferior to that of Maria 
Strick in the Prix de la Plume Couronnée held that year (even though he won first prize in the 
contest!) in which he mentions that Jan van den Velde I is his father-in-law. One wonders how De 
Carpentier felt about the fact that Maria Strick also took over Van den Velde’s French school in 
Rotterdam that same year, since he himself was a French schoolmaster then working in Hoorn. 
See Appendix, Doc. 41. 
 
24 Appendix, Doc. 40. 
  
25 Maria was an admirer of Jan I’s work, which is clear from an encomium she wrote to him in 
Maria Strick, Tooneel der loflijcke Schrijfpen (N.p., 1607), unpaginated plate. In the sheet 
dedicated to M.re Hans vanden Velde Tres-excellent Escrivain…, she declared that: ik u 
beschouw als de Zon waaraan mijn Maan (vol duisternis) haar licht ontleent (“I consider you the 
Sun from which my Moon (full of darkness) has derived her light”). Cited in Croiset van 
Uchelen, Jan van den Velde: Schrijfmeester, p. 20, n. 25. 
 
26 Appendix, Doc. 11. 
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most eager to receive. Since the letter is undated, we have no exact idea of Jan II’s age at 
the time, though a range of c. 1600-1605, while he was still a boy, seems most likely.27  
The letter establishes that Jan I felt secure enough in his son’s early signs of 
artistic talent to reach out for an opinion by a royal painter. The identity of the royal 
painter in question is difficult to determine, since the historical remains of Christian IV’s 
considerable patronage in the visual arts has been much denuded through wartime 
plunder, sales, and a number of disastrous fires in Danish castles in the 18th and 19th 
centuries.28 A likely candidate is the painter Pieter Isaacsz (1569–1625) who traveled 
extensively between the Netherlands and Denmark.29 Jan II later engraved a portrait of 
Pieter Isaacsz’s brother, the noted humanist Johannes Pontanus, after a design by the 
artist’s son, Isaac Isaacsz, suggesting some degree of contact between the families.30  
                                                      
27 Croiset van Uchelen, Jan van den Velde: Schrijfmeester, pp. 122-123, dates the letter to the 
1590s (on unspecified evidence), which would have made Jan II only seven years old at most (in 
1599), but he does not seem to have taken into account the artwork, or rolleken, mentioned in the 
letter along with his son’s birth year. If indeed such an early date can be accepted, it would 
establish that Jan I considered his eldest son something of a child prodigy and that perhaps he 
sought an expert opinion in that regard. 
 
28 Charlotte Christensen, “The Visual and Performing Arts at the Danish Court 1588-1648,” in 
Steffen Heiberg, ed., Christian IV and Europe: The 19th Art Exhibition of the Council of Europe 
(N.p.: Foundation for Christian IV Year 1988, 1988), 73-76. 
 
29 Although we are not exactly certain of his movements between 1593 and 1607, and the earliest 
secure reference to him as a royal painter comes only in 1615. See Juliette Roding, “The Isaacz 
Family: Constant Travellers between Holland and Denmark,” in Badeloch Noldus and Juliette 
Roding, eds., Pieter Isaacsz (1568-1625): Court Painter, Art Dealer and Spy (Turnhout: Brepols, 
2007), pp. 131-137, and for the specific reference as royal painter, p. 134. For Pieter Isaacsz, see 
additionally Juliette Roding and Marja Stompé, Pieter Isaacsz (1569-1625): Een Nederlandse 
schilder, kunsthandelaar en diplomaat aan het Deense hof (Hilversum: Verloren, 1997). Both 
Jacob Matham and Jan Saenredam had engraved portraits after designs by Pieter Isaacsz as early 
as 1601, around the time that Jan van den Velde I wrote his letter. Another candidate is the 
Danish court artist Jacob van Noordt, primarily noted for his miniatures but about whom little is 
known today. For Van Noordt and other artists in the court at the time, see Steffen Heiberg, “Art 
and Politics: Christian IV’s Dutch and Flemish Painters,” Leids Kunsthistorisch Jaarboek 2 
(1983), 7-24; and idem, “Art and the Staging of Images of Power: Christian IV and Pictorial Art,” 
in Noldus and Roding, Pieter Isaacsz, 231-244. 
 
30 For Jan van de Velde’s portrait of Pontanus, dated 1630, see Hollstein 406. For Pontanus and 
Isaac Isaacsz generally, see S.A.C. Dudok van Heel, “Parentela of the Family of Pieter Isaacsz” in 
Noldus and Roding, Pieter Isaacsz, 245-259; and Hannemarie Ragn Jensen, “Isaac Isaacsz,” in 
idem, 205-217. The fame of Pontanus today rests on his history of Amsterdam, the earliest 
comprehensive history of the city (Historische Beschrijvinghe der Seer Wijt Beroemde Coop-
Stadt Amsterdam, Amsterdam, 1614). 
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The Artist Families Van de Velde 
 
It comes as no surprise that the relationships between the various artists with the 
surname Van de Velde in the seventeenth century has consistently caused confusion, 
even among specialists. The following excursus into genealogy will attempt to clarify 
matters and to rectify some persistent errors. The precise relationship between Jan van de 
Velde II and Esaias van de Velde has never actually been determined definitively. Arnold 
Houbraken first posited that Esaias was Jan’s brother (“although if he was older or 
younger I have not been able to find out”) thereby forwarding the assumption that must 
have seemed obvious to many collectors and connoisseurs at the time – that given the 
close artistic kinship between the two, they must have been closely related.31 Houbraken 
also held the belief that Willem van de Velde I, father of the likewise well-known artists 
Adriaen van de Velde and Willem van de Velde II, must have been a related family 
member, likely a brother of Esaias and Jan. Modern research has firmly established that 
these latter three (Willem I, Adriaen, and Willem II) comprise a completely separate 
family of Van de Veldes that traces its origin to Oostwinkel, Flanders, and that settled in 
Leiden with the emigration of Willem I’s father (also named Willem).32  
 Both Esaias’s and Jan van de Velde II’s fathers, on the other hand, emigrated 
from Antwerp. Van Gelder believed that he had established their relationship as first 
cousins instead of brothers.33 He discovered that the painter Anthony van de Velde, 
                                                      
31 Arnold Houbraken, De groote schouburgh der Nederlantsche konstschilders en schilderessen 
(Amsterdam: printed for the author, 1718-21), vol. I (1718), p. 275.  
 
32 The separate origin of the Leiden Van de Veldes was first established by P. Haverkorn van 
Rijkswijk, “Willem van de Velde de Oude: Zijn leven en zijn werk,” Oud Holland 16 (1898), pp. 
65-78 (using documents culled by Abraham Bredius, crediting him). For the most recent 
geneological clarification of the family, see Remmelt Daalder, Van de Velde & Son, Marine 
Painters: The firm of Willem van de Velde the Elder and Willem van de Velde the Younger, 1640-
1707, trans. by Michael Hoyle (Leiden: Primavera Pers, 2016), pp. 27-37. 
 
33 J.G. van Gelder, Jan van de Velde 1593-1641, Teekenaar-Schilder (The Hague: Martinus 
Nijhoff, 1933), pp. 1-2, and the family tree on p. 77. 
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mistakenly considered to be the father of Esaias, had a certain brother named Hans van de 
Velde (found mentioned in Anthony’s 1590 marriage record), who therefore must have 
been the calligrapher Jan van den Velde I.34  
A separate but related issue to Van Gelder’s postulation is the long-standing 
misconception in the scholarly literature, occasionally repeated to this day, that Esaias 
and Jan II were uncle and nephew. This conclusion was never actually based on 
genealogical research. Rather, the idea of an uncle/nephew relationship seems to have 
arisen simply from mistranslating the Dutch word neef, which can mean either nephew or 
cousin, but whose correct meaning is impossible to know unless the context is clear. 
When Van Gelder corrected Houbraken, he obviously meant to establish them as first 
cousins. No primary source has ever been used to construe them as uncle and nephew. 
 Briels clarified the situation in 1984 when he published a new family tree for 
Esaias van de Velde.35 He established that Anthony’s brother, Hans van de Velde, was a 
painter and art dealer in Amsterdam (rather than the calligrapher Jan I), and further that 
he was actually the true father of Esaias. Hans was born in Antwerp in 1552 and married 
his wife there, Cathalyne van Schorle, before emigrating to Amsterdam where Esaias was 
born in 1587.36 Briels, however, was never able to connect this branch of the family to 
that of the calligrapher, Jan van den Velde I. Since both branches of the family have 
Antwerp origins, further research in that city might reveal their true connection. Briels 
posited that Esaias and Jan II might be second cousins.37 This would be true if they shared 
                                                                                                                                                                 
 
34 Appendix, Doc. 5. Van Gelder was well aware that Jan I occasionally went by the name of 
Hans, as he did for his marriage registration (Doc. 6), so this interpretation is understandable. 
Croiset van Uchelen noted that Jan I likely went by Hans in more informal or family settings, but 
one occasionally finds use of such bijnamen in marriage records at the time; his wife, Maria, for 
example, is listed as Maijken in the same document. 
 
35 J.G.C.A. Briels, “Biography,” in George S. Keyes, Esaias van den Velde 1587-1630 
(Doornspijk: Davaco, 1984), pp. 20-26; and, for the family tree, pp. 18-19. 
 
36 Idem, p. 21. See also Appendix, Docs. 2 and 3. 
 
37 Idem, p. 20, and note 3. Briels noted that a certain Artus van de Velde was the father of Hans 
van de Velde the painter and grandfather of Esaias van de Velde, and that Artus may have been 
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the same great-grandfather, though such a person has yet to be identified. It is also quite 
possible that Esaias and Jan’s families were even more distantly related than previously 
thought.  
 Another possibility, one that is offered here for the first time (though speculative), 
is that Esaias and Jan II were not actually related. Van de Velde was a relatively common 
surname, and their artistic kinship may have been a matter of working proximity. While 
both families originated from Antwerp, they initially emigrated to different cities 
(Amsterdam and Delft). Furthermore, it seems clear that Esaias and Jan II each found 
their way to Haarlem for independent reasons. When Esaias’s father died in Amsterdam 
in 1609, his mother moved to Haarlem to live with her daughter, Susanna, who had 
recently settled there with the painter Jacob Martens, and Esaias moved there to join 
them.38 Jan van de Velde II, on the other hand, came to Haarlem via Rotterdam in order 
to train in the famous printmaking shop of Jacob Matham.  
 While the possibility stands that Esaias and Jan II were distantly related, they 
themselves might have had trouble determining their exact familial relationship upon 
meeting in Haarlem, if it even occurred to them that one existed. Other artists who shared 
the same surname certainly worked closely together despite having no known family 
connection.39 Over the course of his career, Jan II only etched two of Esaias’s designs, a 
Garden Party, and the Hold-up of a Carriage.40 Both prints are undated, but the Hold-Up 
                                                                                                                                                                 
the brother of Hans van de Velde the nail-maker who was the father of Jan van de Velde the 
calligrapher. Briels provided no evidence, however, for the identification of any Artus van de 
Velde as the grandfather of Esaias. The fact that Esaias had an uncle named Artus, on the other 
hand, is clear from his mother’s estate insolvency statement (Doc. 21). 
 
38 Idem, pp. 22-23. Esaias was in Haarlem by 1612 at the latest, the year he registered with the 
Guild of St. Luke there. 
 
39 To take but two examples, Claes Jansz Visscher etched the plates for Roemer Visscher, 
Sinnepoppen (Amsterdam: Willem Iansz., 1614); and Jan van de Velde II etched plates for 
Matthaeus van Campanus [the Latinized penname of Matthijs van de Velden] et al., 
Amsterdamsche Pegasus (Amsterdam: Cornelis Willemsz Blaeu-Laken, 1627); for which, see 
Hollstein 445-454. 
 
40 Hollstein 153 and 147. 
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is after a painting dated 1622 and its graphic style suggests that it may have been 
executed after Esaias’s death in 1630, perhaps from a painting that Jan had easy access to 
or even in his possession.41 Whether or not they actually worked together, their 
professional contact certainly appears to have been limited.  
 On a personal level, one document indeed connects the two artists. In 1614, Jan 
served as a witness to the baptism of Esaias’s first child, christened Johan and perhaps 
even named after him.42 The name Johan appears to have been Jan II’s personally 
preferred variant of his own name in documents, just as the name Hans was for his father. 
Jan II was not a witness, however, for the baptisms of Esaias’s other two children in 1615 
and 1617, as incorrectly stated in the past.43 The 1614 baptism nevertheless serves to 
establish that a genuine bond existed between the two artists, whether or not they shared a 
familial one as well. In any event, Esaias moved his family to The Hague shortly 
thereafter in 1618, and no other archival trace of contact between the two artists or their 
families has ever come to light.  
 
  
                                                      
41 Present whereabouts unknown, auctioned at Christie’s, Amsterdam, April 26, 1983, lot 228. 
See Keyes, Esaias van de Velde, p. 134, no. 56. Jan made some changes to the staffage figures 
and background for the print. 
 
42 Appendix, Doc. 32. The witness could possibly be Jan van den Velde I since we know that he 
was present in Haarlem at the time, but it seems that Jan van de Velde II, being similar in age, a 
fellow artist, and a newly anointed guild member (or at least he would join this year, although the 
exact date is unknown) is a far more likely candidate. Jan would also serve as baptism witness for 
fellow artists Frans and Dirck Hals, suggesting the close personal and collegial bonds between 
guild members; see Docs. 62 and 63. Furthermore, when Jan I witnessed the baptism of fellow 
schoolmaster David Horenbeeck’s daughter (Doc. 46), he was given the honor of signing in his 
own hand (likely as an act of deference for the famous writing master by the church’s scribe), 
which was perhaps unusual, but is nevertheless not the case for Esaias’s son’s baptism in which 
the names are entirely in the scribe’s hand.  
 
43 Appendix, Docs. 34 and 35. Wyckoff stated that Jan van de Velde was a witness for the 1615 
baptism, but appears to have misread the name of Jan Maertens, Esaias’s brother-in-law, or mixed 
this up with a different baptism: Elizabeth A. Wyckoff, “Innovation and Popularization: 
Printmaking and Print Publishing in Haarlem during the 1620s,” (Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia 
University, 1998), Appendix C.1, p. 365, no. 1615e. 
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The Shop of Jacob Matham: Training as a Printmaker 
 
Although the exact year is unknown, Jan van de Velde II would likely have been 
in his teens when his father dispatched him from their family home in Rotterdam to train 
as a printmaker, or plaetsnyder, in the Haarlem workshop of Jacob Matham (1571-1631). 
As stepson and heir to the famous printmaking dynasty of Hendrick Goltzius (1558-
1617), Matham was a logical choice for the best possible training that the Netherlands 
could offer an aspiring printmaker the time.44 That Jan van den Velde I was a great 
admirer of Goltzius is clear from his short tribute to him that served as one of his 
example plates: “I should now wish with the gilded pen to be allowed to profoundly sing 
your praise to posterity, but your fame is already so great and your name so widely 
known, that I fear to detract from it by means of my inferior pen.”45 Goltzius had given 
up printmaking himself around 1600 in order to focus on painting, at which point he 
handed the reins of his shop over to Matham.  
Jan I and Matham were personally acquainted with each other by at least 1605, to 
judge from a letter Jan wrote to him inquiring about the completion of the previously 
mentioned frontispiece designed by Karel van Mander that Matham was then in the 
process of engraving for the Spieghel der Schrijfkonst. Matham also supplied a 
remarkably well engraved frontispiece portrait of Jan I that graces the same publication, 
whose designer remains something of a mystery (perhaps Matham himself) but counts as 
                                                      
44 For an overview of Jacob Matham’s life and career, see especially the introduction by Léna 
Widerkehr in NHD (Jacob Matham), vol. 1, pp. xxv-lxviii. Other important studies of the artist, 
also by Widerkehr, include: idem, “Jacob Matham Goltzij Privignus: Jacob Matham graveur et 
ses rapports avec Hendrick Goltzius,” Nederlands Kunsthistorisch Jaarboek 1991-92 42-43 
(1993), 219-260; and idem, “Jacob Matham and the Diffusion of Recent Developments in Roman 
Art in Northern Europe,” in Sabine Eiche et al., eds., Fiamminghi a Roma 1508-1608: 
Proceedings of the symposium held at Museum Catharijneconvent, Utrecht, 13 March 1995 
(Florence: Centro Di, 1999), 93-109. 
 
45 Van den Velde, Spieghel der Schrijfkonst, unpaginated loose plate. For a full transcription, see 
Appendix, Doc. 18. 
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the earliest of three known likenesses of the calligrapher [fig. 4].46 The other two would 
come much later from the hand of his son.47 
 
A Calligrapher’s Concerns 
 For professional reasons, Jan van den Velde I necessarily knew a great deal about 
the challenges of intaglio printmaking. There is a certain irony in the fact that writing 
masters as a matter of profession upheld long-revered traditions of producing hand-
written text, but, as producers of popular writing manuals they inevitably had to confront 
the agent of their own degradation, the printing press. Renaissance writing manuals up 
through the mid-sixteenth century overwhelmingly favored the use of woodcut 
illustrations, which often reduced the fidelity of the original calligraphic models, 
sometimes considerably. By the late sixteenth century a new generation of writing 
manuals across Europe began to employ intaglio plates, a transition that would have a 
lasting impact on the field.48 Unlike woodcut illustrations, copperplate engravings 
necessitated the use of an additional type of printing press (an intaglio roller press) or 
access to a shop that had one, and the employment of craftsmen from a trade generally 
separate from typographic book publishing which had long relied on standard screw 
presses. These factors generated a product that was more expensive and time-consuming 
to produce but led to results that were far more precise in their fidelity to the original 
models. Famous writing manuals with intaglio plates such as those by Giovanni 
                                                      
46 NHD (Jacob Matham), vol. 2, pp. 252-253, no. 261, signed I. Matham fecit. Weigel assumed 
that the portrait was based on a drawing by Van Mander, but this seems unlikely. 
 
47 One is an engraving (Hollstein 414) dated 1621 that bears some striking similarities to the 
earlier engraving by Matham (op. cit., note 46 above) and one wonders if Jan II used it as a basis 
of his own version (pace Widerkehr, who thinks it likely based on a different model). The other is 
a pen drawing on vellum (Van Gelder, Jan van de Velde: Teekenaar-Schilder, p. 91, no. 79) dated 
1628 and therefore posthumous. Contrary to Van Gelder’s statement that the drawing is possibly 
after the study for the 1621 print (an opinion repeated by Luijten and Schuckman in the Hollstein 
volumes), the differences in facial features and aging are acute enough to suggest it is a portrait 
more likely made de novo, although necessarily taken from a model made before Jan I’s death in 
1623. 
 
48 A.S. Osley, Luminario: An Introduction to the Italian Writing-Books of the Sixteenth and 
Seventeenth Centuries (Nieuwkoop: Miland, 1972).  
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Francesco Cresci or Gianantonio Hercolani likely made a deep impression on Jan I in his 
youth, since they appeared just as he began to learn the art himself.49  
The precision offered by copperplate engraving could match the most virtuosic 
writing master’s minute markings or grand flourishes, no matter how elaborate. In turn, 
the tantalizing possibilities of the intaglio process created the desire, often difficult to 
fulfill, for highly specialized engravers who were talented enough to replicate with 
precision and spirit the increasingly elaborate handwritten models presented to them. One 
modern historian of calligraphy, Joyce Whalley, actually lamented the rise of intaglio 
writing manuals since they proved “the undoing of so many later writing masters, who 
sacrificed the greater legibility of the new scripts in favor of sheer virtuosity,” and that 
this type of book “reversed the relative importance of the pen and graver [burin].”50 In 
other words, the exceptional precision of intaglio printmaking seduced calligraphers into 
creating dazzling displays specifically for the copperplate with an investment of energy 
that they would rarely commit to mere paper or parchment.  
Whether or not one agrees with these qualitative statements, the fact remains that 
the rise of intaglio illustrated writing manuals shifted the production goals of writing 
manuals toward a virtuosic type of ‘printed handwriting’. The more elaborate models 
offered in these books would have been nearly impossible for any reader to actually 
reproduce, raising the status of such designs from the largely instructional to the purely 
artistic, an accusation that could certainly be leveled at the works of Jan I as well. Some 
                                                      
 
49 For Cresci, see Donald M. Anderson, The Renaissance Alphabet: Il Perfetto Scrittore, Parte 
Seconda: Giovan Francesco Cresci (Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1971). 
 
50 Joyce Irene Whalley, The Pen’s Excellencie: Calligraphy of Western Europe and America 
(Turnbridge Wells: Midas, 1980), pp. 145-146. It is difficult to agree, however, with Whalley’s 
statement that the engraved product exceeded the capacity of the original (“writing masters were 
tempted to try ever more brilliant strokes, knowing that the engraver could reproduce them as 
well, if not better, than the master’s hand had written them.”); idem, p. 181. A look at Jan van den 
Velde’s I’s surviving manuscript sheets that were preparatory for copperplate use, even if 
corrected here and there, make clear that his originals bore the same level of virtuosity as the 
published product.  
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of his sheets in the Spieghel der Schrijfkonst, for example, served more to cement his 
status as a master among masters and as an artist in his own right [fig. 5]. 
Given the impact of intaglio printing on writing manuals at the time, it comes as 
no surprise that he would desire to guide or direct his son toward the profession of 
printmaking. Writing masters who wished to publish their works were inextricably 
beholden to the engravers charged with cutting their plates. Painters and other artists 
coped with a similar challenge when employing printmakers, and the issue was not 
whether certain types of work were more difficult to engrave, but rather that calligraphy 
presented a particular set of challenges that demanded a specialist’s touch.51 Fidelity to 
the original or source material had always been an issue that printmakers had various 
means with which to contend. Transfer methods that resulted in image reversal, however, 
likely would not work in the case of fine writing, nor would the usual semi-freehand 
methods of pouncing or incising. 
Furthermore, calligraphic lines of the thickest width required the production of 
continuous swathes of black in the plate for which intaglio work was inherently 
unconducive (though one can produce these very easily with relief techniques). Areas of 
dark tone in engravings or etchings were traditionally generated through parallel or net-
like patterns of hatching and cross-hatching. As the modern calligrapher Gerrit Noordzij 
has demonstrated, the solution of early modern engravers tasked with cutting calligraphy 
plates was to engrave a series of minute close-packed grooves within the confines of the 
thicker areas of calligraphy that would swirl and branch in tiny patterns to fill those 
lines.52 These nearly microscopic grooves would catch ink in a manner that would read as 
                                                      
51 For these issues, see also Lelia Packer, “Imitation and Innovation in Materials in Early Modern 
Northern European Art: Pen Prints, Pen Drawings, and Pen Paintings, c. 1580-c. 1670,” (Ph.D. 
dissertation, New York University, 2012).  
 
52 For Noodzij’s studies of historical techniques in calligraphic engraving, see: Gerrit Noorzij, 
“Graveren en schrijven,” in Ton Croiset van Uchelen, Deliciae: over de schrijfkunst van Jan van 
den Velde aan de hand van een inleiding op Van de Velde (Haarlem: Joh. Enschedé en Zonen, 
1984), pp. 59-66; idem, Letterletter: An Inconsistent Collection of Tentative Theories that do not 
claim any Authority than that of Common Sense (Vancouver: Hartle & Marks, 2000); and idem, 
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continuously black. Different engravers even developed their own vocabularies of cutting 
these ‘micro-grooves’ in terms of how they choose to branch or pack their lines. These 
patterns are best seen when wear to the plate unintentionally reveals these underlying 
structures in the thicker areas of calligraphy [fig. 6]. In large measure, this technique of 
creating rich tonal blacks using technically difficult-to-produce close-packed lines 
anticipates the remarkable dark-manner engravings for which Jan van de Velde II would 
later become famous.  
Given these multiple issues of translating calligraphy to plate, many writing 
masters understandably became acutely concerned with the task of engraving, and the 
relative abilities of engravers. Jan I stated as much in his application letter to the States 
General for copyright protections for the Spieghel der Schrijfkonst:  
He [the author] now sees fit, having found someone very expert and experienced 
in the art of engraving letters [konste van letteren te snyden] to bring to light a 
book on the art of writing which, for the honor of these United Provinces, and the 
advancement of the youth and all connoisseurs, he has now completed with great 
costs and difficulties.53 
 
The engraver in question was Simon Frisius (c. 1570/75–1628), a mercurial, itinerant, 
and frequently busy printmaker who has been subject to closer study only recently.54 Jan 
van den Velde I held great esteem for Frisius’s abilities, in the Spieghel calling him “one 
of the most experienced souls to cut a letter from the art of the pen into copper with the 
                                                                                                                                                                 
“Groeven onder strijklicht,” in Croiset van Uchelen, Jan van den Velde: Schrijfmeester, pp. 181-
184. 
 
53 Hevet hem goet ghedocht, (ontmoetende eenen die inde zelve konste van letteren te snyden, zeer 
expert ende ervaren was) eenen Schryfkonst-boeck int licht te brenghen, die hy ter eeren deser 
vereenichde Provintien, ende tot voorderinghe der Joncheyt ende allen Liefhebbers, met groote 
kosten en moeyten, nu volleynt heeft. Translation taken from Broos, “The ‘O’ of Rembrandt,” pp. 
183-184. See Appendix, Doc. 15.  
 
54 For Frisius, see especially the introduction by Nadine Orenstein in NHD (Simon Frisius), pp. 
xvii-xxvii. Other important studies include: Véronique Meyer, “Les tribulations du graveur 
hollandais Simon Frisius chez les calligraphes parisiens,” Bulletin du Bibliophile 2 (2006), 245-
313; and the earlier but still fundamental articles: A. Welcker, “Simon Wynhoutsz. Frisius: 
Konstryck Plaetsnyder,” Oud Holland 53 (1936), 219-256; and Henri van de Waal, “Buytewech 
en Frisius,” Oud Holland 57 (1940), 123-139. 
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engraver’s burin.”55 Frisius’s prominent signature on a plate in the Spieghel 
demonstrating the proper way to hold a pen has become an iconic image for calligraphy 
historians [fig. 7].  
 Other writing masters clearly shared his concerns about finding the right engraver. 
Hans Strick, husband of the aforementioned Maria Strick (who bought the Van de Velde 
family home in Rotterdam), dropped his trade as a shoemaker specifically in order to 
train as an engraver to better engrave his wife’s works.56 Cornelis Boissens from 
Enkhuizen (1569-1635), also widely celebrated, proudly signed his plates as both 
inventor and engraver, thereby altogether avoiding the issue of finding the right person by 
cutting his own plates.57 Finally, Willem van Coppenol, a French School master in 
Haarlem and calligrapher, saw fit to have his son, Lieven van Coppenol (1598-1667), 
train as an engraver. Lieven would later became famous (and then infamous) as a writing 
master who eventually lost his mind.58 He actually began his career as an engraver who 
worked specifically for other writing masters, including Jan van den Velde I.59 Interesting 
in this case is that we know that his father, Willem van Coppenol, was personally 
                                                      
55 Van den Velde, Spieghel der Schrijfkonst, unpaginated: een der ervarenste Gheesten om met 
het pinsoen een letter na der pennenaert in koper te steken. Probably due to Frisius’s relative lack 
of availability, Jan I often employed Gerrit Gauw (active 1604-1638), a capable but clearly more 
staid printmaker who ended up engraving many of his published works as well. For his use of 
Frisius and Gauw as engravers, see Croiset van Uchelen, Jan van den Velde: Schrijfmeester, pp. 
48-51. 
 
56 Ton Croiset van Uchelen, “Maria Strick: Schoolhouster en calligrafe in de Goude Eeuw,” 
Jaarboek van het Nederlands Genootschap van Bibliofielen 15 (2007), 33-86. 
 
57 For the works of Boissens, see Hollstein (Boissens), vol. 3, pp. 1-3. 
 
58 With the onset of his mental instability, Lieven van Coppenol lost his job as a French School 
master and then traveled around Holland with a cart full of his writing samples (so the story goes) 
to visit various personages and to solicit encomia from them that praised his writing abilities. 
Remarkably, a number of noted poets and humanists indulged him. The fundamental study of 
Lieven van Coppenol’s life and works remains H.F. Wijnman, “Mr. Lieven van Coppenol 
Schoolmeester-Calligraaf,” Jaarboek Amstelodamum 30 (1933), 92-187. See also Stephanie S. 
Dickey, Rembrandt: Portraits in Print (Amsterdam & Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 2004), pp. 
149-158, especially for the encomia; and Broos, “The ‘O’ of Rembrandt.”  
 
59 For Jan van den Velde I he engraved a plate, Vlieghende capitalen, ofte voorletteren in 1619. 
Van Coppenol also engraved the Exemplaer-boeck of 1618 by Georges Carpentier, the then son-
in-law of Van den Velde. See Robert Fucci, Rembrandt’s Changing Impressions (Cologne: 
Walter König, 2015), pp. 128-130, and n. 7. 
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acquainted with Jan I.60 Both fathers, therefore, were French School masters and noted 
calligraphers who both had their sons train as engravers. Since Jan II was about five years 
older than Lieven, it is tempting to suggest that Jan I inspired Willem’s decision to also 
have his son learn the printmaking trade. In any event, the appeal of having an engraver 
in the family was a clear one.  
 
An Exchange with Frisius 
  Despite the obvious interest that these two writing master fathers might have had 
in seeing their sons become printmakers, no calligraphy plates engraved by Jan II after 
his father or any other calligrapher are known today. The only time we know the issue 
was raised comes from a letter he wrote to his son 1613 while the latter was still training 
in Matham’s shop. His father began the letter by recounting a reply he had recently 
received from Simon Frisius: 
My Son, I have received counsel from Monsieur Frisius, but completely strange 
and absurd, and his words are entirely changing and fickle. It appears now that he 
cannot do it, letting me know that he has too much to do and therefore it would be 
too difficult to help, but that I would do well to employ you in this regard, and 
that you would indeed learn in the course of time and with enough experience be 
of help to me. In short, it is nonsense and empty talk.61  
 
Since this letter is only one from a larger but mostly missing chain of correspondence, the 
precise nature of the affair at hand has proven difficult to descry. Scholarly opinion has 
diverged over the exact reason for his father’s disappointment. Van Gelder, followed by 
                                                      
60 Jan van den Velde I sold some of his works to Willem van Coppenol in Haarlem through Jan 
van de Velde II as a go-between when he was still working in Matham’s shop. In a 1613 letter to 
his son, Jan van den Velde I suggested prices that would be appropriate for these works. 
Appendix, Doc. 28. 
 
61 Mon Fils. Ick hebbe advys van Mons Frisius gecregen, maer geheel vreemt en absurd, syn 
woorden syn geheel variabel en ongestadich. Hy gelaet hem nu of hyt niet doen en conde, my 
latende weten dat hy te veel te doen heeft en derhalven my qualyck zoude connen geholpen, maer 
dat ick wel zoude doen en UE daartoe employeren, zout mettertyd wel leeren en daerin genoech 
ervaren worden om my te gerieven. In somma tzyn maer blau blomme en niet dan wint. 
Translation my own. For the last sentence quoted, I have followed Franken and Van der Kellen’s 
1883 French translation that gives blau[e] blomme[n] as balivernes (‘nonesense’) which seems 
appropriate given the context, although I have been unable to corroborate the use of this obsolete 
idiomatic expression. For the full text and related references, see Appendix, Doc. 26. 
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Ackley, saw this as an attempt by Jan’s father to engage Frisius to train his son.62 
Welcker, followed by Croiset van Uchelen, found it more likely that the letter reflects a 
failed attempt to hire Frisius to engrave more of his calligraphic plates.63 This latter 
interpretation indeed seems more likely, especially since Jan II, already about twenty 
years old at this time, was almost finished with his training in Matham’s shop and would 
become a registered master in the guild the following year. If his father sought Frisius as 
a teacher for his son, the training would necessarily have been purely auxiliary.  
Nevertheless, the idea of pursuing a secondary apprenticeship with Frisius 
remains compelling for a couple of reasons. Frisius was one of the great Dutch pioneers 
of etching, a technique not widely made use of in Matham’s shop but one that Jan would 
shortly thereafter wield to such a prodigious degree that it would prove transformative for 
much of the groundbreaking landscape and genre print output of his generation. Another 
possibility is that Jan’s father simply wanted Frisius to share the specific techniques of 
the “art of engraving letters.” Frisius had built a reputation as the premier engraver of 
calligraphy, whereas Matham’s shop appears never to have dealt with this specialized 
sub-genre of engraving. The passage in the letter in which Jan’s father told him that 
Frisius recommended that “I would do well to employ you in this regard” almost 
certainly refers to the engraving of calligraphic plates. Frisius probably put forward the 
suggestion as simply a means of thwarting the calligrapher’s attempts to engage him for 
another project. Also possible is that he was responding to a request for training with the 
suggestion that Jan simply learn on his own through trial and error. Either way, Jan’s 
father apparently found this notion of an autodidactic approach absurd, summing up 
Frisius’s responses as “nonsense and empty talk.”  
                                                      
62 Van Gelder, Jan van de Velde: Teekenaar-Schilder, p. 5; Clifford S. Ackley, Printmaking in the 
Age of Rembrandt (Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, 1981), p. 70. 
 
63 Welcker, “Simon Wynhoutsz. Frisius,” p. 222; Croiset van Uchelen, Jan van den Velde: 
Schrijfmeester, p. 88. 
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In the end, the question of whether Jan’s father ever intended for his son to learn 
calligraphic engraving techniques remains an open one, though indeed it seems likely. In 
light of the obvious benefit of having a skilled engraver in the family, we nevertheless 
have no evidence that Jan II ever cut calligraphic plates himself (or at least no plates we 
know bear his signature). Matham’s shop, in any event, might not have been the best 
place to learn such techniques in the first place.64 
 
Early Works and Fatherly Advice 
Despite the lack of engraved calligraphic plates by Jan II, we know that he was 
indeed practiced in the art of calligraphy himself. A set of fourteen sheets with his 
manuscript calligraphy have recently come to light, dated September 22, 1613, and 
signed Velde le Jeune [fig. 8].65 The form of the signature is not surprising since he often 
signed documents as ‘Jan van de Velde de Jonge’ while his father was still alive, and the 
use of French in the case reflects his upbringing in his father’s French School. These 
sheets provide our only evidence that he indeed followed in his father’s footsteps – at 
least to some degree. Many of the sheets in fact resemble the calligraphic styles, format, 
and multiple languages of those found in the Spieghel der Schrijfkonst. The sheets 
likewise consist of various sayings or platitudes of religious and classical humanist 
sensibilities. Fittingly for the young printmaker in training, one of the sheets even bears a 
drawing that appears to have been copied from or inspired by a Flemish sixteenth-century 
                                                      
64 In a later passage of the same letter (Doc. 26), Jan’s father told him to keep this matter to 
himself (“Do not let anyone know of what I am writing you here,”) i.e. do not tell Matham, which 
would support the notion that he sought outside training for his son, a clear violation of routine 
guild strictures in which one master is not allowed to accept payment for training a pupil 
officially registered with another master.  
 
65 Koninklijk Bibliotheek, The Hague, shelfmark 129 F15 (currently misattributed to Jan van den 
Velde I in the catalogue, and mistakenly said to be on vellum instead of paper). The existence of 
this series, which has been completely overlooked in relation to the oeuvre of Jan van de Velde II, 
was first mentioned in passing in Croiset van Uchelen, Jan van den Velde: Schrijfmeester, p. 109. 
These sheets have never been studied, exhibited, or previously illustrated. 
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strapwork ornament print [fig. 9]. It now stands as our earliest known drawing by the 
artist. 
Jan van den Velde I’s comments to his son about his exchange with Frisius 
appeared in an important series of three letters by him, all dated 1613 (April 27, July 17, 
and September 16).66 They record his correspondence to his son during the latter’s final 
year of apprenticeship in Matham’s shop. The contents are mostly mundane, but also 
reveal that he would regularly entrust business matters to his son, who appears to have 
often acted his proxy in Haarlem. On one occasion, Jan helped sell some of his father’s 
works to the aforementioned Willem van Coppenol, a French School master in Haarlem. 
On another, he acted as a go-between for a certain Secretary Bosvelt (who appears to 
have been a Haarlem notary) whose son was enrolled in his father’s French School in 
Rotterdam.67 
The letters also reveal Jan van de Velde II’s earliest documented commission, for 
which the resulting work has been located and identified here for the first time [fig. 10]. 
His father had arranged for him to engrave a frontispiece portrait of the Walloon minister, 
Jean Taffin (1529-1602) that he executed for a certain Mattijs (no surname given). Van 
Gelder correctly identified the patron as the printer Mattijs Bastiaens of Rotterdam.68 The 
resulting engraving was used for a Dutch translation of one of Taffin’s most popular 
works, the Traicte de l’amendement de vie (‘Treatise on the amendment of life’), first 
                                                      
66 The letters are preserved (without shelfmark) in the Rijksprentenkabinet, Amsterdam. For a 
number of years, the year written on the latter two was incorrectly read as 1617 instead of 1613 
(as originally published by Obreen, followed by Franken and Van der Kellen; but corrected by 
Van Gelder in 1933). See Fr.D.O. Obreen, “Brieven van Jan van den Velde (Senior),” Archief 
voor Nederlandsche Kunstgeschiedenis 2 (1879-80), 94-101; Daniel Franken and J.Ph. van der 
Kellen. L’Oeuvre de Jan van de Velde: Graveur Hollandais, 1593-1641 (Amsterdam: G.W. 
Hissink & Co., 1968, reprint of 1883 ed.), pp. 8-17; Van Gelder, Jan van de Velde: Tekenaar-
Schilder, pp. 4-6. 
 
67 For the full text of the letters, see Appendix, Docs. 25, 26, and 28. 
 
68 Van Gelder, Jan van de Velde: Teekenaar-Schilder, p. 6, note 2. Van Gelder also noted that he 
could not locate the work in question. 
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published in 1594.69 Taffin was one of the most widely-read spiritual writers of the day 
and also had the distinction of having been William the Silent’s personal minister and 
counselor. He actually lived in Haarlem for a time, and his works appeared in a number 
of Dutch translations from the original French.70 The edition by Bastiaens with the 
frontispiece by Jan van de Velde II appeared in Leiden in 1613, of which the only extant 
copy can be found today in the University of Amsterdam library.71 Admittedly, the 
frontispiece shows little of the brilliantly engraved passages that he would display in his 
later printed portraits. Notably, the letters NN in JOHANNES show signs of accidental 
reversal and subsequent correction. 
Acquiring a likeness of Taffin for Jan to engrave had apparently proved 
troublesome. In a postscript to the letter of July 17, 1613, Jan’s father directed him to go 
to Amsterdam where he was to call upon Simon Goulart in the company of Charles de 
Nielles (or Carolus Niellius, 1576-1652) in order to find out whether he might acquire a 
likeness (conterfeytsel) of the famous Walloon minister. Simon Goulart in question was 
himself an active Walloon minister in Amsterdam at the time, as was Jan’s chaperone, De 
Nielles.72 All three of these predikanten were fiercely Remonstrant and occasionally had 
to publically defend, often without success, their Arminian viewpoints to conservative 
church councils. That Jan’s father had personal contacts with such Walloon ministers is 
                                                      
69 Jean Taffin, Boetverdicheit des levens, vervaet in vier boecken, ende uyt ‘t fransois overges. 
door Joann Crucium (Leiden: Jan Claesz van Dorp for Math. Bastiaens, 1613). Jan van de Velde 
would later engrave a portrait of the translator, Johannes Crucius (1560-1625) around 1625, the 
year of his death; Hollstein 393, undated but with his age given as 65. 
 
70 For Taffin, see S. van der Linde, Jean Taffin: Hofprediker en raadsheer van Willem van Oranje 
(Amsterdam: Ton Bolland, 1982); Cornelia Boer, Hofpredikers van Prins Willem van Oranje: 
Jean Taffin en Pierre Loyselour de Villiers (The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1952); and Biografisch 
Lexicon voor de geschiedenis van het Nederlands protestantisme, 6 vols. (Kampen: J.H. Kok, 
1978-2006), vol. 4, pp. 412-414. 
 
71 Bijzondere Collecties, Universiteit van Amsterdam, OTM: O 61-5867(1). 
 
72 For Goulart, see Oliver Pot, ed., Simon Goulart: Un pasteur aux intérêts vastes commes le 
mondes (Geneva: Droz, 2013); Amy Graves-Monroe, Post tenebras lex: Preuvres et propagande 
dans l’historiographie engagée de Simon Goulart (1543-1628) (Geneva: Droz, 2012); and 
Biografisch Lexicon voor de geschiedenis van het Nederlands protestantisme, vol. 3, pp. 143-144. 
For De Nielles, see idem, vol. 1, pp. 213-214. 
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not surprising given his own evidently strong Remonstrant stance, as well as his affinity 
for the French language and francophone culture. Jan’s parents would later join the same 
Waalse Kerk in Haarlem where Taffin once led the congregation for a number of years.73  
While most of his apprentice work would naturally have served for the profit of 
Matham, the fact that the commission for the frontispiece portrait of Jean Taffin took 
place ‘outside shop’ through the independent brokering of Jan’s father does not 
necessarily mean that this practice was frowned upon. The 1590 guild regulations in fact 
allow an apprentice in his final year to work as a vrije gast, or independent member of the 
shop.74 He may have carried out other small commissions as well, ones that easily escape 
mention in modern catalogues. We are fortunate to have such an example of the practice 
corroborated through a specifically documented case in surviving correspondence, and 
not just in the case of Jan van de Velde II, but for apprentice printmakers generally in the 
era. We also have a record of the financial outcome of the Taffin commission, which 
proved somewhat disappointing to Jan’s father (though quite possibly he was unaware of 
his son’s subpar performance with the lettering), as he made clear in the letter from 
September 16, 1613. He wrote:  
My Son, I have received the little plate from you which I have delivered to 
Mattys, and for which he paid me 7 guilders, which is too little for so much work 
but one must do such things in order to become known, and to receive better 
recompense in the future.75 
 
As in his other letters, the tone of Jan’s father is kind and encouraging, in keeping 
with the touching dedication on a schoolbook he published the same year, to his fils bien-
                                                      
73 Appendix, Doc. 28.  
 
74 Hessel Miedema, De archiefbescheiden van het St. Lucasgilde te Haarlem 1497-1798, 2 vols. 
(Alphen aan den Rijn: Canaletto, 1980), pp. 58-59. 
 
75 Mon Fils. Ick heb den uwen ontfangen met het plaetken, hetwelk ick Mattys gelevert hebbe, en 
my daervoor getelt heeft 7 gul., twelck te weynich is voor zooveel arbeyts, doch men moet wat 
doen om in de kennis te comen, zult daernaer wel beter loon cryghen. Translation my own. 
Appendix, Doc. 29. 
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aymé (‘much-loved son’).76 Also in this letter, the final that we have between the father 
and son, he encourages him to complete his training soon because of his own financial 
difficulties due, apparently, to weak enrollment at his French school (although, in the 
end, these do not seem to have been that serious). He subsequently makes the remarkable 
statement, for which the letter is best known, that his son would do best to pursue 
creating his own designs: 
Be sure to watch your money. Costs loom large and my business is low, therefore 
do your best to become a master this year with the burin in order to draw and 
engrave that which you might put out yourself, otherwise you would not engrave 
much and would have to serve others. The art of invention is better than copying 
or imitating [emphasis in the original]. For the rest, fear the Lord and remain 
virtuous, and so it will go well with you, and you will be esteemed by the pious 
and by God.77 
 
That this phrase, “the art of invention is better than copying or imitating,” is offered 
aphoristically and in the form of a reminder suggests that it had been a previous topic of 
discussion, and touchstone of professional guidance between father and son. With a 
technique sometimes seen in personal correspondence, and easily executed by the famous 
writing master, Jan’s father switched script styles for this particular phrase in order to 
give it more emphasis. It was the only time he did so in the surviving letters to his son, 
here transitioning from his usual ‘Dutch upright secretary’ (loopende rechte letter) to an 
‘Italian corsiva’ [fig. 11].78 That the advice comes in the same letter in which he 
expressed disappointment over the payment for the Taffin frontispiece is perhaps telling. 
                                                      
76 The dedication appears in: Jan van den Velde, Quatrains spirituels et moraux, Servans 
d’instruction & enseignement à la Ieunesse, Rotterdam (Van Waesberge?), 1613; previously cited 
by Croiset van Uchelen, Jan van den Velde: Schrijfmeester, p. 85. Appendix, Doc. 27. 
 
77 Houdt U geld wel te rade. De costen vallen groot en myn neringhe is cleyn, doet derhalve U 
beste en maeckt dat ghy van dit jaer meester int yser wordt, om te connen teekenen en snyden uyt 
U selven ‘tgene U te voren soude mogen comen, want anders U snyden niet veel te bediedenen 
soude hebben. DE KONST VAN INVENTEREN IS BETER DANT NAERMAKEN EN COPIEREN. 
Voor de reste, vreest den Heer en houdt U deuchdelyk, zoo salt U welgaen en sult van de vromen 
geacht worden en Gode. Translation my own. Appendix, Doc. 29. 
 
78 For a useful guide to the scripts of Jan van den Velde I, and from which the equivalent English 
terms used here are taken, see the Appendix in Anthony R.A. Croiset van Uchelen, “Samuel de 
Swaef and Henry Lancel, Gedichten van verscheijde poëten: an early seventeenth-century 
schoolmasters’ combine,” Quaerendo 4:4 (1974), 291-316, pp. 315-316. 
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In the eyes of Jan’s father, it appears to have been further evidence that reproductive 
printmaking in itself was not a financially viable activity for his adored and artistically 
talented son.  
No other works from Jan’s apprenticeship period have been identified with 
certainty, though some are probably still extant. Since apprentices did not usually sign 
their works until they achieved the status of master, it would be reasonable to assume that 
he engraved or etched any number of the unsigned works that Matham issued in his role 
as publisher. One candidate that has been proposed and remains worth taking seriously is 
the Antiquae aliquot elegantiae romanae urbis of c. 1610, a series of thirty-five etchings 
and title-page bearing Matham’s name as publisher [fig. 12].79 Beyond the fact that they 
are etched, a technique in which Van de Velde would become famously fluent (and one 
that Matham himself rarely used, if ever), some of the physiognomies in the caryatid 
figures, for example, betray a style that can be found in some of his later book 
illustrations [fig. 13]. Since more than one hand appears to have etched the series, 
however, he may have been responsible for only a few of the plates.80 Other printmakers 
have been suggested as well, such as Gerrit Gauw and Pieter Soutman, but convincing 
                                                      
79 NHD (Jacob Matham), vol. 3, pp. 161-175, nos. 399-434. The authoritative study of the series 
is Peter Fuhring, “Jacob Matham’s ‘Verscheijden cierage’: An Early Seventeenth-Century Model 
Book of Etchings after the Antique,” Simiolus 21:1/2 (1992), 57-84. See also, idem, Ornament 
Prints in the Rijksmuseum II: The Seventeenth Century, 3 vols. (Rotterdam: Sound & Vision, 
2004), vol. 3, pp. 204-207, nos. 11076-11111. The series comprises designs of antique Roman 
vases, decorations, armor, footwear, and so forth, for the use of “artists and art-lovers” as the 
title-page puts it. Not all of the designs are original, as Fuhring observed; some are after Peter 
Flötner, Giulio Romano, and Hans Vredeman de Vries. 
 
80 The connection to Van de Velde was first suggested by Van der Kellen when he acquired a set 
for the Rijksmuseum in 1886, a notion that Van Gelder found doubtful in 1933. The series does 
not appear in the Hollstein volumes devoted to Jan van de Velde (published in 1989) but the issue 
was raised again in Fuhring’s 1992 study. Van der Kellen cited four plates in series (nos. 2, 3, 4 
and 30) that he particularly thought the work of Van de Velde, which includes the caryatid figures 
(plate 30) discussed above. See J. Ph. van der Kellen in Verslagen der Rijksverzamelingen van 
geschiedenis en kunst 9 (1886), p. 33; M.D. Henkel in U. Thieme and F. Becker, Allgemeines 
Lexikon der bildenden Künstler, vol. 24 (Leipzig, 1930), p. 238 (entry for Jacob Matham); Van 
Gelder, Jan van de Velde: Teekenaar-Schilder, p. 5, and note 6; and Fuhring, “Jacob Matham’s 
‘Verscheijden cierage’, p. 67. 
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attributions remain elusive.81 Nor has it proven possible to attribute to the young Jan van 
de Velde II any of the numerous uncredited engravings that issued from Matham’s shop 
in these years, though he presumably trained and executed more work in this technique 
than in etching. 82 
While Jan II’s later preoccupations with creating his own designs, the technique 
of etching, and the renovation of the landscape genre do not closely reflect those of Jacob 
Matham’s shop to any significant degree, there is reason to believe that he held and 
maintained a great respect for his master both during and after his apprentice years. Long 
afterwards, in fact, he would collaborate with Pieter Soutman on a laudatory printed 
portrait of Matham portraying him at the age of 59 in the year 1630, with Soutman 
supplying the drawing and Jan van de Velde carrying out the engraving and publishing 
the plate himself [fig. 14].83 Matham would die the following year, and his grown sons 
Adriaen, Jan, and Theodoor would continue the family trade.84  
                                                      
81 Gauw’s possible involvement was suggested by Fuhring, “Jacob Matham’s ‘Verscheijden 
cierage’, p. 67; and Soutman’s by Kerry Barrett, Pieter Soutman: Life and Oeuvre (Amsterdam 
and Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 2012), p. 17. Barrett dated the series to 1611 based on the 
watermarks on the set in the Rijkprentenkabinet, Amsterdam, but this analysis overlooks the 
earlier and unique set of first-state impressions in a private collection with different watermarks, 
dated by Fuhring (idem, p. 62) around 1585. Nevertheless, and aside from the general problems 
that arise when using watermarks for the purposes of dating, the series fits stylistically better with 
a date of c. 1610 (as given in NHD Jacob Matham), as well as logistically, since Matham was 
more active as a publisher and head of a workshop in these years. 
 
82 For the prints after Matham’s designs, see NHD (Jacob Matham), vol. 3, pp. 118-179, nos. 360-
436; and those published by him, NHD (Jacob Matham), pp. 182-254, nos. 437-491. The former 
category also contains many prints published by him for which the engraver or etcher is not 
named. 
 
83 Hollstein 401 (sculp. atque exc. / J.V. Velde). Soutman’s original drawing, in reverse and 
incised for tranfer, is in the Prentenkabinet of the University of Leiden (inv. no. AW 1100). For 
the drawing, see Barrett, Pieter Soutman, p. 13, and cat. no. DA-35. For the relation between the 
drawing and the print, see Huigen Leeflang, “Van ontwerp naar prent: Tekeningen voor prenten 
van Nederlandse meesters (1550-1700) uit de collectie van het Prentenkabinet van de Universiteit 
Leiden,” Delineavit et Sculpsit 27 (2003), p. 79, nos. 30A and 30B. The laudatory verses were 
supplied by Petrus Scriverius. 
 
84 For the Matham family’s continued activities in the print trade, see NHD (Matham Progeny), 
especially the introduction by Simon Turner, pp. xix-xl. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Working Career in Haarlem and Enkhuizen 
 
 
Early Career and Marriage 
 
Jan took seriously his father’s urging for him to become a master as soon as 
possible. In 1614 he registered with the Haarlem Guild of St. Luke at about the age of 21, 
the youngest that one could join.1 At some point between February and July of that year, 
his parents moved from Rotterdam to join him in Haarlem.2 Jan’s father continued to 
publish his calligraphy manuals in this “famous and art-rich city of Haarlem,” as he 
described it on one of his title-pages.3 That Jan’s father provided important financial 
support for his son during his early years as a printmaker is clear from the 1618 marriage 
document that will be discussed below. But the famous calligrapher was reduced to more 
modest means in 1620 when, as a result of Prince Maurits’s purge of all Remonstrants 
from civic positions of responsibility after the Synod of Dort – a purge that included 
                                                      
1 Appendix Doc. 30. The original membership rolls of the guild are no longer extant, but the 
names and years of entry for many of the artists survive through the notes of Vincent Laurensz 
van der Vinne (1628-1702); for which see the entry by Irene van Thiel-Stroman in Pieter 
Biesboer et al., Painting in Haarlem 1500-1850: The Collection of the Frans Hals Museum 
(Ghent: Ludion, 2006), p. 325. According to Van der Vinne’s list, the only other artist to enter the 
guild in 1614 was the painter and architect Jacob van Campen. 
 
2 On February 27, 1614, Jan van den Velde I wrote to a colleague expressing a desire to move; on 
July 6, 1614, the Waalse Kerk in Haarlem recorded the registration of Jean van de Velde et sa 
femme par le témoinage de Rotterdam; Appendix, Docs. 31 and 33. Despite being Remonstrant 
(Dutch Reformed) Jan’s parents may have joined the Walloon church in order to be immersed in 
the French-speaking community, or simply to be in the same church where the greatly admired 
Calvinist Jean Taffin once served, whose portrait frontispiece commission was arranged by Jan I 
for his son the year before. 
 
3 Vermaerde ende constrijcke stadt Haerlem. From the title-page of Jan van den Velde I, 
Anatomia (Haarlem, 1615). 
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schoolmasters – he was no longer allowed to run his French School.4 Jan van den Velde I 
died in Haarlem in 1623, an occasion which prompted the publication of a lengthy 
broadside lament (Lyck-claeght) accompanied by an engraved portrait by his son [fig. 
15].5 
 Jan van de Velde II’s early years as a master are marked by an immense 
production of plates. In 1616 alone he published over 100 prints, many comprising 
innovative series of landscape etchings from his own designs.6 This period also 
paradoxically coincides with the largest gap in his archival record. There is no trace of his 
whereabouts between April 6, 1614, when he served as a witness to the baptism of Johan, 
son of Esaias van de Velde, in Haarlem; and October 19, 1618, when he signed his 
marriage contract in Enkhuizen, where he is also recorded as living on the Bredestraat.7  
  
The Question of Italy 
  Van Gelder raised the possibility that Jan II traveled to Italy at some point early in 
his career, a proposition that seems plausible but still lacks secure evidence.8 Certainly 
                                                      
4 For the impact of the purge on Jan van den Velde I, see Herman de la Fontaine Verwey, “Ex 
Libris Veteribus F. Lugt,” Apollo 104 (1976), 282-289. The following year in 1621 he found 
employment as the writing master at the local Latin School in Haarlem, although this was 
apparently a fairly low-ranking position. In 1622 he applied for and received a raise. Appendix, 
Docs. 44 and 45. 
 
5 The verses for the broadside were supplied by the rederijker and printmaker Cornelis van 
Kittensteyn, who signed with his motto: Arbeyd om rust. For Jan II’s portrait of his father, see 
Hollstein 414. 
 
6 The landscape series published in 1616 include: Amenissimae aliquot regiunculae, 60 plates 
(Hollstein 232-291); Regiunculae quoddam amenae ruinaeque anti quidres, 20 plates (Hollstein 
196-215); Vetustae ruinae et venustissimae aliquot regiones, 16 plates (Hollstein 216-231). Also 
dated that year is a series of views with castles in Holland and Gelderland, 6 plates (Hollstein 
172-177); a series of Twelve Months, 12 plates (Hollstein 46-57); and a series of Falconers, 4 
plates (Hollstein 155-158). The series of Falconers, however, is signed ‘invenit’ (I. Van Velde 
inu.) rather than ‘fecit’, and these plates were perhaps executed by someone else, as suggested by 
Konrad Renger, Graphik in Holland: Esaias und Jan van de Velde, Rembrandt, Ostade und ihr 
Kreis (Munich: Staatlichen Graphischen Sammlung, 1982), p. 36, nos. 21a-21d. 
 
7 Appendix, Docs. 32 and 36. His address in Enkhuizen is provided by the multiple postings of 
his marriage banns in November, 1618; Docs. 37 and 38. 
 
8 J.G. van Gelder, Jan van de Velde: Teekenaar-Schilder (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1933), p. 
6, and pp. 55-56. The hypothesis that he likely traveled to Italy had been put forward earlier by 
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there was precedent. By the early seventeenth century, a long tradition of Dutch artists 
traveling to Italy had already been established, including significant artists and 
printmakers from Haarlem. Jan van Scorel, Maarten van Heemskerck, Karel van Mander, 
and Hendrick Goltzius had all made the journey, as had Jan’s own teacher, Jacob 
Matham, who did so in the early 1590s at the outset of his career.9  
 Van Gelder suggested that 1617 was the most likely year in which Jan could have 
made the trip, since it falls in the gap between the completion of his training in 1614 and 
his marriage in 1618, and follows the significant production of work that he created and 
saw light by 1616. There is no reason to rule out an earlier start to his travel, however. 
Nearly all of the plates that appeared in 1616 were published under the auspices of major 
Amsterdam firms, such as those by De Baudous and Visscher. An entirely usual business 
arrangement would be for a printmaker to sell the plates outright to the publisher, who 
then had the right to print and sell impressions from them for profit, and who may have 
commissioned the plates in the first place. If Jan had managed to dispose of such a large 
number of plates in 1616, the sales certainly would have helped provide the ready cash 
needed for such a long journey. 
 Van de Velde’s works provide a few, possibly meaningful visual records of a 
potential trip to Italy. A nearly unknown drawing at Leiden University, for example, 
convincingly depicts the church of Santa Maria degli Angeli next to the Baths of 
Diocletian [fig. 16]. Its penwork is highly particular to Van de Velde, especially the 
                                                                                                                                                                 
Arthur M. Hind, “Adam Elsheimer: His education and his engravers,” Print Collectors’ Quarterly 
12:3 (1925), 233-256, p. 250. 
 
9 For Matham’s time in Italy, see: Huigen Leeflang, “The Roman Experiences of Hendrick 
Goltzius and Jacob Matham: A Comparison,” in Eckhard Leuschner, ed., Ein privilegiertes 
Medium und die Bildkulturen Europas: Deutsche, Französische und Niederländische 
Kupferstecher und Graphikverleger in Rom von 1590 bis 1630 (Munich: Hirmer, 2012), pp. 21-
38; and Léna Widerkehr, “Jacob Matham (1571-1631) et son implication dans la diffusion des 
modèles romains,” in idem, pp. 87-100. For Goltzius’s time in Italy, see Leeflang, ibid.; and the 
recent overviews by Ger Luijten, “The Art of Italy: The Fruits of the Journey to Italy, 1590-
1591,” in Huigen Leeflang and Ger Luijten, Hendrick Goltzius (1558-1617): Drawings, prints, 
paintings (Zwolle:  2003), pp. 116-144; and Marijn Schapelhouman, “Drawing the Likenesses of 
the most Renowned with the Chalks: Portraits Made in Italy and After,” in idem, pp. 147-167. 
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distinctively controlled back and forth S-strokes used to define certain wall textures and 
edges. It also gives every appearance of having been drawn on the spot.  
On the other hand, some of his views of Roman or Roman-like ruins, especially 
those found in his prints, are identifiably borrowed from other artists. His two prints of 
the Temple of the Sibyl in Tivoli, for example, were clearly taken from a drawing (or 
some iteration thereof) by Jan Brueghel the Elder.10 Appropriations of Roman ruins like 
these that populate his prints from 1615-1616, however, would have been borrowed by 
necessity since he had not yet gone to Rome and seen in person the Ponte Sisto, the Casa 
dei Crescenzi, and so forth, that feature in his early works. Models would have certainly 
been on hand. Matham likely had a store of such views in his shop in the form of prints 
and drawings, both by other artists and those from his own trip.  
 Among Jan’s Italian scenes more arguably produced on site, the most spectacular, 
and perhaps the most convincing in terms of arguing for a visit to Italy in the first place, 
is his four-plate panoramic engraving of the city of Naples that measures over two meters 
long and was published by Claes Jansz Visscher in Amsterdam in 1618 [fig. 17].11 It 
depicts the city as one approaches the harbor, but creatively construes the infrastructure 
from seemingly multiple vantage points, being neither high enough to qualify as a birds’ 
eye view, nor quite low enough to be a sea-level view purely from life. As a result it 
compellingly offers deep perspectival aspects of the street layout and fabric of the city. 
While it is certainly possible that Jan worked from a model that had been supplied to him, 
no prototype has been identified that is even close to it in character. Modern Italian 
scholars who specialize in the cartographic history of Naples do not hesitate to credit him 
for pioneering a new type of view of the city, and they take for granted that he must have 
                                                      
10 For this drawing along with his other potential borrowings from Jan Brueghel, and their 
probable contact in Haarlem, see Chapter Three. 
 
11 Hollstein 170, measuring 41 x 214 mm, and signed in the plate I.V. Velde fecit. Four of the 
buildings are labeled in the plate: Castel San Martino, Torre San Vincenza, Il Castel Novo, and 
Mole Grande. Some impressions bear a woodcut border reading: NEAPOLIS CAPUT REGNI 
NEAPOLITANI URBS AMPLITUDINE ET MAGNIFICENTIA TOTO ORBE CLARISSIMA.  
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visited the city in person in order to make the view.12 From specific structures 
represented, the city would have indeed appeared precisely this way in 1617 or just 
before.13  
Van de Velde’s panorama clearly conforms to a trend of Dutch-made large-scale 
views of cities throughout Europe made popular specifically by Amsterdam publishers at 
the time.14 Previous depictions of Naples by Italian artists tended toward the strictly 
overhead cartographic or obliquely scenographic.15 Vladimiro Valerio assessed Jan van 
de Velde’s engraving as a milestone in the iconographic representation of Naples, and 
suggested that the artist woke up the “sleepy imaginative culture” of the city.16 While 
Italian artists quickly adapted the view by the 1620s, there is no evidence that Van de 
                                                      
12 Giulio Pane and Vladimiro Valerio, La città di Napoli tra vedutismo e cartografia: Piante e 
vedute dal XV al XIX secolo (Naples: Grimaldi & C. Editori, 1987), pp. 91-97, no. 27; Vladimero 
Valerio, Società Uomini e Istituzioni Cartografiche nel Mezzogiorno d’Italia (Florence: Istituto 
Geografico Militare, 1993), pp. 60-61; idem, in Maria Teresa Penta, Napoli in prospettiva: 
Vedute della città dal XV al XIX secolo nelle stampe della Raccolta d’Arte Pagliara (Naples: 
Istituto Suor Orsola Benincasa, 1996), pp. 37-39, no. 6; Ermanno Bellucci and Vladimiro Valerio, 
Piante e vedute di Napoli dal 1600 al 1699: La città teatro (Naples: Electra Napoli, 2007), pp. 
37-39, no. 17. In earlier scholarship, the Neopolitan artist Alessandro Baratta enjoyed credit for 
this novel type of harbor view, but in recent decades Valerio has repeatedly stressed that Van de 
Velde was the true innovator since Baratta’s earliest published versions appear only later, from 
the 1620s onward. For Baratta’s views, see Pane & Valerio, La città di Napoli tra vedutismo e 
cartografia, nos. 31, 33; and Bellucci & Valerio, Piante e vedute di Napoli dal 1600 al 1699, nos. 
33, 36, 40. Baratta appears to have paid homage to Van de Velde by signing his name on a ship’s 
pennant in the foreground, emulating Jan’s signature on a mainsail.  
 
13 Giulio Pane in Pane & Valerio, La città di Napoli tra vedutismo e cartografia, pp. 91-93. 
 
14 The standard study of these views remains B. van ‘t Hoff, “Grote stadspanorama’s, gegraveerd 
in Amsterdam sedert 1609,” Jaarboek van het Genootschap Amstelodamum 47 (1955), 81-131; 
and for Van de Velde’s view of Naples in particular, pp. 118-119, no. 19. Van ‘t Hoff was 
uncertain about the date of this view since he had only seen the unlettered proof in the 
Rijksprentenkabinet, Amsterdam (known in a single impression) but in the second state it is 
indeed signed and dated and bears Visscher’s address. 
 
15 For earlier views of Naples, in addition to the works already cited, see Vladimiro Valerio, 
Piante e vedute di Napoli dal 1486 al 1599: L’origine dell’iconografia urbana europea (Naples: 
Electa Napoli, 1998). 
 
16 Pane & Valerio, La città di Napoli tra vedutismo e cartografia, p. 96: “È evidente l’impatto 
dirompente che questa veduta dovette avere sulla sonnolenta cultura figurativa nella città di 
Napoli e sul modo di rappresentare la città stessa.” 
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Velde actually produced the plates in Italy.17 One consideration is the scale of the work, 
by far his largest up to that date. Another is that it may not have been his intention to 
publish the view in Italy, but rather only to gather source material for his return home, 
since it appears to have been a commission for an Amsterdam publisher in the first 
place.18  
Another view of an Italian city possibly made by Van de Velde on site, and one 
previously undepicted by a Dutch artist, is that of Palermo in Sicily. The city appears in 
his plate for the month of October for a series of Twelve Months published by Visscher in 
Amsterdam in 1618 [fig. 18].19 From a viewing position on Mount Pellegrino, the 
particular curvature of the Bay of Palermo and the scale and disposition of the mountains 
in the background to the south of the city indeed bear a striking correspondence with the 
view Van de Velde created (when viewed in reverse). As with Naples, there is nothing in 
the previous visual record of Palermo that resembles a prospect view of this sort.20 Views 
of Mount Pellegrino only became popular in the following decade, specifically when St. 
                                                      
17 Although some impressions can be found in Naples today. Hollstein only lists two surviving 
impressions (Amsterdam and London, with a third in Munich missing and possibly destroyed in 
WWII), but a number of others do in fact survive. See Naples, Collection Grimaldi (illustrated in 
Pane & Valerio, La città di Napoli tra vedutismo e cartografia, pp. 94-95, only the central two 
panels); Naples, Collection Pagliara (for which see the collection catalogue by Maria Teresa 
Penta, Napoli in prospettiva, pp. 38-39, again only showing the central two panels); and the 
Koninklijke Bibliotheek, The Hague (cited in Bellucci & Valerio, Piante e vedute di Napoli dal 
1600 al 1699, p. 37, and note 6). The impression in The Hague is a previously unrecorded state 
(third thus) with the publisher’s address of De Witt and is dated 1694.  
 
18 Leeflang, “The Roman Experiences of Hendrick Goltzius and Jacob Matham,” p. 34, pointed 
out a disparity in attitude in this regard between Goltzius and Matham. Whereas Matham 
accepted a commission for a series of saints from the Roman publisher Giacomo Lauro, Goltzius 
turned down an offer from (a likely very disappointed) Girolamo Muziano, and published his own 
Italian works only after returning to Haarlem. 
 
19 Hollstein 34-45. While the city was not named in the plate, a set of impressions in the 
Rijksprentenkabinet, Amsterdam (inv. nos. RP-P-1999-220 to -231) with topographically reliable 
pen inscriptions in a seventeenth-century hand (perhaps by Van de Velde himself) labels the 
location of this plate as: Een gesichten van Palarma in Sichilien. This was perhaps a set of proofs 
for the dedicatee of the series, Pieter van Veen. See also J.F. Heijbroek and Marijn 
Schapelhouman, eds., Kunst in kaart: Decoratieve aspecten van de cartografie (Utrecht: HES 
Uitgevers, 1989), pp. 40-43. 
 
20 See Cesare Barbera Azzarello, Raffigurazioni ricostruzioni vedute e piante di Palermo (dal sec. 
XII al sec. XIX), 2 vols. (Palermo: Edigraphica Sud Europa, 1980); and idem, Raffigurazioni, 
Vedute e Piante di Palermo dal sec. XV al sec. XIX (Caltanissetta: Lussografica, 2008). 
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Rosaria became the patron saint of the city due to her intercession to end the plague of 
1624-1625, after which her hermitage cave on the mountain became an important site. 
These later views, however, are also entirely different in character.21  
In the final analysis, a trip to Italy is certainly within the realm of possibility 
despite the relative paucity of evidence. The fact that Van de Velde occasionally 
appropriated views of Roman ruins by other artists such as Jan Brueghel does not 
preclude the possibility of his own visit, especially since those borrowings appear to 
predate his postulated trip. Nor should the lack of many drawings that obviously record 
sites in Italy deter consideration either, since such a situation is common for some of his 
contemporaries who we can confirm were indeed present on the peninsula.22 Moreover, 
the relative lack of ancient Roman motifs in his later works also should not militate 
against a trip. Van de Velde’s close colleague in Haarlem, Pieter de Molijn, for example, 
spent several decades as a landscape artist after his return from Italy in 1616 with hardly 
a trace of its impact found in his work thereafter.23 
 
Marriage to Stijntgen Non 
 On November 18, 1618, Jan van de Velde II married Christina (Stijntgen) 
Fredericksdr Non in the city of Enkhuizen.24 Their marriage banns reveal that Jan had 
                                                      
21 For this episode in Palermo’s visual culture, which includes several paintings by Anthony van 
Dyck, see Xavier F. Salomon, Van Dyck in Sicily 1624-1625: Painting and the plague (London: 
Dulwich Picture Gallery, 2012), which surveys a number of paintings. For related prints, see 
especially Azzarello, Raffigurazioni, Vedute e Piante di Palermo, nos. 39-45. These views tend to 
depict Mount Pellegrino in the background as an iconographic element behind the saint, whereas 
Van de Velde’s view apparently depicts the city from the mountain. 
 
22 For example, we only know of six drawings by Cornelis van Poelenburgh from his seven years 
in Rome; see Alan Chong, “The Drawings of Cornelis Poelenburgh,” Master Drawings 15:1 
(1987), pp. 3-62.  
 
23 Hans-Ulrich Beck, Pieter Molyn 1595-1661: Katalog der Handzeichnungen (Doornspijk: 
Davaco, 1998), passim. 
 
24 Appendix, Doc. 38. 
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been living on the Bredestraat there, though for how long is unknown.25 His reason for 
leaving Haarlem is entirely unclear unless it was purely for the sake of courting his future 
bride.26 Enkhuizen at the time was by no means a marginal city, boasting a rapidly 
growing population of around 20,000 inhabitants in these years, which would have made 
it the fifth largest city in Holland.27 Claes Jansz Visscher found occasion to visit and to 
sketch the skyline from the harbor [fig. 19].28 Enkhuizen was a bustling port primarily 
concerned with the herring industry and VOC trading activities, both of which were 
sources of the wealth of the Non family into which Jan married. Christina’s father, 
Frederick Non, was a ship-owner and regent of the Armenhuis; her uncle, Pieter Non, 
was several times named a councilman of the city; and her brother-in-law, Pieter van 
Beresteyn, was a noted herring merchant.29 Despite the city’s size and affluence, its art 
market, as Rudi Ekkart has pointed out, was marked more by a coming and going of 
artists rather than any established tradition or collectors’ base.30 Jan may have decamped 
                                                      
25 Jan vande Velde de Jonge ende Styn Freecks, wonende beyde op die Bredestraet, het 3[de] 
gebodt. [In margin]: Opt Stadthuys geboden (“Jan van de Velde the Younger and Stijn Freeks 
[Fredericks], both living on the Bredestraat, the third banns. Posted at the town hall”). Appendix, 
Doc. 37. 
 
26 While possible that Jan van de Velde resided in Enkhuizen for a very short period of time, as 
Rudi Ekkart has suggested, the fact that he does not appear in archival records in Haarlem until 
April 17, 1620 (Appendix, Doc. 39) leaves a considerable gap of time that should be given more 
weight, despite the fact that we hesitate to see this quintessentially Haarlem artist outside of that 
city for long. See Rudolf E.O. Ekkart, Portret van Enkhuizen in de gouden eeuw (Zwolle: 
Waanders, 1990), p. 18. The fact that his marriage banns list him as living in the city is also 
significant since out-of-towners were commonly listed by the city of their origin or long-term 
residence. 
 
27 Richtje J. de Vries, Enkhuizen 1650-1850: Bloei en achteruitgang van een Zuiderzeestad 
(Amsterdam: De Bataafsche Leeuw, 1987), p. 15; R. Willemsen, Enkhuizen tijdens de Republiek: 
Een economisch-historisch onderzoek naar stad en samenleving van de 16e to de 19e eeuw 
(Hilversum: Verloren, 1988), p. 120. Willemsen cites 22,000 inhabitants in 1622, while De Vries 
put the 1630 population at 20,000 to 30,000. 
 
28 Morgan Library & Museum, New York, inv. no. 1967.2. 
 
29 Although he does not cite his sources, information about the Non family was compiled by Van 
Gelder, Jan van de Velde: Teekenaar-Schilder, p. 7, and p. 77 (with a concise family tree). 
 
30 Ekkart, Portret van Enkhuizen, p. 22. Ekkart’s essay (“Enkhuizer schilders in de zeventiende 
eeuw” in idem, pp. 14-37) remains the only art-historical overview of seventeenth-century art in 
the city. 
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Haarlem for Enkhuizen (or returned from Italy to settle there) if he sensed new 
opportunities, or freedom from the crowded field in Haarlem where he had joined the 
guild. The English ambassador Sir Dudley Carleton hinted at this superabundance of 
artists when wrote in 1616 that “the painters were the chiefest curiosity” in Haarlem.31  
 Van de Velde’s professional network in Enkhuizen, if he had one, is difficult to 
ascertain. Bartholomeus Breenbergh (1598-1657) lived there but would have been around 
twenty years old at the time, and no work by him from this period survives. He left for 
Italy the following year in 1619 and remained there for over ten years.32 Despite the lack 
of evidence that they knew each other, positing a relationship between Van de Velde and 
the young Breenbergh is compelling given their shared passion for ancient ruins – 
especially if Jan had just returned from Italy himself – and the fact that they both took to 
etching them. Jan would have likely known Cornelis Boissens (1567/68-1635), the 
Enkhuizen calligrapher who had the distinction of engraving his own plates, thus sharing 
professions of both Jan and his father. The only artist for whom we have certain proof of 
acquaintance was Pieter Ruts, the painter who signed as a witness in Jan’s marriage 
contract, but is otherwise completely unknown.33 
The marriage contract provides a wealth of information about the financial 
outlook of Jan and Stijntgen.34 In reality the notarized agreement actually reflects an 
                                                      
31 Maurice Lee Jr., ed., Dudley Carleton to John Chamberlain, 1603-1624: Jacobean Letters 
(Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1972), p. 218; cited by Walter S. Gibson, Pleasant Places: 
The Rustic Landscape from Bruegel to Ruisdael (Berkeley: Univsersity of California Press, 
2000), p. 115. 
 
32 Ekkart, Portret van Enkhuizen, p. 20, with further references. Breenbergh must have left 
Enkhuizen sometime between 1618 (when he appears as a witness for a notarial document) and 
1619 when he left for Italy via Amsterdam. For the works of Breenbergh, see especially Marcel 
Roethlisberger, Bartholomeus Breenbergh: The Paintings (Berlin & New York: Walter de 
Gruyter, 1981); and, idem, Bartholomäus Breenbergh: Handzeichnungen (Berlin: Walter de 
Gruyter, 1969). 
 
33 The RKD has no record of the artist or his works. See also Van Gelder, Jan van de Velde: 
Teekenaar-Schilder, p. 7, noting as well a failure to find any trace of him. 
 
34 Van Gelder, Jan van de Velde: Teekenaar-Schilder, pp. 7-8, and a complete transcription in his 
Appendix II, pp. 78-79; see here Appendix, Doc. 36. This is also the only document we have with 
the signature of his wife, who signed ‘Stijntgen Fredericksdr’ in a fine hand.  
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agreement between the two fathers, Jan van den Velde I and Frederick Non (with the 
latter bringing his three brothers to the table as witnesses). Stijntgen’s father agreed to 
give the young couple a tract of land by Grotebroeck, a small village several kilometers 
southwest of Enkhuizen.35 The gift turned out to be financially significant. In 1621, 
according to a marginal notation added to the contract, Frederick Non decided to give the 
couple cash instead of the promised land (for unspecified reasons), totaling a sum of 4000 
guilders to be paid annually in four installments of 1000 guilders each.36 This sum would 
have easily allowed them to settle in a comfortable house on the Oude Gracht in Haarlem, 
the canal on which we know the couple lived in the 1620s.37  
 The contract also stipulates a certain quid pro quo from Jan’s father, one that 
bears directly on relative flexibility of the size of his son’s workshop: 
Jan van den Velde to his aforementioned son for the subsidy of the marriage will 
promise through this to give 1000 Carolus guilders in ready coin, and there and 
above another 600 guilders that he will hold in annuity against the sixteenth 
penny tax over the course of three years for the sake of the young couple. The 
aforementioned Jan van den Velde will also support the young couple in food and 
drink one year long, and there and above support the expenses of such apprentices 
as his son wishes to teach, up to eight in number, with his expenses of the 
                                                                                                                                                                 
 
35 Fredrick Dircx heeft belooft te geven met syn voirn. dochter tot soulagiment van desen 
huwelicken twee morgen lant liggende in Grotebroeck over de tocht genaemt Clercq Weyde. This 
would have been about four acres of land, if we follow the equivalency (1 morgen = about 2 
acres) stated by Irene van Thiel-Stroman in Biesboer et al., Painting in Haarlem, p. 241. 
Appendix, Doc. 36. 
 
36 Op huyden den vyffden dach July 1621, synn Fredrick Dircxsz. ende Jan van de Velde met 
malcanderen geaccordeert dat Fredrick Dircxsz. op ten plaetse van de twee morgen lants sal 
leveren aen Mr. Jan van den Velde een somme van vyer duysent ca. gu. ende dat up vyer Meye 
dage waer oeck de twee Meyen alle verschenen syn ende desen IIIen twe naestvolgende 
Meyedagen verschynen sullen te weten up Meye 1621 en Mey 1623; toirconde hun hant hyronder 
gestelt ten dage ende jare als boven. This addendum was signed only by Jan van de Velde II and 
his father-in-law. Appendix, Doc. 36. 
 
37 No record of home ownership has been found, and it is possible that they rented a house 
instead. Regardless, this sum would have been more than enough to purchase a house at this 
prominent address at the time. Pieter de Molijn, for example, purchased a home on the Oude 
Gracht in 1630 for 3100 guilders with a mortgage of 1040 guilders. Salomon van Ruysdael 
bought a house on the Oude Gracht in 1634 for 3200 guilders and a mortgage of 600 guilders. See 
Van Thiel-Stroman in Biesboer et al., Painting in Haarlem, pp. 246, 290. For the document that 
lists Jan van de Velde’s place of residence as the Oude Gracht, see Appendix, Doc. 57. 
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aforementioned year long during which his son shall enjoy the profits of those 
apprentices.38 
 
Eight apprentices seems like an extraordinary commitment, especially since the guild 
allowed a maximum of three at a time for painters, but only two for the other trades, 
including printmakers.39 Artists did regularly flout these regulations, but getting caught 
meant paying an unpleasant fine, and it seems doubtful that Jan’s workshop ever grew 
larger than the size prescribed by the guild.40  
 Aside from of the issue of workshop size, two important conclusions can be 
drawn from the marriage contract. One is that Jan van de Velde married into a fairly 
wealthy and prominent family of Enkhuizen merchants. One of Stijntgen’s uncles would 
later bequeath 2000 guilders to her in 1638, and there were perhaps other inheritances or 
gifts for which we lack record. Another conclusion is that Jan’s father appeared to be 
concerned about the difficulty of establishing his son in the profession of printmaking. In 
the apprentice stipulations, one hears echoes of his disappointment over the low payment 
for the Taffin frontispiece, and perhaps even his desire to see Jan invent his own designs 
and to support him in this regard. The idea of assisting the couple through covering their 
expenses suggests a certain apprehensiveness about his son’s possibly modest income 
potential. And Stijntgen’s wealthy family perhaps shared this apprehension as well. 
                                                      
38 Jan van den Velde aan syn voorn. soon ter subsidie des huwelyx sal mede geven gelyck hy 
belooft by desen te sullen geven, tyn hondert ca. guldens gerede penningen ende daer en boven 
noch ses hondert ca. gl. dije hy sal mogen onder hem behouden op renten tegen den penninck 
sestyn vrygelts te lossen naer loops van drye jaren, ter wille van de jongen luyden. Dat voert de 
voorn. Jan van den Velde de jonge luyden onderhouden in den cost ende dranck een jaer lanck 
ende daer en boven oock onderhouden in den cost alsulcken leerjongen als syn sone syne const 
sal willen leeren, tot acht int getall toe, mede tot syn costen voirs. jaer lanck geduyrende mits dat 
syn sone de prouffyten vande leerjongen voirs. sal genyeten. Translation my own. Appendix, Doc. 
36. 
 
39 Miedema, De archiefbescheiden van het St. Lukasgilde, pp. 58-59. Although printmakers are 
not mentioned by name, one presumes they were lumped together with the non-painters: Ende 
beeldesnyders, goutsmeeden, glazemaeckers en sullen maer twee leer Iongers teffens moghen 
hebben (idem, p. 59). 
 
40 For the only two apprentices we know by name (listed in 1635, thus long after his wedding), 
see Appendix, Doc. 81. These pupils and Van de Velde’s workshop generally will be discussed 
further below. 
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Guild and Network in Haarlem 
 
Jan van de Velde appears to have served as an active and respected member of the 
Haarlem Guild of St. Luke. Since most guild records prior to 1630 are missing, largely 
due to disorganization (and even willful neglect), we have a poor idea of his activities up 
to that point.41 On June 12, 1635, the guild named him a vinder, an antiquated term 
sometimes translated as commissioner or alderman but best understood as a high-ranking 
guild member who assisted the deken, or dean.42 As vinder Jan carried out various duties, 
including sitting on the board that met every two to three weeks to discuss guild matters 
and settle disputes.43 One well-known dispute he helped settle was between Judith 
Leyster and Frans Hals that was presented to the board on October 2, 1635. One of 
Leyster’s students had absconded for Hals’s workshop shortly after joining hers (in effect 
Hals had poached him), resulting in Leyster’s demand for the rightful fees she was owed, 
some of which she managed to recover.44  
                                                      
41 The essential study of the Haarlem Guild of St. Luke is Hessel Miedema, De archiefbescheiden 
van het St. Lucasgilde te Haarlem 1497-1798, 2 vols. (Alphen aan den Rijn: Canaletto, 1980). 
Other important studies include E. Taverne, “Salomon de Bray and the Reorganization of the 
Haarlem Guild of St. Luke in 1631,” Simiolus 6 (1972-73), 50-69; Hessel Miedema, 
“Kunstschilders, gilde en academie: Over het probleem van de emancipatie van de kunstschilders 
in de Noordelijke Nederlanden van de 16de en 17de eeuw,” Oud Holland 101:1 (1987), 1-34; 
G.J. Hoogewerff, De geschiedenis van de St. Lucasgilden in Nederland, (Amsterdam: P.N. van 
Kampen & Zoon, 1947), especially pp. 120-141 for the guild in Haarlem; and the foundational 
study Adriaan van der Willigen, Les Artistes de Harlem: Notices Historique avec un Précis sur la 
Gilde de St. Luc (Haarlem & The Hague, 1870; facsimile reprint, Nieuwkoop, 1970). A brief but 
informative introduction to the guild can be found in J.J. Temminck, “Haarlem: Its 
Social/Political History,” in Frima Fox Hofrichter, Haarlem: The Seventeenth Century 
(Brunswick: The Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum, 1983), 17-27. 
 
42 Appendix, Doc. 78. His election approved June 12, 1635. His fellow vinders that year were the 
painter, Floris van Dijck, and the tin-worker, Willem Schoneus. The dean was Hendrick Pot. See 
Miedema, De archiefbescheiden van het St. Lucasgilde, p. 1058.  
 
43 Appendix, Docs. 79-81. Records only survive for these three guild meetings during Jan van de 
Velde’s tenure as vinder (although there certainly must have been others): August 6, September 4, 
and October 2, 1635. He was absent from the September 4th meeting. The paucity of documents 
for 1636 generally perhaps relates to the outbreak of the plague that year. 
 
44 Appendix, Doc. 81. The guild instructed Hals to either send the boy back or pay a fine of three 
guilders. Hals kept the apprentice but failed to register him, for which he was called before the 
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 In the previous two decades, primarily under the leadership of Pieter de Grebber, 
guild rules were rarely enforced (such as those regulating the number of pupils), funds 
misdirected, and records poorly kept. In many respects, the period in which Jan became 
guild officer was a pivotal one. The painter and architect Salomon de Bray had initiated a 
number of reforms that sought to correct many years of mismanagement.45 De Bray was 
the author of a new set of regulations drawn up in 1631 and submitted to the 
burgomasters of Haarlem after the city instructed the guild to get its affairs in order. 
Hessel Miedema called the relevance of these articles into question when he pointed out 
that the city never actually ratified them, as had long been believed.46 Gary Schwartz and 
Marten Jan Bok rightly countered, however, that we should not dismiss their importance 
so quickly, since the city merely requested that the document be shortened rather than 
rejecting outright. In fact, the guild boards themselves approved of reforms in 1631 and 
1632 even though the city had not. This suggests that the guild probably proceeded to 
follow the basic substance and perhaps even the letter of the reformers’ efforts.47  
That he became a guild officer at this turning point, and just following the year 
that Salomon de Bray himself had served as dean in 1634 and set the books straight for 
                                                                                                                                                                 
guild officers to explain himself. The guild also had to adjudicate a dispute between Leyster and 
the boy’s mother for outstanding apprentice fees, from which we learn that she charged 32 
guilders per year. For this episode, see Miedema, De archiefbescheiden van het St. Lucasgilde, 
pp. 431-433; A. Bredius, “Een conflict tusschen Frans Hals en Judith Leyster,” Oud Holland 35 
(1917), 71-73; Thera Wijsenbeek-Olthuis and Leo Nordegraaf, “Painting for a Living: The 
Economic Context of Judith Leyster’s Career,” in James A. Welu and Pieter Biesboer, et al., 
Judith Leyster: A Dutch Master and Her World (Zwolle: Waanders, 1993), 39-54, pp. 45-46; and 
Irene van Thiel-Stroman, “The Frans Hals Documents: Written and Printed Sources, 1582-1679,” 
in Seymour Slive et al., Frans Hals (London: Royal Academy of Arts, 1989), 371-414, pp. 388-
389, nos. 70-71. 
 
45 The most important account of these reforms remains Taverne, “Salomon de Bray and the 
Reorganization of the Haarlem Guild of St. Luke,” but see also the useful additional research by 
Gary Schwartz and Marten Jan Bok, Pieter Saenredam: The Painter and His Time (Maarssen & 
The Hague: Gary Schwartz, 1990), pp. 101-104. 
 
46 Miedema, De archiefbescheiden van het St. Lucasgilde, p. 93, n. 49. This fact had been 
overlooked in Taverne, “Salomon de Bray and the Reorganization of the Haarlem Guild of St. 
Luke.” 
 
47 Schwartz and Bok, Pieter Saenredam, p. 102. 
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the first time in years, is perhaps our best measure of how Jan van de Velde’s colleagues 
valued his character. The position of vinder required first the nomination of guild 
members and then election by the burgomasters of the city from a pool of nominees 
presented to them. Jan’s inaugural feast had the distinction of being “meager” according 
to a letter by De Bray, who cut back on the expenses of this annual feast for newly 
elected guild officials that year. De Bray’s letter detailing the exact costs and contents of 
this three-day feast – a rare and fascinating document in itself – has also (and without 
intended irony) been used by historians to describe just how lavish these affairs could 
be.48 
  Relevant to the status of printmakers during this restructuring was De Bray’s 
development of a rigid hierarchy of the arts and crafts within the guild. While many 
Dutch cities in the early seventeenth century supported a separate guild for painters, the 
Haarlem guild of St. Luke remained traditional by encompassing a wide range of 
professions. De Bray divided the guild into an upper division (overste gedeelte) for 
practitioners of arts such as painters, printmakers (plaatsnyders), glass engravers, 
sculptors, and architects, while the lower division (neederste gedeelte), headed unhappily 
by the gold- and silver-smiths (who understandably felt slighted by their placement), and 
which included a broad range of crafts such as tin-working, chair-making, etc.49 While 
painters ran the guild and only a painter could become dean, the printmakers ranked just 
behind them in De Bray’s scheme. This elevated status might relate to their role – 
perceived in Haarlem perhaps more than in any other city – as capable creators of 
                                                      
48 Miedema, De archiefbescheiden van het St. Lucasgilde, pp. 169-171; and Taverne, “Salomon 
de Bray and the Reorganization of the Haarlem Guild of St. Luke,” p. 63.  
 
49 Taverne, “Salomon de Bray and the Reorganization of the Haarlem Guild of St. Luke,” pp. 57-
58. The gold- and silver-smiths made their unhappiness with the situation clear by petitioning the 
city multiple times to be allowed to leave the guild. They were finally granted this request in 
1639, a situtation that would impact the guild’s questioning of another engraver in the city named 
Jan van de Velde who also trained as a goldsmith (discussed further below). 
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original inventions whose ennobling endeavors approach those of painters.50 
Nevertheless, printmaking was clearly a minority profession: in the mid-1630s, the guild 
rolls list over fifty master painters and just six master plate-cutters.51  
 One of the most interesting of the new regulations is that vinders were to actively 
and publically foster the teaching and appreciation of art: 
The vinders are also to promote meetings of all the members, or as many as are 
willing to attend, at which all the skills and knowledge of the various masters will 
be practiced. Joint sessions in drawing, anatomy and other skills and exercises 
will be held, as well as public lectures, lessons and demonstrations by the best 
masters for the benefit of the interested layman, the guild members and guests. 
Each master is to explain his own art and science. This is to the honor and esteem 
of our city and guild.52 
 
While we have no specific records of these meetings, one wonders if Jan shared any of 
his printmaking practices in such a forum. Recipes related to etching (for mordants and 
grounds and so forth) would have certainly been of interest to painters, other guild 
members, and even the public at large.  
 
The Torrentius Affair 
Jan van de Velde also played a role in the events surrounding the famous trial and 
incarceration in Haarlem of the artist Johannes Torrentius (1589-1644), accused, among 
                                                      
50 Taverne, “Salomon de Bray and the Reorganization of the Haarlem Guild of St. Luke,” p. 53. 
 
51 Miedema, De archiefbescheiden van het St. Lucasgilde, pp. 419-421. The other master 
printmakers listed besides Jan van de Velde were Gerrit Gauw, Cornelis van Kittensteyn, 
Abraham Geraerts, Adriaen Matham, Nicolaes van Lijnhoven, and Jonas Suyderhoff.  
 
52 Ende sullen vinderen oock beneerstigen, dat met gemeender handt, ofte dan met eenigh getal 
van willighe uyt den meesteren, alle de konsten en kennisse van dien, werden bevlijticht, ende met 
een samen en te gelijcke doeninge van teeckenen, ontleeden en andere konstige doenten en 
oeffeningen, werden betraght ende naergespeurt, en voorts met openlijcke lessen, leeringe en 
demonstratie der bequaamsten, tot dies den leerwillijghen toehoorden, gildebroederen en vrije 
gasten deeser konsten, ijder sijne konste ende wetenschap, geexpliceert ende verklaert, sulckx dat 
deese stadt en oock den gilde daer aff een eere hebbe en loff wert gesproocken. Miedema, De 
archiefbescheiden van het St. Lucasgilde, p. 121. The English translation is taken from Taverne, 
“Salomon de Bray and the Reorganization of the Haarlem Guild of St. Luke,” p. 53. 
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other things, of being a member of the banned society of Rosicrucians.53 According to the 
contemporary Haarlem chronicler, Theodoor Schrevelius, Torrentius was a “tempter of 
the burgher, deceiver of the people, a plague for the youth, a violator of women, and 
waster of his own and other peoples’ money.”54 Haarlem had not seen such a colorful 
case in many years. Around 1621, Torrentius had moved from Amsterdam to Haarlem, 
where he proceeded to paint a number of works for a select group of collectors and 
connoisseurs. His apparently remarkable paintings elicited the astonishment of many, 
including such personages as Constantijn Huygens and the English ambassador Dudley 
Carleton, though only a single undisputed work survives today, a modest still-life 
painting in the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.55 Arrested in Haarlem in August 1627, he 
confessed no Rosicrucian sympathies under torture nor named any Rosicrucian 
associates. Nevertheless, in January 1628 he was tried and sentenced to twenty years in 
prison for godlessness, heresy, and blasphemy, and had very nearly been burned at the 
stake instead.  
                                                      
53 The fundamental monograph on Torrentius, which also lays out the numerous documents 
related to the case, remains Abraham Bredius, Johannes Torrentius: Schilder, 1589-1644 (The 
Hague: Marinus Nijhoff, 1909). The subsequent monograph by Rehorst, a twentieth-century 
Rosicrucian, is unreliable and eccentric: A.J. Rehorst, Torrentius (Rotterdam: W.L. & J. Brusse, 
1939). For a useful and comprehensive recent study by an amateur historian, see Wim Cerutti, 
Een Haarlems-Amsterdamse duivelskunstenaar: De schilder en vrijdenker Johannes Torrentius 
1588-1644 (Haarlem: Loutje, 2014). Given the complex religious and social dimensions to the 
case, there is still a need for a modern art-historical critical study, though two articles by 
Christopher Brown partially fulfill that role: Christopher Brown, “The Strange Case of Jan 
Torrentius: Art, Sex, and Heresy in Seventeenth-Century Haarlem,” in Roland E. Fleischer and 
Susan Clare Scott, eds., Rembrandt, Rubens, and the Art of their Time: Recent Perspectives 
(University Park: Penn State University Press, 1997), 225-233; and, idem, “Tolerance and Art in 
the Dutch Republic,” Dutch Crossing 20:2 (1996), 22-38. Brown claimed to have found new 
documents and was planning to publish a book that more fully investigated the case, but it has yet 
to appear. 
 
54 Theodoor Schrevelius, Harlemias (Haarlem: Thomas Fonteyn, 1648), p. 445.  
 
55 For the Rijksmuseum painting, see Jonathan Bikker, Yvette Bruijnen, and Gerdien Wuestman, 
et al., Dutch paintings of the seventeenth century in the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam: Volume I – 
Artists born between 1570 and 1600, 2 vols. (Amsterdam: Rijksmuseum, 2007), vol. 1, pp. 367-
369. Jan van Gelder rejected the attribution to Torrentius of a number of other still-life paintings 
suggested by Rehorst, and added what he perceived as a self-portrait drawing in Weimar to his 
oeuvre, although this is also unconvincing; Jan G. van Gelder, “Johannes Torrentius (1589-
1644),” Oud Holland 57:3/4 (1940), 140-142. Many of his works were no doubt destroyed, 
including the many apparently erotic subjects that had led to his notoriety and which were 
collected by the sheriff after his arrest. 
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During his first year of incarceration, Jan van de Velde produced the only 
indisputable likeness we have of Torrentius in a highly finished engraved portrait [fig. 
20].56 His engraving bears Torrentius’s name, age (39), and the year 1628, though the 
names of the designer, engraver, and publisher were left off, as perhaps one might expect 
for the production of such a sympathetic portrait of such a controversial figure.57 A pen 
inscription on the verso of an impression in Rotterdam, however, convincingly identifies 
all those involved: Salomon de Bray, designer; Jan van de Velde, engraver; and J.P. 
Berendrecht, publisher.58 We know that De Bray had access to the jailed painter since he 
acted as an intermediary in certain legal matters.59 Jan van de Velde had access to 
Torrentius too. On January 22, 1629, he along with Pieter de Molijn and Frans Hals were 
ordered to examine Torrentius’s room: 
The master painters Pieter Molijn, Frans Hals and Jan van de Velde are ordered to 
inspect the suitability of the chamber of Johannes Torrentius in the workhouse of 
this city for the purposes of painting and to provide a written report of their 
counsel to the magistrates.60  
 
                                                      
56 Hollstein 413. 
 
57 It should also be noted that such a portrait might find a ready market as well, since the trial was 
followed closely by many. A copy of the anonymously penned pamphlet, Leyds-veer-schuyts-
praetgen, tusschen een koopman ende borgher van Leyden (varende van Haarlem na Leyden) 
inhoudende de geschiedenisse voor-gevallen, tusschen Torrentius ende magistraet van Haarlem 
(Amsterdam: Willem Jansz. Wijngaert, 1628) contains a second-state impression of Van de 
Velde’s portrait of Torrentius bound in. 
 
58 S. de Bray fig J v.Velde Sculp J P Beerend Excud. Recorded on a third-state impression in the 
Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen, Rotterdam; see the entry for Hollstein 413. For Berendrecht, 
see Elizabeth A. Wyckoff, “Innovation and Popularization: Printmaking and Print Publishing in 
Haarlem during the 1620s,” (Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1998), pp. 139-191. 
Wyckoff’s chapter on Berendrecht provides the only study to date on this interesting figure, who 
also published many of Esaias van de Velde’s landscapes, as well as the first prints by Rembrandt 
and Jan Lievens. Jan van de Velde’s portrait of Torrentius should be added to her catalogue of 
Berendrecht’s publications (idem, Appendix B, pp. 353-361). 
 
59 Cerutti, Een Haarlems-Amsterdamse duivelskunstenaar, pp. 104-105.  
 
60 Den Mrs. schilders Pieter Molijn, Franschoys Hals ende Johan van de Velde gelast ende 
geordonneert te neme inspectie van de gelegentheyt van de camere Johannes Torrentius in den 
werckhuyse deser stadt omme te schilderen ende de heeren te dienen van rapport ende 
schriftelijck advies. Translation my own. Unfortunately, their resulting report does not survive. 
Appendix, Doc. 69. 
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Despite reviling him enough to nearly execute him, the city magistrates apparently 
wished to make sure that he continued to work effectively in his chosen trade! 
Christopher Brown pointed out that Torrentius had an unusual method of painting, since 
he placed his panels on a flat surface rather than using an easel.61 Possibly, Van de 
Velde’s room inspection was ordered in relation to Torrentius’s idiosyncratic needs.  
The collaboration between Salomon de Bray and Van de Velde (their only 
known) resulted in one of Jan’s most beautifully engraved portraits. Beyond its aesthetic 
appeal, one is indeed tempted to see a degree of sympathy in the portrayal, although it is 
impossible to find any secure connection between the printmaker and Torrentius.62 Brown 
noted that Remonstrants (like the Van de Velde family) were likely more sympathetic to 
Torrentius given what was considered to be the over-harsh treatment of him by the 
strongly Counter-Remonstrant city magistrates.63 Dudley Carleton, who knew Torrentius, 
noted that his friends tended to idealize him: “he is neither so Angelical as his friends 
proclaim him to be, nor yet so Diabolical as his adversaries do publish him.”64 In a 
bizarre end to the whole affair, the King of England, Charles I, convinced the authorities 
to release Torrentius into his care in 1629, only two years into his twenty-year sentence in 
Haarlem. Torrentius never returned. 
 
Artistic Collaborations 
Remarkably, we have no evidence of any artistic collaborations on the part of Jan 
van de Velde II at any point before 1620, meaning that in the earliest period of his career, 
from c. 1614-1620, he was indeed preoccupied producing the vast number of plates of his 
                                                      
61 Brown, “The Strange Case of Jan Torrentius,” p. 231. 
 
62 Van de Velde may have had ties to one of Torrentius’s most important collectors, Isaac Massa, 
since he served as witness to the baptism of Hester, daughter of Dirck Hals and Agneta Jansdr, 
along with Isaac’s sister, Susanna Massa in 1627. Appendix, Doc. 63. 
 
63 Brown, “Tolerance and Art in the Dutch Republic,” p. 28. 
 
64 Cited in Brown, “The Strange Case of Jan Torrentius,” p. 229. 
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own design that we can safely date to those years. Such a stretch of years as a printmaker 
inventing his own works is highly unusual in itself and almost certainly reflective of his 
father’s encouragement to invent rather than copy. Once he began collaborating with 
other artists in the 1620s, however, there is no reason to treat this turn to ‘reproductive 
printmaking’ (to use an inadequate term) as a retreat from a desire or will to invent. On 
the contrary, evidence suggests that he continued to design his own works periodically 
throughout his career.  
 Moreover, it would be disingenuous to regard any guild-certified printmaker at 
the time, even Jan van de Velde, as one who might hesitate to produce plates after the 
designs of other artists. This activity was exactly what professional printmakers primarily 
trained to do. Furthermore, the nature of these designer-printmaker interactions were 
collaborative in the first place. It is therefore not surprising to find Van de Velde’s artistic 
and technical virtuosity on display in his prints after other artists, achieving effects that 
most other printmakers rarely strove to produce. Especially telling is that a number of 
artists who supplied designs for him already had had experience, in fact, in making prints 
themselves, such as Willem Buytewech, Pieter Saenredam, and Pieter de Molijn. 
Van de Velde was highly versatile in his collaborative efforts. He produced both 
book illustrations of a commercial nature and single-sheet ‘art prints’ (works aimed at 
print connoisseurs and dedicated art lovers). He both etched and engraved, and could 
adapt the stylistic needs accordingly. He also might change or alter motifs or parts of a 
composition, or maintain a strict sense of fidelity to the original, and further he could 
work from either drawings or paintings as prototypes. While the main object of this study 
is to examine Van de Velde’s original works, a brief overview of his collaborative prints 
not only reveals his range, but also situates him as a central figure in the dynamic artistic 
network in Haarlem. He worked directly with some of the most important artists in the 
city, who clearly treated him as a leading if not premier practitioner of the art of 
printmaking in a city already famous at the time for its concentration of notable artists. 
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 Arguably the most fruitful artistic relationship Jan van de Velde had was with his 
near exact contemporary, Willem Buytewech (1591/92–1624), after whom he produced 
at least two dozen plates. The two artists were fellow Rotterdammers, both of whom 
moved to Haarlem and joined the guild there (Buytewech in 1612 and Van de Velde in 
1614) and may have had a special kinship related to their shared birth city. It was 
probably no accident that some of the book illustrations Buytewech designed for Van de 
Velde to engrave served in books printed for the highly prominent Van Waesberghe 
family of publishers in Rotterdam, comprised, as it was, of relatives on Jan’s mother’s 
side.  In any event, Buytewech returned to Rotterdam sometime before 1617 where he 
died in 1624 around the age of thirty-two. Since Van de Velde’s prints after Buytewech 
generally appear to date to the early 1620s, most of their collaboration must have taken 
place while they were in fact living in separate cities. A number of surviving drawings 
testify to the fact that Van de Velde, like most printmakers, could easily have worked 
remotely, especially since the relative proximity of Haarlem and Rotterdam would have 
made the exchange of preparatory drawings and proof impressions for approval and 
correction a reasonably easy process.  
 One of the most revealing of the surviving preparatory drawings is the subject of 
Air for a series of Four Elements published in 1622 [figs. 21 & 22].65 In the space for the 
caption where the Latin verses would eventually appear, Buytewech jotted a note (not 
entirely legible) which appears to have been directed to Van de Velde: 
I have been unable to depict these subjects any more pleasingly than you see here, 
for I wished them to be different from […] yet I believe that they will sell more 
readily than the previous […].66  
                                                      
65 Hollstein 22. For the drawing (Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen, Rotterdam, inv. no. 
MB334), see Egbert Haverkamp-Begemann, Willem Buytewech (Amsterdam: Menno 
Hertzberger, 1959), pp. 94-95, no. 25; A.W.F.M. Meij et al., eds., Willem Buytewech 1591-1624 
(Rotterdam: Museum Boymans Van Beuningen & Paris: Institut Neerlandais, 1974), pp. 23-25, 
no. 22; and Ger Luijten and A.W.F.M. Meij, From Pisanello to Cézanne: Master Drawings from 
the Museum Boymans-van Beuningen, Rotterdam (Rotterdam: Museum Boymans Van 
Beuningen, 1990), pp. 80-81, no. 25. 
 
66 En ick en hebbe dese dingen niet gevoech[.]elycker connen wit beelden als gy hier tegen 
woordich siet om […] dat ick se heb willen vaerye(r)en van de/ die ostry[.]en hoort doch ick 
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Buytewech appears to be referring to an earlier set of Four Elements that he designed for 
Van de Velde as well [figs. 23-26].67 If so, it is difficult to see how the latter version is 
any more pleasing or salable than the former, since the first version of Air can justifiably 
be called a highpoint in both their oeuvres [fig. 24]. In terms of process, a recently 
discovered proof impression of the second version of Air bears additions in black chalk 
that fill in the clouds in the sky [fig. 27].68 While these additions by hand have been 
ascribed to Van de Velde as a means of ‘improving’ Buytewech’s design, they are more 
likely by Buytewech himself, giving instruction to Van de Velde for the following state.69 
 In addition to these two sets of Elements and various book illustrations, 
Buytewech also designed a series of The Story of Jonah that Van de Velde engraved, as 
well as a Catholic subject rare for either of them, the Virgin and Child on a Crescent [fig. 
28].70 Notable in their collaboration is that Buytewech himself was clearly an avid 
printmaker, beginning with a small engraved roundel that he produced around the 
remarkable age of fourteen, and leading to the production of about forty plates throughout 
his short career. While Buytewech had a keen sensibility for the possibilities of the 
medium in his own printmaking, one rightly celebrated to this day, what his collaboration 
with other printmakers seems to reveal is his especial admiration for the range of textures 
available to an artist like Van de Velde. In the image for Fire, for example, in the first set 
of Four Elements, Van de Velde exchanged the etching needle for the burin for this one 
                                                                                                                                                                 
meene datse ventelycker sullen syn als de voorgaenden doeden […] derest sult gy genoch 
[.]e[.]schieten. The English translation taken from the entry by Ger Luijten in Luijten and Meij, 
From Pisanello to Cézanne, p. 81. For a slightly different transcription of the difficult-to-read 
text, see Haverkamp-Begemann, Willem Buytewech, pp. 94-95, no. 25 
 
67 Hollstein 18-21.  
 
68 Pieter van der Coelen, “De Wolken in ‘De Lucht’: Van de Velde verbetert Buytewech,” 
Delineavit et Sculpsit 41 (2017), 41-47.  
 
69 For the assumption that the chalk additions are by Van de Velde himself, see Van der Coelen, 
“De Wolken in ‘De Lucht’,” p. 41. 
 
70 Hollstein 13. 
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work, to create a dark-manner engraving with virtuosic passages of nighttime 
illumination that few other printmakers were capable of achieving [fig. 25].71 Likewise, a 
range of nuance shines through in a number of Van de Velde’s prints designed by 
Buytewech, whether engraved or etched, in a manner that one does not find in 
Buytewech’s own prints, such as the silvery tonalities of The Charlatan [fig. 29].72 
As for other collaborations, Jan also executed a number of plates after Pieter 
Saenredam for Samuel Ampzing’s Lof der stad Haerlem (for which Saenredam also 
etched two plates) as well as a series of five portraits of notable Counter-Remonstrants 
after likenesses drawn by Saenredam, probably also at Ampzing’s instigation.73 He also 
executed prints after paintings by Pieter de Molijn, including some of his most notable 
dark-manner engravings, such as the Star of Kings and Shrove Tuesday [figs. 30 & 31]. 
Before turning his attention fully to landscape, Pieter de Molijn spent an early and nearly 
forgotten part of his career painting nighttime genre scenes.74  
Mention should also be made of Frans Hals, for whom Jan van de Velde made six 
highly finished portrait engravings and one genre etching, more works than any other 
printmaker who worked after Hals during this period of 1626 to 1632. From the mid-
1630s onward, Jonas Suyderhoef (c. 1613–1686) took over as the main printmaker 
working after Hals’s paintings, suggesting that Hals may have had a preference for using 
                                                      
71 Hollstein 20. Although it should be noted that a nighttime setting might not have been the 
original plan, since the surviving preparatory drawing (now lost but known from old photographs) 
appears to be set during the daytime; for which see Haverkamp-Begemann, Willem Buytewech, p. 
94, no. 23; and Meij et al., eds., Willem Buytewech, pp. 151-152, no. 179. 
 
72 Hollstein 136. 
 
73 For the illustrations for Ampzing’s Lof der stad Haerlem, see Hollstein 417-427. For the 
Counter-Remonstrant portraits, see Hollstein 388, 389, 395, 397, 399; and Schwartz & Bok, 
Pieter Saenredam, pp. 46-50, and pp. 295-296 (nos. 199-203). All of these sitters took refuge in 
Haarlem after being driven from Amsterdam for agitating against Remonstrant officials. Van de 
Velde apparently had no qualms with engraving their portraits despite coming from a Remonsrant 
family himself.  
 
74 See Eva Jeney Allen, “The life and art of Pieter Molyn,” (Ph.D. disseration, University of 
Maryland, 1987).  
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certain printmakers during certain periods.75 Generally speaking, nearly all the prints 
produced after Hals’s paintings are portraits, and one can presume that in most cases the 
sitters would commission the copperplate along with the painting as part of the full 
procedure of having their likenesses taken. It nevertheless remains difficult to say with 
certainty whether Hals merely recommended the printmaker to his patrons or ‘sub-
contracted’ the work directly, though the former seems more likely. Not surprisingly, 
documents reveal that Van de Velde had personal ties to the Hals family during this same 
period of activity. In 1627, he served as a witness to the baptisms of both Frans’s son, 
Reinier, and Dirck’s daughter, Hester.76   
Van de Velde was also personally acquainted with at least two of Frans Hals’s 
sitters for paintings that he would engrave: the historian-humanists Samuel Ampzing (for 
whom he provided book illustrations) and Petrus Scriverius [figs. 32 & 33].77 In the case 
of Scriverius, he and Van de Velde were close enough that the latter supplied a full-page 
drawing for his album amicorum in 1628, two years after he had engraved his portrait 
[fig. 34]. As was common practice, Van de Velde’s printed portraits add laudatory verses 
in Latin, and in the case of Ampzing’s portrait they were written by Scriverius himself. 
The essential challenge for Van de Velde and other printmakers was to translate Hals’s 
highly painterly style – famously one of the liveliest brushstrokes in the history of Dutch 
painting – into a rich graphic production that does it justice. Hals likely worked alla 
prima (or at least no independent drawings by him survive) meaning that Van de Velde 
likely would have had to work up his studies directly from the paintings themselves. And 
                                                      
75 For a list of prints after paintings by Frans Hals, see Hollstein (after Frans Hals), vol. 8, pp. 
215-218. There remains no comprehensive study of the prints made for him during the painter’s 
lifetime. 
 
76 Appendix, Docs. 62 & 63. The year of Hester’s baptism has frequently been given incorrectly 
in the literature as 1624. When Adriaen Matham was engraving works after Frans Hals, he too 
served as a witness to one of Frans Hals’s children (Susanna) in 1634. While quite a few prints 
after the paintings of Dirck Hals date to Van de Velde’s lifetime, none, apparently, were engraved 
by him. 
 
77 Hollstein 385 and 407. The portrait of Ampzing is dated 1632, and the portrait of Scriverius 
1626. 
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since Hals never tried his hand at etching himself, unlike most of the other artists with 
whom Van de Velde collaborated, we get a sense of his more professionally formal 
procedure in these cases, in keeping with the expectations of outside patrons such as the 
sitters, rather than working up prints for the open market in association with his fellow 
artists.  
 
Publishing and Workshop 
Van de Velde published a significant number of his own prints, as indicated by 
the publication data on the prints themselves. Inscriptions indicating self-publishing are 
almost always found only in the first state (unless proofs survive).78 These varied greatly 
in subject and style. Significantly missing from this body of self-published works, for 
whatever reason, are nearly all of his landscapes, including his multiple series of Twelve 
Months and Four Seasons. It appears that all of the plates that Van de Velde first 
published himself ended up next in the hands of the Amsterdam publisher Claes Jansz 
Visscher. One of the lingering mysteries regarding Van de Velde’s publishing activities is 
whether or not he sold some or all of these plates during his lifetime.  
 On the one hand, the fact that all of his self-published plates ended up in 
Visscher’s hands rather than those of other contemporary print publishers with whom he 
also worked, such as Robert Baudous or Hendrick Hondius, suggests an en bloc sale, just 
as one might expect if Visscher acquired them after his death. This idea is reinforced by 
the fact that impressions of most first states with Van de Velde listed as publisher are not 
particularly rare, which could indicate that he indeed had some success using these plates 
to make and sell prints over the course of his lifetime. On the other hand, it would be no 
surprise to learn that he first tried to market his prints on his own and then decided to sell 
certain plates, perhaps because he needed cash or perhaps because the Amsterdam market 
was simply much larger. His smaller clientele in Haarlem, and possibly guild regulations 
                                                      
78 Hollstein 2-5, 6, 7-10, 11, 12, 13, 18-21, 126-131, 139-146, 147, 148, 320-323, 324-327. 
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that limited his public sales to that city, might not have afforded him the customer base 
he needed to survive. In any case, Visscher seems to have enjoyed great success in selling 
Van de Velde’s prints in general. Many of the plates continued to be reprinted throughout 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries by Visscher’s firm and later by others. 
 For two of his most significant outings as publisher, significant both in terms of 
the scale and conception of their multi-plate compositions as well as their princely 
subject matter, Van de Velde took a truly entrepreneurial turn. In the first of these he 
actually had no role in the designing nor the cutting: a five-plate oblong Triumphal Entry 
of Willem I of Orange by Cornelis van Kittensteyn after Willem Buytewech dated 1622 
(and signed with ‘Excudebat Joannes Veldius jun. Harlemi’) [fig. 35].79 Payment records 
in Haarlem and The Hague indicate that the authorities in each of those cities paid Van de 
Velde directly the sums for impressions of the prints, the former paid f 42 for a set on 
silk, and the latter f 18 for a set (presumably on paper).80 These are remarkable prices for 
prints at the time, comparable to the value of an original plate, and at least indicate that 
Van de Velde was active in marketing the set in various cities.  
  A few years later in 1625-1626 he published, along with Hendrick Hondius as 
partner, his most massive set of prints (at nearly five meters long), the ten-plate Funeral 
Procession of Prince Maurits at Delft [fig. 36].81 The funeral of the highly popular 
Maurits (died April 23, 1625) was a major civic event involving a great deal of the 
nobility of the United Provinces. In this case, Van de Velde carried out the considerable 
                                                      
79 Hollstein (Van Kittensteyn), vol. 9, p. 250, no. 28. For this print, see also Haverkamp-
Begemann, Willem Buytewech, pp. 183-186, no. CP 2; and Meij et al., eds., Willem Buytewech, 
pp. 119-123, no. 143. 
 
80 Appendix, Docs. 72 and 48. Van Gelder incorrectly thought that these payments were for 
impressions of Van de Velde’s own Allegory of a Conspiracy of 1623 (Hollstein 81) but the 
wording of the latter payment record in particular (‘Triomphwagen’) makes clear that the print 
being purchased was the Van Kittensteyn published by Van de Velde, not made by him. 
 
81 Hollstein 82-101. Most plates have top and bottom images given separate Hollstein numbers, 
that when cut would comprise a frieze-like procession. 
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task of engraving himself, signing with his distinctive monogram for the first time.82 For 
this production, we have the only surviving application of a privilege for a work related 
to him, granted by the States General for a period of eight years beginning in July 1625.83 
Twelve months later, however, the same granting authority proved unhappy with the 
results, ordering Van de Velde to correct a number of errors on the prints and to pull any 
incorrect impressions off the market.84 As Nadine Orenstein has pointed out, differences 
between the first and second states indeed show a considerable number of changes to 
insignia, coats of arms, and inscriptions; these certainly being the errors in need of 
correction.85 In the end, the investment of Hondius and Van de Velde appears to have 
paid off, at least to judge from a few city payments for sets of impressions recorded in 
The Hague and Haarlem at f 30 each.86 
Van de Velde would not attempt publishing on this scale again, though he may 
have continued marketing and selling a certain number of his own works. In terms of 
print publishing he did not nearly become for Haarlem what Visscher was in Amsterdam 
or Hondius in The Hague. In spite of being a growth industry, print publishing certainly 
                                                      
82 This monogram, roughly JAVDE in ligature, he would later use on nearly all the small tronie 
drawings he produced from about 1628 onwards, though it only rarely appears on his prints (but 
see for example his engraved portrait of Samuel Ampzing from 1632, Hollstein 385). The 
designer of the procession is uncredited, though there is no reason to suppose that it was anyone 
other than Jan van de Velde (who merely signed ‘fecit’), but see I.Q. van Regteren Altena, 
Jacques de Gheyn: Three Generations, 3 vols. (The Hague: Nijhoff, 1983), vol. 2, pp. 167-168, 
no. 24, who attributed the designs to Jacques de Gheyn III. 
 
83 Appendix, Doc.  55. 
 
84 Appendix, Doc. 58.  
 
85 Nadine M. Orenstein, “Sleeping Caps, City Views, and State Funerals: Privileges for Prints in 
the Dutch Republic, 1593-1650,” in A. Golahny, M.M. Mochizuki, and L. Vergara, eds., In His 
Milieu: Essays on Netherlandish Art in Memory of John Michael Montias (Amsterdam: 
Amsterdam University Press, 2006), pp. 318-319. Van de Velde was apparently unsuccessful (if 
he tried) in removing or replacing all incorrect impressions since at least four exempla of the first 
state survive. An unrecorded set of the first state can also be found in Coburg (Kunstsammlung 
Veste Coburg).  
 
86 Appendix, Docs. 59 and 61. 
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required a great degree of dedicated effort and acumen.87 Nevertheless, for a brief period 
in the 1620s, he appears to have had ambition to extend his business model enough to 
contend at a higher level than any other shop in the city, save that perhaps of his former 
master, Matham.  
It is difficult to get a sense of the scope of Van de Velde’s workshop over the 
course of his career. He must have certainly sought apprentices at the beginning of his 
career, as his marriage document attests (that his father would support food and drink for 
up to eight apprentices). As we have seen, guild regulations limited the number of 
apprentices at any given time to two, though these edicts were infamously ignored before 
the 1630s. There is no reason to suppose, however, that he would have wanted or needed 
more than two at any given time.  
The names of a number of printmakers who may have studied with Van de Velde 
have been put forward, based primarily upon the similarities of their etching and 
engraving styles as well as their production of certain works that Van de Velde designed 
or published himself (as their presumed master). They include Willem Outgersz 
Akersloot (c. 1600–after 1651), Cornelis van Kittensteyn (1597–1652), Simon 
Poelenburgh (c. 1591–before 1643), Claes Pouwelszoon (active c. 1625) and Gillis van 
Scheyndel (c. 1595–before 1660). We only have secure documentary evidence for two 
pupils, both listed in the minutes of a guild meeting in 1635 – Cornelis Goutsbloem and 
Tomas Joncker – though unfortunately almost nothing is known about either of them.88  
                                                      
87 For print publishing in the Netherlands generally in this era, see Nadine Orenstein et al., “Print 
Publishers in the Netherlands 1580-1620,” in Ger Luijten and Ariane van Suchtelen et al., eds., 
Dawn of the Golden Age: Northern Netherlandish Art 1580-1620 (Amsterdam: Rijksmuseum, 
1993), pp. 167-200; Nadine M. Orenstein, Hendrick Hondius and the Business of Prints in 
Seventeenth-Century Holland (Rotterdam: Sound & Vision Interactive, 1996); and Elmer Kolfin, 
“Amsterdam, stad van prenten: Amsterdamse prentuitgevers in de 17de eeuw,” in Elmer Kolfin 
and Jaap van der Veen, eds., Gedrukt tot Amsterdam: Amsterdamse prentmakers en –uitgevers in 
de Gouden Eeuw (Zwolle: Waanders, 2011). 
 
88 Appendix, Doc. 81. For Goutsbloem, see Hollstein (Goutsbloem), vol. 8, p. 158. He mostly 
made portrait engravings of naval heroes, and he worked in Hamburg. For Joncker we have no 
other trace of his life or work besides this reference to being Van de Velde’s pupil.  
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There is ample evidence to suggest, however, that the other artists were all in Van 
de Velde’s orbit, and perhaps directly in his workshop. For Gillis van Scheyndel, Van de 
Velde served as a witness to his church membership in 1620 and to the baptisms of two 
of his children in 1621 and 1623.89 His style, furthermore, can be so close to Van de 
Velde’s that their work has been confused in the past, such as the rare series of Four 
Seasons after Buytewech once attributed to Van de Velde, but in fact by Van Schyendel, 
as betrayed by the more delicate and languid technique with frequent use of stipple, as 
seen in the latter’s etching for Summer [fig. 37].90 Other works currently accepted in Van 
de Velde’s oeuvre might actually be by Van Scheyndel as well, such as the unsigned 
series of Four Elements, also after Buytewech, that displays similar characteristics and 
bears a date of 1622, during the period of his closest association with Van de Velde in the 
archival record.91 Van Scheyndel must have been independent by at least 1626, when we 
find that he was granted a privilege for his own meter-wide version of the Funeral 
Procession of Prince Maurits published in Amsterdam by Visscher, apparently in direct 
competition with the abovementioned Van de Velde and Hondius production.92 
Cornelis van Kittensteyn worked in either Van de Velde’s shop or orbit around 
the same time as Gillis van Scheyndel. Van Kittensteyn also owned a tavern and wrote 
(as rederijker, playwright, and poet) and does not appear to have relied on printmaking as 
                                                      
89 Appendix, Docs. 39, 43, and 49.  
 
90 Hollstein (Van Scheyndel), vol. 24, pp. 199-200, nos. 2-5. For this print and its series, see 
Bulletin van het Rijksmuseum 55:1-2 (2007), pp. 268-269; Haverkamp-Begemann, Willem 
Buytewech, pp. 200-201, nos. CP 41-44; Meij et al., eds., Willem Buytewech, pp. 156-159, nos. 
185-188; and Franken & Van der Kellen, L’Oeuvre Jan van de Velde, nos. 518-521 (no. 521 also 
equals no. 415 through a duplication error). 
 
91 Hollstein 18-22. The note that Buytewech presumably penned for Van de Velde on the drawing 
for Air, as discussed above, does not necessarily obviate an attribution to Van Scheyndel since 
Van de Velde may have been the publisher or at least instigator of this series while Van 
Scheyndel worked in his shop. 
 
92 Hollstein (Van Scheyndel), vol. 24, p. 203, no. 8. 
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a primary source of income.93 Other than cutting the previously mentioned 1622 
Triumphal Procession of Willem I after Buytewech that Van de Velde published, he also 
may have engraved one or more designs after Van de Velde himself such as the Village 
Festival, dated 1623 [fig. 38].94 In 1632, Van Kittensteyn complained to the Kleine Bank 
van Justitie that Van de Velde owed him f 40 for a plate sold to Visscher without his 
permission, which might indeed be this work.95 Van Kittensteyn also served as a witness 
to the baptism of Van Schyendel’s son in 1623, along with Van de Velde.  
If Claes Pouwelszoon was a pupil of Van de Velde, it was probably also around 
this time. His one signed engraving, a Flight Into Egypt, bears a striking resemblance in 
style to a work currently attibuted to Van de Velde but more likely by Pouwelszoon, 
Christ Preparing His Entry Into Jerusalem [figs. 39 & 40].96 It was actually Visscher 
who credited Van de Velde with the latter, replacing (one imagines to Pouwelszoon’s 
chagrin if he learned of it) the original inscription of J.v. velde excudebat with J.v. velde 
fe: CIVisscher ex. in the second state. A date of c. 1623 seems plausible given that 
Adriaen Jekerman provided inscriptions on other prints by and for Van de Velde around 
this time.97 
Only one document connects Willem Outgersz Akersloot with Van de Velde, a 
1624 record that Van de Velde gave testimony in a wage dispute for f 34 that Dirck Hals 
                                                      
93 For Van Kittensteyn, see especially Wyckoff, “Innovation and Popularization,” whose 
discussions of the artist throughout this dissertation comprise the most thorough study of him to 
date. 
 
94 Hollstein (Anonymous After Jan van de Velde II), vol. 33, p. 151, nos. 1 (Beggars on Their 
Way to the Fair) and 2 (The Village Festival); illustrated in vol. 34, p. 252.  
 
95 Appendix, Doc. 76. A title or description of the work is not provided. Visscher published the 
third state of The Village Festival, replacing et excudit behind Van de Velde’s name with his own. 
  
96 For Pouwelszoon’s engraving, see Hollstein vol. 17 (Pouwelszoon), p. 228, no. 1; for Van de 
Velde’s, see Hollstein 11 (with Pouwelszoon’s print also illustrated as fig. 11a). 
 
97 For example, the 1623 Village Festival by Van Kittensteyn, for which see Hollstein 
(Anonymous After Jan van de Velde II), vol. 33, p. 151, no. 2. 
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demanded from him.98 Akersloot has the distinction of being the only printmaker 
associated with Van de Velde who attempted dark-manner engraving. These dark-manner 
works were probably made in the mid-1620s when Van de Velde was also producing 
them after his own and Pieter de Molijn’s designs. Akersloot’s versions are also after 
designs by De Molijn and Van de Velde himself, the latter resulting in a work clearly 
inspired by Hendrick Goudt’s version of the subject, Ceres Changing Stellio into a Lizard 
[fig. 41].99 Their period of association appears to have spanned c. 1624-1628.100 
No documents or dated works connect Simon Poelenburgh with Van de Velde, 
making it difficult to suggest a period of association between the two. Since he was the 
brother-in-law of Jacob Matham and about the same age as Van de Velde, they may well 
have studied with Matham together around the same time. Poelenburgh etched a series of 
eight landscapes, all but one of which were designed by Van de Velde [figs. 42].101 
Remarkable in this case is that several drawings by Van de Velde’s hand survive that are 
clearly preparatory for the resulting prints in reverse, such as the previously unrecognized 
Landscape with a House and Ruins in Bergues [fig. 43].102 It seems likely that the two 
artists directly collaborated. Poelenburgh might also be responsible for some of the 
                                                      
98 Appendix, Doc. 52. We do not know the outcome of the dispute, nor why Hals felt he was 
owed this money for earned wages (verdient arbytsloon). Bredius suggested that the debt might 
be for drawings that were meant to be etched or engraved, which seems plausible except for the 
fact that no prints by Akersloot after Dirck Hals are known today; see Abraham Bredius 
“Archiefsprokkels betreffende Dirck Hals,” Oud Holland 41 (1923-24), 60-61. 
 
99 Hollstein (Akersloot), vol. 1, p. 18, no. 10, based on Hollstein (Goudt), vol. 8, p. 155, no. 5. For 
Akersloot’s dark-manner engravings after Hondius and De Molijn, see Hollstein (Akersloot), vol. 
1, pp. 15-16, nos. 7 and 8, respectively.  
 
100 Akersloot also provided three plates after Pieter Saenredam for Ampzing’s Lof der Haerlem in 
1628, the same publication in which Van de Velde provided the majority of plates, for which see 
Hollstein (Akersloot), vol. 1, p. 20, nos. 13-15. 
 
101 Hollstein (Poelenburgh), vol. 17, p. 144, nos. 1-8. No. 7 in the series credits Hendrick Goltzius 
but the rest are mostly signed I. van de Velde Inuentor.  
 
102 Musée du Mont de Piété, Bergues, inv. no. 2011.0.209.389 (unknown to Van Gelder). For the 
others see Van Gelder, Jan van de Velde: Teekenaar-Schilder, no. 11 (Fondation Custodia, Paris), 
and nos. 28 and 30 (both Kupferstichkabinett, Berlin). 
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fashionably dressed couples etched after (not by) Van de Velde.103 Their etching styles 
are strikingly close, especially with regard to landscape. It would not be surprising if 
Poelenburgh etched a certain number of works currently given to Van de Velde, for 
example some of those from the latter’s earliest period (c. 1614-1618) when an 
exceptionally large number of his designs appeared on the market.  
 
Later Career and Enkhuizen 
 
At some point late in 1638 or shortly thereafter, Jan van de Velde and his family 
moved from Haarlem to Enkhuizen, where he would spend the last few years of his life 
before his death in 1641. One of the most frequently repeated speculations in Van de 
Velde’s biographical assessment to date is that mounting debts probably led him to leave 
the city where he had trained and spent most of his career. A number of debts have 
indeed been uncovered, usually involving summonses from Haarlem’s Kleine Bank van 
Justitie (Court of Petty Appeals) recording his creditors trying to collect payment. A 
thorough analysis of these documents has never been undertaken. Doing so reveals 
nothing terribly out of the ordinary for a working artist at the time, and previous 
conjecture about his decision to change cities deserves a great degree of reconsideration. 
 Of the eight surviving debt notices only two date to the 1630s, and these are for 
the relatively modest amounts of f 20,4 and f 8,14. In fact, all of Van de Velde’s recorded 
debts from his Haarlem years, which cover the period of 1625-1637, fall into the range of 
f 8 to f 35. This is hardly a crippling amount for a printmaker whose finished copperplates 
were probably each valued in about the same range. The charges that incurred these 
debts, when known (for an ox, shop goods, or “delivered meat”) tend to be of the fairly 
mundane types that one would expect of a member of Van de Velde’s class who worked 
within the standard small-credit system of the time. In fact, these debts arguably reflect 
                                                      
103 Hollstein (Anonymous After Jan van de Velde II), vol. 33, p. 151, nos. 3-6. 
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the good credit standing Van de Velde held. Moreover, in an age when physical coinage 
was often in short supply it was not unusual for shopkeepers to use petty courts to force 
repayment when they were in need of cash themselves.104 A further complication in 
relation to the debt notices should also be noted, which is the demonstrable fact that more 
than one Jan van de Velde resided in Haarlem. This is unsurprising since it was a 
relatively common name, but more important or substantial documents often identify the 
artist as de jonge, or van Rotterdam, or simply plaetsnyder. Only rarely are such 
qualifications found in the petty debt documents presumed to be his.105  
One rather startling coincidence is that another printmaker named Jan van de 
Velde was living and working in Haarlem at the same time. The guild apparently became 
alerted to his presence only in 1642, the year after our Jan’s death (perhaps triggered by 
the guild’s surprise that a person named Jan van de Velde was still making prints), and he 
was summoned repeatedly to appear before the guild to present his credentials. While no 
identifiable work by this latter printmaker survives, he appears to have been a map 
engraver who trained as a goldsmith, and perhaps (though it seems unlikely) the pioneer 
of the aquatint technique who worked for Queen Christina of Sweden in the 1650s, who 
modern print cataloguers have misleadingly dubbed Jan van de Velde IV.106 
We can name at least one other working in Haarlem at the time: Jan van de Velde, 
son of Esaias van de Velde (born in 1614 with our Jan serving as baptismal witness) who 
became a silver wire puller and came of age and worked professionally in Haarlem in the 
1630s. Previous literature has actually confused his wife, Christina van Hees, and their 
progeny with those of Jan van de Velde III, the still-life painter and son of our 
                                                      
104 My thanks to Pieter Biesboer for sharing these thoughts with me, in conversation (August 15, 
2015). 
 
105 Except occasionally the prefix M. or Mr. presumably reflecting his status as master in the 
guild. These prefixes are found on the two petty debt notices of 1637 and 1638 mentioned above.  
 
106 For the essential study of this mysterious printmaker, see Ad Stijnman, “Jan van de Velde IV 
and the Invention of Aquatint,” Print Quarterly 8 (1991), 153-163. 
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printmaker.107 In sum, there were probably anywhere from three to five people named Jan 
van de Velde living in Haarlem in the 1620s and 1630s, and all archival documents 
obviously need to be treated cautiously in this regard.  
Evidence simply does not support the notion that Van de Velde moved to 
Enkhuizen in order to flee creditors in Haarlem. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, it 
appears that his wife received a substantial inheritance of f 2000 from her uncle in 1638, 
right before the family is supposed to have moved.108 The simplest explanation for the 
move is that Stijntgen wished to return to her native city, where a number of her close 
relatives also lived. The move may have also appealed to Jan since the field of artists in 
Haarlem had grown even more crowded by the 1630s, leading to other artists leaving 
around the same time specifically in search of greener pastures. Moreover, a residence in 
Enkhuizen, as the Bouman documents discussed below make clear, did not preclude the 
acceptance of work commissions from those living elsewhere. 
 
The Bouman Commission 
The only archival evidence to survive from his three-year Enkhuizen period, other 
than his burial notice, are two notarized documents generated in Amsterdam in 1641. 
They relate to a commission for a set of drawings by Van de Velde for a prominent 
member of the East India Company there named Johannes Bouman.109 The commission is 
interesting in itself for being a rare surviving example of a patron specifically requesting 
                                                      
107 See, for example, the family tree in George S. Keyes, Esaias van de Velde 1587-1630 
(Doornspijk: Davaco, 1984), pp. 18-19, which mistakenly lists Christina van Hees as the second 
wife of Jan van de Velde III when in fact she was married to the first son of Esaias van de Velde, 
named Jan, missing from this family tree (but mentioned in the text, idem, p. 23 and n. 26). See 
also Appendix, Doc. 32. 
 
108 Appendix, Doc. 84. This document was cited for the first and only time by Van Gelder, Jan 
van de Velde: Teekenaar-Schilder, p. 11, but unfortunately is not locatable today since Van 
Gelder provided no reference, exact date, or transcription. Nevertheless, other evidence (such as 
the marriage agreement) suggests that Stijntgen indeed came from a wealthy merchant family, a 
fact that further militates against the notion that Jan and his family struggled to survive.  
  
109 Appendix, Docs. 88 and 89.  
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in writing a set of finished drawings (rather than paintings) from an artist, and especially 
rare for the fact that these drawings are to be original landscape designs.110 Equally 
unconventional is the nature of the agreement itself, taken down by a notary with the 
artist present, and worth quoting in full: 
July 5, 1641, appearing, Jan van de Velde the Elder, engraver, living in 
Enkhuizen, presently being here in the city [Amsterdam], known to the notary, 
and bearing a recognized debt to Johannes Bouman, deurwaerder of the East 
India House here in the matter of disbursed coin to the sum of two hundred 
nineteen carolus guilders and eight stuivers; pledged and received the same 219 
guilders, 8 stuivers that he shall conscientiously repay and fairly to settle with 
drawings of his handiwork and art, with such pieces as landscapes, perspectives, 
or others, that he shall present and hand over to the aforementioned Bouman 
immediately, first and without exception, excuse, or breach, everything toward 
such reasonable payment, continuously reducing the aforementioned sum [by 
amounts] according to agreement that they reach with each other. In the 
meantime, he shall not be allowed to make or deliver for anyone else any large 
works of drawings without the express permission of the aforementioned Bouman 
under penalty, in case he does the contrary, that Bouman has the power as 
authoritative owner and without any legal proceedings to take possession of this 
outside work and to obtain it in his hands.111 
 
When Bredius first published the document in 1890, he was most of all concerned 
with Van de Velde’s birth and death data, about which nothing had then been known (this 
was the first document to give his age – and therefore his birth year – and also the last 
known proof that he still lived) and only secondarily noted that the artist must have fallen 
                                                      
110 The commission appears to remain unknown to scholars of seventeenth-century Dutch 
drawings. Subsequent to Bredius’s original publication of the documents in F.D.O. Obreen, 
Archief voor Nederlandsche Kunstgeschiedenis, 7 vols. (Rotterdam 1877-90), vol. 7 (1888-1890), 
p. 112, they have received no attention other than a brief mention in Van Gelder 1933, p. 11. 
 
111 5 July 1641 compareerde….Jan van de Velde d’Oude, plaetsnijder, wonende tot Enckhuijsen, 
jegenwoordich sijnde hier ter stede, my Notaris bekent, en bekende schuldigh te syn Sr. Johannes 
Bouman, deurwaerder vant Oostindisch huys alhier ter sake van verschoten penningen d’som van 
twehondert negentien car. guldens 8 stuyvers; beloofde en aennemende d’selve 219 guld. 8 st. 
vromelick te betalen en eerlick te voldoen met teeckeningen van zijn hantwerck en kunst, van 
sodanige stucken, ‘t zij landtschappen perspectiven off anders, sulcx als d’voorsz. Bouman hem 
sal voorhouden en opgeven, en dat metten eersten sonder eenige exceptie, uytvlught of 
contraventie, alles tot sulcken redelicken loon, telkens op affcortinge van de voorsz. som als sy 
met elkanderen sullen overeen comen. Sonder dat hy comparant middelerwijle voor iemant 
anders eenige groote stukken teikeningen sal mogen maken of leveren sonder expresse toelatinge 
van de voorsz. Bouman, op peine, indien hy ter contrarie quame te doen, dat hij Bouman dan sal 
vermogen uyt eigener aucthoriteyt, zonder eenige rechtsvorderinge soodanige sijne 
buytenwercken aen te vaerden en in sijne handen te becomen. Translation my own. Appendix, 
Doc. 88. 
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on hard times financially, “as with so many of our greatest artists.”112 The ‘recognized 
debt’ (bekende schuldigh) of 219 guilders might indeed be taken as evidence of the first 
truly significant financial obligation owed to someone, with a sum that far exceeds the 
other known debts from his Haarlem years, all of which qualify as petty. If Van de Velde 
could not produce coin, then Bouman would allow him to produce drawings instead, as 
long as he only made them for Bouman and no one else.  
Another possibility is that Bouman simply produced the coin up front as a means 
of definitively engaging the artist for works that he desired in the first place, rather than 
lending the money with expected repayment initially in coin. If the latter, however, the 
total sum seems rather arbitrary, as does the stipulation that the value of each drawing 
would be negotiated separately (in terms of how much it would reduce the overall debt) 
only after it was produced. Perhaps significant in this regard is that Bouman afforded Van 
de Velde complete freedom of the imagination. Van de Velde could produce “pieces such 
as landscapes, perspectives, or others,” by which we can assume he meant the artist’s 
usual work. By “perspectives” the contract probably meant the common far-shot distance 
constructions found inherently in Van de Velde’s landscapes rather than architectural 
interiors, for example, which in any case are otherwise unknown in his oeuvre. 
 Only a single surviving drawing possibly relates to this commission, the 
previously unpublished, Landscape with Goatherders and a Roman Ruin, monogrammed 
and dated 1641 [fig. 44].113 The work is unusual in that it remains our only known 
landscape drawing on vellum by the artist, and the fact that all of his other monogrammed 
and dated drawings are small tronies rather than landscapes. Further, it features a return 
to Italianate subject matter (otherwise unknown in his datable later works), here making 
                                                      
112 Bredius in Obreen, Archief voor Nederlandsche Kunstgeschiedenis, vol. 7, p. 111. Since then, 
no other comment has been made on this document, noted only once more but in passing by Van 
Gelder 1933, p. 11. 
 
113 Private collection, Amsterdam. It bears an old but mistaken attribution to Allaert van 
Everdingen due, no doubt, to the near similarity of their monograms (AVE as opposed to Van de 
Velde’s compressed JAVDE). 
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use of the fourth-century Roman nymphaeum called the Temple of Minerva Medica. 
Another drawing related to the commission now appears to be lost, a large format vellum 
drawing (groot formaet perkement) that he presented to Bouman, with Jan Carstensen 
and his wife Susanna Meurs as witnesses.114 
 
Death and Final Works 
 Jan van de Velde was buried in the Westerkerk in Enkhuizen on November 4, 
1641, in a plot that belonged to his wife’s family.115 We do not know the cause of his 
death, but we do know that Van Gelder was mistaken in thinking that his wife followed 
him to the grave shortly thereafter; she in fact lived for another thirty years.116 Hopefully 
she took some solace (or at least some profit) from the substantial series of thirty-five 
landscape prints that Claes Jansz Visscher published shortly after his death.117 Visscher 
designed a title-page for series indicating that Jan van de Velde drew the designs ‘from 
life’, and bears a tribute engraved beneath the plinth next to the fisherman (Visscher’s 
trade emblem, punning on his name) [fig. 45]. It reads: 
While Velde has moved on and lies in his grave, 
The fisherman [Visscher] brings you these, his last works to light.118 
                                                      
114 Appendix, Doc. 89. 
 
115 Appendix, Doc. 90. 
 
116 Appendix, Doc. 100. Van Gelder apparently misread the name on another burial record, that 
nevertheless was for a non-family plot. The fact that Stijn continued to live impacts the marriage 
records (which record whether the mother is alive or dead) for Jan van de Velde, son of Esaias 
van de Velde, whose wife, Christina van Hees, was mistakenly thought to have been the second 
wife of the painter Jan van de Velde III, son of the printmaker Jan van de Velde II (see Doc. 32). 
 
117 Hollstein 333-367. A set of proof impressions of the series before the skies were added can be 
found in the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, in which the clouds and other features have been added 
in wash by hand. In my opinion, these wash additions as well as the final states of the plates were 
both carried out by Van de Velde himself, rather than by Visscher or someone in his shop. The 
fact that a set of proof impressions survives does not necessarily mean that the plates themselves 
were unfinished when they reached Visscher’s shop.  
 
118 Als Velden was verhuyst en in sijn Grafstee lach / Bracht u de Visscher dit, sijn lest noch aen 
den dach. For the title-page, see Huigen Leeflang, “The Sign of Claes Jansz Visscher and his 
Progeny: The History and Significance of a Brand Name,” Rijksmuseum Bulletin 62 (2014), 241-
268, especially pp. 259-260. 
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Visscher was apparently not quite happy with his first attempt at a design and 
fitting verse for the artist, whose association with the publisher appears to have been life-
long, since on the (arguably more clever) preparatory drawing the fisherman instead 
presents an imaginary oversize book of landscape designs [fig. 46].119 An inscription in 
Visscher’s hand on one of the pages reads: 
Now Velde has moved on and lies in his grave, Visscher shows the former’s 
spirit, the content of his brain and fruits of his last work.120  
 
And in the caption below: 
 
Several pleasant landscapes and views drawn from life and put into copper by Jan 
van de Velde, these being the last works before his death.121 
 
Due to the investigative efforts of Laurens Schoemaker, who identified a number 
of structures depicted in the series for the first time, we can now take more literally 
Visscher’s marketing of these works as being from life.122 Two of the etchings definitely 
depict the Noorderpoort in Hoorn, and another the Westerpoort in Hoorn.123 Since Hoorn 
is only twenty kilometers from Enkhuizen, it would have been easily reachable once Van 
de Velde and his family relocated there, and other structures in towns around Enkhuizen 
or even in the city itself might likewise prove identifiable in the future.  
                                                      
119 Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, inv. no. RP-T-00-743; For this drawing, see Marijn 
Schapelhouman and Peter Schatborn, Dutch Drawings of the Seventeenth Century in the 
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam: Artists Born Between 1580 and 1600, 2 vols. (Amsterdam: 
Rijksmuseum, 1998), vol. 1, pp. 184-185, no. 401. 
 
120 Nu Velden is geweest / verhuijst en in sijn grafste woont / de Visscher hier syn geest / t hol van 
t Breyn en laetste vrucht / werkck vertoont. Translation from Leeflang, “The Sign of Claes Jansz 
Visscher,” pp. 259-260.  
 
121 Enige vermackelijcke seer playsante lantschappen en gesichten naet / leven getekent ende int 
koper gemaeckt door Jan vande Velden, synde syn laetste werk met de doot geeyndicht. 
Translation from Leeflang, “The Sign of Claes Jansz Visscher,” pp. 259-260.   
 
122 My sincere thanks to Laurens Schoemaker, Curator of Historical Topography at the RKD, for 
generously sharing his unpublished findings with me, both in person (April 6, 2017) and via 
email (May 29-30, 2017).  
 
123 For the Noorderpoort, see Hollstein 334 and 357; and for the Westerpoort, Hollstein 350. 
Schoenmaker made these identifications based upon eighteenth-century topographical drawings 
since the original city gates no longer survive (as is so often the case).  
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Two of the most persistent statements about Van de Velde’s life have long stood 
on shaky ground: that he likely fled Haarlem due to mounting debts, and that he generally 
stopped making original designs after the earliest phase of his career in favor of a more 
traditional role as a ‘reproductive’ printmaker. The former is relatively easy to dismiss by 
a close look at the documents, though the Bouman commission shows that perhaps Van 
de Velde indeed incurred a somewhat significant debt in the last year of his life (if 
actually a debt rather than a financial obligation to produce artworks). The latter 
assessment concerning his focus on originality is more difficult to set aside completely. 
In no other period of his life would he match the intensity and profusion of original 
designs that issued forth before around 1620. Among professional printmakers, however, 
such a body of work was rare in the first place. More importantly, the series of etchings 
issued posthumously by Visscher highlights Van de Velde’s continued interest in making 
original designs inspired by his local surroundings. The Bouman commission likewise 
documents his efforts to do the same in finished drawings.  
Roughly half of Van de Velde’s prints do not bear dates nor are easily datable 
through other means. For whatever reason, Van de Velde appears to have stopped dating 
his prints by the early 1630s, though curiously he dated a number of monogrammed 
drawings during these years. Rather than posit a move away from printmaking, however, 
or a move away from creating his own works, the more likely scenario worth considering 
is that many of his undated prints actually fall within the last decade of his career. The 
posthumously published series of landscapes affords us a definitive look at what might be 
termed his late printmaking style, akin and not entirely dissimilar to Van Gelder’s ‘late 
graphic style’ that he defined for his drawings. Van de Velde’s printed line became 
firmer and more assured, though just as fluid, and invariably designed for maximal 
legibility and likely durability. Many of his undated prints indeed betray a similar style. 
We know that Visscher, at least, valued Van de Velde’s imagination (geest) and the 
“contents of his fruitful brain” right up until the very end. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Primacy of Print: The Early Landscape Etchings in Context 
 
 
 The birth of a distinctively Dutch landscape art, as scholars have long noted, came 
almost directly after the moment of de facto independence that the fledgling republic 
achieved with the signing of the Twelve Years’ Truce (1609-1621).1 Jan van de Velde’s 
early etchings stand at the center of the formative decade of artistic development that 
followed this critical moment when an eruption of novel landscape imagery reached the 
market around the years 1614-1616.2 
To take a representative example, the Landscape with a Man at a Draw-Well 
appeared in his series Amoenissimae Aliquot Regiunculae (‘Some Most Pleasant Places’), 
published in 1615 [fig. 70].3 Its lowered horizon is one of the most emblematic hallmarks 
                                                      
1 Developmental accounts of Dutch landscape art have been written and re-written many times, 
especially in exhibition catalogues devoted to the genre, but modern study of the subject still 
begins with Wolfgang Stechow, Dutch Landscape Painting of the Seventeenth Century (London: 
Phaidon, 1966). A substantial but concise account appears in the Introduction to Peter C. Sutton, 
Masters of 17th-Century Dutch Landscape Painting (Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, 1987), pp. 1-
64. See also, among others, Christopher Brown, Dutch Landscape, The Early Years: Haarlem 
and Amsterdam, 1590-1650 (London: National Gallery, 1986); Edwin Buijsen, Tussen fantasie en 
werkelijkheid: 17de eeuwse Hollandse landschapschilderkunst (Baarn: De Prom, 1993); Walter 
S. Gibson, Pleasant Places: The Rustic Landscape from Bruegel to Ruisdael (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2000); and Boudewijn Bakker, Landschap en Wereldbeeld: van 
Van Eyck tot Rembrandt (Bussum: Thoth, 2004); and, the latter’s somewhat abridged translation, 
idem, Landscape and Religion from Van Eyck to Rembrandt (Farnham: Ashgate, 2012). 
 
2 One of the earliest comprehensive attempts at a developmental account of Dutch landscape 
actually comprises a chapter of Van Gelder’s dissertation on Jan van de Velde; see J.G. van 
Gelder, Jan van de Velde 1593-1641: Teekenaar-Schilder (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1933), 
pp. 14-46. What earlier studies (and some modern ones) share is a tendency to divorce the 
landscape art produced within the modern national boundaries of the Netherlands from those 
produced elsewhere in the Low Countries, a divide that sometimes confuses the continuity of 
traditions between ‘Dutch’ and ‘Flemish’ landscape. While the Dutch indeed achieved 
independent rule by the beginning of the seventeenth century, the cultural discontinuity was not 
yet so keenly felt; for which, see especially, “Uncertain Boundaries,” in Simon Schama, The 
Embarassament of Riches: An Interpretation of Dutch Culture in the Golden Age (New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf, 1987), pp. 51-68. 
 
3 Hollstein 192. 
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of Dutch landscape. The clouds and sky dominate the physical space of the image though 
not its visual weight, here given to the flat ground plane comprising a vast expanse of 
polders and woods that accelerate rapidly into the distance. It offers a distinct contrast 
from the grand mountainous landscapes with elevated viewpoints that look down upon 
immeasurable stretches of land that had previously dominated landscape imagery 
produced in the Low Countries throughout the sixteenth century and well into the 
seventeenth, now generically referred to as the Weltlandschaft or ‘world landscape’ 
tradition.4  
Moreover, Van de Velde’s view is plausibly real and plausibly local. The 
imminent accessibility of the image, in the sense that it depicts a directly available scene 
that would have been (and still remains) physically proximal to the everyday Dutch 
viewer, is precisely what makes it so unusual. Its banality, paradoxically, makes it 
innovative, a fact so easily lost on our post-Romantic eyes. Enhancing the everyday 
aspect of Van de Velde’s image, rustic figures perform chores such as drawing water 
from the well on the left, or leisurely conversing. The scene as it is presented and the 
actions performed therein offer little or no iconographic tractability. Moreover, the 
inherent spectacle of steep cliffs and churning water often found in the Weltlandschaft 
tradition has been replaced by a nearly complete lack of dramatic visual animation.  
This chapter will take a close look at the underlying motifs in Van de Velde’s 
early landscape etchings and will place them in the context of the Dutch landscape 
tradition generally, as well as that which developed specifically in Haarlem among a 
group of like-minded young artists. Haarlem was an important center for both the history 
of printmaking and the history of landscape art. Likewise, publishers such as Amsterdam-
based Claes Jansz Visscher – a lifelong promoter of Jan’s work – deserve attention for 
their development and marketing of these images. One of the distinctive features of Van 
                                                      
4 For which the standard study remains, Walter S. Gibson, Mirror of the Earth: The World 
Landscape from Bruegel to Ruisdael (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000). 
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de Velde’s landscape etchings that set him apart from his fellow innovators, aside from 
his remarkably prolific output (he produced far more landscape prints than any other 
artist of the time), is the balanced range of works he produced in series, and therefore 
arguably juxtaposed as such. He offered both seemingly real and obviously imaginary 
landscapes within the same series, as well as those that would have been perceived as 
recognizably local or clearly foreign. Van de Velde’s imaginary and non-local works are 
among his least discussed, seen as evidence, if anything, that his position in any 
developmental narrative of Dutch landscape should be marginal rather than central. There 
are a number of reasons why his positioning deserves reconsideration, not least of which 
is his insistence on invention through the very act of variation.  
Additionally, the emphasis on specifically using the print medium for his and his 
cohort’s exploration of distinctively Dutch landscape imagery has occasionally been 
remarked upon, though only in passing, but Van de Velde’s oeuvre merits especial 
consideration in this regard.5 The Dutch landscape genre’s ‘primacy of print’ has never 
been examined in detail, nor even been substantiated as a reliable claim in the first place. 
This notion deserves attention for its flipping of the historically traditional roles of 
painter and printmaker – those who invent and those who reproduce. 
 
Haarlem as Locus: Cradle of Printing and the Arts 
 
 In the early seventeenth century, the most acutely felt origin story that proudly 
defined Haarlem’s civic, intellectual, and even artistic identity was the invention of the 
printing press. According to local historians, Laurens Coster invented printing from 
                                                      
5 See, for example, Stechow, Dutch Landscape Painting, p. 15. The most useful survey of the 
genre in the print medium remains David Freedberg, Dutch Landscape Prints of the Seventeenth 
Century (London: British Museum, 1980); but see also, Irene de Groot, Landscape Etchings by 
the Dutch Masters of the Seventeenth Century (London: Gordon Fraser, 1979); and Boudewijn 
Bakker and Huigen Leeflang, Nederland naar ‘t  leven: Landschapsprenten uit de Gouden Eeuw 
(Zwolle: Waanders, 1993). 
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moveable type rather than Johannes Gutenberg in Mainz. In fact, Haarlemmers accused 
Gutenberg of stealing the technology via Johann Fust (now understood to have been 
Gutenberg’s financial backer), who first learned the art from Coster in Haarlem and then 
absconded with the knowledge to Germany. This rivalry between the two cities over the 
true birthplace of printing would last well into the nineteenth century.6 
 Jan van de Velde was keenly aware of the stakes involved. In 1628 he cut most of 
the plates (designed by Pieter Saenredam) for the foremost history of Haarlem published 
at the time, Samuel Ampzing’s Lof der Stad Haerlem.7 Ampzing’s book deals extensively 
with the Coster legend, and two of Van de Velde’s plates even purport to show the 
interior of Coster’s printing shop c. 1440 [figs. 47 & 48].8 The caption beneath one of 
them, likely penned by Ampzing, highlights both the pride and anger of the city: 
How highly praiseworthy is the art of printing! 
And how laudable can Haarlem be called as well! 
O noble and wise city, which was the first to invent this art! 
Why does Mainz turn up its nose? Thief, then shut your mouth!9 
 
 As Elizabeth Wyckoff has pointed out, humanists at the time would have no 
problem conflating the importance of the printing press for the book trade with that for 
                                                      
6 For the Coster legend, see especially Lotte Hellinga-Querido and Clemens de Wolf, Laurens 
Janszoon Coster was zijn naam (Haarlem: Joh. Enschedé en Zonen, 1988). One of the main 
problems with advancing the thesis of Coster’s primacy is the fact that no example of his printing 
has ever turned up. 
 
7 For the historical context of this publication, see Henk van Nierop, “How to honour one’s city: 
Samuel Ampzing’s vision of the history of Haarlem,” Theoretische Geschiedenis 20:3 (1993), 
268-281. 
 
8 Hollstein 424 and 427, appearing in Samuel Ampzing, Beschrijvinge ende lof der stad Haerlem 
in Holland (Haarlem: Adriaen Roomen, 1628). For Saenredam’s designs, see Gary Schwartz and 
Marten Jan Bok, Pieter Saenredam: The Painter and His Time (Maarssen & The Hague: Gary 
Schwartz, 1990), pp. 43, 48-49. One of Saenredam’s preparatory drawings survives (Brussels, 
Musée Royaux des Beaux-Arts), which is actually considered one of the earliest accurate 
depictions of a printing press; see, idem, p. 292, cat. no. 180. 
 
9 Wat is de Druckery een konst wel hoog te roemen! 
En wat is Haerlem ook wel over-waerd te noemen! 
O ed’le wyse Stad, die dese konst eerst vond! 
Wat schort hier Mentz de neus? Diefegge, snoert den mond. 
The English translation is taken from Schwartz and Bok, Pieter Saenredam, p. 292, cat. no. 187. 
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the art of printmaking.10 The long encomium on Coster written by Petrus Scriverius to 
accompany Ampzing’s book (as an addendum) notes the importance of the invention for 
the great printmakers of the past such as Martin Schongauer, Andrea Mantegna, Lucas 
van Leyden, and Albrecht Dürer; an invention, moreover “of which the Germans speak 
with so much praise.”11 Such a sentiment ignores, of course, that completely different 
types of presses, tools, and workshop setups would have been necessary for single-sheet 
intaglio printing (among other things, a roll press instead of a screw press) but 
Scriverius’s conflation is one that likely would have been felt with equal pride by 
professional printmakers like Van de Velde, at least in general terms.12  
 Despite its native pride of place for the origin of the technology of making printed 
books and the art of printmaking, Haarlem could not actually boast of being a major 
center of artists’ prints until the arrival, in 1577, of Hendrick Goltzius (1558-1617). His 
international renown grew over the subsequent decades, and his shop and traditions were 
carried on by Van de Velde’s teacher, Jacob Matham (1571-1631). Previous to Goltzius’s 
rise to fame, a certain number of notable prints did issue from the hands of Haarlem 
printmakers in the mid-sixteenth century such as Dirck Volkertsz. Coornhert (1522-1590) 
and Philips Galle (1537-1612), though both had fled or left the city due to wartime 
                                                      
10 Elizabeth A. Wyckoff, “Innovation and Popularization: Printmaking and Print Publishing in 
Haarlem during the 1620s,” (Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1998), pp. 18-20. She also 
makes the important point that the elaborate nature of Ampzing’s production, both in terms of 
typography and illustrations, was meant to reflect this pride of place. 
 
11 Petrus Scriverius in Ampzing, Lof der stad Haerlem, p. 109. Cited in Wyckoff, “Innovation and 
Popularization,” pp. 19-20. 
 
12 Although it should be noted that Van de Velde, while working from Saenredam’s highly 
accurate drawing (Brussels, Musées Royaux des Beaux-Arts), introduced some dysfunctional 
errors in his depiction of the printing press in the Coster plates, which certainly hightlights his 
lack of familiarity with the separate trade of book printing. See Frans A. Janssen, Over houten 
druckpersen: een studie van het bronnenmateriaal met het oog op de reconstructie van een 
houten druckpers te Amsterdam (Amsterdam: Van Heusden, 1977); cited in Schwartz and Bok, 
Pieter Saenredam, p. 43. For the drawing, see Schwartz and Bok, Pieter Saenredam, p. 49, fig. 
52; and p. 292, cat. no. 189. 
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hostilities.13 Indeed, one of the great low points in the city’s history was the great Siege of 
Haarlem in the winter of 1572-1573, resulting in the fall of the city to Spanish troops, the 
complete slaughter of the Dutch garrison of some two thousand men, and the destruction 
of much of the city. Galle had left for Antwerp around 1570, never to return.14 Coornhert, 
who had trained both Galle and Goltzius, was actually responsible for enticing Goltzius 
to Haarlem in 1577, shortly after he decided to resettle there himself. This was at a time 
when the city had barely recovered but would begin its great period of economic growth 
and urban renewal.15  
 As printmakers, the Coster legend must have certainly had a certain appeal to 
Coornhert and Goltzius, but it seems unlikely to have been a motivating factor for their 
move to Haarlem. In 1577 the city declared for William the Silent, which must have 
meant a great deal to Coornhert, who was deeply invested in the success of the Revolt. 
Haarlem was furthermore a city that he had once called home. The city also had 
connections to an artistic past that were not strictly print-related. Memory was still strong 
of famous painters of whom Haarlem could boast, such as Geertgen tot Sint Jans (c. 
1460-c. 1490), Jan van Scorel (1495-1562), and Maarten van Heemskerck (1498-1574). 
The latter also designed a number of prints that Coornhert and Galle engraved. In the 
context of Goltzius’s subsequent fame, Ampzing’s and Scriverius’s encomia lauding 
Haarlem as the birthplace of printing probably had more to do with the amplification of 
the Coster legend through the city’s more recently earned position as a major center of 
                                                      
13 For Coornhert generally, see Henk Bonger, Het leven en werk van D.V. Coornhert 
(Amsterdam: Van Oorschot, 1978); and Henk Bonger et al., eds., Dirck Volkertszoon Coornhert: 
Dwars maar recht (Zutphen: De Walburg Pers, 1989). For his prints, see Ilja M. Veldman, De 
wereld tussen goed en kwaad: Late prenten van Coornhert (The Hague: SDU, 1990). 
 
14 For Philips Galle, see especially the introduction in NHD (Philips Galle), vol. 1, pp. xxxiii-
lxxxi. 
 
15 For this move, see Huigen Leeflang and Ger Luijten, et al., Hendrick Goltzius (1558-1617): 
Drawings, Prints and Paintings (Zwolle: Waanders, 2003), pp. 14-16. Goltzius spent his initial 
years in Haarlem working for Philips Galle, who published a number of his designs in Antwerp, 
for which see Jan Piet Filedt Kok, “Hendrick Goltzius: Engraver, Designer, and Publisher 1582-
1600,” Nederlands Kunsthistorisch Jaarboek 42-43 (1991-1992), 157-218. 
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printmaking when these encomia were published in 1628, rather than a long and storied 
past relationship with the medium.  
Although Goltzius had given up printmaking for painting in 1600, his eminence in 
the graphic arts was already well-established and lasting. Jan’s father, among so many 
others, held considerable awe for Goltzius, as he made clear in a calligraphy plate that he 
dedicated to the artist in his 1605 Spieghel der Schrijfkonst: 
To the wide-and-far renowned and very artistic Mr. H. Goltzius, I should now 
wish with the gilded pen to be allowed to profoundly sing your praise to posterity; 
but your fame is already so great and your name so widely known, that I fear to 
detract from it by means of my inferior pen. Nevertheless not wishing to forget 
you among the art-lovers and the famous, I have taken the temerity to mention in 
my book your personage as well, and to honor him with this exemplar, which I 
pray you will receive in gratitude.16 
 
While the works of his son find few points of similarity with those of Goltzius in terms of 
style, technique, or even subject matter, the famous Haarlem master proved an inspiration 
in at least one highly important respect: his emphasis on making prints from his own 
designs. 
While printmakers in the past had often worked up plates based on their own 
compositions, none had done so to such an extraordinary degree as Goltzius. This is true, 
at least, in terms of professional printmakers who did not enter the trade as painters. The 
famous masters of printmaking from the past that Scriverius listed, for instance, were all 
painters who made prints as an adjunct activity (or, as we now know in the case of 
Mantegna, had prints made for them). Goltzius’s fame rested almost exclusively on his 
printmaking activities, and the majority of his prints he designed himself. In this regard, 
                                                      
16 Aenden Wydt-vermaerden ende seer Const-rycken Heer H. Goltius. 
Ick soude my nu wenschen den vergulde Penne om uwen lof den Nacomelinghen volcomentlijck te 
moghen singhen: maer uwe vermaertheyt is alreede soo groot ende uwen Naem soo wydt verbreyt 
dat Ick vreese dien veel eer te verminderen, dan door myn slechte penne eenighen luijster te 
gheven, Nochtans willende u onder de Const-lievende ende Vermaerde niet vergheten, hebbe ick 
evenwel my verstout uwen Konstrijcken persoon in myn boeck oock te stellen ende hem met dese 
materie te vereren, die ick bidde in danck te willen ont[vangen]. Velde. 
The English translation is taken with some modifications from that supplied by Ton Croiset van 
Uchelen for Amy Namowitz Worthen, “Calligraphic Inscriptions on Dutch Mannerist Prints,” 
Nederlands Kunsthistorisch Jaarboek 42-43 (1993), p. 261 (see also p. 299, note 2). 
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Jan van de Velde’s works share more in common with Goltzius than those of his Haarlem 
colleagues who were simultaneously active as painters. This circumstance was not so 
much the result of any Haarlem tradition per se (Matham and his progeny, for example, 
would invent only occasionally) but rather the inspiration of Haarlem’s most famous 
artist of the day. One can easily imagine that Jan’s father specifically had Goltzius in 
mind when he emphatically told his son that “the art of invention is better than copying” 
while the latter was still an apprentice.  
 
Haarlem and Landscape 
 Haarlem’s other great claim to fame and continual source of civic pride was the 
beauty of its natural surroundings. The woods and dunes surrounding the city, and 
especially the celebrated wooded area to the south of the city known as the 
Haarlemmerhout (the ‘Haarlem Woods’) were considered among the city’s most notable 
features.17 The essentializing caption of Braun and Hogenberg’s 1575 view of Haarlem 
published in their Civitates Orbis Terrarum primarily defines the city through the charm 
of its natural surroundings, even calling it a locus amoenus, or ‘pleasant place’, drawing 
upon the classical topos of the rustic idyll.18  
 Not surprisingly, scholars have long focused on the link between Haarlem’s 
perceived natural beauty and the rise of a distinctive artistic tradition of depicting 
landscapes that has strong roots in the city in the early seventeenth century.19 Huigen 
                                                      
17 For the Haarlemmerhout, see especially J.J. Temminck et al., Haarlemmerhout 400 Jaar: 
‘Mooier is de wereld nergens’ (Haarlem: Schuyt & Co., 1984). 
 
18 The exact wording of the description of Haarlem as a ‘pleasant place’ in the caption to the view 
is: urbs sita est loco per amoeno.  
 
19 While much of this focus on Haarlem can be found in the landscape studies already cited (note 
1, above), see also Frima Fox Hofrichter, Haarlem: The Seventeenth Century (New Brunswick, 
NJ: Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum, Rutgers University, 1983); Elisabeth de Bièvre, 
“Violence and Virtue: History and Art in the City of Haarlem,” Art History 11:3 (1988), pp. 303-
334; Catherine Levesque, Journey Through Landscape in Seventeenth-Century Holland: The 
Haarlem Print Series and Dutch Identity (University Park: Pennsylvania University Press, 1994); 
Koos Levy-van Halm et al., De trots van Haarlem: Promotie van een stad in kunst en historie 
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Leeflang, in particular, has done a notable job of demonstrating the more specific point 
that by the early seventeenth century writers about art had already extolled Haarlem’s 
artists as progenitors of the landscape genre.20 Karel van Mander, for example, who 
settled in Haarlem, wrote in his life of Albert Ouwater (active c. 1440-1460) that “the 
first and best ways to make landscapes” were invented by artists in the city.21 Ampzing 
echoed this view: 
Is there anything more wondrous than the painting of pastures, 
The ones given us to gaze upon with our own eyes? 
This art, too, was first envisioned here by us, 
And put on a firm footing and brought to full fruition.22 
 
Ampzing further related an anecdote about the Haarlem artist Jan van Scorel in a story 
not found in Van Mander’s life of the artist, that the painter would wander in the 
Haarlemmerhout on Sundays and holidays to depict the trees in a highly original 
manner.23 The tale actually provides our earliest historical reference (whether reliable or 
not) to landscapes made en plein air in the Netherlands. Artists and humanists in the early 
seventeenth century took it for granted that the natural beauty of Haarlem’s surroundings 
had long inspired artists devoted to depicting landscape. 
 Remarkably, the Coster legend was also bound up with Haarlem’s legendary 
natural surroundings. While the story of Coster’s discovery of the possibility of printing 
from moveable type varies in terms of the exact moment of revelation, his insight 
                                                                                                                                                                 
(Ghent: Snoeck-Ducaju & Zoon, 1995); and Walter Liedtke, “Cottage Industry: Some Haarlem 
landscapes of the early seventeenth century,” Apollo 158 (2003), 21-31. 
 
20 Huigen Leeflang, “Dutch landscape: the urban view. Haarlem and its environs in literature and 
art, 15th-17th century,” Nederlands Kunsthistorisch Jaarboek 48 (1998), 52-115; a study based 
on his earlier essay, Huigen Leeflang, “Het aards paradijs: Het Haarlemse landschap in 16de en 
17de-eeuwse literatuur en beeldende kunst,” in Levy-van Halm et al., De trots van Haarlem, pp. 
115-134. 
 
21 Leeflang, “Dutch landscape: the urban view,” p. 81, and note 101.  
 
22 Ampzing, Lof der stad Haerlem, p. 345; and Wyckoff, “Innovation and Popularization,” p. 32, 
from whom the English translation is taken with some changes. See also Leeflang, “Dutch 
landscape: the urban view,” p. 81.  
 
23 Ampzing, Lof der stad Haerlem, p. 352; Leeflang, “Dutch landscape: the urban view,” p. 81. 
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actually came during one of his excursions to the Haarlemmerhout. In one version he 
carved letters into the bark of a tree for the amusement of children, and in another he 
carved blocks of letters in reverse so that they ‘printed’ when they pressed into the sandy 
ground.24 In any event, his forest wanderings clearly served as the setting of his 
inspiration. Both of Van de Velde’s plates showing the interior of Coster’s shop in 
Ampzing’s book bear a landscape painting on the wall in the background as a referent to 
Coster’s moment of inspiration – though ‘painted’ in an ahistorical style more appropriate 
to the 1620s than the 1440s [figs. 47 & 48]. 
 Much of the previous landscape art produced by Haarlem artists and celebrated by 
writers like Van Mander and Ampzing served in the backgrounds of religious or narrative 
paintings, rather than as a subject in its own right. Some of the only independent 
drawings of Haarlem’s surrounding landscape to survive from the generation previous to 
Van de Velde’s come from the hand of Goltzius. His Landscape in the Vicinity of 
Haarlem, monogrammed and dated 1603, bears many similarities in form and content to 
the landscape etchings that Van de Velde would later produce in force [fig. 49].25 Around 
the same time or slightly earlier, Goltzius also produced a few remarkable tree studies on 
blue paper that appear to be finished and autonomous works, such as the Ashmolean’s 
English Oak [fig. 50].26 On the other hand, when Goltzius treated landscape, which was 
not a major part of his overall output, he would just as likely make a Weltlandschaft 
image that is imaginary in character, like his Mountainous Coastal Landscape in the 
Morgan Library [fig. 51].27  
                                                      
24 For a good overview of the various versions of the Coster legend and their sources, see 
Wyckoff, “Popularization and Innovation,” pp. 5-18. 
 
25 Fondation Custodia, Paris, inv. no. 2628.  
 
26 Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, inv. no. 1962.17.34. 
 
27 Morgan Library & Museum, New York, inv. no. 1971.3. For this drawing, see especially 
Leeflang and Luijten 2003, p. 191, no. 69 (with further references).  
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Jacob Matham, who likewise generated only a few landscape drawings, produced 
one that depicted a local rural location around Haarlem, his Courtyard of Brederode, 
signed and dated 1603.28 This drawing has the distinction of having been etched by Van 
de Velde in 1616, though intriguingly Jan did not credit his master as the designer [fig. 
52].29 Matham, too, was just as likely to produce imaginary mountain scenes in the 
manner of Goltzius, such as the Mountain Landscape with Watermill recently attributed 
to him and now in the Teylers Museum [fig. 53].30 Very few of these designs reached the 
public through the print medium, although Simon Frisius etched two of Goltzius’s 
smaller mountain landscapes from designs dated 1608 [fig. 54 & 55].31 
 
Jan van de Velde’s Early Printed Landscape Series 
 
 Between 1615 and 1618, Jan van de Velde published several series of landscape 
prints which, in toto, comprise by far the largest outpouring of non-narrative landscape 
imagery produced at the time by a Dutch artist. The themes of these series vary. He 
generated multiple sets of Twelve Months and Four Seasons that revolve, as the titles 
suggest, around the various appearance of nature during certain times of year.32 At the 
same time, he also produced a number of highly innovative series, sometimes quite 
                                                      
28 Kupferstichkabinett, Berlin, inv. no. KdZ 13326. 
 
29 Hollstein 199, with the title, Farmyard Among Ruins, as part of the series, Regiunculae 
quoddam amenae ruinaeque anti quidres (Hollstein 196-215). 
 
30 Yvonne Bleyerveld and Ilja M. Veldman, The Netherlandish Drawings of the 16th Century in 
Teylers Museum (Leiden: Primavera, 2016), pp. 198-199, no. 192. The authors accept the new 
attribution to Matham proposed by Léna Widerkehr via Douwes Fine Art. The drawing had been 
tentatively attributed to Cornelis Claes van Wieringen in the past. Its stylistic relation to 
Goltzius’s imaginary mountain landscapes has long been noted; see Leeflang and Luijten, 
Hendrick Goltzius, p. 191, and fig. 69a. 
 
31 NHD (Simon Frisius), pp. 143-146, nos. 151-152. This pair was justifiably hailed as the “true 
beginning of Dutch landscape etching,” by David Freedberg, Dutch Landscape Prints, p. 26.  
 
32 Most of these bear Latin captions composed by local humanists, the subject of Chapter Five of 
this study. 
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substantial for the number of plates they comprise, bearing more generic titles that play 
on the concept of the locus amoenus. Despite the singular position of these latter series 
for the history of Dutch landscape, they have rarely been considered as complete cycles 
of images.33 Generally, the recognizably local and plausibly real landscape images have 
been singled out in previous art-historical literature at the expense of the foreign or 
imaginary works that shape the overall content. 
 
The Amoenissimae Aliquot Reguinculae of 1615 
 This group of eighteen oblong landscapes is the earliest signed and dated series of 
prints by Van de Velde, and includes a title-page that describes the images as: 
Amoenissimae aliquot regiunculae et antiquorum monumentorum ruinae (‘Some most 
pleasant places and ruins of antique monuments’) [figs. 56-73].34 We previously 
encountered one image from the series, Landscape with a Man at a Draw-Well [fig. 70].35 
Some of the others hew closely to this quotidian and locally-inspired scenery, such as 
View of a Village, A Man Netting Birds, and Huntsmen with Hounds Near a Farm [figs. 
66, 72 & 73].36 The attenuated oblong format proves particularly effective by enhancing 
the vast breadth of the flat Dutch landscape within a compressed framework. While this 
                                                      
33 For an exception, see Catherine Levesque, Journey Through Landscape, which provides one of 
the most thorough discussions of Van de Velde’s landscape print series to date (pp. 89-113) but 
almost exclusively treats the identifiably local scenes.  
 
34 Hollstein 178-195. For this series as well as select images from it, see, Clifford S. Ackley, 
Printmaking in the Age of Rembrandt (Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, 1981), p. 72, no. 43; Ger 
Luijten and Ariane van Suchtelen et al., eds., Dawn of the Golden Age: Northern Netherlandish 
Art 1580-1620 (Amsterdam: Rijksmuseum, 1993), pp. 660-662, no. 331; Levesque, Journey 
Through Landscape, pp. 89-113; and Susan Donahue Kuretsky, Time and Transformation in 
Seventeenth-Century Dutch Art (Poughkeepsie, NY: Frances Lehman Loeb Art Center, Vassar 
College, 2005), pp. 116-119, no. 3. 
 
35 Hollstein 192 (plate 15 in the series). 
 
36 Hollstein 188, 194, and 195 (plates 11, 17, and 18 in the series). 
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format was not entirely new, it was still relatively unconventional, and one imagines that 
the young printmaker sought to signal his inventive nature at the outset of his career.37  
 With this series, Van de Velde emerged not just as an innovator in the landscape 
genre, but also as a remarkably mature etcher despite his status as a newly minted master 
in the guild. He used advanced techniques such as zone biting to create stronger contrasts 
in the foreground. This procedure creates theatrical coulisses that enhance the sense of 
depth as the viewer’s eye is led to the background.38 Furthermore, after the plate had been 
bitten multiple times, Van de Velde picked up the burin to lightly engrave fine lines in 
the sky in most of the plates, in effect creating another yet more distant zone by creating a 
tonal area much lighter than those generally achievable with an etching needle. One finds 
these delicately wrought effects throughout the series, and indeed throughout his career. 
His concern for depth of space through zone biting and burin additions would persist up 
to and including his last series, the Playsante Lantschappen from c. 1641.39 
 Among the locally-inspired scenes in the 1615 series, two are worth singling out 
since they incorporate identifiable structures on the outskirts of Haarlem, namely 
Brederode Castle and Huis ter Kleef [figs. 63 & 67].40 Both were medieval chateaux built 
by prominent noblemen, and both were destroyed during the Siege of Haarlem in 1572-
1573. The specific histories of these structures and the complex range of associations that 
Van de Velde’s ruins could evoke in a seventeenth-century viewer are treated at length in 
Chapter Four. For the purposes of discussing this series, it is worth noting that some (but 
by no means all) Dutch viewers might have been able to identify these structures. No text 
                                                      
37 There were, of course, some precedents for this format, as already noted by Van Gelder, Jan 
van de Velde: Teekenaar-Schilder, p. 48. See also the etched series of hunting scenes after David 
Vinckboons dated 1612 and published by Claes Jansz Visscher that have similar proportions; 
Hollstein (Visscher) nos. 360-362, and Hollstein (Serwouters), nos. 20-26. 
 
38 For biting in stages to create zones, see Ad Stijnman, Engraving and Etching 1400-2000: A 
History of the Development of Manual Intaglio Printmaking Processes (London: Archetype, 
2012), pp. 53-54, crediting Daniel Hopfer for pioneering the technique.  
 
39 Hollstein 333-367. 
 
40 Hollstein 185 and 189 (plates 8 and 12 in the series). 
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accompanies these landscapes to identify any aspect of them. Van de Velde’s depictions 
of Brederode and Huis ter Kleef in this series offer, in fact, some of the earliest visual 
documentation that we have for these castles, despite the fact that they serve here 
primarily as backdrops for landscapes within a larger series. The lack of labeling is surely 
intentional. The Latin title of the series implies its intended marketing for an international 
audience. Furthermore, Van de Velde was perfectly willing to label the same ruined 
castles in other contexts, most notably in a series of six prints published the following 
year that only shows castles destroyed during the Dutch Revolt.41 A few of the other 
scenes contain buildings that may have been based on actual structures that once stood in 
the Netherlands, although they have proven more difficult to identify, such as those found 
in Chapel Near a Pond, Square Tower and Church, and Ruins of a House and a Shepherd 
[figs. 62, 64 & 71].42 
 Other images in the Amoenissimae aliquot regiunculae clearly take a turn toward 
the purely imaginary. These comprise some of his most celebrated works in the series, 
such as the Large Tree and Ruins with a Tower, and, Bare Tree Among Ruins [figs. 61 & 
65].43 The large and sprawling complexes of ruins in both works dominate the images. 
They also produce deep and complex perspectival spaces that maintain optically 
analogous perspectival effects found in the more open landscapes in the series. Such 
grandiose former structures, somewhat palatial in character, certainly do not relate to any 
known in the Netherlands at the time. The highlighting of sinuous and somewhat 
foreboding trees in both images seem to stress the imagined nature of the scenes, an 
aspect enhanced by their unnaturally twisted forms. As Clifford Ackley has noted, the 
                                                      
41 Hollstein 172-177. Although notably the series lacks a given title or title-page, leaving some 
uncertainty as to whether Van de Velde or his viewers would have known that all six structures 
were indeed destroyed during the Revolt.  
 
42 Hollstein 184, 186, and 193 (plates 7, 9, and 16 in the series). Erik Löffler, formerly of the 
RKD, suggested that the tower in Square Tower and Church (Hollstein 186) might be based on 
the no-longer extant Smeetoren in Utrecht (personal communication, May, 2015). 
 
43 Hollstein 183 and 187 (plates 6 and 10 in the series). 
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effect is one of “melancholy theatrics,” intensified through the use of especially strong 
zone biting in these works.44 The eerie nature of these images seems to clash, at least for 
the modern viewer, with Van de Velde’s stated purpose on the title page to produce 
“some most pleasant places.” It appears that Van de Velde did not feel bound to a pure 
conception of the locus amoenus, just as he did not restrict himself to the depiction of 
ruins in every plate. Such ominous seeming works gave him a chance to more fully 
display the range of his powers of invention through the depiction of fantastic structural 
decay. The interspersal of this particular mode of vision throughout the series reflects not 
just a balancing of types of inventive imagery, but the moods that they evoke as well. 
 The other major category of images in the series contains landscapes and ruins 
that are perspicuously foreign, whether or not the scenes relate to actual sites. A work 
such as the Watermill Near a Village [fig. 59] does not possess much in the way of 
relatable topography, but the hooded clerics in the foreground signal its status as a non-
local scene.45 Likewise the watermill, which requires a significant enough change in 
ground elevation to power itself, would obviously not be found in the region around 
Haarlem, nor the Province of Holland, and they were only rarely found in the United 
Provinces generally (in the far reaches near the eastern and southern borders).46  
In a similar fashion, the Ruins of a Tower and a Bridge [fig. 69] appears to depict 
a city along a strongly flowing river unlike any found in the United Provinces.47 Signaling 
the Catholic nature of this unknown land, along with the hooded clerics, is a shrine with a 
large crucifix mounted prominently in the middle of the bridge. The curious octagonal 
                                                      
44 Ackley, Printmaking in the Age of Rembrandt, p. 72.  
 
45 Hollstein 181 (plate 4 in the series). 
 
46 Windmills, in contrast to watermills, would become the archetypal signifier of Dutch landscape 
as a result of this basic geographical feature and concomitant mill technology. For the windmill as 
topos, see Alison McNeil Kettering, “Landscapes with Sails: The Windmill in Netherlandish 
Prints,” Simiolus 33:1-2 (2007-2008), 67-80. The watermill arguably became an archetypal 
antitype to the windmill, and thus could signify the non-local in a strictly iconographic sense. 
 
47 Hollstein 191 (plate 14 in the series). 
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structure that features so prominently in this work bears an architectural resemblance to 
medieval baptisteries and chapels throughout Europe, though its presentation here as 
some sort of dilapidated hovel seems far removed from any religious function that it once 
may have had. While we are unsure of Van de Velde’s travels and whether or not he went 
to Italy, he could have found inspiration in certain buildings closer to home in cities with 
similar octagonal structures built long ago such as those in Nijmegen and Aachen. 
 One of the foreign views, however, has the distinction of being an ancient Roman 
ruin already famous throughout Europe, the Temple of the Sibyl at Tivoli [fig. 58].48 It is 
the only non-local structure clearly based on an existing ruin, and one that appears more 
or less the same today as it did then. The town of Tivoli lies about thirty kilometers 
northeast of Rome and the so-called Temple of the Sibyl (more often today called the 
Temple of Vesta, although its dedication remains uncertain) is one of the best preserved 
examples of round temple construction from classical antiquity in Europe. Artists in the 
sixteenth century had already made use of the temple in their paintings, drawings, and 
prints, some of which were likely known to Van de Velde.49 Most earlier depictions 
emphasized the dramatic waterfalls of the Aniene River situated next to the Temple of the 
Sibyl, but Van de Velde instead focused on the temple itself, leaving the waterfalls barely 
visible in the foreground to the right, and necessarily cutting them off just after their 
initial drop due to the confines of the horizontal format of the series.  
The direct prototype that he used for his depiction of the Temple of the Sibyl, as 
has long been known, was a drawing by Jan Brueghel the Elder (1568-1625), dated July 
                                                      
48 Hollstein 180 (plate 3 in the series). 
 
49 Jacob Matham, for example, used the temple in the background of one of his largest prints, the 
three-plate Cleopatra Welcoming Marc Anthony from c. 1606 (after Sebastian Vrancx), for which 
see NHD (Jacob Matham), vol. 2, pp. 128-132, no. 201. It also features in a number of drawings 
by Paul Bril, for which see Louisa Wood Ruby, Paul Bril: The Drawings (Turnhout: Brepols, 
1999), pp. 97-98, nos. 47-49 (plates 51-53); and Peter Schatborn, Drawn to Warmth: 17th-
century Dutch artists in Italy (Zwolle: Waanders, 2001), pp. 33-36.  
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6, 1593 [fig. 74].50 Christopher Brown later recognized a second drawing, very nearly 
identical, made three months later and dated October 3, 1593 [fig. 75].51 Both of Jan 
Brueghel’s drawings and Van de Velde’s etching (in reverse) show the temple from the 
same vantage point and incorporate the same elements, including the detail of the 
bucranium from the frieze sketched in the lower left corner of Brueghel’s drawings, here 
cleverly converted to a stone block in Van de Velde’s etching.  
Any possible relationship between Jan van de Velde and Jan Brueghel has never 
been explored, but we can begin with the overlooked point that the two almost certainly 
met each other in Haarlem in 1613. In that year Rubens famously came to Holland in 
search of printmakers in the company of his fellow Antwerp painters, Jan Brueghel and 
Hendrick van Balen.52 Goltzius hosted the distinguished visitors in Haarlem. One of the 
print commissions that we know directly resulted from this visit was Matham’s engraving 
of Samson and Delilah after the painting by Rubens – or, more accurately, after the 
smaller preliminary oil sketch of the painting that Rubens likely left with Matham in 
order to make the engraving.53 One can only imagine the impact that these illustrious 
artists must have had on the young Van de Velde, who was then in his last year of 
apprenticeship in Matham’s shop and likely enjoyed some degree of interaction with 
them.  
                                                      
50 Fondation Custodia, Paris, inv. no. 6599. The association with Van de Velde was perhaps first 
noted by Frits Lugt himself, but in any event the relationship had been noticed at least by the time 
of publication of R.-A. d’Hulst, Dessins Flamands du Dix-Septieme Siecle (Paris: Collection Frits 
Lugt, Institut Néerlandais, 1972), pp. 15-16, no. 11, and plate 20. 
 
51 City Museum and Art Gallery, Plymouth; see Christopher Brown, “A New Jan Brueghel 
Drawing,” Master Drawings 20:4 (1982), 370-371, 418-419.  
 
52 Wolfgang Stechow, “Zu Rubens’ erster Reise nach Holland,” Oud Holland 44 (1927), 138-139; 
J.G. van Gelder, “Rubens in Holland in de zeventiende eeuw,” Nederlands Kunsthistorisch 
Jaarboek 3 (1950-1951), 103-150. Van Gelder, despite being the leading authority on Jan van de 
Velde, likely did not know at the time he wrote the latter study about the relationship between the 
Paris drawing of the Temple of the Sibyl by Jan Brueghel and Van de Velde’s etchings of it, and 
therefore did not think to posit any artistic contact between the two in his study of Rubens’s trip 
to Haarlem. 
 
53 See NHD (Jacob Matham), vol. 1, pp. 23-25, no. 10. 
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The contact may have had significant theoretical ramifications for Van de Velde 
as well. As Leopoldine Properetti has persuasively argued, Jan Brueghel was one of the 
most significant and innovative landscape artists of his day, and one moreover whose 
exploration of the genre had deep humanist concerns.54 It is not too difficult to imagine 
that Van de Velde used the opportunity of Brueghel’s visit to copy some of the latter’s 
drawings that one presumes he brought with him.55 Since Van de Velde had not yet been 
to Italy himself (such a trip, if it indeed took place, would most likely have happened a 
few years later) access to these drawings detailing the monuments there with such care 
would have been all the more appealing to the young and aspiring printmaker.  
Another foreign view from the Amoenissimae aliquot regiunculae might, in fact, 
be based on a drawing by Jan Brueghel as well, although not previously recognized as 
such. The setting of River Landscape with a Castle has long been tentatively identified as 
the Isola Bella in the Lago Maggiore [fig. 57].56 Van Gelder catalogued a preliminary 
drawing for the etching (in reverse) that he assumed was by Van de Velde based on the 
clear compositional relationship [fig. 76].57 It bears little stylistic relationship to Van de 
Velde’s drawn oeuvre, however, and the attribution has rested solely on its association 
with the print. It does indeed display, on the other hand, the energized lines and sketch-
                                                      
54 Leopoldine Prosperetti, Landscape and Philosophy in the Art of Jan Brueghel the Elder 
(Farnham: Ashgate, 2009). 
 
55 Also possible is that Matham had drawings by Jan Brueghel (or copies after them) in his 
possession long before their meeting in 1613. Both artists in fact overlapped in Italy for a number 
of years, including 1593 (the year of the Tivoli drawings), and they were perhaps already 
acquainted with each other from this period of travel. 
 
56 Hollstein 179 (plate 2 in the series). Unfortunately it has proven impossible to confirm the 
identification of this site since there appear to be no clearly identifiable views of the island before 
its subsequent development in the seventeenth century. 
 
57 Universiteit Leiden, inv. no. PK-T-AW-48; Van Gelder, Jan van de Velde: Tekenaar-schilder, 
p. 83 no. 22 (then in the Welcker Collection, Amsterdam). See also Huigen Leeflang, “Van 
ontwerp naar prent: Tekeningen voor prenten van Nederlandse meesters (1550-1700) uit de 
collectie van het Prentenkabinet van de Universiteit Leiden,” Delineavit et Sculpsit 27 (2003), 1-
108, pp. 63-65, no. 21; and, idem, “Jan van de Velde II, Citadel bij een binnenwater, circa 1615,” 
in Nelke Bartelings, Bram de Klerck, and Eric Jan Sluijter, eds., Uit het Leidse Prentenkabinet: 
Over tekeningen, prenten en foto’s, bij het afschied van Anton Boschloo (Leiden: Primavera, 
2001), pp. 66-69. 
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like character of certain drawings by Jan Brueghel, and an attribution to him should be 
considered seriously.58  
Also worth noting in this regard is that both the Temple of the Sibyl at Tivoli and 
the River Landscape with a Castle were each etched separately and out of series by Van 
de Velde on two entirely separate plates [figs. 77 & 78].59 While these latter sheets are 
undated, the block-letter form of Van de Velde’s signature on the latter suggests that they 
might date to very early in his career. A likely scenario is that these latter two prints were 
actually produced first, c. 1613-1614, and then reprised for the Amoenissimae aliquot 
regiunculae in 1615. Whether or not he took both designs from drawings by Jan Brueghel 
or just that for the Temple of the Sibyl, it remains curious that on none of the resulting 
prints does Brueghel receive credit as inventor, a situation that we observed in Van de 
Velde’s uncredited borrowing of Matham’s drawing of 1608 (the Courtyard of Brederode 
Castle) for an etching he made in 1616 [fig. 52]. 
Overall, the Amoenissimae aliquot regiunculae presents a range of material that 
draws upon both identifiable and imaginary settings without necessarily making clear 
divisions between them. The series also does not make use of local and foreign-based 
scenes in a structured fashion. The title-page seems to allude to this amalgamation of type 
[fig. 56].60 The central building with its text ‘billboard’ evokes a range of classically 
                                                      
58 For an example of Jan Brueghel’s similarly sketchy style, see the River Landscape with a 
Village (Musée du Louvre, Paris, inv. no. R.F.00.653), and related entry on the drawing by Térez 
Gerzi in Klaus Ertz and Christa Nitze-Ertz, eds., Pieter Breughel der Jüngere—Jan Brueghel der 
Ältere: Flämische Malerei um 1600, Tradition und Fortschritt (Lingen: Luca Verlag, 1998), pp. 
462-463, no. 165. Interestingly, Van Gelder related the style of Van de Velde’s Leiden drawing 
of the Isola Bella to another drawing (now lost) that used to be attributed to Jan Brueghel, for 
which see Van Gelder, Jan van de Velde: Teekenaar-Schilder, p. 87, no. 56. 
 
59 Hollstein 369 & 372. One slight difference between the two drawings of the temple by Jan 
Brueghel is that the Plymouth drawing bears an inscription in the architrave between the second 
and third columns, whose letters are not entirely clear, but given by Brown as 
LC(?G)ELLIO(?T)T, that one also appears to find (though likewise unclear) in this separate 
etching by Van de Velde, perhaps arguing for this as the prototype rather than the Paris drawing. 
No letters are visible in Van de Velde’s etching of the temple for the Amoenissimae aliquot 
regiunculae. 
 
60 Hollstein 178 (numbered as plate 1 in the series). 
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inspired architecture by incorporating flat pilasters and round windows. The path that 
leads travelers around to the left passes a church greatly resembling a Tuscan 
Romanesque edifice (despite the fact that no similar structure appears in the rest of the 
series) before leading to a large renaissance chateau-like building in the distance. In the 
distance on the right, one sees a medieval tower of a type common to the Low Countries, 
and one indeed found elsewhere in the series, to complete the variety of architectural 
types on the frontispiece.  
Such emphasis on variety leads one to wonder why there is not an equal emphasis 
on organization within the series. While the plates were indeed numbered quite early in 
their printing history, no clear sense of sequence emerges from their numbering. 
Examples of imaginary, real, local, and foreign can appear both separately and together, 
and both early and late in the series. Complicating matters further is the possibility 
(implied by the Hollstein compilers) that the Amoenissimae aliquot regiunculae was 
initially offered as a set of unnumbered prints whose original sequence (if one could call 
it that) has been lost to us.61 This assumption appears to be incorrect, especially since 
only three impressions survive today before the addition of the numbers, and one of those 
is clearly a proof impression before the addition of the sky.62 On the other hand, Claes 
Jansz Visscher was in the habit of adding numbers to sets of plates that he acquired 
throughout his career as a publisher. He did not hesitate to purchase previously published 
                                                      
61 See Hollstein 178-195. For the entire series the Hollstein compilers listed an untraced first-state 
impression “before the number,” if one does not survive, and cite the earlier catalogue by Franken 
and Van der Kellen in this regard. These latter authors, however, never claimed to see a complete 
set of impressions without numbers, but rather only for two of the prints in the series. There is no 
evidence, then, that a missing first state ever existed. See Daniel Franken & J.Ph. van der Kellen, 
L’Oeuvre de Jan van de Velde: Graveur Hollandais, 1593-1641 (Amsterdam: G.W. Hissink, 
1968 [reprint of 1883 ed.]), pp. 101-104, nos. 217-234. 
 
62 Hollstein 180, 186, and 193 (plates 3, 9, and 16 in the series). The latter proof impression (plate 
16) is unrecorded in Hollstein, but see Bulletin van het Rijksmuseum 40:3 (1992), 309-310, for the 
acquisition of the impression for the Rijkprentenkabinet, Amsterdam (ex coll. Christopher 
Mendez). A fourth proof impression is apparently lost (plate 18) but was noted by Franken and 
Van der Kellen, L’Oeuvre de Jan van de Velde, p. 104, no. 234. 
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plates, and his address often appears for the first time in the same state as the numbers 
that he presumably added himself.  
Jan van de Velde may have tried to publish the prints on his own in Haarlem for a 
very brief period before handing them over to Visscher for purveyance in the more 
lucrative market of Amsterdam; or, perhaps more likely, Visscher was indeed the initial 
publisher of the series (as the unaltered lettering of the title-page seems to indicate) but 
added the numbers to the plates himself once he received them from the artist. If so, 
Visscher’s ordering appears more or less arbitrary. At stake in the minutiae of these 
cataloguing details is how any notion of sequence coheres to or remains independent 
from the invention of landscape designs as an exercise in variety. The evidence presented 
here suggests that the concept of sequence in any discernable organizational sense is 
secondary (if it even exists in the first place) to the primary impulse to offer a series of 
continuously various inventions. 
 
The Amenissimae Aliquot Regiunculae of 1616 
The dual concepts of variety and balance of invention do not just manifest in Van 
de Velde’s earliest known print series, the Amoenissimae aliquot regiunculae of 1615 
discussed above. He reinforced and expanded on the possibilities of these concepts the 
following year for the most substantial series of prints that he ever published, the 
Amenissimae aliquot regiunculae of 1616, comprised of sixty plates divided into five 
parts of twelve numbered plates each.63 Local ruins such as Brederode Castle, for 
example, again make an appearance in this series, although here viewed from a different 
side, as does the Huis ter Kleef, also from another angle [figs. 79 & 80].64  
                                                      
63 Hollstein 232-291. Note the slight spelling difference between Amoenissimae in the 1615 series 
and Amenissimae in the 1616 series, which of course does not change the overall translation to 
‘Most pleasant places’. This series was previously the subject of a study by the present author, for 
which see Robert Fucci, “Arcadia unbound: Early Dutch landscape prints and the Amenissimae 
aliquot regiunculae of 1616 by Jan van de Velde II,” Art in Print 4:5 (2015), 17-22. 
 
64 Hollstein 257 (part III, plate 2), and Hollstein 287 (part V, plate 8). 
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One also finds Roman ruins, such as the Ruins of the Thermae of Caracalla, 
which (despite the title supplied by the Hollstein compilers) might only be loosely based 
on the bath complex rather than having any strict architectural correspondence [fig. 81].65 
More immediately recognizable is the Casa dei Crescenzi in Rome, a medieval palace 
rarely depicted in any medium before the seventeenth century, here used as a backdrop 
for a scene of Tobias and the Angel [fig. 82].66 This latter image supplies a rare instance 
of narrative work inserted into this series of otherwise non-narrative landscapes and 
ruins, or at least of staffage that one could say operates as identifiable iconography. One 
finds other examples of this practice in the series in two other images, those containing 
scenes of Abraham Casting Out Hagar and Ismael and Mercury and Herse [figs. 83 & 
84].67 Notably, almost none of the other staffage elements in Van de Velde’s original 
landscape series produced before or after this one serve in any similar capacity, in terms 
of offering standard identifiable history narratives. 
Also appearing for the first time in this series are a few winter scenes with ice 
skaters. These intentionally signify the local over the foreign since the skaters are clad in 
the attire of Dutch men and women from all stations of life, such as those seen in Frozen 
River with Skaters [fig. 85].68 These scenes introduce a temporal element that the 1615 
series lacked, having, as it does, consistently fair weather that appears to range anywhere 
from late spring to early fall. The wintertime scenes in the 1616 series are not offered in 
any temporal sequence in relation to the other plates, i.e. there is no sequential 
progression through seasons, just as matters of geographic locale or imaginary 
constructions are likewise not sequenced with any apparent organizing principle.  
                                                                                                                                                                 
 
65 Hollstein 289 (part V, plate 10). 
 
66 Hollstein 262 (part III, plate 7). If Van de Velde based his view of the Casa dei Crescenzi on a 
prototype other than his own  (if he did not go to Rome), it has yet to be identified.  
 
67 Hollstein 266 (part III, plate 11), and Hollstein 271 (part IV, plate 5). 
 
68 Hollstein 279 (part IV, plate 12). 
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The title-page for the 1616 Amenissimae aliquot regiunculae evokes the concept 
of a journey through an imaginary landscape rather than a real one, much like the one for 
the 1615 series, but this time by showing two men about to pass through an overgrown 
ancient portal whose function seems obviated by the crumbling walls around it [fig. 86].69 
The seemingly superfluous portal offers an analogous non-literal liminal boundary to the 
visual sequence offered, and perhaps also a play on the word amoenus (‘pleasant’) from 
the title, and moenia (‘walls’, as in a/ab moenia, ‘from the walls’) that mark the 
beginning of the travelers journey from a presumably urban to an assuredly rural 
environment. 
Due to the remarkable survival of a unique and nearly complete set of first-state 
impressions in a bound volume in the Stadtbibliothek of Trier, we can view the 1616 
Amenissimae aliquot regiunculae as it would have been seen by a seventeenth-century 
viewer leafing through the scenes one by one. The volume is one of a two-volume set 
from the former Jesuit College in Trier that contains multiple series of landscape etchings 
by Jan van de Velde, Matthäus Merian, Simon Frisius and others.70 The most remarkable 
feature of this early set of impressions is that the volume containing the Amenissimae 
aliquot regiunculae reveals a first-state series numbered completely differently than the 
commonly known sequence found in the second state onward.71  
Since loose first-state impressions of most plates from this series are rarely found 
elsewhere (and some are completely unknown), the Trier volume documents a sequence 
that would otherwise be difficult, if not impossible, to reconstruct. Even in this initial 
                                                      
69 Hollstein 232 (part I, plate 1). 
 
70 Konrad Koppe, “Zwei Graphikbände des 17. Jahrhunderts aus dem Trier Jesuitenkolleg,” 
Kurtrierisches Jahrbuch 28 (1988), 223-262; Ger Luijten, “Two Early 17th-Century Print 
Albums in Trier,” Print Quarterly 6 (1989), 313. 
 
71 Contrary to the state listings in Hollstein, which include the rare first-state impressions in the 
Trier volumes, the Trier set is not quite complete since the last plate in the first-state ordering of 
the series is missing from the volumes (though with no signs of tampering or removal). Thus only 
a single impression survives of the first state of this plate (Hollstein 275) rather than two. The 
surviving impression is in the Rijksprentenkabinet, Amsterdam. 
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configuration, however, there is no discernable sequential logic to the scenes in terms of 
time or place, imagination, or seventeenth-century reality.72 The rare survival of the 
original sequence reinforces the thesis that the goal of the series was to offer a studied 
balance between different types of images. Whether Van de Velde himself or his 
publisher, Claes Jansz Visscher, was the primary instigator of the expansion and re-
numbering of the series is unknown. In either case, we can conclude from these various 
minutiae in the printing history of the plates that any notion of sequence implied by the 
plate numbering should be tempered by an understanding that the variety of invention 
found in these landscape series was precisely the primary underlying motive in their 
creation. 
 
The Primacy of Print 
 
The two series discussed above are among the most significant, though by no 
means only landscape print series produced by Jan van de Velde early in his career. In 
1616 alone, two other major series made their appearance: the Regiunculae quoddam 
amenae, comprised of twenty plates; and the Vestustae ruinae et venustissimae aliquot 
regiones, containing sixteen.73 Both of these series were issued by the Amsterdam 
publisher Robert de Baudous rather than Claes Jansz Visscher, suggesting that there was 
a certain degree of competition between dealers for Van de Velde’s works at time.74 Their 
contents vary in much the same manner, with seemingly local and foreign locales in 
tandem, and more often than not featuring ruins in the middle ground or background. 
                                                      
72 For a chart detailing the differences in the numbering of the plates between the first and second 
states, see the Appendix in Fucci “Arcadia Unbound,” p. 21. 
 
73 Hollstein 196-215, and Hollstein 216-231.  
 
74 For some reason, however, Robert de Baudous sold both series the following year to Johannes 
Janssonius, who issued them with his address and the year 1617; for which see the state changes 
in the entries for Hollstein 196 and 216. 
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Some of the ruins appear to be based on existing structures, such as the Church in Ruins 
(probably the Abbey of Rijnsburg), or to be completely imaginary, such as A Goatherd 
Playing the Flute [figs. 87 & 88].75 
 Jan van de Velde was not only the first Dutch artist to issue large numbers of non-
narrative landscape prints (the mode of landscape that would become a hallmark of Dutch 
painting), but he appears to have been the first artist to do so with intentionally multiple 
modes in mind. This is a major point that can be made about his artistic importance, yet it 
has not been taken as such to date. Jan has been called “more of a codifier than inventor,” 
a sentiment that seems to be shared by most historians of Dutch landscape art, who tend 
to privilege the originality of his contemporaries Willem Buytewech and Esaias van de 
Velde precisely because they tended to focus on the observably local in their 
landscapes.76  
Other arguments in this regard routinely tend to revolve around chronology, 
specifically that Jan’s works must necessarily follow those by Buytewech and Esaias van 
de Velde due to their later date, though in nearly all of these cases an outright form of 
circular logic prevails. Jan van Gelder dated Buytewech’s famous set of ten Verscheyden 
lantschappen (‘Various landscapes’) upon which his fame as an innovative landscape 
artist rests, to c. 1616 (a date still universally cited today) because he felt that they must 
be at least as early as the great outpouring of Jan’s landscape prints in a similar style that 
appeared that same year.77 In fact, Buytewech’s series can only be given a terminus ante 
                                                      
75 Hollstein 204 and 208. 
 
76 George S. Keyes, Esaias van den Velde 1587-1630 (Doornspijk: Davaco, 1984), p. 46 for the 
quote. Keyes goes on to say that Jan’s role was not unimportant, since he “flooded the print 
market with readily available models of the realistic landscape idiom.” See also Freedberg, Dutch 
Landscape Prints, p. 28, who recognized Esaias as the greatest innovator. Worth noting is that 
Esaias did make a few landscape prints that are set in obviously foreign or imaginary locales; for 
which see, idem, pp. 318-331, nos. E7, E10, E27. 
 
77 J.G. van Gelder, “De etsen van Willem Buytewech,” Oud Holland 48 (1931), 49-72, p. 60. Ger 
Luijten pointed out that this assessment is untenable in his entry on the series in Luijten and Van 
Suchtelen et al., eds., Dawn of the Golden Age, pp. 671-672, no. 342 (though still dating the 
series c. 1616).  
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quem of 1621.78 Esaias did make at least one naturalistic Dutch landscape print in 1614, 
though we are uncertain when to date many of the rest.79 George Keyes assigned earlier 
dates to several of Esaias’s prints merely on the arbitrary premise that Jan needed time to 
absorb them before his own works appeared.80 While this may be true, no one has thought 
to consider the equal likelihood presented by the historical record, which is that Jan, who 
was probably making landscapes as early as 1614, could have innovated in ways that 
influenced these same colleagues – or, that they all had much to do with influencing each 
other. 
Mention should also be made of the great landscape print artist, Hercules Segers 
(1589/90-after 1633). Along with Jan and Esaias van de Velde and Buytwech, Segers is 
often considered as part of the group later dubbed the ‘Haarlem Pioneers’, who paved 
new ground in the naturalistic landscape tradition in print, and who indeed overlapped 
with this group of artists in Haarlem in the 1610s.81 Segers’s primary concern was 
mountain landscapes, something that set him apart from the others, but what he did share 
with Jan when he likewise turned his attention to local subjects was an interest in the 
emphatic flatness of the Dutch horizon, and in using attenuated oblong formats to express 
this near-panoramic quality, such as one finds in his View of Amersfoort [fig. 89].82 
                                                      
78 See Hollstein (Buytewech), vol. 4, pp. 72-75, nos. 35-44. The date of 1621 appears only in the 
second-state title-page when published by Claes Jansz Visscher. The undated first state was 
published by Broer Jansz (with the artist’s name given as ‘Willm Wttwael’). See also Egbert 
Haverkamp-Begemann, Willem Buytewech (Amsterdam: Menno Hertzberger, 1959), pp. 173-174, 
no. vG 21. 
 
79 Keyes, Esaias van de Velde, pp. 46-47; and p. 334, no. E33 (“dated 1614 and must have been 
an isolated creation.”) 
 
80 Idem, p. 326, in a discussion of the problems trying to date his series of ten landscapes (nos. 
E10-E19) .  
 
81 The fundamental catalogue of Segers’s prints remains Egbert Haverkamp-Begemann, Hercules 
Segers: The Complete Etchings (Amsterdam: Scheltema & Holkema, 1973); but see now also 
Huigen Leeflang and Pieter Roelofs, eds., Hercules Segers: Painter, Etcher, 2 vols. (Amsterdam: 
Rijksmuseum, 2017). For the Haarlem Pioneers as a group, see Freedberg, Dutch Landscape 
Prints, pp. 28-38. 
 
82 Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, inv. no. RP-P-OB-845; see Leeflang and Roelofs, Hercules Segers, 
vol. 1, p. 208, no. HB30. 
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Segers’s prints have proven difficult to date since none of them are signed or dated, and 
recent watermark analysis has only partially clarified the situation by suggesting earlier 
or later groups of works (of which none rest securely in the 1610s).83 Nor is there any 
archival or artistic evidence of a certain relationship between Segers and any of the other 
Haarlem Pioneers.  
Nevertheless, what Jan seems to share with him is a striving for the possibilities 
of creating new graphic vocabularies with the etching needle. While Segers is justifiably 
famous for his experimental printmaking and his apparent invention of the lift-ground 
technique, he deserves more praise than he has received to date for the unparalleled 
looseness, delicacy, and freedom of his etched lines. These are seen especially well in 
any number of his mountain landscapes in which he replicates the surface texture of 
granite with tight-packed swirling lines, or in a work of great subtlety and nuance in its 
variety of textures such as the test plate, Ruins Surrounded by Trees [fig. 90].84 While no 
other printmaker achieved the same degree of freedom of line in his day, Jan does display 
a much looser style in many of his early landscape prints, especially the two series of 
Amoenissimae aliquot regiunculae discussed above, as well as his other landscape series 
from the same time. Buytewech and Esaias van de Velde, on the other hand, approached 
their landscape prints with a desire to produce a much firmer, more robust line, one that 
in fact comes closer to the graphic sensibility of engraving. Perhaps the stylistic kinship 
between Segers and Jan van de Velde is one of the reasons that the seventeenth-century 
collector Michiel Hinloopen put prints by both artists together in one shared album.85  
                                                                                                                                                                 
 
83 Dionysia Christoforou and Erik Hinterding, “Hercules Segers’s Print Supports,” in Leeflang 
and Roelofs, eds., Hercules Segers, vol. 1, pp. 91-96; and Appendix 3 (List of Watermarks), vol. 
I, pp. 331-334. 
 
84 British Museum, London, inv. no. S.5514; see Leeflang and Roelofs, Hercules Segers, vol. 1, p. 
223, no. HB44a. 
 
85 Jan van der Waals, De prentschat van Michiel Hinloopen (The Hague: SDU, 1988), p. 187. 
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Although it has never been forwarded as a possibility, one wonders if some of 
Segers’s earliest etchings, long presumed to have been more conventional in nature but 
sadly entirely missing (as far as we know), might actually be hiding in plain sight as part 
of Jan’s oeuvre. The unique set of unsigned landscape etchings in Wolfenbüttel attributed 
to him, for example, might fit more comfortably with a young Hercules than anything Jan 
produced earlier or later in his career [figs. 91 & 92].86 In any case, the series illustrates a 
certain affinity between the two artists in its graphic and compositional sensibilities. 
Jan could also etch in a firmer, more controlled manner, which he did for a 
number of his themed series as well as his later landscapes. That this other style of 
etching more approximates the durability of commercial engraving is probably no 
accident. Abraham Bosse, who wrote the first treatise on printmaking in the same years 
Jan was active, discussed using etching as a technique that could imitate engraving.87 
Even earlier, praise had been heaped on the Van Doetecum brothers for their ability to 
make their etched plates closely resemble those that had been engraved.88 
In Jan’s early landscape series, the delicacy, looseness, and freedom of the 
technique calls attention to the properties that the etching technique has to offer, 
emphasizing them rather than disguising them. These early landscapes might well be the 
works that Theodoor Schrevelius had in mind when he noted that Van de Velde 
“practiced the art of etching more than engraving, yet [emphasis mine] produced many 
                                                      
86 Hollstein 312-317. Note that the scene with Tobias and the Angel (Hollstein 317), thought to be 
part of his group, actually survives in more impressions, but the others are only known currently 
from a single impression each. 
 
87 Abraham Bosse, Traicté des Manieres de Graver en Taille Douce sur l’Airin (Paris, 1645), pp. 
23-24; see also Susan Lambert, The Image Multiplied: Five centuries of printed reproductions of 
paintings and drawings (London: Trefoil, 1987), pp. 62-63; and Madeleine Viljoen, “Etching and 
Drawing in Early Modern Europe,” in Michael Cole, ed., The Early Modern Painter-Etcher 
(University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2006), p. 57. 
 
88 See the introduction by Henk Nalis in NHD (Van Doetecum Family), vol. 1, p. xi. Nalis quotes 
Matthias Quad von Kinkelbach, who wrote in his 1609 Teutscher Nation Herrlichkeit: “Around 
the year 1570 two brothers, Jan and Lucas van Doetecum, invented a completely new and 
ingenious manner of etching, whereby they could, and still can, etch copper pictures and maps 
with all the writing and lettering in them so neatly and smoothly and with such gentle gradations, 
that it was long considered by many connoisseurs as not etching but pure engraving.” 
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pieces through which he rightly earned his fame.”89 Although he wrote this three decades 
after the initial publication of these early landscape series, these words suggest that 
collectors and humanists such as Schrevelius likely recognized the inherent qualities of 
the technique but also understood that etching was not always the most desirable or 
respected medium in general at that point. Goltzius, for example, resorted to etching to 
produce his large-scale Funeral Procession of Prince William the Silent in 1584 because 
it was a newsworthy event and he was concerned that engraving it would take too long.90  
Jan was certainly not the only artist at the time to etch with a looser or more fluid 
manner of line. Quite a number of artists of greater or lesser fame produced a number of 
such works, including Jacob and Roelant Savery, Claes Moyaert, Jan Pynas, Moses van 
Uyttenbroeck, as well as the aforementioned Simon Frisius.91 Etching was a process 
adopted by painters as well as professional printmakers. Engraving was a tradecraft that 
generally took some time to master and was usually an apprentice-learnt process (as Jan 
himself did), while etching required merely the acquisition of the proper tools, a few 
recipes for mordant and ground, and the will to experiment.  
A number of these artists also treated landscape in their etchings, though not in 
the mixed mode non-narrative format employed by Van de Velde in his series. In fact, 
two of his publishers, Hendrick Hondius and Claes Jansz Visscher, carried out a number 
of landscape etchings early in their careers.92 Important models for Van de Velde’s early 
                                                      
89 Theodorus Schrevelius, Harlemias (Haarlem: Thomas Fonteyn, 1648), p. 381. 
 
90 NHD (Hendrick Goltzius), vol. 1, pp. 294-303, nos. 173-184. For this project, see also Huigen 
Leeflang, “The Life of Hendrick Goltzius,” in Leeflang and Luijten, Hendrick Goltzius, p. 16, and 
note 18. 
 
91 Many of these etchers were covered in Burchard’s groundbreaking work; Ludwig Burchard, 
Die Holländischen Radierer vor Rembrandt (Halle, 1912), pp. 68-70; but see also, aside from the 
relevant Hollstein volumes on these artists, Kahren J. Hellerstedt and David G. Wilkins, The 
Illustrated Bartsch 53: Netherlandish School, Pre-Rembrandt Etchers (New York: Abaris, 1985), 
which to some degree serves as an ‘Illustrated Burchard’. 
  
92 For Hondius, see Nadine M. Orenstein, Hendrick Hondius and the Business of Prints in 
Seventeenth-Century Holland (Rotterdam: Sound & Vision Interactive, 1996); for Visscher, the 
standard study remains that by Maria Simon, “Claes Jansz. Visscher,” (Ph.D. dissertation, 
Freiburg im Breisgau, 1958); but see also Huigen Leeflang, “The Sign of Claes Jansz Visscher 
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landscapes were likely the two sets of Topographia variarum regionum etched by Frisius 
and Hondius after designs by Matthijs Bril, and published by Hondius in 1611 and 1614 
[figs. 93 & 94].93 They offer a wide variety of landscape formulae, generally imaginary in 
nature, and occasionally include narrative scenes such as the Nativity [fig. 95].94 
Certainly significant for Van de Velde were the early landscape etchings by Claes 
Jansz Visscher himself.95 His well-known series of Plaisante Plaetsen (‘Pleasant Places’) 
depicting landscapes and sites around Haarlem was one of the most important series of 
strictly topographic landscape models to emerge in these years.96 Van de Velde may have 
been inspired by Visscher’s etchings of local ruins and rural byways such as his Huis ter 
Kleef and Potjes Herberg [figs. 96 & 97]. While scholars generally date the Plaisante 
Plaetsen to c. 1611-1612, this is actually a terminus post quem (marking Visscher’s move 
to the Kalverstraat) and the series might indeed be even closer in date to Van de Velde’s 
early landscape series of 1615-1616.97 An important distinction, however, is that Visscher 
never seems to have invented landscapes. Perhaps related to initial career choice as a 
cartographic printmaker, Visscher treated landscape chorographically or topographically, 
as can also been seen in his remarkable drawings of rural areas around Amsterdam that 
                                                                                                                                                                 
and his Progeny: The History and Significance of a Brand Name,” Rijksmuseum Bulletin 62 
(2014), 241-268. 
 
93 NHD (Simon Frisius), pp. 104-122 and 123-142, nos. 98-122 and 123-150. As the compiler, 
Nadine Orenstein, notes, some of the plates in the latter series are weaker in execution and may 
not be by Frisius. 
 
94 NHD (Simon Frisius), p. 106, nos. 111 and 112 both have Nativity scenes. 
 
95 The importance of the relationship between Van de Velde and Visscher was first argued by Van 
Gelder, Jan van de Velde: Teekenaar-Schilder, pp. 25-30. 
 
96 Hollstein (Visscher), vols. 38-39, nos. 149-160. For the Plaisante Plaetsen, see Freedberg, 
Dutch Landscape Prints, pp. 28-32; Boudewijn Bakker, “Levenspelgrimage of vrome wandeling? 
Claes Janszoon Visscher en zijn serie Plaisante Plaetsen,” Oud Holland 107:1 (1993), 97-116; 
Christiaan Schuckman in Luijten and Van Suchtelen et al., eds., Dawn of the Golden Age, pp. 
653-655, no. 327; Bakker and Leeflang, Nederland naar ‘t leven, pp. 54-55, no. 8; Levesque, 
Journey Through Landscape, pp. 35-54; Leeflang, “Dutch landscape: the urban view,” pp. 69-71; 
and Gibson, Pleasant Places, pp. 85-116. 
 
97 Schuckman in Luijten and Van Suchtelen et al., eds., Dawn of the Golden Age, p. 653; Gibson, 
Pleasant Places, p. 98. 
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often bear specific toponymic labels, such as the Road to Leiden Outside of Haarlem, 
dated 1607 [fig. 98].98 
One of Visscher’s clear sources of inspiration for the Plaisante Plaetsen, as has 
long been noted, was the work of the Master of the Small Landscapes. Hieronymous 
Cock issued two sets of landscape prints by the artist from his Antwerp publishing 
establishment in 1559 and 1661.99 While the printmaker was one (or perhaps both) of the 
Van Doetecum brothers, the designer of these almost radically prosaic rustic scenes 
remains unidentified.100 They generally depict nothing more than rural villages and 
farmhouses around Antwerp [figs. 99 & 100]. The two series proved highly interesting to 
Visscher, who copied twenty-five of the forty-four plates in his slightly looser and more 
vigorous style and issued them with his own title-page in 1612 [figs. 101 & 102].101 
Intriguingly, Visscher credits Pieter Bruegel with the designs, although no scholars take 
this attribution seriously today.102 His wording of the title, however, bears prescient 
                                                      
98 Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, inv. no. RP-T-1902-A-4701E(R). Visscher made a number of these 
drawings, some of which are dated, like this one, as early as 1607; see, for example, Simon, 
“Claes Jansz. Visscher,” nos. 3, 4, 6-9, 16-17, 20-21, and 36-41 (as listed in Boudewijn Bakker, 
“A booke fulle of landscapes drawne from life: Art and Reality in Rembrandt’s landscapes,” in 
Boudewijn Bakker et al., Landscapes of Rembrandt: His favourite walks (Bussum: Thoth, 1998), 
15-39, p. 18, note 11). For this group of drawings by Visscher, see also Luijten and Van 
Suchtelen, Dawn of the Golden Age, pp. 650-651, no. 324; and Gibson, Pleasant Places, pp. 34-
36. 
 
99 NHD (Van Doetecum Family), vol. 1, pp. 94-135, nos. 118-161. For this series, see especially 
Gibson, Pleasant Places, pp. 1-26; Alexandra K. Onuf, “Local Terrains: The Small Landscape 
Prints and the Depiction of the Countryside in Early Modern Antwerp,” (Ph.D. dissertation, 
Columbia University, 2006); and Dominique Allart in Joris Van Grieken, Ger Luijten, and Jan 
Van der Stock, eds., Hieronymus Cock: The Renaissance in Print (Brussels: Mercatorfonds, 
2013), pp. 353-357, no. 97b. 
 
100 Most recently, a case has been made that the artist is the publisher’s brother, Matthijs Cock; 
see Virginie D’haene, “Landscapes in the New Italian or Antique Way: The Drawn Oeuvre of 
Matthijs Cock Reconsidered,” Master Drawings 50:3 (2012), 295-328, pp. 305-309. For the 
earlier suggestion that the designer was Joos van Liere, see Egbert Haverkamp-Begemann, “Joos 
van Liere,” in Otto von Simson and Matthias Winner, eds., Pieter Bruegel und seine Welt (Berlin: 
Mann, 1979), pp. 17-28.  
 
101 Hollstein (Visscher), vols. 38-39, nos. 292-317. For these copies, see also Alexandra Onuf, 
“Envisioning Netherlandish Unity: Claes Visscher’s 1612 Copies of the Small Landscape Prints,” 
Journal of the Historians of Netherlandish Art 3:1 (2011).  
 
102 For this issue, see Gibson, Pleasant Places, p. 42, who argues that Visscher may have been 
taken in by the forgeries of small landscape drawings, long thought to have been by Bruegel but 
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overtones to those that would appear on Van de Velde’s series a few years later, calling 
them Regiunculae et villae aliquot ducatus brabantiae (‘Some places and villages in the 
Duchy of Brabant’). 
 In the end, Van de Velde’s early landscape series, like so much of the Dutch 
naturalistic landscape tradition, can be said to descend from a number of sources, 
especially sixteenth-century Flemish art.103 Reducing or editing out the non-naturalistic 
(or imaginary) landscapes from art-historical narratives regarding the ‘rise’ of a 
distinctively Dutch landscape tradition carries the danger of creating an illusory sense of 
progression, as Larry Silver has rightfully pointed out.104 The naturalistic landscape 
drawings of Hendrick Goltzius from 1603 have been called “astonishingly early for their 
date,” and the even earlier print series by the Master of the Small Landscapes have 
likewise been hailed as an origin point in the ‘pure’ landscape tradition in Flemish art.105 
But they are only revolutionary when we look back upon them with a specific mode of 
landscape in mind – and, in the case of Dutch landscape, a geographic setting in the 
Northern Netherlands as well. One wonders if the Haarlem Pioneers actually considered 
themselves pioneering. Unfortunately, no contemporary or near-contemporary source 
sheds any light on their own potential claim as such. 
                                                                                                                                                                 
in fact probably produced by Jacob Savery in the 1590s while he was living in Haarlem. Visscher, 
however, may have simply wished to attribute the series to Bruegel purely for marketing 
purposes, regardless of his awareness of Savery’s drawings. 
 
103 For a good overview of the Flemish sources for Dutch landscape art in the early seventeenth 
century, see Larry Silver, Peasant Genres and Landscapes: The Rise of Pictorial Genres in the 
Antwerp Art Market (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2006), pp. 161-185. Silver 
rightly emphasizes the importance of Pieter Bruegel’s legacy in this regard; for which see, idem, 
“The Importance of Being Bruegel: The Posthumous Survival of the Art of Pieter Bruegel the 
Elder,” in Nadine M. Orenstein, ed., Pieter Bruegel the Elder: Drawings and Prints (New York: 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2001), pp. 67-84. 
 
104 Silver, Peasant Genres and Landscapes, p. 162. 
 
105 Brown, Dutch Landscape: The Early Years, p. 141. Worth noting is that Goltzius did not stop 
making imaginary mountain landscapes at this point, nor did the prints by the Master of the Small 
Landscapes appear to have much of an impact until Visscher published his copies in 1612.  
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From an art-theoretical standpoint, Van de Velde’s early series appear to mix two 
contrasting modes of working, those of naar het leven (‘from life’) or uit den geest (‘from 
the imagination’).106 Karel van Mander specifically contrasted the two in his biography of 
Jacques de Gheyn, stating that when the artist devoted himself to practicing, “he realised 
that it was very necessary to work a great deal both from life and at the same time from 
imagination, so as to learn to understand all the rules of art.”107 Any distinction between 
the two in Jan’s early landscape series is not explicit (and certainly not didactic in any 
way), nor is any clear differentiation necessary in order to impart to the viewer a wide 
range of invention. Also, working naar het leven did not necessarily imply producing a 
landscape en plein air, or with the goal of recording an exact transcription of the natural 
surround. Landscapes made naar het leven offered plausibly or seemingly real images 
that borrowed and rearranged elements taken from life.108 Van de Velde’s prints, even 
when they contain identifiable local structures, were probably not based on sketches 
made out of doors. Most of his known preparatory drawings for his landscape prints 
appear, in fact, to be highly composed studio products.  
Landscapes made according to the precepts of working naar het leven have 
received disproportionate attention in terms of artistic process, rather than simple 
                                                      
106 The concepts of naar het leven and uit den geest have a long and various historiography, but 
for important recent considerations, see especially, Peter Parshall, “Imago Contrafacta: Images 
and Facts in the Northern Renaissance,” Art History 16 (1993), 554-579; Claudia Swan, “Ad 
vivum, naer het leven, from the life: Considerations on a Mode of Representation,” Word & 
Image 11 (1995), 353-372; and Boudewijn Bakker, “Au vif, naar ‘t leven, ad vivum: The 
Medieval Origin of a Humanist Concept,” in Anton W.A. Boschloo et al., eds., Aemulatio: 
Imitation, emulation and invention in Netherlandish art from 1500 to 1800. Essays in honor of 
Eric Jan Sluijter (Zwolle: Waanders, 2011), 37-52. For these concepts as they relate specifically 
to landscape, see Freedberg, Dutch Landscape Prints, pp. 10-11; Brown, Dutch Landscape: The 
Early Years, pp. 30-34; Boudewijn Bakker, “Nederland naar ‘t leven; een inleiding,” in Bakker 
and Leeflang, Nederland naar ‘t leven, pp. 6-17. 
 
107 …vevondt seer noodigh veel nae t’leven, en met eenen uit den gheest te doen, om alsoo alle 
redenen der Const te leeren verstaen; Karel van Mander, The Lives of the Illustrious 
Netherlandish and German Painters, 6 vols., ed. and trans. by Hessel Miedema (Doornspijk: 
Davaco, 1994-1999), vol. 1, pp. 436-437 (fol. 294v); cited by Swan, “Ad vivum, naer het leven, 
from the life,” p. 355. 
 
108 Freedberg, Dutch Landscape Prints, pp. 10-11.  
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marketing practice. The term or some variation of it would, in fact, frequently appear on 
the title-pages of landscape print series, at least as early as those for the Master of the 
Small Landscapes.109 This would happen only once for Jan’s works, on the title-page for 
his final series of prints published shortly after his death in 1641. Its title-page created by 
Visscher himself reads: Playsante lantschappen ende vermakelycke gesichten na ‘t leven 
geteykent (‘Pleasant landscapes and pleasing views drawn from life’) [fig. 45].110 While 
these views are certainly just as highly composed as those in his early landscape series, 
none are obviously wholly imaginary in nature, nor do any bear any signs of being set in 
foreign locales. The popularity of the term naar het leven for marketing purposes on the 
title-pages of Dutch landscape print series may have actually begun with Visscher, who 
used it as early as 1620 for a series after Abraham Bloemaert.111  
Although we have little evidence as to how his early landscape series were 
marketed, collected, and viewed, one important source that has never been discussed 
comes from another of Van de Velde’s title-pages, this from one of his series published in 
1616 [fig 103].112 Whether written by Jan himself or his publisher, Robert de Baudous, 
the subtitle for the Vetustae ruinae et venustissimae aliquot regiones declares their dual 
function to be “for the delight of the eyes, and for the aid of painters” (ad oculorum 
oblectamentum, et Picturae adjumentum). The first of these phrases seems to serve 
                                                      
109 The title-page for the 1559 series by the Master of the Small Landscapes, published by 
Hieronymus Cock, reads: Vele ende seer fraeye gheleghentheden van diversche 
Dorpshuysinghen, Hoeven, Velden, Straten ende dyer ghelijcken, met alderhande Beestkens 
verciert. Al te samen gheconterfeyt naer dleven, ende meest rontom Antwerpen ghelegen sijnde 
(‘Many and very attractive locations of various village dwellings, farms, fields, roads and the like, 
adorned with animals of every kind. All portrayed from life, most of them situated near 
Antwerp’). See Boudewijn Bakker, “Pictores, adeste! Hieronymus Cock recommending his print 
series,” Simiolus 33:1-2 (2007-2008), 53-66, p. 64. 
 
110 This title-page has apparently been left out of the standard catalogues of Visscher’s prints, but 
see Huigen Leeflang, “The Sign of Claes Jansz Visscher and his Progeny: The History and 
Significance of a Brand Name,” Rijksmuseum Bulletin 62 (2014), 241-268, pp. 259-260.  
 
111 Hollstein (Visscher), vols. 38-39, no. 266. See also no. 318 for its use on an undated title-page 
of landscapes by Roelant Roghman that reads, Verscheÿde Ghesichten in ‘t Haechsche Bos na ‘t 
Leven geteÿckent, likely from c. 1645-52. 
 
112 Hollstein 216. 
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primarily as a means of broadening the market beyond just other artists, to suggest to the 
potential buyer that one need not be a painter in order to appreciate this material. It would 
be reasonable to suggest, in fact, that non-narrative landscapes in the print medium would 
be regarded as ready source material for painters making narrative works. The occasional 
‘narrative staffage’ that appear lightly deployed in Van de Velde’s Amenissimae aliquot 
regiunculae even suggest as much (as do those by other printmakers, such as the 
aforementioned Topographia variorum by Frisius after Bril). Print series had already 
developed a long history of being used in model book fashion in painters’ studios, and 
Hieronymus Cock, for one, had long before marketed his series as such.113 Further, Claes 
Jansz Visscher marketed his copies after the Master of the Small Landscapes as “for the 
benefit of painters” as well.114 
On the other hand, “for the delight of the eyes” also suggests that a new 
appreciation for this type of landscape was already forming. A new generation of 
collectors and liefhebbers must have driven the production of the genre for it to reach 
new heights of popularity in the seventeenth century. The early popularity of the genre in 
the print has a great deal to do with the fact that the print medium invited the production 
of non-narrative landscape types, denuded of historical or moralizing aspects that one 
would normally expect in paintings in favor of the repetition and variety that the print 
series format offered. 
One final point that needs to be made, however, is that the great proliferation of 
landscape prints by Jan van de Velde, and their near ubiquitous presence in museum 
printrooms today, needs to be measured against a consideration of their printing history. 
                                                      
113 Some examples can be found in the transcriptions of Cock’s title-pages in the Appendix of 
Bakker, “Pictores Adeste!” pp. 63-66; for example, no. 2 (Landscapes with events from ancient 
history), which reads …in publicum pictorum usum (‘for the general use of painters’); no. 7 
(Ornaments II), which reads …zeer begwame voer beeltsniders antycksniders schilders en alle 
constenaers (‘most suitable for sculptors, gem cutters, painters and all aritsts’); and no. 8 
(Interiors and exteriors), which reads …in gratiam pictorum (‘for the benefit of painters’). 
 
114 Hollstein (Visscher), vols. 38-39, no. 292 (…in pictorum gratiam). 
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The plates for his early landscape series were among the most reprinted landscape prints 
in the seventeenth century. The two series of Amoenissimae aliquot regiunculae from 
1615 and 1616, as well as the Vetustae ruinae et venustissimae aliquot regiones from 
1616 – together comprising nearly 100 plates – appear to have been reprinted more or 
less continuously throughout the seventeenth century and well into the eighteenth.115 
Although it remains difficult to say precisely which states of which series date to Van de 
Velde’s lifetime, the great majority of surviving impressions are indeed probably 
posthumous. While this testifies to the lasting appeal of Van de Velde’s earliest and most 
original works, we should consider the possibility that their greatest degree of popularity 
did not pre-date the proliferation of non-narrative Dutch landscape art in the medium of 
painting, so much as coincide with it. 
 
                                                      
115 For the publication data of these series, see the address changes on the title-pages of Hollstein 
178, 216, and 232. The last publishers of these series, Joachim Ottens (1663-1719) and Peter 
Schenk the Younger (1693-1775), were both active in the eighteenth century. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Landscapes with Ruins: Local Antiquity and the Arcadian Imagination 
 
 
Jan van de Velde’s frequent use of ruined structures embedded in his ground-
breaking landscapes has not passed without comment, especially when those structures 
are identifiable monuments that stood (and occasionally still stand) in various parts of the 
Netherlands and especially around Haarlem.1 Whether they are identifiable fortresses 
destroyed in the recent war against Spain or some imaginary Roman-like structure 
redolent of an ancient past, ruins feature prominently in most of the landscape prints that 
he produced during the Twelve Years’ Truce. Ruins for Van de Velde were often an 
essential component of his designs during these years when the Dutch landscape genre 
germinated so fully. They were, in fact, integral elements of the vast majority of the 
prints that he designed early in his career.  
His series titles often quite literally spell out the linkage between the concept of a 
pleasant place, or locus amoenus, and ruined structures. These include several of the 
series discussed in the previous chapter, such as the Amoenissimae aliquot regiunculae, et 
antiquorum monumentorum ruinae (1615), the Regiunculae quoddam amenae, ruinaeque 
anti quidres (1616), and the Vestustae ruinae et venustissimae aliquot regiones (1616).2 
Even when ruins are not specifically mentioned in the title-page, they still often comprise 
the primary subject matter, as they do in the most quantitatively substantial series he ever 
                                                      
1 Catharine Levesque has written the most extensively to date on ruins found in the works of Jan 
van de Velde and his Haarlem colleagues, though by intent she confines her studies to locally 
identifiable ruins. See Catherine Levesque, “Haarlem Landscapes and Ruins: Nature 
Transformed,” in Susan Donahue Kuretsky, Time and Transformation in Seventeenth-Century 
Dutch Art (Poughkeepsie: The Frances Lehman Loeb Art Center, 2005), pp. 49-62; and, idem, 
Journey Through Landscape in Seventeenth-Century Holland: The Haarlem Print Series and 
Dutch Identity (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1994), especially ch. 6, 
“Jan van de Velde’s Series of Landscapes and Ruins,” pp. 89-113. 
 
2 Hollstein 178-195; Hollstein 196-215; and Hollstein 216-231. 
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published, the Amenissimae aliquot regiunculae (1616).3 For a seventeenth-century 
audience, these series with ruins would have been among the most frequently 
encountered landscape prints of any type.  
Although he has never been characterized as such, Van de Velde might be more 
aptly termed a ruins specialist rather than a landscapist, especially earlier in his career. To 
some degree he even changed the characterization of ruins as a type by including a newly 
broad range of possibilities. Ruins could be more than just renditions of ancient Roman 
monuments, whether real or imagined, for which a number of prominent Northern artists 
such as Maarten van Heemskerck and Hieronymus Cock had already gained prominence. 
Van de Velde was the first to incorporate locally observed and indeed non-ancient ruins 
in tandem with ancient Roman forms within the same series, thereby creating sets of 
prints that offered expanded possibilities for what a ruin implied, visually and 
iconographically, and how it could serve as artistic subject matter.  
Part of the novelty of his images is that he does usually focus on ruined structures 
as the main subject matter in itself, but instead frequently sets the ruins within larger 
landscapes. As such, they become backdrops without narratives, stage-like in character 
and therefore potentially useful as source material for other artists. One of the problems 
with understanding the function of his prints in this way is that most painters gravitated 
toward the use of ancient Roman architecture as the setting for their biblical or 
mythological works, rather than the clearly Northern medieval and renaissance exempla 
provided by Van de Velde.  
Historiographically, this tethering of the ancient and Roman with the local and 
more recent ruins in Van de Velde’s multiple series has drawn only passing and 
conflicting comments. By drawing upon allegorical sequences in seventeenth-century 
Dutch poetry, Catherine Levesque posited a contrast between the old, the baleful, and 
therefore ‘blameworthy’ in the Roman ruins with the new and heroic enterprise of the 
                                                      
3 Hollstein 232-291. 
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recently independent United Provinces.4 In his review of Levesque’s study, Huigen 
Leeflang countered, that, if anything, the Dutch held idealized notions of an ancient 
Arcadian (and hence Roman) past as much as any nation in Europe at the time. 
Therefore, a better reading is that the ancient Roman ruins ‘upgrade’ the local ones 
through Van de Velde’s process of imbrication, in effect turning Levesque’s thesis on its 
head.5 Levesque’s analysis indeed goes too far in positing a specific hermeneutics for 
print series based on rhetorical structures (however common) found in contemporary 
poetry. Leeflang’s criticism, however, still leaves room for a more satisfactory account of 
what might be termed Van de Velde’s expansive mode. The boundaries between the real, 
imagined, local, and foreign are sometimes too indistinct (and sequentially unclear) to 
invite intensive comparative parsing between them. The notion of historical time itself is 
frequently in question, especially as it would have been understood by a contemporary 
audience. 
This chapter will elucidate the historical circumstances that produced the 
identifiable ruined structures that served as Jan van de Velde’s focus for a significant 
number of his works, as well as a new consideration of his interweaving of the imaginary 
and Roman types with the local ones. His treatments related in important ways to 
formulae that artists had already used to address ruins, especially ancient Roman ones. 
For the medium of etching in particular, ruins offered a compelling range of graphic 
possibilities specific to the etching needle, then ascendant in usage among both painters 
and printmakers, for the rendering of different textures such as the stone and overgrowth 
often found in tandem on ruined buildings.6 Moreover, the integration of ruins into 
landscape designs at this early date suggests the concept of the ‘picturesque’, and its 
related Dutch term, schilderachtig. Since this concept did not gain traction in art-
                                                      
4 Levesque, Journey Through Landscape, pp. 89-113. 
  
5 Huigen Leeflang in Simiolus 23:4 (1995), 273-280. 
 
6 A notion already explored in some detail by Levesque, “Haarlem Landscapes and Ruins.” 
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theoretical discourse until much later, Van de Velde’s continual ideations of the ruin 
motif need to be carefully positioned within aesthetic categories found in the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries.  
Van de Velde’s setting of ruins within landscapes also offered a slippage between 
the natural and the man-made.7 Being fully neither, he frustrates any consideration of 
these images as investigations of the purely natural landscape or the purely architectural 
remains of a ruined structure, both of which had been individual artistic subjects 
previously. Only with the paintings of Claude Lorrain and Nicolas Poussin (and their 
Dutch Italianate analogues) did the ancient Roman ruins within a landscape setting 
become a regular topos, generally from the 1630s onward.8  
Through meditations invoked on the depredations of time, ruins also offered 
contemporary viewers a rich array of potential emotional impacts ranging from vanitas to 
memento mori, at least (or especially) when they did not serve as backdrops to history 
paintings. On the Dutch scene in Van de Velde’s day, Haarlem humanists such as Petrus 
Scriverius and Samuel Ampzing also embedded specific historical remembrances into 
local ruins that served deeply-felt civic and patriotic functions at the time. That Van de 
Velde was in close contact with these humanists, and indeed performed the specific 
visual encoding of these same ideas by etching and engraving their book illustrations and 
broadsides, bears directly on his innovative ‘pure’ landscape series with ruins that he 
produced prolifically during the Truce years and especially around 1616. 
                                                      
7 This distinction is taken from Paul Zucker, “Ruins: An Aesthetic Hybrid,” Journal of Aesthetics 
and Art Criticism 20:2 (1961), pp. 119-130, in his discussion of primarily 18th- and 19th-century 
painting. 
 
8 For French paintings, see Stephen D. Borys et al., The Spendor of Ruins in French Landscape 
Painting 1630-1800 (Oberlin: Allen Memorial Art Museum, 2005). For their Dutch equivalents 
from around the same time in Italianate painting, see Lynn Federle Orr, “Embracing Antiquity: 
The Dutch Response to Rome,” in S.D. Kuretsky, Time and Transformation in Seventeenth-
Century Dutch Art (Poughkeepsie: The Frances Lehman Loeb Art Center, 2005), pp. 83-95. 
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That ruins held such multivalent possibilities at this date should come as no 
surprise. Writing about Roman ruins in his travel diary in 1580, Michel de Montaigne 
(1533-1592) already noted a range of themes:  
Yet, in all probability, the mutilated members that survived were the least worthy 
of preserving, and the fury of the enemies of that immortal glory had impelled 
them to destroy in the first places what was most beautiful and most worthy. The 
buildings of this bastard Rome which were at the present time appending to the 
antique ruins, though they were fine enough to excite admiration of the present 
age, reminded of those nests which the sparrows and crows in France append to 
the arches and walls of the churches which the Huguenots not long ago 
demolished.9 
 
Montaigne’s linkage of the destruction of Rome’s glorious remains with the more recent 
effects of violence of religious wars still visibly manifest in his own country sheds an 
interesting light on the images of ruins produced by Van de Velde. The use of local 
Dutch ruins in his works marks one of the first major enterprises of appropriation, in fact, 
of non-Roman (or at least non-ancient) ruins for artistic production in the history of 
European art. This fact is all the more striking given his mixing of local ruins with 
Roman or Roman-like structures in series. Some of Van de Velde’s contemporaries, 
especially among the Haarlem Pioneers, occasionally treated local ruins as well, but not 
nearly to the same extent. Overlooked in regard to this new proliferation of subject matter 
is that the Truce years were not just years of political upheaval and proto-national identity 
formation, but also ones that produced a new and unmistakable cultural urgency for a 
sense of locally-imagined antiquity that manifested in multiple artistic outlets as much as 




                                                      
9 The quote is taken from T. Barton Thurber, “From Learned Architecture to the Poetics of Ruins: 
Classical Building Types and Motifs in Selected French Landscape Paintings from Claude to 
Robert,” in Borys et al., The Spendor of Ruins, p. 1. 
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Rome and its Reimaginings 
 
Rome’s landscape of ruins had long served as an inspirational backdrop for 
imaginative historical reconsiderations by both scholars and artists of the biblical and 
pagan classical pasts. For a foundational humanist like Petrarch (1304-1374) a journey 
through Rome’s ruins provided a starting point for the conjuring of history, although he 
would have had very little understanding of the original functions of most of the 
individual mirabilia, or ‘marvels’, as the ruins were then called.10 A salient point is that in 
the Middle Ages, and even well into the early modern period, Rome’s ruins were indeed 
set in an actual landscape. Drastic depopulation had left much of the ancient core of the 
city uninhabited, which of course accounts for such epithets as Campo Vaccino (‘Cow 
Pasture’) for the Roman Forum.  
By the early sixteenth century, Rome had not only recovered much of its 
population but also its importance as a cultural, spiritual, and artistic center of Europe, 
leading, for the first time, to a pressing concern for the protection of its ruins as fragile 
historical sites, as well as a widespread interest in carefully wrought images of them 
(along with the burgeoning amount of ancient sculpture then being unearthed).11 One of 
the most notable artistic outgrowths of these concerns is the Speculum Romanae 
Magnificentiae, a highly popular series of generally large single-sheet engravings 
produced from the 1540s onward, in which specific antique monuments, sometimes in 
their ruined state but sometimes ‘reconstructed’, served as the subject of many of the 
                                                      
10 Karen Lang, “Ruins,” in The Encyclopedia of Aesthetics, Michael Kelley, ed. (Oxford & New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2014), vol. 5, pp. 429-433. For medieval responses to ancient 
Roman ruins generally, see Richard Krautheimer, Rome: Profile of a City, 312-1308 (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2000). 
 
11 For renaissance preservation efforts of ancient buildings, see David Karmon, The Ruin of the 
Eternal City: Antiquity and Preservation in Renaissance Rome (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2011); and, idem, “Printing and Protecting Ancient Remains in the Speculum Romanae 
Magnificentiae,” in Rebecca Zorach, The Virtual Tourist in Renaissance Rome: Printing and 
Collecting the Speculum Romanae Magnificentiae (Chicago: University of Chicago, 2008), pp. 
37-51. 
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plates [fig. 104].12 The specific impact of the Speculum prints on seventeenth-century 
artists is difficult to determine, although various sets were published continually in the 
mid- to late-sixteenth century and inspired a number of copies and imitations. Several 
bound volumes from the era do survive intact.13  
 
Maarten van Heemskerck 
Topographical depictions of ruins made ‘from life’ appear to have been a concern 
for Northern artists who traveled to Rome from the beginning of the sixteenth century. 
The drawing of the Colosseum from c. 1509 by Jan Gossart (c. 1472-1532) is one of the 
most notable early examples [fig. 105]. Other drawings of specific ruins (presuming he 
made them) have been lost, as have most of those by the Haarlem artist Jan van Scorel 
(1495-1562) during his stay in Rome in the early 1620s, where he served as curator of 
antiquities for Pope Adrian VI.14 By far the most substantial record of interest in the 
depiction of ruins in early sixteenth-century Rome by any European artist are those found 
in the so-called sketchbooks of Maarten van Heemskerck (1498-1574), who was Scorel’s 
former student in Haarlem and spent the years 1532-1536/37 in Italy [figs. 106].15 
                                                      
12 Zorach, The Virtual Tourist; Clemente Marigliani, La Roma del Cinquecento nello Speculum 
Romanae Magnificentiae (Rome: Provincia di Roma, 2005). The Speculum Romanae 
Magnificentiae only received its name as such in 1573 when the publisher, Antoine Lafréry, 
issued a title-page with this designation to accompany sets of engravings that he had already been 
issuing for many years beforehand. 
 
13 For one of the ‘super’ Specula, see, for example, Lawrence R. McGinniss, Catalogue of the 
Earl of Crawford’s Speculum Romanae Magnificentiae (New York: Avery Architectural Library, 
Columbia University, 1976). 
 
14 Gossart’s drawing of the Colosseum represents his only surviving architectural study, and 
indeed one of the earliest detailed depictions of the ruin by any artist; see the entry by Stijn 
Alsteens in Maryan W. Ainsorth, ed., Man, Myth, and Sensual Pleasure: Jan Gossart’s 
Renaissance (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2010), pp. 386-387, no. 102. For 
drawings by Van Scorel and the problems surrounding his drawn oeuvre, see K.G. Boon, 
“Tekeningen van en naar Scorel,” Oud Holland 70:4 (1955), 207-218. 
 
15 The basic reference remains Christian Hülsen and Hermann Egger, Die römischen 
Skizzenbücher von Marten van Heemskerck im Königlichen Kupferstichkabinett zu Berlin, 2 vols. 
(Soest: Davaco, 1975, reprint of the Berlin 1913-1916 edition). See also Arthur J. DiFuria, 
“Heemskerck’s Rome: Antiquity, memory, and the Berlin sketchbooks,” (Ph.D. dissertation, 
University of Delaware, 2008); and Tatjana Bartsch and Peter Seiler, eds., Rom zeichnen: 
Maarten van Heemskerck 1532-1536/37 (Berlin: Gebr. Mann, 2012). The drawings in these two 
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The Van Heemskerck albums have long served as an important source for modern 
historians documenting the appearance of Rome and the state of its ruins at the time, 
since so few other detailed topographic visual records survive from the era. Significant 
for Haarlem artists working in the early-seventeenth century is that a major portion of 
Van Heemskerck’s Roman drawings was in the possession of the painter Cornelis 
Cornelisz van Haarlem (1562-1638), works that were transferred after his death to Van de 
Velde’s close colleague, Pieter Saenredeam (1597-1665).16 For these artists working in 
the generations following Van Heemskerck, his drawings supplied what would have been 
one of the most remarkable repositories available to them of depictions of actual Roman 
ruins.  
Remarkably, in terms of Van Heemskerck’s uses of his own sketches, he 
frequently painted ruins in the backgrounds of his history scenes but never exact 
transcriptions of identifiable monuments found in his drawings. While Saenredam and 
others appropriated his source material quite literally in their paintings, Van Heemskerck 
and other sixteenth-century artists only deployed ruins solely as imaginative 
constructions (i.e. not reconstructions) that mimic the basic forms and architectural 
vocabulary of ancient buildings.17 Accounting for this disjuncture between drawing and 
painting has proven challenging. Arthur DiFuria sees Van Heemskerck’s act of painting 
                                                                                                                                                                 
albums were later rebound in the late-eighteenth or early-nineteenth centuries, and only one of the 
volumes appears to contain sheets from an actual sketchbook, and now the sheets are out of 
sequence and many appear to be missing; furthermore, they appear to contain drawings by at least 
two other hands. For recent summaries of these issues, see Ilja Veldman, “Landscap en de antieke 
kunst: Maarten van Heemskercks ‘Berlijnse schetsboek’,” in Jaap Evert Abrahamse, ed., De 
verbeelde wereld: Liber amicorum voor Boudewijn Bakker (Bussum: Thoth, 2008), pp. 47-55; 
and, idem, “The ‘Roman Sketchbooks’ in Berlin and Maarten van Heemskerck’s travel 
sketchbook,” in Bartsch and Seiler, Rom zeichnen, pp. 11-23. 
 
16 Saenredam, for example, who never made the trip to Italy, availed himself of Van Heemskerk’s 
drawings while they were in the possession of Cornelis Cornelisz for his painting of Santa Maria 
delle Febbre, Rome, dated 1629, in the National Gallery of Art, Washington; see Arthur K. 
Wheelock, Jr., Dutch Paintings of the Seventeenth Century (Washington: National Gallery of Art, 
1995), pp. 349-353. 
 
17 For example, Van Heemskerck’s Bullfight from 1552 set in an imaginary ancient ruined arena 
(Lille, Musée des Beaux-Arts). See Ilja M. Veldman, “Maarten van Heemskerck en Italië,” 
Nederlands Kunsthistorisch Jaarboek 44 (1993), 125-142, pp. 137-138. 
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imaginary ruins in the backgrounds (deemed ‘ruinscapes’) as a mnemonic that prompted 
viewers’ own physical and cultural memories of Rome; in other words, that his ruins did 
not record Rome but recorded the evocative vestiges of memory that Rome’s ruins 
produced.18 Ilja Veldman, on the other hand, prefers a more convincing art-theoretical 
explanation, that the act of drawing ruins was never one with the intention of producing 
ricordi of the ancient monuments, but rather of internalizing them, since the practice of 
drawing aids both intensified seeing and better memorization.19 She cites Van Mander in 
this regard, who in Den grondt der edel vry schilder-const suggests that it is not always 
necessary for artists to port a large number of drawings back home but that an artist 
should be able to file impressions in his memory instead.20 Only through assiduous 
internalization of the formal qualities of ruins should one attempt to then recreate them on 
panel or canvas, in order not to be a slave of imitation. 
Van Mander’s injunction against producing large numbers of drawings in place of 
memory need not be taken too seriously. Van Heemskerck and other artists who traveled 
no doubt valued their sketchbooks greatly, despite their relatively low survival rate today. 
The differentiation between the real and imaginary in sketches and finished paintings 
illustrates an important status distinction between the two mediums that more 
fundamentally accounts for the contrasting treatment of ruins. Painters sought operation 
in the higher sphere of the imagination, and paintings were the public face of their efforts. 
                                                      
18 Arthur J. Di Furia, “Remembering the Eternal in 1553 Maerten van Heemskerck’s ‘Self-
Portrait before the Colosseum’,” Nederlands Kunsthistorisch Jaarboek 59 (2009), 90-109; and, 
idem, “The Eternal Eye: Memory, Vision and Topography in Maarten van Heemskerck’s Roman 
Ruin ‘Vedute’,” in Bartsch and Seiler, Rom zeichnen, pp. 157-169. DiFuria seems to imply that 
one would have had to visit Rome in order for this response to be effective, a notion that 
unnecessarily limits their intent and impact.  
 
19 Veldman, “Landscap en de antieke kunst,” pp. 53-55; idem, “The ‘Roman Sketchbooks’ in 
Berlin,” pp. 18-21. More problematic is Veldman’s claim that surviving seventeenth-century 
Dutch sketchbooks reflect a similar function of pure practice as opposed to a precise transfer of 
their contents into paintings. See, for example, the entries by Ilona van Tuinen on Jan van Goyen 
in Ger Luijten, Peter Schatborn, and Arthur K. Wheelock, Jr., Drawings for Paintings in the Age 
of Rembrandt (Washington: National Gallery of Art, 2016), pp. 127-131, nos. 42-44. 
 
20 Karel van Mander, Den grondt der edel vry schilder-const, 2 vols., ed. by Hessel Miedema 
(Utrecht: Haentjens Dekker & Gumbert, 1973), vol. 1, pp. 437-438. 
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In this regard, prints offered an amalgamation of function, especially etchings, which in 
function and graphic form could operate as a multiple of a drawing – still primarily 
treated as a studio product at the time – but also capable of achieving widespread 
circulation.  
 
Hieronymus Cock and the Ruin in Print 
The multiple series of etchings of ruins issued by the Antwerp publisher 
Hieronymous Cock between 1551 and 1562 were easily the most popular prints of 
Roman ruins to emerge from the sixteenth century, many of which were reprinted 
continuously well into the seventeenth century, including in Amsterdam [figs. 107 & 
108].21 Some of his designs may even have been based on drawings by Van Heemskerck 
since it is unknown whether Cock actually visited Italy himself.22 While many of Cock’s 
etchings of ruins are topographically labeled, reflecting the increasing awareness of the 
identification of specific sites, those that are not labeled still offer views of actual ruins. 
A few of these even depict Roman ruins found outside of Italy, such as the ancient theater 
in Bordeaux, though these are rare exceptions.23 While Cock’s series are the most 
extensive, other Northern artists made or designed prints after Roman ruins in the late-
                                                      
21 For Cock’s series of ruins, see Timothy A. Riggs, Hieronymus Cock: Printmaker and Publisher 
(New York: Garland, 1977), nos. 98-109, 110-130; NHD (Van Doetecum Family), vol. 2, nos. 
204-215, 234-254; and Joris Van Grieken, Ger Luijten, and Jan Van der Stock, eds., Hieronymus 
Cock: The Renaissance in Print (Brussels: Mercatorfonds, 2013), pp. 90-99, 102-103, nos. 9-10 
and 12. 
 
22 On Cock’s possible travels to Italy, see Riggs, Hieronymus Cock, pp. 29-30. For the 
relationship between Van Heemskerck and Cock and their works, see DiFuria, “Remembering the 
Eternal,” pp. 95-99. 
 
23 For Cock’s etching, Ruins of the Ancient Theater of Bordeaux from the Operum Antiquorum 
Romanorum, see especially the entry by Peter Fuhring in Van Grieken, et al., Hieronymus Cock, 
pp. 102-103, no. 12 (fig. 12.2) and note 4 for further references about ruins in France attracting 
the interest of humanists there.  
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sixteenth and early-seventeenth centuries, such as Hendrick van Cleve III and Willem 
van Nieulandt, again focusing entirely on topographic depictions.24 
In some of his early series of ruins, Jan van de Velde also offered a few structures 
that are topographically unaltered, such as the Temple of the Sibyl in Tivoli and the Casa 
dei Crescenzi [figs. 77 & 82]. Most of his Roman or Roman-like ruins, however, are not 
topographically locatable and give every appearance of being imaginary, such as ancient 
termae-like structures, or octagonal temples [figs. 56 & 69]. He was not the first artist to 
invent and use ancient ruins in his work. As we have seen, Van Heemskerck and some of 
his contemporaries regularly deployed such imaginary structures in the backgrounds of 
their history paintings. But Van de Velde was indeed one of the first artists to offer a 
wide array of invented ruins specifically in print. By thematizing the ruin-in-landscape 
formula for several of his early non-narrative print series, he offered more than just 
source material for painters who would invent ruins based on actual structures. Van de 
Velde offered his own invented images as potential source material. His determination to 
be a printmaker who invented the majority of his designs (at least at the outset of his 
career) changed the terms of how prints with ruins could be made, used, and appreciated.  
 
Birth of the Picturesque 
 
Invented ruins had long featured in European art in scenes of the Nativity to 
illustrate the conventional topos of the humble manger where Christ was born. They 
serve as a natural precursor to the invented ruins of a specifically ancient Roman type 
that populated the history scenes of Maarten van Heemskerck and other sixteenth-century 
artists. For the idea of the invented picturesque ruin that addresses the forms of ancient 
                                                      
24 For the understudied Hendrick van Cleve and his series of ruins, see Hollstein (Van Cleve), vol. 
4, p. 170. For the prints of Willem van Nieulandt, see Hollstein (Van Nieulandt), vol. 14, pp. 162-
167; Willem Adriaan te Slaa, “Willem van Nieulandt II as Printmaker,” Print Quarterly 31:4 
(2014), 379-394; and Eric Jan Sluijter, “Career choices of migrant artists between Amsterdam 
and Antwerp: The Van Nieulandt brothers,” De Zeventiende Eeuw 31 (2015), 101-137. 
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Roman architecture, scholars have repeatedly turned to the title-page of Sebastiano 
Serlio’s third book of architecture (Achitettura) published in 1540 [fig. 109].25 As part of 
a treatise, Serlio’s invented ruins emblematize the understanding of architecture through 
the humanist project of dissecting ancient structures (visually more than literally) in order 
to come to first principles. Such an approach valorizes the physical appearance of ruins 
rather than focusing on their incompleteness as a loss of beauty or historical glory.  
For the troves of ancient sculpture unearthed at the time, incompleteness was an 
invitation to add limbs or whatever was missing. For ancient architecture, an increasing 
awareness of historical form and function in the Renaissance led to the opposite effect, an 
intensified push to leave Rome’s ruins untouched and unspoliated.26 Nevertheless, the 
main thesis of Leonard Barkan’s study of the renaissance response to ancient sculpture – 
that the study of these ancient objects offered, foremost, a magnetic platform for the 
poetic fictions of artists, or a tabula rasa upon which to exercise their powers of 
imagination – holds equally true for Rome’s architectural ruins at the time.27 In this 
regard, it is notable that the phrase Roma quanta fuit ipsa ruina docet (“How great Rome 
was, its very ruins teach”) appears both on a sketch that Van Heemskerck made of the 
Septizonium in the 1530s and on Serlio’s title-page from 1540.28 Both the artist and the 
                                                      
25 Sebastiano Serlio, Il terzo libro nel qual si figurano, e descrivono le antichita di Roma (Venice: 
Marcolini, 1540). For a dedicated study related to the ruins featured in the title-page, see Desley 
Luscombe, “The Architect and the Representation of Architecture: Sebastiano Serlio’s 
Frontispiece to Il terzo libro,” Architectural Theory Review 10:2 (2005), 34-53. For the title-page 
in relation to the history of the picturesque, see Nicholas Halmi, “Ruins Without a Past,” Essays 
in Romanticism 18 (2011), 7-27. 
 
26 For some exceptions, see David Karmon, The Ruin of the Eternal City: Antiquity and 
Preservation in Renaissance Rome (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), who points to 
some restoration efforts for ancient architecture in the renaissance such as those for the so-called 
Ponte Rotto (Pons Aemilius). 
 
27 Leonard Barkan, Unearthing the Past: Archaeology and Aesthetics in the Making of 
Renaissance Culture (New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 1999). For humanist efforts 
to preserve architectural monuments in Rome (most famously by Raphael), see pp. 34-38. 
 
28 Halmi, “Ruins Without a Past,” p. 15; and Luscombe, “Serlio’s Frontispiece,” p. 36. 
The Latin phrase apparently originated in Francesco Albertini’s popular guidebook to the city 
first published in 1510, the Opusculum novae et veteris Urbis Romae, for which see Halmi (note 
24) for further references. Most scholars seem to prefer translating the verb docet as ‘tells’ or 
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architect used fictive constructions of ruins to invoke the imagination of the past for its 
own sake instead of for purely illustrative or didactic purposes. 
Both Van Heemskerck’s drawings and Serlio’s title-page have been designated as 
landmarks in the history of the picturesque, as have Cock’s iterations of Roman ruins in 
print, whether taken directly from Van Heemskerck’s ruins as models or not.29 Any such 
genealogy of the term ‘picturesque’ (from the French pittoresque) is confounded by the 
fact that the concept primarily finds art-theoretical application from the eighteenth 
century onward.30  
An affinity for the concept is found in Van de Velde’s works throughout his 
career. One sees it clearly enough in his earliest published series, the 1615 Amoenissimae 
aliquot regiunculae, in a landscape showing the clearly identifiable ruins of the Huis ter 
Kleef [fig. 67]. Whereas ruins in the drawings and prints of Serlio, Van Heemskerck, and 
Cock tended to be the focus of the work itself rather than an element enveloped in a 
landscape – or in the case of paintings a background member in the service of narrative – 
Van de Velde here situates the ruin firmly in the middle ground, securely embraced and 
even partially obscured by the distance and surrounding foliage. It comes far closer to the 
ultimate concept of the picturesque formulated in art-theoretical discourse only much 
later (perhaps best expressed by Jane Austen’s quip that Henry VIII had the monasteries 
                                                                                                                                                                 
‘reveals’, but this dilutes the important didactic thrust of the saying. For Van Heemskerck’s 
drawing with the phrase, see Hülsen and Egger, Die römischen Skizzenbücher, vol. 1, p. 48. 
 
29 Less convincing is the assertion by Halmi, “Ruins Without a Past,” p. 16, that Polidoro da 
Caravaggio’s two frescoes in San Silvestro al Quirinale from c. 1526 depicting scenes from the 
life of Mary Magdalene and St. Catherine of Siena are sui generis Italian prototypes for the 
picturesque landscape with ruins. While indeed prescient in their privileging of landscape over 
subject, these paintings do not actually depict ruins in their landscapes, as Halmi asserts, but 
rather reconstructed imaginary ancient buildings.  
 
30 William Gilpin, the most famous arbiter of the picturesque as a concept, defined in his 1768 
Essay on Prints as “a term expressive of that peculiar kind of beauty which is agreeable in a 
picture.” See Carl Paul Barbier, William Gilpin: His drawings, teaching, and theory on the 
picturesque (Oxford: Clarendon, 1963).  
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pulled down in order to “improve the English landscape.”)31 Van de Velde would repeat 
this formula for a number of other ruins local to the region as well.  
As bold as it may sound, a claim can actually be made for the birth of the 
picturesque in the early landscapes by Jan van de Velde, since there does not appear to be 
any earlier project of regularly depicting ruins in this way. Roman ruins were either 
treated topographically or purely as grist for background material. Landscape prints and 
drawings by artists such as Hendrick van Cleve III or the brothers Paul and Matthijs Bril 
focused on real or imaginary structures that were nevertheless intact rather than ruined. 
Van de Velde consistently offered the ruin as a subject of aesthetic contemplation 
regardless of potential historical associations, and as an element of images in which the 
landscape as surround had gained equivalent importance.  
Art historians have made much of the seventeenth-century word schilderachtig, a 
particularly Dutch term (or at least one not borrowed from earlier Italian literature on art) 
that is generally translated as ‘worthy of being painted’. This word often gets used by 
scholars as the closest conceptual stand-in for the concept of the picturesque in 
seventeenth-century Dutch art, especially useful in attempts to account for the popularity 
of genres such as landscape that seem to lack a certain iconographic tractability. As 
Boudewijn Bakker has shown in his indispensible etymological study of the term, 
however, its usage could be various and unclear in Van de Velde’s day.32 Karel van 
Mander appears to be the first author to use schilderachtig, using the word nine times in 
his Schilder-boeck from 1604, but his connotation tends to lean toward the behavioral; 
that, for example, painters should “put aside all envy, discord and disagreements in a 
schilderachtig manner.”33  
                                                      
31 Mavis Bately, Jane Austen and the English Landscape (London: Barn Elms, 1996). 
 
32 Boudewijn Bakker, “Schilderachtig: Discussions of a Seventeenth-Century Term and Concept,” 
Simiolus 23 (1995), 147-162. 
 
33 Karel van Mander, Het schilder-boeck (Haarlem, 1604), Grondt, ch. 1, lines 29 a-c. See also, 
idem, lines 28 a-h: “In sum, all orderly mild-mannered modesty should especially be understood 
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Bakker attempted to demonstrate that a definition of schilderachtig that aligns 
more closely with our modern concept of the picturesque, especially in terms of 
landscape art, comes only later in the century. Indeed, Willem Goeree codified the term 
in his 1670 treatise, Inleydingh tot de practijck der al-gemeene schilder-konst, by 
insisting that schilderachtig only applies to a particular Classicist notion of beauty then in 
vogue. In a sub-section actually titled, “The improper use of the word schilderachtig,” he 
wrote: 
It is clear from what has gone before that the saying, when we behold something 
pleasant in nature, ‘that is schilderachtig’ is being used improperly,… as if the 
creatures were merely almost as charming, elegant and pleasant as the painted 
things, which is a great error, unless one intends to say that schilderachtig means 
worthy of being painted for its pleasantness, good selection and grandeur.34 
 
Goeree was responding to what he perceived as the impious nature of painters who saw 
themselves improving on nature rather than selecting judiciously from that which existed, 
in other words, scenes ‘from life’. He cites a poem by Constantijn Huygens in this regard, 
the Ooghen-troost (‘Consolation of the eyes’) from 1647, in which Huygens complains 
that painters are not content to be merely artists but must also be Creators (Scheppers): 
“Go stroll with them through woods and hills and dales. That, they say, is a 
schilderachtig view. It seems to me they are saying ‘God makes ingenious copies of our 
originals’.”35 
Thus the Classicist notion of schilderachtig expostulated from at least the mid-
century onward corresponds with a concept of the picturesque in which the selection 
from nature is the key point, as opposed to being an invention of the painter. Bakker’s 
formulation of what he calls a ‘Pre-Classicist’ notion of schilderachtig relies instead on a 
lack of judiciousness (according to Classicist notions of beauty) in that selection from 
                                                                                                                                                                 
under the name or word schilderactig.” Citations and translations (slightly modified) from 
Bakker, “Schilderachtig,” p. 149. 
 
34 Quoted in Bakker, “Schilderachtig,” pp. 153-154. 
 
35 Ibidem.  
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nature.36 The problem is that there are no countervailing examples of ‘ugly’ in a so-called 
Pre-Classicist assessment of landscape, in the way that Andries Pels, for example, 
criticized Rembrandt for showing the indentations of the skin caused by removed garter 
socks on a female nude.37 A use of schilderachtig that implies selective vision from 
nature must nevertheless date to at least the early seventeenth century, as made evident 
by the words Huygens put in the mouth of a painter in the Ooghen-troost.  
A statement by the poet and playwright Gerbrand Bredero, also cited by Bakker, 
is useful in this regard since he compares the heightened realism of the characters and 
scenes in his writings to the work of a painter: “I have followed the schilderachtig saying 
that ‘the best painters are those who come closest to life’.” Bredero’s usage echoes that of 
Van Mander’s in that it connotes a behavioral norm (a saying among painters) but also 
implies a theoretical concern – an engagement with nature on the level of realism – that 
appears to have been missing from Van Mander’s usage yet is evident in the writings of 
Huygens and Goeree. Since Bredero wrote these words around or shortly before 1618, his 
privileging (and defense) of realism in art comes at nearly the same moment Van de 
Velde produced his many series of landscape prints.  
Any self-conscious theoretical concern that Van de Velde addressed in his 
landscapes with ruins, in terms of a contemporary notion of schilderachtig that more or 
less aligns with the concept of the picturesque, must be tempered by the fact that he 
invariably alternated between real and imaginary compositions in his series. The ‘new 
realism’ in vogue among Bredero and the early Dutch landscapists was but one mode 
within his works, in which variety was the key. His choice of local ruins, however, 
complicates the matter further. By Van de Velde’s day there had been precious little 
                                                      
36 In this he appears to be responding to Emmens’s seminal study on the subject in relation to 
Rembrandt, but such notions do not map easily here, i.e. figures vs. landscapes. See Bakker, 
“Schilderachtig,” p. 148 and n. 6. 
 
37 Andries Pels, Gebruik en misbruik des tooneels (Amsterdam, 1681); for which see the critical 
edition by Maria Schenkeveld-van der Dussen (Culemborg: Tjeenk Willink, 1978). 
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visual precedent for the representation of these structures. At the same time, their potency 
as historical structures was keenly felt. Any account of the birth of the picturesque in 
Dutch landscape art needs to account for the specific range of response these local ruins 
also invoked.  
 
The Ruins of War and Artistic Responses 
 
Brederode Castle 
 The ruins of Brederode Castle appear to have exercised more artists than any 
other in the Netherlands in the seventeenth century, a roster of whom includes Hendrick 
Goltzius, Willem Buytewech, Hercules Segers, Jan van Goyen, Jan Lievens, Nicolaes 
Berchem, Jacob van Ruisdael, and Miendert Hobbema.38 Located about five kilometers 
north of Haarlem near the village of Santpoort, it was within easy reach of the city and 
proved to be a popular destination for Sunday outings by the citizens there, an activity 
that became increasingly popular in the seventeenth century.39 The castle itself dates back 
to at least the thirteenth century and has the distinction of bearing the scars of destruction 
from a number of conflicts. During the Hook and Cod Wars (1350-1490), named after the 
factions of the Hoeks (Fishhooks) and Kabeljauws (Codfish) who fought over the 
dynastic succession of the Count of Holland, the castle was destroyed twice, in 1351 and 
                                                      
38 For images of Brederode Castle in the seventeenth century, see Erik P. Löffler, “De ruïnes van 
kasteel Rossum en kasteel Brederode geïdentificeerd op werken van Roelant Savery en enkele 
tijdgenoten,” Delineavit et Sculpsit 25 (2002), pp. 7-16; Kuretsky, Time and Transformation, nos. 
1, 2, 7 and 8; Wietske Donkersloot, “So aerdig als ‘t ons pen of stift sou kunnen geven: 
Tekeningen, prenten, schilderijen en kaarten van de ruïne van Brederode (1537-1750),” 
Kastelenstichting Holland en Zeeland Jaarboek (2005), 49-101; idem, “Brederode verbeeld: 
Tekeningen, prenten, schilderijen en kaarten van de ruïne van Brederode, 1537-1750,” (M.A. 
thesis, Universiteit Leiden, 2006); and, idem, “Enkele raadsels rond de ruïne van Brederode 
ontrafeld,” RKD Bulletin 2 (2012), 28-32. In her 2006 thesis, Donkersloot catalogued over 200 
images of the ruin produced between 1600 and 1750, carefully studying how artists transcribed or 
modified its appearance. I extend my thanks to her for generously sharing her substantial 
unpublished findings with me. 
 
39 Huigen Leeflang, “Dutch Landscape: The Urban View. Haarlem and Its Environs in Literature 
and Art, 15th-17th Century,” Nederlands Kunsthistorisch Jaarboek 48 (1997), 52-115. 
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1426, and then rebuilt both times. It was further assaulted and plundered by German 
troops in 1491, before being destroyed one final time after the conclusion of the Siege of 
Haarlem in 1573 in order to prevent its use in any attempt to retake the city.40  
 Van de Velde depicted the ruin at least ten times in his prints and drawings from 
1615 onward, making him one of the earliest artists (and certainly most prolific) to 
regularly feature this ruin that would become a mainstay of Dutch landscape art.41 Only a 
few works by other artists could have served as precedents. A drawing by Hendrick 
Goltzius dated 1600 has the distinction of being the earliest known image of the ruin, and 
thus the earliest artistic representation of any local ruin in the Netherlands [fig. 110].42 As 
Michiel Plomp has pointed out, the subtle lighting effects of this drawing make it one of 
the few by Goltzius plausibly executed en plein air, perhaps during one of the many long 
walks he took, according to Van Mander, to recover from a period of ill health around 
this time.43 Goltzius’s drawings appear to have broken new ground not just in the 
depiction of the local flat terrain but also in its architectural inhabitants. 
This drawing appears to relate to a print by Gerrit Gauw (active 1604-1638) 
published by Jacob Matham and usually dated c. 1600-1610 [fig. 111].44 Several scholars 
                                                      
40 For the castle and the history of its violent conflicts, see M.J. Kuipers-Verbuijs et al., Ruïnes in 
Nederland (Zwolle: Waanders, 1997), pp. 239-245; A.J. Allan, De Ruïne van Brederode 
(Muiderberg: Nederlandse Kastelenstichting, 1983); and Victor de Steurs, De ruïne van 
Brederode, 2nd ed. (Haarlem: W.C. de Graaff, 1880). 
 
41 The prints by Jan van de Velde that depict the ruins of Brederode or extract major elements 
from them include Hollstein 185, 199, 238, 256, 257, 260 and 422. Drawings by him include Van 
Gelder 38, 39, 49 and 50; and a drawing unknown to Van Gelder in the Morgan Library, New 
York (Recueil de Dessins, Fol. 43(2)); for which see Jane Shoaf Turner, Dutch Drawings in the 
Pierpont Morgan Library: Seventeenth to Nineteenth Centuries, 2 vols. (New York: Pierpont 
Morgan Library, 2006), vol. 1, p. 197, no. 307. These prints and drawings are also catalogued in 
Donkersloot, “Brederode verbeeld,” vol. 2, nos. 137-148. 
 
42 Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, inv. no. RP-T-1879-A-67; E.K.J. Reznicek, Die Zeichnungen von 
Hendrick Goltzius, 2 vols. (Utrecht: Haentjens Dekker & Gumbert, 1961), no. 391, fig. 350. 
 
43 Michiel Plomp in Huigen Leeflang and Ger Luijten et al., Hendrick Goltzius (1558-1617): 
Drawings, Prints and Paintings (Zwolle: Waanders, 2003), pp. 198-199, no. 73.  
 
44 The print is not listed among the works by Gerrit Gauw (or Gouw) in the original Hollstein 
series (vol. 8, p. 159), but see NHD (Jacob Matham), vol. 3, no 483. The plate is the second of a 
series of four published by Matham (vol. 3, nos. 482-485, pp. 242-245) that bears Goltzius’s 
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have incorrectly assumed that Goltzius’s drawing was preparatory for the print, but in 
fact the print depicts the ruin from the complete opposite side of the building, showing 
the main entrance gate or barbican rather than simply being a modified version of the 
drawing.45 Its greater emphasis on the landscape surroundings replete with staffage 
figures, which include a well-dressed couple contemplating the ruin and presumably 
discussing its history and importance, marks the print as a fundamentally new type of 
work that would quickly rise in popularity: the representation of locally significant 
structures from the past in the Northern Netherlands. In David Freedberg’s words, “a real 
building – as opposed to an imaginary one – has become a fit and autonomous subject for 
contemplation, both in image and reality.”46  
The caption of Gauw’s engraving, provided in parallel Latin and Dutch texts and 
presumably penned by a humanist (who remains unidentified), provides some historical 
context for the site and mentions the building’s destruction in 1426.47 Absent is any 
mention of the Spanish troops and the castle’s more recent destruction during the Revolt. 
Susan Kuretsky postulated such a comment might be considered too inflammatory if the 
print was produced around the time of the signing of the Twelve Years’ Truce (1609-
1612).48 The recalcitrant Dutch attitude both during negotiations and afterwards makes 
clear, however, that there was no hesitation to impugn the Spanish or decry their acts. A 
                                                                                                                                                                 
name as inventor on the first plate. The other images in the series are a mountain landscape, a 
river view, and a forest landscape.  
 
45 Michiel Plomp pointed this out in Leeflang and Luijten et al., Hendrick Goltzius, p. 321, n. 97. 
 
46 David Freedberg, Dutch Landscape Prints of the Seventeenth Century (London: British 
Museum, 1980), p. 27. 
 
47 The caption appears in parallel Latin and Dutch texts. It reads: “Arnulphus, the third count of 
Holland, defeated in [the village of] Winkel in the year 993, vested his youngest son Ziphrido 
with lands and domains broad in measure [breed roeden, thus explaining the etymology], which 
his father had given him and from which to him and his descendants the name Brederode derives. 
In the year 1426 this castle was destroyed, and it is not far from Haarlem, as one sees here.” The 
translation is taken from Kuretsky, Time and Transformation, p. 112, no. 1, also transcribing the 
Latin and Dutch original. 
 
48 Kuretsky, Time and Transformation, p. 113. 
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point that bears emphasis in relation to Goltzius’s drawing and Gauw’s print is that both 
images do their best to emphasize what remains of the structural grandeur and solidity of 
the erstwhile fortress rather than offer a purely picturesque evocation of ruination that 
would come to predominate in the ‘ruin-in-landscape’ formula of Jan van de Velde and 
the artists who followed. Goltzius was one of the only artists to depict the castle from the 
side that presents the least amount of destruction. Likewise, Gauw’s image dramatically 
compresses the space between the barbican and main castle in a way that emphasizes 
structural continuity, as a modern photograph of the site makes clear [fig. 112]. 
Perhaps tellingly, Jan van de Velde used a remarkably similar angle and 
compression for his earliest dated evocation of Brederode (reversed) for a plate published 
in the Amoenissimae aliquot regiunculae in 1615 [fig. 63].49 Whether or not he was 
inspired by Gauw’s print, a drawing by him that may have been preparatory for the print 
depicts the ruin from the exact same angle, reversed [fig. 113].50 The sheet appears to 
have been cut down and may have originally been closer to the oblong format of Van de 
Velde’s print series. Worth noting is that Gerrit Gauw and Jan van de Velde almost 
certainly knew one another. Aside from both having being members of Matham’s shop 
(though likely at different times), Gauw executed a considerable number of calligraphy 
plates early in his career for Van de Velde’s father.51 The compression solution by the 
unnamed designer of Gauw’s print, however, was probably that of Goltzius, presumably 
from a now-lost preparatory drawing that was then adapted by Van de Velde for his 
earliest depiction of the ruin.  
                                                      
49 Hollstein 185.  
 
50 This drawing was unknown to Van Gelder. It was published for the first time in 2006 by 
Turner, Dutch Drawings in the Pierpont Morgan Library, vol. 1, p. 197, no. 307. 
 
51 Gauw engraved many plates for Jan van den Velde I, including his Deliciae variarum 
insigniumque scriptuarum (1604) and Alderhande Gheschriften (1620); see Hollstein (Gauw), 
vol. 8, p. 159, nos. 9-10. 
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Van de Velde’s lack of caption or identification of Brederode in his 1615 series 
marks it as fundamentally different in terms of artistic function. He offered unlabeled 
depictions of Brederode in series with other unlabeled ruins. One of his most distinctive 
images of the ruin came a year later in his 1616 Amenissimae aliquot regiunculae [fig. 
113a].52 This etching clearly emphasized the ruin aspect of the building rather than its 
former martial and noble glory. Notably, this design bears a remarkable similarity to 
Willem Buytewech’s image of the ruin in his Verscheyden landschapjes of c. 1616, 
suggesting that one of these images was copied from the other, with the assumption 
usually being that Van de Velde copied Buytewech [fig. 114].53 There remain enough 
differences between the two, however, in terms of scale, perspective, and structure, to 
suggest that they each worked from their own prototypes, or perhaps simply chose to 
depict the ruin from the same appealing angle or sketching spot.54  
One could certainly consider any image of Brederode Castle during these years of 
the newly independent United Provinces as one potentially freighted with political 
significance, given its role in the revolt and its long history as a stronghold for some of 
the most storied nobility of Holland. In art-historical discussions, nearly every mention of 
Brederode as an artistic subject quite sensibly draws attention to the historical 
                                                      
52 Hollstein 257.  
 
53 J.G. van Gelder, “De etsen van Willem Buytewech,” Oud Holland 48 (1931), pp. 60-61; Egbert 
Haverkamp-Begemann, Willem Buytewech (Amsterdam: Menno Hertzberger, 1959), p. 173, nos. 
vG 21-30; Donkersloot, “Brederode verbeeld,” vol. 1, p. 27. 
 
54 As likewise suggested by Ger Luijten in his entry for Buytewech’s series in Ger Luijten and 
Ariane van Suchtelen, eds., Dawn of the Golden Age: Northern Netherlandish Art 1580-1620 
(Amsterdam: Rijksmuseum, 1993), pp. 671-672, no. 342. A particular weakness in Buytewech’s 
etching is his depiction of Brederode’s distinctive cap (spits) on the tower, making it difficult to 
imagine that Van de Velde copied him without knowing its appearance from that angle himself. 
At stake in this discussion is the dating of Buytewech’s series – his most famous landscape prints 
and a seminal series of etchings for its day – since the date has typically been given as c. 1616 on 
the basis of this presumed copying by Van de Velde for his 1616 dated series, as first proposed by 
Van Gelder in 1931. In my opinion, the undated first state of Buytewech’s series published by 
Broer Jansz (with the artist mysteriously credited as Wtewael) was more likely issued around 
1618-1620, especially since Broer Jansz’s publishing enterprise is more active from this point 
onward. The second state published by Claes Jansz Visscher (correctly crediting Buytewech this 
time) bears the date 1621.  
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associations such an image could have evoked in a contemporary viewer. Images that 
need better incorporation into such discussions of Brederode Castle, however, are the 
several that show some of the ramshackle and functional domestic infrastructure that one 
encountered around the ruin at the time. Matham’s previously mentioned drawing turned 
into a print by Van de Velde shows the low structures appended in the courtyard (of 
sorts) behind Brederode’s barbican [fig. 52].55 A viewer would have had to be especially 
well acquainted with the site in order to recognize it from this image. Brederode Castle 
was, as it turns out, a semi-inhabited place lined with out-buildings and sheds that 
incorporate certain walls of the ruin. Another image of the inhabited Brederode yard by 
Roelant Savery resisted identification for many years for the same reason.56 Donkersloot 
has convincingly argued that some of these appended dwellings also served as 
independent subjects in Van de Velde’s etchings such as the so-called Prodigal Son of 
1616 [fig. 115].57 This observation establishes that Van de Velde was just as inclined to 
treat the ruin as disassociated source material as much as an independent and identifiable 
subject. From an early date in its history of its representation, then, the castle ruin and its 
related complex clearly served purposes beyond the immanently patriotic.  
Images that proves especially useful for the study of ruins around Haarlem are the 
illustrations with captions for Samuel Ampzing’s major history of the city, Lof der stad 
                                                      
55 Hollstein 199. The relation between Matham’s drawing and Van de Velde’s print was first 
pointed out by Wietske Donkersloot in 2005 (crediting Erik Löffler) in Donkerlsoot, “So aerdig 
als ‘t ons pen of stift sou kunnen geven,” pp. 62-64. The fact that it was published 13 years later 
should give pause when attempting to date prints after drawings in the period when one or both 
are undated. It also serves as one of many examples of Van de Velde making uncredited use of 
someone else’s invention, which is interesting in this case given that Matham was still alive and 
even working in the same city as Van de Velde at the time. 
 
56 National Museum, Gdańsk, inv. no. MNG/SD/982/R. The site as Brederode was first identified 
by Löffler, “De ruïnes van kasteel Rossum en kasteel Brederode,” pp. 7-16. See also Donkersloot, 
“So aerdig als ‘t ons pen of stift sou kunnen geven,” pp. 62-63; and Joaneath Spicer-Durham, 
“The Drawings of Roelandt Savery,” (Ph.D. dissertation, Yale University, 1979), p. 521, no. C 
111. Donkersloot dates the drawing c. 1603 since Savery left for Prague the following year and 
did not return to the Netherlands until 1614. Spicer does not attempt to date the work. 
 
57 See Hollstein 238 for The Prodigal Son, but also Hollstein 260, Farmyard with Inhabited 
Ruins; Donkersloot, “Brederode verbeeld,” vol. 1, pp. 52-63, and vol. 2, pp. 162-163, nos. 146-
147. 
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Haerlem, published in 1628.58 Although Pieter Saenredam designed the images, Jan van 
de Velde etched many of them, including a rather novel depiction of Brederode Castle set 
deep in a landscape with a low, flat horizon that follows some of the landscape formulae 
of the day but uses them toward strictly chorographic ends [fig. 116].59  
Despite the importance of this book for Haarlem’s civic history, its illustrations of 
Brederode and other ruins remarkably mirror the ruin-within-landscape formula of Van 
de Velde’s early career rather than feature detailed and more closely wrought images of 
the structures under discussion. Furthermore, while Ampzing discusses the history of the 
castle in his text, his caption for Brederode gives over to a consideration of the vanity of 
life: 
Here one sees Brederode drawn from life  
As nicely as pen or pencil could render it for us  
The way it still lies in ruins today  
Are human deeds anything more than vanity? 
 
You can see from the massiveness of the walls and stones  
That this castle used to be a wonder to behold  
Founded by our count on the bank of the Rhine  
That it were again as it was! That it were once more rebuilt! 
 
At the same time you can see a long avenue with trees  
Before you arrive at Brederode Manor  
Which leads towards the house of Burgomaster Loo  
Just against the dunes, and near Brederode.60 
                                                      
58 Samuel Ampzing, Beschryvinge ende lof der stad Haerlem in Holland (Haarlem: Adriaen 
Rooman, 1628; reprint: Amsterdam, 1974). 
 
59 Hollstein 422. A little-known drawing of Brederode Castle in the Noord-Hollands Archief was 
catalogued by Van Gelder as a preparatory drawing by Van de Velde for this print; Van Gelder, 
Jan van de Velde: Teekenaar-Schilder, p. 86, no. 49. It makes more sense, however, to treat this 
drawing as a preparatory work by Pieter Saenredam, from which Van de Velde then made the 
etching. Although no other preparatory works by Saenredam for this project are known, the 
drawing does relate better from a stylistic point of view to the two autograph etchings by 
Saenredam that he also contributed to Ampzing’s book depicting the castles of Assumburg and 
Berkenrode; for which, see Hollstein (Saenredam), vol. 23, p. 109, nos. 2-3; and Gary Schwartz 
and Marten Jan Bok, Pieter Saenredam: The Painter and His Time (London: Thames & Hudson, 
1990), p. 40, figs. 32-33. 
 
60 Hier siet gy Bredero geteykent naer het leven, / So aerdig als ‘t ons pen of stift sou konnen 
geven, / So ‘t tegenwoordig noch verwoest bedorven leyt, / Wat is’ al ‘s menschen doen toch meer 
dan ydelheyt. || Gy siet wel aen ‘tgewelt der mueren, ende steenen, / Dat dit Kasteel weleer wat 
sonders heeft geschenen, / Aen d’oever vanden Ryn van onsen Graef gesticht, / Waer’t weder als’ 
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What these considerations of Brederode show is that images of this same ruin from its 
earliest pictorial record onward offered a full range of potential responses. It could serve 
as a historical site of remembrance, a picturesque subject, a consideration of the transient 
nature of life, or some combination of these things. 
 
Huis ter Kleef 
The Huis ter Kleef, along with Brederode Castle, was one of the most prominent 
ruins near Haarlem. Van de Velde likewise depicted it several times in his prints and 
drawings, and also more than any other artist of his generation.61 Like Brederode, the 
Huis ter Kleef was a medieval manor house with a long history, though apparently it was 
not a site of conflict during the Hook and Cod Wars. It was also destroyed by Spanish 
troops after the Siege of Haarlem in order to prevent its use for any potential recapture of 
the city.62 The Huis ter Kleef had the dubious distinction of having served as the 
headquarters of Don Frederick (1537-1583), son of the Duke of Alba and commander of 
the Spanish troops during the bloody siege and its aftermath. This might explain the 
important fact that the memory of the Dutch Revolt as a painful episode in the local 
                                                                                                                                                                 
het was! waert weder op-gericht! || Gy siet met eenen ook een Lange Laen met bomen, / Eer dat 
gy hier aen’t huys van Bredero kont komen, Die tot de Woning leyt van Burgermeester Loo, / 
Hard tegen aenden Duyn, en dicht by Bredero. The English translation is taken from Schwartz 
and Bok, Pieter Saenredam, pp. 289-290, no. 181. The mention of the house of Burgomaster Loo 
in the last verse refers to the country estate of the wealthy brewer Jan Claesz. Loo near the castle, 
and also depicted in the background of Jacob Matham’s 1627 pen painting in the Frans Hals 
Museum, Haarlem. 
 
61 Prints by Jan van de Velde depicting the Huis ter Kleef include: Hollstein 167, 175, 189, 255, 
287, and 423. One substantial drawing by him of the ruin survives, Van Gelder 47, for which see 
Michiel C. Plomp, The Dutch Drawings in the Teyler Museum, Volume II: Artists Born Between 
1575 and 1630 (Haarlem: Teyler Museum, 1997), pp. 415-416, no. 491. Van Gelder catalogued 
another drawing in the Noord-Hollands Archief (Van Gelder 50) as a image of Brederode, but it 
actually appears to be a pastiche combining elements of Brederode and Huis ter Kleef; and seems, 
furthermore, to be the product of a later (possibly 18th-century) hand. My thanks to Alexander de 
Bruin for discussing this drawing with me. 
 
62 For the history of Huis ter Kleef, see Kuipers-Verbuijs et al., Ruïnes in Nederland, pp. 236-239; 
and J.J. Temminck (ed.), Huis ter Kleef: Het enige kasteel van Haarlem (Haarlem: Schuyt & Co., 
1995), with further references. 
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history of Haarlem – for unlike Leiden, Haarlem fell and was decimated after Spanish 
besiegement – was more likely invoked in contemplation of this particular ruin. The only 
captioned image of the ruin from the early seventeenth century is the one found in 
Ampzing’s Lof der stad Haerlem [fig. 117].63 It reads: 
This is Kleef Manor, as it looks nowadays,  
Damaged and destroyed during our siege,  
Here Frederico camped when he surrounded the city.  
Here Frederico camped when he bombarded the town. 
 
Who founded it nobody knows for certain,  
But how it was destroyed has not yet been forgotten.  
Fie on the Spaniards who oppressed our country so sorely!  
And fie on him who still longs for their return! 
 
How this house looked before, can be understood easily  
By anyone who sees with open eyes at its present state,   
And casts an attentive eye on its high and wide extension.   
Were it to be rebuilt in that way, it would be a jewel of our land.64 
 
As with the Brederode plate, Van de Velde worked after a design by Pieter Saenredam, 
who again followed the formula of setting the ruin in the distance to allow greater 
emphasis on the landscape foreground.  
 Ampzing’s verses offer a striking contrast in that his odium for the Spanish and 
their destructive acts is clear enough in his caption for the Huis ter Kleef, but missing 
altogether not only in his caption for Brederode but also in his historical discussion of the 
latter in the text of his book.65 One finds mention of the Spanish also missing in the 
                                                      
63 Hollstein 423. 
 
64 Dit is het Huys te Kleef so ‘t huyden word gevonden. / In ons Beleg vernield, in ons Beleg 
geschonden: / Daer Frederico lag als hy de stad besloot. / Daer Frederico lag als hy de Stad 
beschoot. || Wie dattet heeft gesticht, kan niemand seker weten, Maer hoe het is verwoest, en is 
noch niet vergeten. / Foey Spanjaerd die ons land soo deerlyk hebt geprangd! / En foey hem die 
ook noch na syne komst verlangd! || Wat dit nu voor een huys mag syn geweest voor desen / 
Begrypt eenyder licht die op syn huydig wesen, / En hoog en wyd begryp syn wacker oge slaet. / 
Waert soo weer opgeboud, het waer ons lands zieraed. The translation is from Schwartz and Bok, 
Pieter Saenredam, p. 290, no. 184. 
 
65 Ampzing, Lof der stad Haerlem, pp. 12-13, 15-18, and 77. Donkersloot, “Brederode verbeeld,” 
vol. 2, pp. 247-248. 
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slightly earlier historical study by Petrus Scriverius that likewise focuses on the 
genealogy of the noble Brederode family instead.66 It seems difficult to imagine that the 
leading humanists of the time were unaware of Brederode’s destruction during the siege, 
but this fact appears to go largely or entirely unmentioned in early seventeenth-century 
sources.  
The Brederode family actually owned both ruins, with the Huis ter Kleef having 
come into their possession around 1500. Hendrick van Brederode (1531-1568) was one 
of the great heroes (and indeed martyrs) of the Dutch Revolt.67 It was he along with Louis 
of Nassau who submitted the petition of grievances to Margaret, Duchess of Parma, with 
the backing of a number of nobles to defend the liberties of the Netherlands. This episode 
resulted in the famous sobriquet Geuzen (Beggars) that became the nom de guerre of the 
rebels after one of Margaret’s advisors dismissed them as such. These ruined castles were 
not just local structures destroyed during the Siege of Haarlem, but also structures that 
would have evoked the memory of the revolt generally through their association with the 
famous noble family known throughout the United Provinces and beyond. Ampzing, of 
course, found it convenient to caption one or the other images of the Huis ter Kleef and 
Brederode Castle with commentaries on the vanity of life, the noble family possession, or 
the destruction by the Spaniards without feeling a need to address the potential overlap 
between various considerations that could cue the contemplative faculties of the viewer.  
Nevertheless, greater caution should be exercised when interpreting these ruins 
around Haarlem – and scholars of every stripe have lumped them together as a group – as 
lieux de memoires for the wartime violence and suffering by Haarlem during the siege 
and its heroic though ultimately futile resistance. As the former headquarters of Don 
                                                      
66 Petrus Scriverius, Beschrijvinghe van out Batavien (Arnhem, 1614), pp. 125-127; originally 
published under the pseudonym Saxo Grammaticus as Oudt Batavien, nu ghenaemt Holland 
(Leiden, 1606). Donkersloot, “Brederode verbeeld,” vol. 2, pp. 246-247. 
 
67 H.F.K. van Nierop, The nobility of Holland: From knights to regents, 1500-1650 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1984), pp. 180-182 and 186-189. 
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Frederick, the Huis ter Kleef’s ruins actually possessed greater poignancy as a reminder 
of the war over those of Brederode Castle. Claes Jansz Visscher included an image of 
Huis ter Kleef in his Plaisante Plaetsen, but not one of Brederode [fig. 96].68 More 
significantly, when Pieter de Molijn and Jan van de Velde produced a large three-plate 
panoramic print of Haarlem in 1621, published by David Horenbeeck and likely also a 
commission from the city magistrates, only the ruins of the Huis ter Kleef feature 
prominently [fig. 118].69 Dutch printmakers and publishers continued to pioneer the 
independent panoramic city view in the early seventeenth century, producing treatments 
of cities all over Europe rather than just the Netherlands.70 Nothing comparable exists, 
however, for this highly distinctive Haarlem view in which the landscape features more 
than the city itself, deep in the background distance and nestled in trees with only towers 
a few roofs visible. Just as the Haarlem landscape formed an essential part of its civic 
identity, so too do the ruins of the Huis ter Kleef. Van de Velde’s panoramic treatment, in 
fact, is easily the most grandiose and detailed depiction of a Dutch ruin from the early 
seventeenth century [fig. 119, detail of fig. 118]. The Huis ter Kleef was destroyed 
dramatically with large charges of gunpowder (rather than simply set on fire as 
Brederode was) making its destruction especially savage, and nearly complete. The 
shard-like vertical slabs left behind more easily bear the visual signifiers of violence over 
natural decay.  
 
  
                                                      
68 As noted by Walter S. Gibson, Pleasant Places: The Rustic Landscape from Bruegel to 
Ruisdael (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000), p. 104, who finds the omission 
surprising since both ruins were destroyed in the Revolt. 
 
69 Hollstein 167.  
 
70 B. van ‘t Hoff, “Grote Stadspanorama’s gegraveerd in Amsterdam sedert 1609,” Jaarboek van 
het Genootschap Amstelodamum 47 (1955), 81-131. 
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The Abbey of Rijnsburg 
 The ruin of greatest interest to Van de Velde outside the immediate vicinity of 
Haarlem was the former Abbey of Rijnsburg, which he depicted multiple times in print 
and in a recently-discovered drawing from 1615 [figs. 120 & 121].71 Founded in 1133, 
this abbey northwest of Leiden served as a Benedictine convent for noblewomen and 
therefore had a higher status and patronage than most.72 It was subject to violence by 
iconoclastic rioters in the 1560s, although the exact extent of the damage they inflicted is 
unclear. It was finally reduced to an uninhabitable state by intentional burning during the 
Siege of Leiden in 1573-1574. Most notably, the Abbey of Rijnsburg served as a burial 
site for a number of the famous medieval Counts of Holland, including Dirk VI (1114-
1157), Willem I (c. 1175-1222), Floris IV (1210-1234), and Floris V (1254-1296). Van 
de Velde appears to have been the first artist to use this ruined abbey as an artistic 
subject, with perhaps the exception of Abraham Bloemaert (although the date of his 
drawing of the abbey is uncertain).73 
Since the abbey was a locus of iconoclasm, one might reasonably wonder, as 
Michiel Plomp does, whether Jan van de Velde had any anti-Catholic sentiments in mind 
when he drew and etched the ruins.74 Anti-Catholic feelings, however, appear not to have 
                                                      
71 Hollstein 174. Other prints that appear to be based on the ruin are Hollstein 202 and 204. The 
drawing, unknown to Van Gelder, was first published in Michiel Plomp et al., From New York 
with Love: The Drawings Collection of Matthijs de Clercq (Haarlem: Teylers Museum, 2010), 
pp. 42-43 (fig. 33). It bears a date on the recto of November 19, 1615 in the same ink as the 
drawing, making it one of the only surviving drawings from early in his career to bear a date.  
 
72 The literature on the history of the abbey is fairly extensive, but basic references include: G.D.I. 
Schotel, De Abdy van Rijnsburg (Den Bosch: Muller, 1851); J.B. Glasbergen and S.C.H. 
Leenheer, Duizend jaar Rijnsburg (Leiden: De Bink, 1974); J.B. Glasbergen and H.H. van 
Regteren Altena, “De Abdij van Rijnsburg: Opgravingen in 1960/61 en 1963/64,” Leids 
Jaarboekje 57 (1965), 144-157; and the preface by A.A.W. van Gestel in Jaap Bolten et al., “De 
Ruïne van Rijnsburg in Prent en Tekening 1600-1812,” Delineavit et Sculpsit 13 (1994), 1-6, with 
further bibliography. 
 
73 For a survey of early images of the ruined abbey, see Bolten et al., “De Ruïne van Rijnsburg,” 
passim. The drawing attributed to Bloemaert (idem, pp. 18-20, no. 1) is dated 1624 but Bolten, 
who is the leading authority on drawings by the artist, believes it was made c. 1590-1595. 
 
74 Michiel Plomp, “Four Centuries of Master Drawings from the Low Countries: The Collection 
of Matthijs de Clercq,” in Plomp et al., From New York with Love, p. 43. 
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been that strong in relation to the abbey after its destruction, at least among the local 
inhabitants. Some of the sisters were still alive in the early seventeenth century, of whom 
the last to die (in 1620) we know was granted burial on the abbey grounds.75 Nor does 
Van de Velde appear to explore this theme elsewhere in his oeuvre. More likely, the 
abbey ruin drew his attention for its storied association with the Counts of Holland – to 
the extent that any historical reference should be drawn – just as the ruins of Brederode 
and Huis ter Kleef drew upon their well-known affiliation with the Brederode family. 
These were sites where the ruins made visible the temporal authority of the past. 
Furthermore, a number of proto-archaeological investigations, among the earliest in the 
Northern Netherlands, had been underway around the time that Van de Velde made his 
images of the abbey. These not only turned up the gravestones of the Counts, but 
revealed, according to the local humanist Joachim Oudaen in 1613, the now-discredited 
notion that the site’s foundations dated back to ancient Roman times.76 
 
The Batavian Myth and Local Antiquity 
 
The period of the Twelve Years’ Truce saw an overwhelming interest in the local 
antiquity of Holland and the United Provinces. This intense fascination relates 
indisputably to issues of identity formation at the moment of the de facto independence 
that came to be understood after the signing of the Truce in 1609, and to serious political 
concerns during the formation of a Republic as the preferred form of government. It 
manifested primarily in an exploration and exegesis on what is now termed the Batavian 
Myth, through which humanists scrutinized texts for political legitimacy and to celebrate 
                                                                                                                                                                 
 
75 Glasbergen & Leenheer, Duizend jaar Rijnsburg, p. 54; Schotel, De Abdy van Rijnsburg, p. 
207. 
 
76 Glasbergen & Leenheer, Duizend jaar Rijnsburg, pp. 36-37. 
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aspects of their perceived national character.77 Poets, playwrights, and artists expanded on 
the renewed interest in ancient Batavians to create cultural touchstones that often 
interweaved facts, fictions, and imaginative forays into the past.78  
 Never before has a linkage been made between the Batavian Myth and the 
superabundance of real and imagined ancient ruins in Van de Velde’s works. Nor, for that 
matter, has this connection been made in relation to the birth of the distinctively Dutch 
landscape tradition generally, the scholarship of which has always focused on the 
importance of the realistic present rather than an imagined past. Van de Velde, more than 
any other artist at the time in the Northern Netherlands, committed much of his artistic 
practice to a notion of visualized antiquity, especially early in his career during the Truce 
years. Caution must be used when treating these works in a political context, since there 
have been moments in the historiography of Dutch landscape that have led to the 
eschewing of the overt use of contemporary nationalistic feelings as an interpretive 
model.79 Naturally, any accounting of novel landscape formulae that strictly adheres to 
political or nationalizing aspects misses many of the larger cultural forces, especially 
artistic ones, that had already been in motion. At the same time, a consideration of the 
                                                      
77 The term Batavian Myth was coined by I. Schöffer, “The Batavian Myth during the Sixteenth 
and Seventeenth Centuries,” in J.S. Bromley et al. (eds.), Britain and the Netherlands (The 
Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1975), pp. 78-101, which remains a fundamental reference for the study 
of Batavian identity in this period. See also, Wilfried Hessing, “Foreign oppressor versus 
civiliser: the Batavian myth as the source for contrasting associations of Rome in Dutch 
historiography and archaeology,” in Richard Hingley, ed., Images of Rome: Perceptions of 
ancient Rome in Europe and the United States in the modern age (Portsmouth, RI: Journal of 
Roman Archaeology, 2001), pp. 126-143. 
 
78 Netherlandish antiquity and the Batavians have informed a number of significant art-historical 
studies in recent years, including Marisa Bass, Jan Gossart and the Invention of Netherlandish 
Antiquity (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2016); Thijs Weststeijn, Art and Antquity in the 
Netherlands and Britain: The Vernacular Arcadia of Franciscus Junius (1591-1677) (Leiden & 
Boston: Brill, 2015); and Stephanie Porras, “Producing the Vernacular: Antwerp, Cultural 
Archaeology and the Bruegelian Peasant,” Journal of the Historians of Netherlandish Art 3:1 
(2011). 
 
79 The main study that promoted a nationalistic understanding of early seventeenth-century Dutch 
landscape, an approach that was heavily criticized and has been somewhat avoided since, was 
Catherine Levesque, Journey Through Landscape in Seventeenth-Century Holland: The Haarlem 
Print Series and Dutch Identity (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1994).  
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Batavian Myth adds a vital aspect to the larger civic ambit of the discussion, one that not 
only relates closely to the depiction of structures ruined during the struggle for 
independence, as we have seen already with identifiable ruins, but also for the idea of a 
lost but localized antiquity that local denizens knew must have existed in the first place. 
Van de Velde not only played an important role in the visual arts deriving from the new 
wave of enthusiasm for notions of local antiquity, but he was also personally connected 
to some of the humanists most deeply involved such as Petrus Scriverius. 
 The fact that the Low Countries even had an antiquity, one indeed rooted in 
ancient Roman culture, had more or less completely escaped the notice of humanists until 
the early sixteenth century. One of the great causes of this ‘invisibility’, as archaeologists 
can attest to now, is that nearly every stone or non-ephemeral structure once existing in 
the region (a place notable for its lack of stone quarries) was quickly spoliated or re-used 
in the early Middle Ages for churches, monasteries, fortresses, and so forth. Even the 
well-built Roman roads along the limes had flooded over with mud and silt by late 
antiquity, and remained nearly entirely covered until being excavated in the 1980s.80 In 
the Renaissance, all knowledge about the ancient Dutch tribe of Batavians came instead 
from Tacitus’s Histories and Germania, works that themselves narrowly escaped the 
dustbin of history when Bocaccio located the sole-surviving copies in the fourteenth 
century in Monte Cassino’s library. Manuscript copies then circulated among a small 
group of mostly Italian humanists until the first printed editions brought these texts more 
widely to light and, finally, to the attention of such notable Netherlandish humanists such 
as Gerard Geldenhauer, Cornelius Aurelius, and Erasmus, all of whom naturally devoted 
a great deal of attention to understanding their ethnic forebears.81  
                                                      
80 Hessing, “Foreign oppressor versus civiliser,” pp. 128-129. 
 
81 For the renaissance historiography of Batavian Myth, see Schöffer, “The Batavian Myth,” pp. 
80-86; Hessing, “Foreign oppressor versus civiliser,” pp. 131-132; and for the humanist response 
generally, Karin Tilmans, Historiography and Humanism in Holland in the Age of Erasmus: 
Aurelius and the Divisiekroniek of 1517 (Nieuwkoop: De Graaf, 1992). 
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 Tacitus’s texts provided the first direct link between the Low Countries and 
ancient Rome. Tacitus also provided humanists with the earliest putative study of the 
inherent character of the Netherlandish peoples – a quasi-anthropological account of their 
behavioral makeup – which was held as deeply informative for understanding their 
modern disposition, at least according to renaissance logic. Among the most flattering 
characteristics ascribed to the ancient Batavians was the fact that they were considered 
the bravest of all the tribes in Germany and Gaul. They were also famous for military 
feats such as having a cavalry that could swim in formation. Furthermore, they enjoyed a 
special relationship with the Julio-Claudian emperors, who not only employed the 
Batavians in their personal bodyguard but, more importantly, exempted their entire tribe 
of the usual taxes in lieu of special military service. As Tacitus famously declared: “Free 
from imposts and special levies, and reserved for employment in battle, they are like 
weapons and armor – only to be used in war.”82 
 In relation to the cultural production during the Twelve Years’ Truce (1609-
1621), it would be no exaggeration to claim that there was an enthusiastic vogue for the 
Batavians during these years. New editions of Tacitus translated into Dutch appeared in 
1612, 1614, and 1616.83 Scriverius published his seminal history of the region, Batavia 
Illustrata, in 1609, which appeared shortly thereafter in Dutch as Beschrijvinghe van out 
Batavien.84 Hugo Grotius published his own study, De Antiquitate Reipublicae Batavicae 
in 1610, likewise immediately translated and issued in Dutch.85 In 1619, the Indonesian 
city of Jakarta was even renamed Batavia (an appellation that remained until Indonesian 
                                                      
82 Tacitus, Germania, trans. M. Hutton (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1970), ch. 29. 
 
83 Schöffer, “The Batavian Myth,” p. 89, note 24. New editions furthermore appeared in 1630 and 
1635. 
 
84 For an overview of Scriverius’s historical writings, see Pierre Tuynman, “Petrus Scriverius (12 
Jan. 1576—30 April 1660),” Quaerendo 7:1 (1977), 4-45, especially pp. 20-22 for bibliographic 
details. 
 
85 The fundamental study of this work, with a translation and further references, is Hugo Grotius, 
The Antiquity of the Batavian Republic, with the Notes by Petrus Scriverius, edited and translated 
by Jan Waszink (Assen: Van Gorcum, 2000). 
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independence). Batavians became the subject of a number of new dramaturgic 
explorations and elaborations of their tale. Jan Sywertsen Kolm’s Battaefsche vrienden-
spieghel appeared in 1615, Theodore Rodenburg’s Batavierse vrijagie-spel in 1616, and 
P.C. Hooft’s Baeto, from 1617. Hooft based his play on the ancient legendary figure of 
Baeto whose historical existence had already then been called into question. Historical 
accuracy, however, was never the main point of these theater productions.  
In the visual arts, the Batavians found their first significant representation in a 
substantial series of prints comprised of 35 plates (plus a title-page) published in 1611-
1612, the Batavorum cum Romanis Bellum designed by Otto van Veen and etched by 
Antonio Tempesta.86 This series illustrated scenes from the rebellion in 69 CE led by the 
Batavian leader Julius Civilis (for obscure reasons, his name is usually given in art-
historical literature as Claudius rather than Julius) embellished with captions that quote 
Tacitus’s Histories, the text of his that treats the revolt at length, and our only source of 
knowledge about Civilis and the Dutch Revolt against Rome.87 Interest in the history and 
character of the Batavians intensified dramatically during the Truce years not just as an 
expression of nationalistic pride in ancient roots specific to the newly free United 
Provinces, but also as an important prefiguration of the revolt against the Habsburgs that 
they themselves had just won. The typological association was too strikingly and 
fatefully clear: a traditionally free people attempting to throw off the yoke of an empire 
led by an unjust and oppressive ruler. The city of Amsterdam famously celebrated the 
                                                      
86 Sebastian Buffa, The Illustrated Bartsch 35 (Formerly Volume 17 Part 2), (New York: Abaris, 
1984), pp. 288-324, nos. 560-595; Eckhard Leuschner, The Illustrated Bartsch 35, Commentary 
Part 2 (N.p.: Abaris, 2007), pp. 103-152, nos. 3501.497-532. The series appears to have been 
published first in Rome in 1611 and then in Antwerp in 1612. See also, Mark Morford, 
“Theatrum hodiernae vitae: Lipsius, Vaenius, and the Rebellion of Civilis,” in Karl Enenkel, ed., 
Recreating Ancient History: Episodes from the Greek and Roman Past in the Arts and Literature 
of the Early Modern Period (Leiden: Brill, 2001), pp. 57-74; Schöffer, “The Batavian Myth,” pp. 
94-95; and Henri van de Waal, Drie Eeuwen Vaderlandsche Geschied-Uitbeelding 1500-1800: 
Een Iconologische Studie, 2 vols. (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1952), vol. 1, pp. 210-215. 
 
87 Tacitus, Histories, Book IV, chapters 12-37, 54-79, and Book V, chapters 14-26. Since Book V 
breaks off after chapter 26 and the rest of the text is missing, we do not know the ultimate fate of 
Civilis, nor the exact outcome of the revolt. 
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revolt of Civilis some years later by commissioning a series of monumental paintings for 
its Stadhuis (now the Paleis op de Dam), built after the Treaty of Münster in 1648, that 
originally included Rembrandt’s famous masterpiece, The Oath of the Batavians.88 The 
Treaty of Münster finally recognized formal, de jure independence of the United 
Provinces and, unsurprisingly, marked the beginning of a second ‘Batavian craze’. This 
renewed passion for all things Batavian thirty years later paralleled that of the Truce 
years in being inspired by a similarly patriotic moment. 
The idea of invoking local antiquity obtained special urgency for Grotius, writing 
in 1610, whose influential political thought was at the heart of political debate in the 
United Provinces. While the North had gained sovereignty from the Habsburg crown, the 
choice of government was by no means guaranteed to be a republic rather than a 
monarchy. In his study of the Batavian ‘Republic’ (De Antiquitate Reipublicae 
Batavicae) Grotius averred that the sovereignty of the United Provinces was not gained 
but rather preserved based upon a continuous relationship of relative independence from 
monarchy that had lasted for the past 1600 years. While Grotius’s arguments might today 
seem to stretch the historical record beyond credulity (offering an unbroken chain going 
back to antiquity) there is no doubt that he wrote in earnest.89 One of his notable 
conclusions, and relevant for the study of Jan van de Velde and his enthusiasm for ruins, 
is that the Batavians must have lived in towns and cities. Indeed they were the only 
Germanic tribe to do so. Grotius deduced this through a study of magistrate systems in 
ancient texts, from which it became clear to him (and again, somewhat wishfully) that the 
legal systems of the Batavians pointed toward the presence, originally, of substantial 
urban infrastructures. As he wrote: 
                                                      
88 For this commission in general and Rembrandt’s painting in particular, see especially Margaret 
Deutsch Carroll, “Civic Ideology and its Subversion: Rembrandt’s Oath of Claudius Civilis,” Art 
History 9:1 (1986), 12-35; and Carl Nordenfalk, The Batavians’ Oath of Allegiance: Rembrandt’s 
only Monumental Painting (Stockholm: Nationalmuseum, 1982). 
 
89 Schöffer, “The Batavian Myth,” pp. 92-93. 
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The Batavians seem to have been different from the other German peoples in this 
one respect, that the Germans lived in villages only, and had no towns 
whatsoever. That the Batavians, on the other hand, founded towns right from the 
moment they occupied the island, is likely, since they did not choose a temporary 
residence, like the other Germans, but a permanent one; and the place they chose, 
according to Tacitus, was “favourable to the importation of an abundance” of all 
sorts of goods “because of its easy access from the sea.”90 
 
The supposedly urban and civilized nature of Batavian architecture (i.e. Roman) 
was not lost on Otto van Veen. He repeatedly depicted ancient Dutch fortresses and 
bridges as massive and very Roman-like structures in his series of print designs, such as 
The Romans Burning the Dutch Countryside and Civilis and Cerialis Meet on a Broken 
Bridge [figs. 122 & 123].91 Van Veen, who went by the Latin cognomen Vaenius, was a 
pictor doctus, a humanist artist deeply invested in a concern for historical accuracy. He 
even expanded the sense of urban infrastructure a year or so later in his painted version of 
Civilis and Cerialis Meet on a Broken Bridge by adding city prospects in the background 
[fig. 124].92 This latter painting was part of a commission by the States General in The 
Hague for a series of paintings based on the prints to hang in their main meeting 
chamber.93  
Van Veen was an Antwerp-based artist, and one of the few from the Southern 
Netherlands to concern himself with the story of the ancient Batavians. He did so out of a 
sense of much-needed amity between the Low Countries and Rome at a time of cessation 
                                                      
90 Illud tamen addendum est, una in re dissimiles videri Batavos aliis Germanis fuisse. Quod 
Germani sine ullis urbibus vicos tantum habitabant. Batavis vero urbes conditas statim ex quo 
insulam occuparunt, credibile est, quia non ut caeteri temporariam, sed mansuram dedem 
elegerant, idque loco, ut Tacitus ait, ‘ob faciles apulsus accipiendis copiis’ rereum omnum 
‘oportuno’. Grotius, De antiquitate reipublicae Batavicae, chapter II, paragraph 15. The English 
translation is by Jan Waszink in, idem, The Antiquity of the Batavian Republic (ed. Waszink), p. 
67. 
 
91 Buffa, The Illustrated Bartsch, vol. 35, p. 322, no. 593; and, p. 324, no. 595.  
 
92 Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, inv. no. SK-A-432.  
 
93 For the series of paintings, see Leuschner, The Illustrated Bartsch, vol. 35, (Commentary, part 
2), pp. 103-104; and van de Waal, Drie Eeuwen Vaderlandsche Geschied-Uitbeelding, vol. 1, p. 
210, citing payment for the series to Pieter van Veen, the artist’s brother, who worked for the 
States General. Pieter van Veen, incidentally, was the dedicatee of a series of Twelve Months by 
Jan van de Velde from 1616 (Hollstein 46-57).  
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of hostilities. Nevertheless, there was no doubt in anyone’s mind that the Batavians had 
occupied the lands that comprised the newly independent Northern Netherlands, since 
Tacitus was clear that their realm specifically rested north of the Rhine. The only 
geographical debate, one going back to the early sixteenth century, was whether they 
were from Holland or Gelderland, with the far more economically and intellectually 
powerful province of Holland ultimately overpowering the issue (although today 
archaeologists tend to situate the Batavians more in the Gelders/Utrecht area).94 Among 
the most important aspects of the resurgent Batavian Myth during the Truce years was 
not just that it prophesied the revolt and victory of the North, and that it offered an 
idealized ancient model of mores and government – though it did both these things – but 
rather that the myth itself rightfully belonged to the United Provinces alone. In 
cartographic terms, the Antwerp-based Abraham Ortelius had already acknowledged as 
much by his map Belgii Veteris Typus from 1594 depicting the locations of the ‘Old-‘ and 
‘New Batavia’ (Batavia Vetus and Batavia Recenti) precisely in the regions that 
comprised the United Provinces.95 
The accuracy of various treatments of the Batavians in terms of geography and 
habits did not pass without controversy among humanists, itself a testament to the greater 
concern for historical fidelity such projects held in these years. Johannes Pontanus 
disagreed with the assessment of the ancient tribes by Philipp Clüver in his Germaniae 
Antiquae, despite its remarkable accuracy by modern standards, and for which a number 
of striking etchings were supplied by Simon Frisius to show the tribesmen and women in 
                                                      
94 For a summary of this debate, see Hessing, “Foreign oppressor versus civiliser,” p. 132. 
 
95 The Belgii Veterus Typus was part of a later addendum (the Parergon) to the Teatrum Orbis 
Terrarum that comprised maps of the ancient world and was, according to Koeman, part of a 
more personal project by Ortelius that was close to his heart. See C. Koeman, The History of 
Abraham Ortelius and his Teatrum Orbis Terrarum (Lausanne: Sequoia, 1964), p. 44; H.A.M. 
van der Heijden, “De Bataafse mythe in de cartografie,” Caert-Thresoor 23:2 (2004), 37-41. 
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dress that looks truly ancient, although the occasional codpiece intrudes [fig. 125].96 Van 
Veen himself updated the clothing of the Batavians in his painted series to make them 
seem more ancient rather than medieval or Burgundian, as had previously been the 
convention.97 Thus illustrated scholarly books as well as works of art by humanist artists 
such as Van Veen began to increasingly concern themselves with accuracy in visual 
representation, even as more freely imagined stories based on the ancient tribes made 
their way into theater. 
Unlike nearly all other historians at the time, Clüver denied that the Batavians 
were even German, locating them instead in Gaul, and boldly ‘correcting’ Tacitus in this 
regard. One of his strongest interlocutors was Van de Velde’s friend, Petrus Scriverius, 
who effectively countered this claim in a later edition of Grotius’s work (Scriverius was a 
great defender of the latter’s ideas generally) that he supplied with copious notes that 
served more to expand upon rather than correct the original text.98 Scriverius placed the 
Batavians in Holland by seconding the degree of their urbanization in Roman times.99 He 
appears to have been the first Dutch humanist to make use of the Peutinger map (the 
Tabula Peutingeriana) to more or less correctly identify certain towns and cities in the 
Northern Netherlands as having provable Roman origins. This map was (and remains) 
famous as the only surviving copy of any ancient Roman road map of Europe and which 
                                                      
96 Philipus Cluverius, Germaniae antiquae libri tres (Leiden, 1616). Henri van de Waal, Drie 
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had just been published in print for the first time by Ortelius and Moretus.100 Worth 
remarking is that in the same note about the urbanization of the Batavians, Scriverius 
remarked offhand about his colleague, Johannes Smetius, “I am eagerly looking forward 
to his book on the antiquity of the town of Nijmegen and the ancient remains excavated 
there.”101 Scriverius could thus finally expect a study of physical traces of ancient 
structures in the United Provinces themselves, though unfortunately not ones in the 
Province of Holland itself.  
The lack of visible ancient remains was obviously a concern. At the time, the only 
ruin in Holland thought to be Roman was the Burcht van Leiden, actually not Roman at 
all but rather a medieval motte from the eleventh century.102 More significant to their 
historical imagination was the large and famous ancient ruin that remained frustratingly 
underwater and therefore completely out of view, the so-called Arx Brittanica, or 
Brittenburg.103 The Arx Brittanica remained submerged off the coast of Katwijk near 
Leiden except for rare and periodic re-emergences after certain storm tides left the base 
of the structure visible and allowed for the collection of artifacts. It gained the misnomer 
Brittenburg in the fifteenth century when it was thought to have been built by early 
                                                      
100 For the Peutinger map and its early modern historiography, see Richard J.A. Talbert, Rome’s 
World: The Peutinger Map Reconsidered (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 
especially pp. 19-23 for the Ortelius and Moretus publication. 
 
101 Cuius Commentarium de Noviomagi oppidi antiquitate et monumentis priscis inibi effossis, 
avidissime exspectamus. The English translation is by Jan Waszink in Grotius, The Antiquity of 
the Batavian Republic (ed. Waszink), pp. 130-131. Scriverius here is commenting on the 
Grotius’s passage about the urban nature of the Batavians found in ch. 2, paragraph 15. 
 
102 Paul E. van Reyen, Middeleeuwse kastelen in Nederland (Haarlem: Fibula-Van Dishoeck, 
1976). 
 
103 The basic studies of the site are H. Dijkstra and F.C.J. Ketelaar, Brittenburg: Raadsels rond 
een verdronken ruïne (Bussum: C.A.J. van Dishoeck, 1965); and J.E.A. Boomgaard et al., eds., 
De uitwateringssluizen van Katwijk 1404-1984, vol. 13 (Leiden Hollandse Studiën, 1984). Its 
importance in relation to seventeenth-century Dutch artistic culture is discussed briefly in 
Weststeijn, Art and Antquity in the Netherlands and Britain, pp. 55-56, who connects interest in it 
to the circle of Franciscus Junius. Two paintings from the early seventeenth century, both in 
private collections, attempt literal recreations of the site (Weststeijn, op cit., p. 67, fig. 50) and 
have been variously connected to artists in the orbit of Jan van de Velde in Haarlem, such as 
Esaias van de Velde, Jan van Goyen, and Pieter Saenredam, though none convincingly. 
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medieval Britons fleeing their homeland.104 Three emergences in the sixteenth century, 
however, (in 1520, 1552, and 1562) made it clear to humanists who studied the collected 
coins and inscriptions on artifacts gathered at these opportune moments that it was 
actually an ancient Roman structure, perhaps the famous Tower of Caligula mentioned by 
Suetonius.105 After the 1562 emergence, Ortelius published the most extensive and best-
known plan of the ruin [fig. 126]. This plan was frequently reprinted in various forms in 
nearly every historical study of the region that followed, including in the 1609 historical 
study by Scriverius. To judge from early sources, it appears that the Arx Brittanica never 
again re-emerged after 1562, or at least not in the seventeenth century; and, in fact, 
modern archaeologists have continually failed to relocate it after much effort.106 For 
Batavian enthusiasts during the Truce years, its seemingly endless annual absences must 
have led to a rather unusual perceptual challenge for those wishing to study it, or simply 
bask in its historical presence. It was, in the end, a truly significant ancient Roman ruin in 
Holland that was certainly tactile, if only it could be found, yet ultimately invisible and 
enticingly out of reach. This did not keep it from being discussed repeatedly and studied 
with great interest. 
What might be deemed the culture of the local antiquity and its ancient remains 
was not lost on the educated classes generally, and certainly not on Jan van de Velde, 
who continually conjured the idea of an ancient past – a necessarily imaginary one – from 
the local surround. As Wilfried Hessing has shown, the educated populace of the United 
                                                      
104 Hessing, “Foreign oppressor versus civiliser,” pp. 128-129; citing Johannis a Leydis (John of 
Leiden), Chronicon Hollandiae comitum et episcoporum Ultraiectensium, c. 1490. 
 
105 For the historiography of this theory with some additional modern evidence that seems to 
support it, see S.L. Wynia, “Caius was here. The Emperor Caius’ Preparations for the Invasion of 
Britannia: New Epigraphic Evidence,” in H. Sarfatij et al., eds., In Discussion with the Past: 
Archaeological studies presented to W.A. van Es (Zwolle: Foundation for Promoting 
Archaeology, 1999), 145-147.  
 
106 Harold Hendricks, Director of the Koninklijk Nederlands Instituut Rome, was kind enough to 
share with me his strong conviction that the Arx Brittanica cannot be located by modern 
archaeologists for the simple reason that it never existed in the first place (personal 
communication, July 5, 2015). If true, this would certainly put an interesting twist on the notion 
of ‘imagined’ ruins. 
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Provinces was widely aware of the renewed interest in ancient Batavia, and especially the 
ideas of Grotius, which had such great political importance during this time of crucial 
identity formation in the young Republic.  
What emerges from a study of Van de Velde’s numerous ruins is the profile of an 
artist who was deeply concerned with antiquarian culture at a moment of intense and 
fluid understandings of the origins, remains, and histories in the United Provinces. We 
have seen that Oudaen thought that the Abbey of Rijnsburg had Roman origins, as did 
Smetius (more correctly) for the remains he studied in Nijmegen. Ampzing was as unsure 
as anyone about the exact origins of the Huis ter Kleef, a case that likely applied to a 
great number of ruins found scattered amongst the woods and dunes in the region. What 
seemed certain, however, was that the proud and ancient tribe of the Batavians, the 
bravest and most civilized of Germanic tribes, once populated these very towns and cities 
of Holland – and, that precious few traces of them remained. Far from being retardataire 
and in contradistinction to contemporary notions of working ‘from life’, Van de Velde’s 
imaginary ruins drew on history as a fertile source of raw material for the imagination in 
the same way that certain fictions (like P.C. Hooft’s mythical Baeto) reflected intense 
enthusiasms for a very real past, whether the artistic creations themselves were imaginary 
or not.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Landscape as Allegory: Time-Cycle Imagery and Humanist Authors 
 
 
A major component of Jan van de Velde’s printed oeuvre is a number of 
thematized series of plates treating the Twelve Months and Four Seasons of the year. 
While Van de Velde drew upon earlier traditions found in print, he also significantly 
transformed certain conventions, especially in terms of favoring landscape settings over 
figurative or allegorical work, and in emphasizing identifiably local surroundings and 
inhabitants.1 He treated the Twelve Months theme on three separate occasions and the 
Four Seasons twice.2 Each of these series uses designs completely of Van de Velde’s 
own invention that ingeniously play on iconographic norms in continuously novel ways, 
though they have received little sustained discussion to date.3 The dates of production for 
these series, which fall c. 1614-1618, cluster remarkably closely not only with each other 
but also in tandem with his prolific output of un-thematized landscape prints from these 
same years. 
                                                      
1 For the general shift away from allegory to genre and landscape in prints of this period, see 
Hans-Martin Kaulbach and Reinhart Schleier, Der Welt Lauf: Allegorische Graphikserien des 
Manierismus (Stuttgart: Staatgalerie Stuttgart, 1997); Ilja Veldman, “Goltzius’ Zintuigen, 
Seizoenen, Elementen, Planeten en Vier tijden van de dag: van allegorie naar genre-voorstelling,” 
Nederlands Kunsthistorisch Jaarboek 42/43 (1991-1992), 307-336; and, idem, Images for the Eye 
and Soul: Function and Meaning in Netherlandish Prints (1450-1650) (Leiden: Primavera, 2006), 
pp. 193-222. 
 
2 For the Twelve Months, see Hollstein 34-45, 46-57, and 58-70; for the Four Seasons, see 
Hollstein 26-29, and 30-33. 
 
3 The most comprehensive studies to date of the Months and Seasons themes in Dutch prints 
(although there is much more material than could be covered in these otherwise informative 
essays) are Yvette Bruijnen, “Over de Twelf Maendekens en de Vier Tyden ‘s iaers: De Maanden 
en Jaargetijden in de kunst van de Nederlanden circa 1500 tot 1750,” in Yvette Bruijnen and Paul 
Huys Janssen et al., De Vier Jaargetijden in de kunst van de Nederlanden 1500-1750 (Zwolle: 
Waanders, 2002), pp. 51-71; and Ilja M. Veldman, “Waaien met de mode mee: De Vier 
Jaargetijden in de prentkunst van de Nederlanden,” in, idem, pp. 73-81. 
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 One of the most distinguishing features of his thematized series is that these 
works almost always bear Latin verses in the captions in the form of couplets (distichs) or 
quatrains (tetrastichs). These verses have likewise received very little attention and have 
never been studied as a whole.4 The assumption expressed more than once in the past that 
Van de Velde’s authors did not regard his images closely when composing their verses is 
demonstrably erroneous.5 This chapter will not only contextualize Van de Velde’s Twelve 
Months and Four Seasons imagery within the visual tradition, but it will also examine the 
network of humanists who authored the original Neo-Latin verses for his single-sheet 
prints.  
Many of these authors have never been previously identified despite the fact that 
several of them signed with their initials or a Latinized name. Their identification here 
allows us to more fully understand the interrelationships between humanists and 
printmakers for the production of such works, especially in Haarlem. One particular 
series of Twelve Months (Hollstein 58-70) will be treated more extensively here, since its 
verses by the previously undiscussed Reinier Telle were directly inspired by one of the 
most important and relevant ancient sources for the time-cycle imagery, the evocative 
study of the months found in Ovid’s Fasti. This lengthy but unfinished poem by Ovid has 
long gone unrecognized as an important source for Van de Velde’s works.  
                                                      
4 But for important studies of text/image relationships on Dutch and Flemish prints generally in 
this era, see Elizabeth McGrath, “Rubens’s ‘Susanna and the Elders’ and moralizing inscriptions 
on prints,” in Herman Vekeman and Justus Müller Hofstede, eds., Wort und Bild in der 
niederländischen Kunst und Literatur des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts (Erfstadt: Lukassen, 1984), 
73-90; Konrad Renger, “Verhältnis von Text und Bild in der Graphik: Beobachtungen zu 
Missverhältnissen,” in Vekeman and Müller Hofstede, eds., Wort und Bild, 151-161; Philipp 
Ackermann, Textfunktion und Bild in Genreszenen der niederländischen Graphik des 17. 
Jahrhunderts (Alfter: Verlag und Datenbank für Geisteswissenschaften, 1993); and Pieter van der 
Coelen, “Producing Texts for Prints: Artists, Poets, Publishers,” in Celeste Brusati, Karl A.E. 
Enenkel, and Walter S. Melion, eds., The Authority of the Word: Reflecting on Image and Text in 
Northern Europe, 1400-1700 (Leiden: Brill, 2012). 
 
5 For this assumption, see, for example, Christopher Brown, Dutch Landscape: The Early Years. 
Haarlem and Amsterdam 1590-1650 (London: National Gallery, 1986), pp. 174-177, no. 73; and 
Guido Jansen in Ger Luijten and Ariane van Suchtelen et al., eds., Dawn of the Golden Age: 
Northern Netherlandish Art 1580-1620 (Amsterdam: Rijksmuseum, 1993), pp. 658-660, no. 330. 
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One of the most celebrated series of prints by Jan van de Velde, and certainly his 
most exhibited to date, is the large set of Four Seasons issued by Claes Jansz Visscher in 
1617.6 The critical adulation of these images comes with good reason, since they are 
tours de force of composition, scale, and technique. Van de Velde’s vigor of line and his 
ability to render a variety of textures and accents in the bursting foliage and elsewhere 
constitutes a major statement about the possibilities of the etching medium itself. Notable 
too is his command of contrasting atmospheric effects related to each season: verdant and 
humid Spring [fig. 127], with its still air affording delicate reflections in the unperturbed 
water; Summer [fig. 128], with its windmill brisk and in motion; Fall [fig. 129], soaking, 
to the detriment of the poorly thatched dwelling; and Winter [fig. 130], pallid and frozen 
but still salubrious enough to promote play on the ice.  
 Exceptional in its own right is Visscher’s dedication on the first plate (Spring) to 
Hendrick Hondius: “Claes Jansz Visscher dedicates this work to the celebrated and 
excellent engraver Hendrick Hondius, his most sincere friend.”7 It is a touching tribute to 
the bond between two prominent print publishers who were apparently quite close 
personally. They nevertheless must have been business competitors to some degree, 
despite operating in the separate cities of Amsterdam and The Hague. Furthermore, they 
were not just print publishers but also highly skilled printmakers in their own right, and 
they both evinced an abiding interest in landscape etching while the genre was still young 
in the Northern Netherlands. That Jan van de Velde was chosen for this commission – or 
that Visscher, upon seeing the finished plates, subsequently decided to dedicate them to 
                                                      
6 Hollstein 30-33. For this series, see David Freedberg, Dutch Landscape Prints (London: British 
Museum, 1980), pp. 34-35; Brown, Dutch Landscape: The Early Years, pp. 174-177, no. 73; 
Edwin Buijsen, Tussen fantasie en werkelijkheid: 17de eeuwse Hollandse landschapschilderkunst 
(Baarn: De Prom, 1993), pp. 162-163, no. 27; and Luijten and Van Suchtelen et al., eds., Dawn of 
the Golden Age, pp. 658-660, no. 330. 
 
7 Clarissimo Praestantissimoque Pictori Chalcographico Henrico Hondio amico suo 
candidissimo, offert consecratque Nicolaes Joannis Vischerius. See Luijten and Van Suchtelen et 
al., eds., Dawn of the Golden Age, pp. 658-660, no. 330 (from which the translation is taken); and 
Nadine M. Orenstein, Hendrick Hondius and the Business of Prints in Seventeenth-Century 
Holland (Rotterdam: Sound & Vision Interactive, 1996), p. 64. 
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Hondius – hardly seems surprising given the cluster of intersecting interests between 
these three individuals. The project embodies ‘print culture’ in the strictest sense of the 
term: printmakers and publishers as connoisseurs of their own material.   
 The Neo-Latin verses that accompany these images offer a distinctly Virgilian 
tone. On Summer, for instance, one reads: 
The summer is here and the industrious country-man seeks the shade beneath the 
trees, and the fat cows wander through the meadows. The country-woman milks 
the ewes, and soothes the foaming udders, she presses out the milk, and stores the 
bees’ honey in overflowing urns.8 
 
A similar spirit, one clearly derived from the Georgics, Virgil’s widely celebrated ode to 
agricultural life, echoes throughout the verses for the other seasons as well. Agrarian 
activities predominate as both image and text explore the cycle of the year through eyes 
nominally familiar with the activities of farmer and peasant. To some degree, of course, 
this familiarity is illusory. Just as the ancient Roman poets who inspired the pastoral 
idiom in the first place, Van de Velde and his anonymous versifier for this series were 
certainly urbanites working with an urban clientele in mind. They offer an idealized 
vision of rustic life for the cultured and well-heeled elite. 
 It is not entirely surprising, therefore, to find some local gentry with their high 
hats and wide ruffs populating many of the scenes, a class of people that have no place in 
the Eclogues or Georgics. The classical pastoral idiom has been transposed to 
accommodate the mix of classes, whose recreational enjoyment of the ice in an image 
such as Winter is distinctly unclassical and requires clarification in the caption: 
The cold is not slow, nor is it characterised by tedium. You are mistaken, Ovid! 
Look at our youngsters, on the rivers there before you, hardened by the harsh 
                                                      
8 Aestus adest, gnavique petunt sub frondibus umbram 
Agricolae: et pingues errant per gramina vaccae 
Rustica mulget oves, spumantiaque ubera mollit, 
Lac premit, imbriferisque apium mel condit in urnis. 
The English translation is taken from Luijten and Van Suchtelen, Dawn of the Golden Age, pp. 
658-669, no. 330. For a slightly different (and likewise good) translation, see also Buijsen, Tussen 
fantasie en werkelijkheid, pp. 162-163, no. 27. 
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frost, with iron beneath their feet they glide gracefully in long lines diagonally 
through the landed estates.9 
 
Classical authority, in this case Ovid, had to be corrected to account for the Northern and 
therefore particularly non-Roman local climate in the wintertime.10 This concession to 
regional norms and its layering onto an idealized vision of pastoral or Arcadian existence 
set within the local surround is one of the most distinctive features of Jan van de Velde’s 
time-cycle imagery.11 Van de Velde’s oeuvre is central to understanding this genre in the 
Northern Netherlands since he produced a far greater number of works treating the 
themes of the Months and Seasons than any of his contemporaries.  
 The fact that nearly all of these series were produced and issued during the Truce 
years deserves special attention in this formative moment of Dutch national 
consciousness, especially since his many landscapes with ruins from these same years 
(explored in the previous chapter) bear Arcadian overtones of classical past brought into 
the contemporary consciousness. David Freedberg’s assertion that one finds the Arcadian 
past transferred to the Netherlands best sums up the essential ambition of this 
programmatic imagery.12 Along with activities such as the ice-skating mentioned above, 
                                                      
9 Frigus iners non est, nec habet sua taedia frigus, 
Falleris ô Naso, nostram intueare iuventam, 
En tibi stricta gelu, ferratâ calce teruntur 
Flumina, et extensas du cunt per rura choreas. 
The English translation is taken from Luijten and Van Suchtelen, Dawn of the Golden Age, pp. 
658-669, no. 330. For a slightly different translation, see also Buijsen, Tussen fantasie en 
werkelijkheid, pp. 162-163, no. 27. 
 
10 Robert Fucci, “Arcadia unbound: Early Dutch landscape prints and the Amenissimae aliquot 
regiunculae of 1616 by Jan van de Velde II,” Art in Print 4:5 (2015), 17-22. For wintertime 
scenes in Dutch art generally, see Ariane van Suchtelen, Holland Frozen in Time (Zwolle: 
Waanders, 2001). 
 
11 For the Arcadian theme in Dutch art, see especially Alison McNeil Kettering, The Dutch 
Arcadia: Pastoral Art and its Audience in the Golden Age (Montclair: Allanheld & Schram, 
1983); Peter van den Brink, Het Gedroomde Land: Pastorale schilderkunst in de Gouden Eeuw 
(Zwolle: Waanders, 1993); and Arthur K. Wheelock Jr. and Jacob M. de Groot, “Aelbert Cuyp 
and the Depiction of the Dutch Arcadia,” in Arthur K. Wheelock Jr., ed., Aelbert Cuyp 
(Washington: National Gallery of Art, 2001), pp. 14-33. 
 
12 Freedberg, Dutch Landscape Prints, p. 12. 
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which becomes indispensible for nearly every wintertime setting, one finds localizing 
features throughout Van de Velde’s cycle imagery, both overt and subtle.  
 In the series of Four Seasons introduced above, for example, a happily glorified 
image of a turning windmill (surely one of the most lively in the history of art) serves as 
the central backdrop to summertime’s seasonal activities [fig. 128]. While windmills are 
quintessentially Dutch, then as now, the massive directional windmills such as this would 
have been understood as marvels of technological ingenuity and local industry rather than 
the quaint pre-Industrial Revolution emblems they later became.13 One can point to a 
similarly localized feature in Spring, centering as it does on a trekschuit, the canal-based 
horse-drawn passenger ferry that had quickly become the conventional means of 
transportation in the United Provinces, especially for inter-urban transportation. In this 
case, a traditional springtime iconography of the ‘love-boat’, a long-standing renaissance 
motif, has been cleverly modified to a quotidian (and therefore ironically relatable) 
means of conveyance. Even the scene of Autumn has arguably been modified to conform 
to weather patterns known especially to countries along the North Sea for which the 
wettest time of year does not actually follow the classical paradigm of late-winter or 
early-spring, but rather in the fall.  
 
Humanists and Printmakers in Haarlem 
  
Regarding the Latin verses on the set of Four Seasons published by Visscher, 
more than one commentator has expressed puzzlement over the seeming disconnect 
between word and image.14 For example, no Cupid shoots arrows into the boat for Spring, 
as per the verse beneath. Likewise, there is mention of grapes in the caption for Autumn 
                                                      
13 Alison McNeil Kettering, “Landscapes with Sails: The Windmill in Netherlandish Prints,” 
Simiolus 33:1-2 (2007-2008), 67-80. 
 
14 See note 3, above. 
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(“…and the slender vines proffer grapes on their delicate branches”) despite the lack of 
vineyards in the image. The somewhat drastic and very likely mistaken conclusion drawn 
from this decoupling of text and image is that the author had not seen the images before 
composing the verses. At stake in such a pronouncement is a depreciation of the 
interpretive value of the Latin verses that frequently accompany these images, which, as 
will be argued, can be considerable. More importantly, it downplays the entire enterprise 
artist-humanist interaction at the time, in Haarlem specifically and in the Netherlands 
generally, for one of the country’s richest periods of print production in terms of having 
original verses applied to artists’ compositions.  
 Nearly two hundred lines of Latin verse can be found on single-sheet prints by 
Van de Velde, a number that does not include those found on portrait prints since these 
works were usually executed on commission after painted prototypes and bear a 
fundamentally different type of inscription (encomia of the individual). These verses 
constitute a true corpus of literature related to his original designs that has received very 
little exegesis as a whole. Almost all of it, in fact, is comprised of Neo-Latin 
compositions created by the artist’s contemporaries specifically for his artworks.15  
 There is no reason to expect that these authors intended to supply literal 
descriptions of the images they versified. To do so not only misses the irony of 
imagining, for example, that Cupid’s arrows would fall about the quotidian contemporary 
trekschuit in an image such as Spring, but also naively assumes that the type of 
associative ekphrasis usually observed in relation to artworks from the Renaissance 
onward was, for Van de Velde and his authors, beyond their ken. An argument in the 
                                                      
15 The only identifiable exception of a verse that is borrowed from another source on a print by 
Van de Velde is the epigram by Martial (from Book XIV) that appears on his Pancake Woman 
(Hollstein 148): Surgite, iam vendit pueris ientacula pistor / Christataeque sonant vndique lucis 
aues. (‘Rise. Already the baker is selling boys their breakfast, and the crested birds of daybreak 
sound from every side.’). Note that the title of the epigram, Adipata (‘Children’s treats’), though 
not given in the caption, relates more directly to the subject matter. The English translation is 
taken from Shackleton Bailey (Loeb, 1993), vol. 3, pp. 314-315. For the print, see also Clifford S. 
Ackley, Printmaking in the Age of Rembrandt (Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, 1981), pp. 102-
103, no. 61. 
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simplest terms in favor of the notion that the author of the captions of the Four Seasons 
indeed laid eyes on them is that the verses do, in fact, address aspects of each image: the 
verdant trees and boat in Spring, the shade-seeking man and milking woman in Summer, 
the harvesting in Autumn, and the ice-skaters in Winter, etc.  
 The known relationships between engravers and humanists in Haarlem in the 
previous generation, which has received a slightly greater degree of attention to date, 
allows us to postulate nearly equally strong relationships for Van de Velde’s generation.16 
Almost every major print produced by the Haarlem Mannerists (Hendrick Goltzius and 
his orbit) bore Latin verses composed by humanists who appear to have had direct 
contact with the printmakers and their works. These prints include the vast outputs by and 
after Goltzius, Jacob Matham, Cornelis Cornelisz van Haarlem, Karel van Mander, Jan 
Saenredam, and Jan Muller. In the cases of Goltzius and Matham alone, Van de Velde’s 
most direct paragons, over twenty authors can be identified by name.17  
The most important of these was clearly Cornelis Schonaeus, a celebrated local 
humanist who contributed more Latin verses for prints produced in the Northern 
Netherlands than any other scholar of his generation. Significantly, Schonaeus was also 
the rector of the Groote School, or Latin School, in Haarlem from the 1570s up until his 
retirement in 1609.18 Jan van de Velde would in fact continue the tradition of drawing 
upon Latinists from the Groote School for his own prints. Certainly relevant in this regard 
                                                      
16 There is still a need for more study of the interactions between humanists and artists of this era 
in terms of supplying verses for images, but see Julie L. McGee, Cornelis Corneliszoon van 
Haarlem (1562-1638): Patrons, Friends, and Dutch Humanists (Nieuwkoop: De Graaf, 1991), 
who also notes the need for more study on this topic. For Maarten van Heemskerck in the 
previous generation, see Ilja M. Veldman, Maarten van Heemskerck and Dutch Humanism in the 
Sixteenth Century (Maarssen: G. Schwartz, 1977); and, idem, Leerrijke reeksen van Maarten van 
Heemskerck (The Hague: Staatsuitgeverij, 1986).  
 
17 For lists of these authors, see NHD (Hendrick Goltzius) vol. 4, pp. 334-335; and NHD (Jacob 
Matham), vol. 3, p. 294. Some of the most prolific authors for captions on prints in this 
generation were Franco Estius, Cornelius Schonaeus, Theodorus Schrevelius, and Simon Sovius. 
 
18 For Schonaeus, see A.H. Garrer, Schonaeus: Bijdrage tot de geschiedenis der Latijnsche 
School te Haarlem (Haarlem: F. Bohn, 1889); and H. Gonnet, “Cornelis Schonaeus en eenigen 
zijner Haarlemsche vrienden,” Bijdragen voor de geschiedenis van het bisdom van Haarlem 9 
(1881), 408-451. 
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is that his father was part of the faculty there as writing master (schrijfmeester) until 
1620, and likely had personal relationships with many of them. While his father probably 
did not compose in Latin himself (or at least we have no evidence that he did), one of his 
predecessors in the position of schrijfmeester, Nicolaes van Wassenaer, also contributed 
Latin verses to a number of Mannerist prints.19 Unlike Leiden, Haarlem did not have a 
university but nevertheless possessed great pride in its Latin School and the high quality 
of its scholars.20 Thus, it is no surprise to find many capable and perhaps even 
enthusiastic Latin poets on hand in this city known especially for its artists and 
printmakers. 
From the surviving documentary evidence, it is difficult to determine the personal 
relationships that Schonaeus may have had with artists of his generation.21 Evidence that 
he took great pride in his compositions for locally produced prints can be seen in the fact 
that he republished a number of the same verses as a book of epigrams.22 These poetic 
activities were not necessarily considered thankless tasks or onerous side-work carried 
out at the behest of fawning artists. It remains frustrating, however, that so many captions 
on Van de Velde’s prints (and those by many others of his generation) were not signed, 
initialed, or monogrammed by their authors. 
 In relation to the types of Latin verses, an important distinction can be drawn 
between the two generations. Verses traditionally served one of two major categorical 
functions: to provide exegetical comment on ancient texts that the prints illustrated, 
whether biblical or mythological (though oftentimes the captions simply quote directly 
                                                      
19 Van Wassenaer supplied Latin captions for at least four prints produced by Jacob Matham or 
his workshop around the years 1605-1606; see NHD (Jacob Matham) nos. 25, 46, 301, and R21. 
 
20 For the history of the Latin School in Haarlem, see B.W. Hoffmann, Beknopte geschiedenis van 
het gymnasium te Haarlem (Haarlem: Joh. Enschede en Zonen, 1889). 
 
21 A point made by McGee, Cornelis Corneliszoon van Haarlem, p. 319. 
 
22 Schonaeus’s Liber Epigrammatum was published in various editions beginning in 1592; see 
Hans van de Venne, “Cornelius Schonaeus 1541-1611: A Bibliography of His Printed Works,” 
Humanistica Lovaniensia 32 (1983), pp. 377-379.  
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from the ancient text itself); or, to provide moralizing commentary. The latter usually 
applied to genre scenes, which became increasingly popular in the print medium in the 
early seventeenth century.23 What distinguishes the majority of verses on Van de Velde’s 
prints is that they largely apply to landscape imagery (within the cycle of time context). 
They offer an elevated platform for poetic hymning of the land and its timeless 
agricultural activities as depicted by the artist, and do so in the vein of classical bucolic 
verse rather than conform to exegetical or moralizing functions. The inherent lack of 
narrative of the landscape genre is precisely what affords this approach. More than any 
other printmaker of his generation, Van de Velde not only takes local pastoral and rustic 
motifs as his primary subject matter, but his prints also offer more original Latin verse 
compositions in relation to landscape imagery than any other artist of the early 
seventeenth century. To caption a landscape print was a fundamentally new type of 
activity. 
 It is worth mentioning that Van de Velde, along with the vast majority of his artist 
colleagues, likely commanded very little Latin himself. Aside from the high probability 
that he attended his father’s French School in Rotterdam instead of a Latin School 
(though nearly every major city possessed one), some evidence can be found by 
regarding the prints themselves. A particularly telling error is the reversed placements of 
two inscriptions on the series of four prints for The Story of Jonah that Van de Velde 
engraved after designs by Willem Buytewech, in which The Calling of Jonah bears the 
caption for Jonah Preaching at Nineveh, and vice versa [figs. 131 & 132].24 We can 
assume that Van de Velde himself inscribed the verses, given the flourish and generally 
high quality of the calligraphy, as was his norm. Since the verses appear to be general 
                                                      
23 For this type of caption, see Ackermann, Textfunktion und Bild in Genreszenen; and Eddy de 
Jongh and Ger Luijten, Mirror of Everyday Life: Genreprints in the Netherlands 1550-1700 
(Amsterdam: Rijksmuseum, 1997). 
 
24 Hollstein 2-5. This error was noted by Egbert Haverkamp-Begemann, Willem Buytewech 
(Amsterdam: Menno Hertzberger, 1959), pp. 193-195, nos. CP 24-27. The series likely dates to c. 
1618-1622. 
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glosses on the biblical text, it is possible that in this case no outside Latinist supplied the 
captions or guided the artists on their selection and placement.25 Even a cursory 
knowledge of Latin would have caught the error.  
 Another telling slip can be observed in the series of Four Elements, also a 
collaboration between Van de Velde and Buytewech, although in this case the fault might 
actually lie with its publisher Claes Jansz Visscher.26 In the second state (the one Visscher 
published) the plates receive sequence numbers that depart from the order implied by the 
Latin verses themselves, in which the previous image is referenced in the current one. 
Water, for example, comes after Fire despite the fact that it should follow Earth, as 
indicated in the verse: “Earth, the mother of the fruits of the field, is surpassed by the 
wide sea….” The author of the verses clearly intended to follow traditional Aristotelian 
order, going from the ‘heaviest’ element to ‘lightest’ (Earth, Water, Fire, Air) rather than 
the sequence found in the numbering of the plates (Earth, Air, Fire, Water).27 A similar 
disorder can be found on the follow-up series of Four Elements that Buytewech designed 
in 1622, which recycles the exact same verses but mixes them up even further (Air, Fire, 
Water, Earth).28  
 The point of noting these discrepancies is not to marginalize Van de Velde’s 
contribution to the humanist enterprise that forms such an important component of the 
large body of imagery by him that is captioned with Latin verses, but rather to 
                                                      
25 The author or source of the verses that Buytewech and Van de Velde used, whether original or 
borrowed, nevertheless remains unidentified. The text does not come from the Vulgate nor the 
Glossa Ordinaria. See Karlfried Froehlich and Margaret T. Gibson, Biblia Latina cum glossa 
ordinaria: Facsimile reprint of the editio princeps Adolph Rusch of Strassburg 1480/81, 4 vols. 
(Turnhout: Brepols, 1992); and Ryan McDermott, “The Ordinary Gloss on Jonah,” Publications 
of the Modern Language Association (PMLA) 128:2 (2013), 424-438. 
 
26 Hollstein 18-21. For this series, see also De Jongh and Luijten, Mirror of Everyday Life, pp. 
174-175, no. 32. 
 
27 Haverkamp-Begemann, Willem Buytewech, pp. 196-198, nos. CP 33-36. 
 
28 Hollstein 22-25. This latter mix-up is even stranger given that the traditionally first image, 
Earth, comes last despite the fact that it is the only plate bearing a signature and date. The 
previous series maintained Earth as the first plate and mixed the subsequent elements. In this 
case, the numbers appear to have been added by the publisher Gerard Valck in the second state.  
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realistically temper the degree of agency that we consign to the printmaker (or his 
designers and publishers) in this context. Precious few artists could boast of an erudition 
comparable to someone like Rubens or his teacher Otto van Veen, and this certainly held 
true for artists in Haarlem at the time as well. Nevertheless, the remarkable degree of 
originality found in Van de Velde’s thematic series imagery, nearly all of which bears 
Latin verses composed by contemporary local humanists, should be considered an 
essentially integral collaboration despite these limitations, as is clear from a closer 
examination of the authors and the images for which they wrote. 
 
Jan van de Velde’s Neo-Latin Authors 
 
Theodoor Schrevelius is an appealing candidate for the authorship of many of the 
unsigned verses on Van de Velde’s prints, including those of the Four Seasons dedicated 
to Hondius. He was conrector (vice principal) of the Latin School in Haarlem beginning 
in 1597, and took over the rectorship from Schonaeus upon the latter’s retirement in 1609 
[fig. 133].29 Schrevelius had already supplied verses to a number of prints by Goltzius, 
Matham, and others, typically signed with his TS monogram.30 Like Karel van Mander 
before him, Schrevelius was also an enthusiastic translator of Ovid. It is not hard to 
imagine that images like Van de Velde’s allegorized landscapes of the Twelve Months or 
Four Seasons (with Winter even addressing Ovid directly) would have appealed to his 
sensibilities. Like Van de Velde’s father, he was a devoted Remonstrant, and both of 
them were dismissed from their posts at the Latin School together in 1620 when Prince 
Maurits made his deep purge.  
                                                      
29 For the life and works of Schrevelius, see H. van de Venne, Sol et sal vitae amicitia: Het album 
amicorum van Theodorus Schrevelius 1597-1602, met een overzicht van zijn leven en werken 
(Amersfoort, 2009). 
 
30 Schrevelius supplied captions to at least eleven prints by or after Goltzius, and another fifteen 
by or after Jacob Matham; see NHD (Hendrick Goltzius), vol. 4, p. 335, and NHD (Jacob 
Matham), vol. 3, p. 294. 
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The Remonstrant purge might indeed partly account for the precipitous drop in 
prints with captioned verses in Van de Velde’s oeuvre after that date. Schrevelius found 
work in Leiden, where he remained a number of years before returning to Haarlem. Upon 
his return, he published his famous history of the city, Harlemum (in Latin, 1647) or 
Harlemias (in Dutch, 1648), in which his abiding interest in art is made evident by his 
long discussion of the artists of that city, including Jan van de Velde.31 
Of the other humanists within Van de Velde’s orbit who may have supplied 
verses to his time-cycle series, both Samuel Ampzing and Petrus Scriverius also come to 
mind. Van de Velde was acquainted with both of them personally, having collaborated 
with them for Ampzing’s Lof der stad Haerlem in 1628 when he supplied a number of 
plates for the publication after designs by Pieter Saenredam.32 He also had occasion to 
engrave each of their portraits, both after paintings by Frans Hals [figs. 32 & 33].33 
Ampzing, however, appears to have had little interest in composing verses in Latin, 
though on one occasion he provided a six-line Latin encomium on a printed portrait of 
Bernardus Paludanus (also engraved by Van de Velde).34 Ampzing not only wrote his 
prose and poetry almost exclusively in Dutch but also passionately promoted the Dutch 
language itself.35 
Scriverius, although he lived in Leiden, is a more likely candidate for specifically 
Latin-language compositions on some of Van de Velde’s prints.36 Although he supplied 
                                                      
31 For Schrevelius’s passage about Van de Velde, see the Introduction. 
 
32 Hollstein 417-427. 
 
33 Hollstein 385 and 407. For these works, see Chapter Two. 
 
34 Hollstein 404. 
 
35 For Ampzing’s life and works, see G. Kurtz, “Samuel Ampzing en Petrus Scriverius en hun 
werk,” in Samuel Ampzing, Beschrijvinge ende lof der stad Haerlem (Amsterdam: 1974), reprint 
of 1628 ed., unpaginated introduction. His interest in promoting the Dutch language is most 
apparent in his Taelbericht der Nederlandsche spellingé of 1628, included as part of the Lof der 
stad Haerlem but also issued separately. 
 
36 For Scriverius, see the aforementioned essay by Kurtz, “Samuel Ampzing en Petrus Scriverius 
en hun werk;” as well as Pierre Tuynman, “Petrus Scriverius (12 Jan. 1576—30 April 1660),” 
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some verses to prints by Goltzius and Matham long before Van de Velde came on the 
scene, he does not appear to have engaged in the activity nearly to the same degree as his 
teacher, Schonaeus. Nevertheless, he did have an interest in Latin poets and even 
published a commentary on Martial, whose epigrammatic style was a source of particular 
inspiration for humanists and poets of the era who supplied verses for prints. We also can 
assume that he and Van de Velde were relatively well-acquainted, given that Jan supplied 
a full-page drawing in his album amicorum.37 The only prints by Van de Velde to which 
we can be sure he supplied verses, however, are the Latin couplets he signed on the 
engraved portrait of Samuel Ampzing mentioned above, and that of Jacob Matham after 
Pieter Soutman.38  
Leaving aside all texts related to portrait prints and book illustrations (in which 
the choice of author presumes outside agency) the majority of the verses on Jan van de 
Velde’s original single-sheet landscape and genre prints were not signed or initialed by 
their authors. There are four exceptions. The most significant by far, at least in terms of 
the number of verses he supplied, can be identified from the Latinized version of his 
name as the Dutch translator and poet Reinier Telle, who penned twelve new quatrains 
for a series of Twelve Months by Van de Velde that will be treated extensively below. 
Before turning to Telle’s compositions, it is worth touching upon the three other authors 
who provided verses for Van de Velde’s prints on occasion. These three authors signed 
with their initials: A.P.I., V.R., and I.A.B. As with Telle, none of them to date has been 
discussed in relation to Van de Velde’s works. In fact, only one of them, Adriaen 
                                                                                                                                                                 
Quaerendo 7:1 (1977), 4-45; C.S.M. Rademaker, “Scriverius and Grotius,” Quaerendo 7:1 
(1977), 46-57; Pierre Tuynman, with the assistance of Michiel Roscam Abbing, “Two history 
books that never appeared: Scriverius, Melis Stoke, the Widow van Wouw and Gouthoeven,” 
Quaerendo 27:2 (1997), 77-112; and Sandra Langereis, Geschiedenis als ambacht: 
Oudheidkunde in de Golden Eeuw: Arnoldus Buchelius en Petrus Scriverius (Hilversum: 
Verloren, 2001). 
 
37 J.G. van Gelder, Jan van de Velde 1593-1641: Teekenaar-schilder (The Hague: Martinus 
Nijhoff, 1933), p. 91, no. 80. 
 
38 Hollstein 385 and 401. 
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Jekerman, has previously been identified by name. Telle was based in Amsterdam, while 
all three other authors were Latinists local to Haarlem. 
 
Adriaen Jekerman 
 As correctly noted by Jan van Gelder, the author A.P.I. was Adriaen Jekerman 
(alias Adrianus Iekerman), a master at the Latin School in Haarlem.39 Little more can be 
said about him, other than the facts that he was named ondermeester in 1628 and meester 
in 1634, and that he lived in Delft in the late-1630s before returning to Haarlem where he 
died in 1640.40 He is best known as the translator of Hugo Grotius’s Liber Mare from 
Latin into Dutch for an edition published in 1639.41 He also provided a ten-line 
encomium in the fore-material of Ampzing’s Lof der stad Haerlem.42 He produced verses 
for a number of prints, including one designed and engraved by Van de Velde, Christ 
Preparing to Enter Jerusalem [fig. 40], as well as two that were designed by him but cut 
by printmakers in his immediate circle, a Flight Into Egypt by Claes Pouwelszoon [fig. 
39], and the Village Festival possibly by Cornelis van Kittensteyn [fig. 38].43 The latter 
bears a date of 1623, and the other works relate stylistically to the 1620s as well, offering 
evidence that Van de Velde maintained contact with the local Latin School to some 
degree even after the Remonstrant purge that devastated his father, after which we see a 
precipitous drop in captioned prints in his oeuvre. 
                                                      
39 Van Gelder, Jan van de Velde: Teekenaar-Schilder, p. 72. 
 
40 Derk Buddingh, Geschiedenis van opvoeding en onderwijs, met betrekking tot het bijbellezen 
en godsdienstig onderrigt op de scholen in de Nederlanden (The Hague, 1842), p. 53; Archief 
voor de geschiedenis van de Katholike Kerk in Nederland 14-15 (1972), p. 130. 
 
41 Hugo Grotius, Vrye zeevaert, ofte Bewys van het recht dat de inghesetenen deser vereenighde 
Nederlanden toekomt, trans. by Adriaen Jekerman (Haarlem: Adriaen Rooman, 1639). 
 
42 Ampzing, Lof der stad Haerlem, unpaginated fore-material. 
 
43 Hollstein 11; Hollstein (Pouwelszoon), vol. 17, p. 228, no. 1; and Hollstein (Anonymous after 
Jan van de Velde II), vol. 33, no. 2, as possibly by Cornelis van Kittensteyn. He also provided 
verses for an engraving after Hendrick Goltzius dated 1630, for which see NHD (Hendrick 
Goltzius), vol. 5, no. D5, under doubtful attributions.  
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Victor Rijckelsma 
Victor Rijckelsma (1589-?) can be forwarded as the most likely author of the 
verses signed V.R. on three of Van de Velde’s prints: The Good Samaritan, which is Van 
de Velde’s own design (famously more or less plagiarized by Rembrandt some years later 
for a print); Tobit Accusing Anna, after Willem Buytewech; and Hold-Up of a Carriage, 
after Esaias van de Velde [figs. 134, 135 & 136].44 Not much is known about Rijckelsma 
other than the fact that he studied theology in Leiden under Petrus Bertius on a 
scholarship, and then served as conrector of the Haarlem Latin School from 1617 to 
1620, thus at the same time that Schrevelius was rector.45 He was likewise dismissed for 
his Remonstrant sympathies at the same time as Schrevelius. Rijckelsma’s later activity is 
uncertain, although perhaps notable, in light of the fact that several of Van de Velde’s 
works treat the theme of falconry and bird-trapping, is that he published a long verse 
poem in 1622 on the hunting of fowl in Holland.46  
Regardless of his location after 1620, Rijckelsma’s collaborations with Jan van de 
Velde make more sense if placed in the years 1617-1620 when we know for certain that 
both were in Haarlem. The designers of two of the three prints, Buytewech and Esaias 
van de Velde, left Haarlem themselves in 1617 and 1618, respectively. These intersecting 
years of the various participants also provide a plausible dating for the prints themselves, 
which have otherwise remained undated. Furthermore, Jan van de Velde signed all three 
                                                      
44 Hollstein 12, 6, and 147, respectively. For the Rembrandt borrowing, see especially Gary 
Schwartz, The Rembrandt Book (New York: Abrams, 2006), pp. 16-18. 
 
45 I. van Eeghen, “Van Karthuizerklooster tot Karthuizerhof,” Jaarboek Amstelodamum 81 
(1989), 29-62, pp. 53; and Ad Leerintveld, “Politiek, religie en literatuur: Het fonds van de 
Haagse drukker en uitgever Aert van Meurs en de familie Huygens,” De Zeventiende Eeuw 8 
(1992), pp. 146-147. 
 
46 Victor Rijckelsma, Wilde Eenden-Iacht, ofte beschrijvinge van de Hollandtsche vogel-koyen 
(The Hague: A. Meurs, 1622). 
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prints as both the printmaker and publisher.47 If we accept an early dating of c. 1617-
1618, Rijckelsma’s authorship of the verses on these plates furnishes highly important 
evidence of Van de Velde’s efforts to promote and sell his own works early in his career. 
Furthermore, his role as both printmaker and publisher suggests that Van de Velde 
directly approached a humanist such as Rijckelsma to supply the verses for these three 
prints by three separate designers. That the printmaker himself likely bore sole agency in 
initiating the humanist collaboration is the most logically compelling conclusion, since 
Van de Velde published all three himself.  
 
Jan Albert Ban 
The third monogrammist, I.A.B., is certainly Jan Albert Ban (c. 1597-1644), his 
name frequently Latinized as Bannius, who was actually a priest living in Haarlem and 
serving the Catholic community there, and thus a very different sort of humanist 
acquaintance than those normally found in Van de Velde’s otherwise consistently 
Remonstrant network.48 His verses appear on only one of Van de Velde’s prints, the 
Sorceress from 1626, one of his most virtuosic dark-manner engravings [fig. 137].49 As 
one might expect for such a salacious and other-worldly image, the verses offer a 
moralizing stance: 
How many evils desire leads to, when checked by no limit; and how, with its 
sweet song, it leads even the purest minds of mortals into every fury. But how 
quickly we are deceived. Death takes over the brief pleasure of a brief life, and 
the small moment of laughter gives way to an eternity of grief.50 
                                                      
47 Hollstein 6 is signed fecit et excud.; Hollstein 12, fecit & exec.; and Hollstein 147, fecit et 
excudit. 
 
48 The most substantial treatment of Ban’s life and works remains J.J. Graaf, “Jan Albert Ban,” 
Bijdragen voor de geschiedenis van het Bisdom van Haarlem 1 (1873), 29-70. 
 
49 Hollstein 152. For this print see Linda Stone-Ferrier, Dutch Prints of Daily Life: Mirrors of Life 
or Masks of Morals? (Lawrence: Spencer Museum of Art, University of Kansas, 1983), pp. 106-
109, no. 24; and Antony Griffiths, ed., Landmarks in Print Collecting: Connoisseurs and Donors 
at the British Museum since 1753 (London: British Museum, 1996), pp. 79-81, no. 22. 
 
50 Quantum malorum clausa nullo limite 
Cogit libido, quamque dulci Carmine 
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Bannius was a highly regarded figure both in Haarlem and the Netherlands generally. His 
most famous friendship was that with Descartes.51 Bannius was not only one of the first 
readers of the Meditations before it was published, but the First Objections (by their 
mutual friend Johannes Caterus) was also addressed to him. He is also credited with 
introducing Descartes to his future publisher Louis Elsevier in his Haarlem home. To 
music historians, on the other hand, Bannius is well-known as a composer and theorist 
who pioneered the use of microtonal music and developed his own ideas about how 
certain intervals could produce specific emotions.52 His contest, or querelle, with the 
French composer, Antoine Boësset, was widely known among the Republic of Letters, of 
which Bannius was an active member.53 He could boast of a network of correspondents 
that included Constantijn Huygens, P.C. Hooft, Joost van den Vondel, and – importantly 
in relation to Van de Velde’s humanist network – both Scriverius and Ampzing.54  
                                                                                                                                                                 
Purissimas mortalium mentes rapit 
Furias in omnes sed cito quam fallimur 
Vitam brevem breve gaudium Mors occupat; 
Momentulum quod pidet, aeternum dolct. 
The English translation is taken from Griffiths, Landmarks in Print Collecting, p. 79. 
 
51 For Bannius and Descartes, see Jean-Robert Armogathe, “Caterus’ Objections to God,” in 
Roger Ariew and Marjorie Grene, eds., Descartes and His Contemporaries: Meditations, 
Objections, and Replies (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995), pp. 34-43, especially pp. 
34-36; and Theo Verbeek, “Bannius,” in Roger Ariew et al., Historical Dictionary of Descartes 
and Cartesian Philosophy (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2015), p. 45. 
 
52 For Bannius as a composer and music theorist, see the overview in Julie Anne Sadie, 
Companion to Baroque Music (London: J.M. Dent, 1990), p. 319. Schrevelius made mention of 
his unusual musical ideas in Harlemias, p. 326. 
 
53 The tale of the querelle is told by Catherine Gordon-Seifert, Music and the Language of Love: 
Seventeenth-Century French Airs (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2011), pp. 54-55; but 
see also Anne R. Larsen, Anna Maria van Schurman, ‘The Star of Utrecht’: The Educational 
Vision and Reception of a Savante (Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2016), pp. 89-90, since Van 
Schurman also offered her opinion (she did not favor Bannius’s composition, nor did many others 
for that matter). 
 
54 Michiel Roscam Abbing, “Theodorus Schrevelius, Petrus Scriverius en Frans Hals,” Haerlem 
Jaarboek (2013), 63-98, p. 76 and note 33. Bannius supplied a lofdicht for a portrait of Scriverius, 
the text of which was published by Ampzing among his collection of others he gathered in Lof 
der stad Haerlem, pp. 108-112. 
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In light of Jan van de Velde’s evident admiration, it is interesting that Huygens 
once noted in a letter to a friend that Bannius was one of the few Catholics who did not 
possess the usual temperaments of that faith that often bothered him. Both Descartes and 
Huygens would later intervene on his behalf with the Stadhouder Frederik Hendrik 
during a wave of Catholic oppression in 1639.55 Aside from Van de Velde’s Sorceress, 
Bannius supplied verses to at least two other known prints, both issuing from Matham’s 
shop in Haarlem: a vanitas still-life etching with musical instruments dated 1622, and an 
engraving after a painting by Geertgen tot Sint Jans (the Lamentation that was then still 
in the Janskerk).56 It is clear in both these cases that Bannius composed the verses 
specifically for the images they accompany, and there is no reason to doubt that he did so 
for Van de Velde’s Sorceress as well. 
 
Reiner Telle and Ovid’s Fasti 
 
Jan van de Velde’s undated series of Twelve Months is the only one to bear a 
separate title-page [figs. 138-150].57 It reads: Duodecim anni mensium nova et graphica 
Delineatio, aeri incisa à Ioanne Veldio, et totidem Tetrastichis illustrata a R. Vitellio 
Zirizaeo (“The Twelve Months of the Year Newly Drawn and Incised in Copper by 
Ioanne Veldio and Entirely Illustrated with Quatrains by R. Vitellio Zirizaeo”). The 
author is Reinier Telle (1558/9-1618), a defender of Remonstrant ideals and former head 
of the Latin School in Zierikzee (a city he included in the Latinization of his name).58 
                                                      
55 For this episode, see Geneviève Rodis-Lewis, Descartes: His Life and Thought (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1998), p. 207. 
 
56 The engraving of both has recently been attributed to Matham’s son, Theodoor; see NHD 
(Matham Progeny), pp. 154-155, no. 1; and pp. 186-187, no. 21. Both are signed in full, 
I.A.Bannius, rather than just the initials I.A.B. found on Van de Velde’s Sorceress. 
 
57 Hollstein 58-70. 
 
58 For the most comprehensive treatments of Reinier Telle’s life and works to date, see W.P.C. 
Knuttel, “Reinier Telle: Een libertijns hekeldichter,” De Gids 50 (1886), 1-45; and Herman de la 
Fontaine Verwey, “Reinier Telle, hekeldichter, pamfletschrijver, vertaler,” in Herman de la 
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Since Telle died in 1618, the remarkable fact emerges that this set of works also falls into 
the same period that Van de Velde published his two other series of Twelve Months (1616 
and 1618) along with his two sets of Four Seasons (both dated 1617), and a great deal of 
his other landscape print output.  
Not only does it fall in this prolific period, but there is also good reason to believe 
that this undated series with Telle’s verses represents Van de Velde’s first foray into the 
Twelve Months theme. The style and technique of etching relate closely to his earliest 
works from 1615 (the Amoenissimae aliquot regiunculae) and conform well to the period 
of c. 1614-15. Furthermore, Telle’s Latinization of his name on the title page matches 
that found on the translation he completed (from Italian into Latin) of Guicciardini’s 
Description of the Low Countries published by Willem Jansz Blaeu in 1613.59 Rather 
than see this undated series as a modest but later recasting, the greater formal grandeur 
and complexity of Van de Velde’s 1618 series of Twelve Months make more sense if 
placed slightly later as an apotheosis of Van de Velde’s treatment of the theme. In any 
event, Telle’s death in 1618 provides us with a relatively reliable terminus ante quem, 
since the wording of the title-page points to his direct involvement in the project. It will 
be argued here that the nationalizing characteristics of these series, produced at the same 
moment, for example, that Guicciardini reprints such as Telle’s flooded the market during 
the Truce years, speak to the great interest at the time in a recasting of the Months theme 
with specifically local settings.60  
                                                                                                                                                                 
Fontaine Verwey, Uit de wereld van het boek III: In en om de ‘Vergulde Sonnewyser’ 
(Amsterdam: Nico Israel, 1979), pp. 55-86; first published in Jaarboek Amstelodamum 60 (1968), 
53-73. 
 
59 Lodovico Guicciardini, Omnium Belgii sive inferioris Germaniae regionum descriptio 
(Amsterdam: Willem Jansz, 1613). 
 
60 For the linkage between reprints and translations of Guicciardini in the Northern Netherlands 
and the advent of the Twelve Years’ Truce, which includes a discussion of Telle’s translation, see 
Herman de la Fontaine Verwey, “The history of Guicciardini’s description of the Low 
Countries,” Quaerendo 12:1 (1982), 22-51. 
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The verses for this series have never been discussed or translated, nor have the 
images themselves received treatment in the art-historical literature to date. Their 
demonstrable reliance on Ovid’s Fasti, however, provides a previously unrecognized but 
tractable source within the classical tradition for this re-imagining. The Fasti is Ovid’s 
long and dense poem in celebration of the months of the year, though much heavier on 
history and religion than bucolics. This ancient source has been surprisingly overlooked 
in the study of time-cycle imagery generally in the Low Countries – surprising not 
because of its obscurity, but rather just the opposite. It would be impossible to name a 
more appropriate source than Ovid’s study of the cycle of time and concomitant rituals 
and traditions. 
 Reinier Telle was clearly one of the most remarkable figures in Dutch literature, 
religion, and politics at the time. He published powerful polemical pamphlets advocating 
the Remonstrant cause in the midst of the Arminian Controversy in addition to his own 
work as a poet and a translator.61 Just as remarkable as his breadth of activity is the fact 
that all of his publishing apparently took place during the last eight years of his life when 
he was already at a relatively advanced age. This is probably due to the fact that in 1610 
he was dismissed from his post as rector of the Latin School in Zierikzee where he had 
presumably led a relatively quiet life (although his dismissal may have been due to his 
unorthodox views). In any case, he spent most of the remainder of his life in Amsterdam, 
where he worked as a freelance writer and translator until his death eight years later. 
Telle and Van de Velde must have been brought together by the Amsterdam publisher of 
his Twelve Months series, Johannes Janssonius (1588-1664).62 That Telle was also 
                                                      
61 For Telle’s work as a pamphleteer, see especially Fontaine Verwey, “Reinier Telle, 
hekeldichter, pamfletschrijver, vertaler,” and, Freya Sierhuis, The Literature of the Arminian 
Controversy: Religion, Politics, and the Stage in the Dutch Republic (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2015), pp. 78-80, 89-90. For his religious poetry, see Ton van Strien and Els Stronks, Het 
hart naar boven: Religieuze poëzie uit de zeventiende eeuw (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University 
Press, 1999), pp. 23-28. 
 
62 For Janssonius, see F. G. Waller, Biographisch woordenboek van Noord Nederlandsche 
graveurs (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1938), p. 456. His daughter married into the famous Van 
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familiar with Van de Velde’s city of Haarlem, however, is clear from his poem 
comparing the city unfavorably to his own bustling metropolis of Amsterdam (“What do 
I see now, coming from Haarlem, sleepy and dull?”)63  
 Telle’s activities as a pamphleteer advocating fearlessly for the Remonstrant 
cause has been chronicled recently by Freya Sierhuis, who noted his propensity to hold 
“heterodox ideas which he advocated with an insouciance bordering on audacity.”64 
While many of his pamphlets appear irenicist in outlook, they do so in service of the 
Remonstrant cause by arguing for the tolerance of the States General in regard to the 
Amininan Controversy. His translations of antitrinitarian critics of Calvin such as Michel 
Servetus (who Calvin had burned at the stake), and Sébastien Castellio, nevertheless 
plainly reveal his true colors as a Remonstrant.65  
Telle was certainly one of the most publically engaged figures in Van de Velde’s 
and his father’s social and professional network of Remonstrants. Unlike many other 
members of this network (including Van de Velde’s father) Telle did not suffer any 
consequences in the aftermath of the Synod of Dordrecht (1619) since he had already 
died the year before. Regardless of his political and theological activities, he would have 
been an obvious choice for composing Latin verses for Van de Velde’s series of Twelve 
Months. Aside from his interest in local cultural geography with works such as 
                                                                                                                                                                 
Waesberghe family of printers, the firm known well to fellow Rotterdam natives Jan van de 
Velde and Willem Buytewech. Janssonius was an exact contemporary of Claes Jansz Visscher, 
both of whom were just getting their starts in the Amsterdam market as print and map publishers 
in the early 1610s, and would likewise become highly successful. 
 
63 Wat zie ick, die nu koom van Haerlem moe en mat; So dicht by Amsterdam doch voor een 
nieuwe stadt… Cited in De La Fontaine Verwey, “Reinier Telle, hekeldichter, pamfletschrijver, 
vertaler,” p. 58. The close physical proximity of the two cities has, of course, always implied an 
easy intercourse between artists, publishers, and related personages at the time, even if they 
hailed from either city.  
 
64 Sierhuis, The Literature of the Arminian Controversy, p. 79, and generally the chapter “Poets, 
Playwrights, and Pamphleteers,” pp. 53-97. 
 
65 Herman de la Fontaine Verwey, “Reinier Telle traducteur de Castellio et de Servet,” in Bruno 
Becher, ed., Autour de Michel Servet en de Sébastien Castellio (Haarlem: H.D. Tjeenk Willink & 
Zoon, 1953), pp. 142-157. 
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Guicciardini’s Description of the Low Countries, Telle was greatly admired as a poet in 
both Latin and the vernacular, and was a good friend of prominent poets such as 
Gerbrand Bredero who thanked him for his help in translation and rhyming.66 
 Telle’s verses for the months of January and February in Van de Velde’s series 
set the tone as commentaries related to the origin stories found in Ovid’s Fasti [figs. 139 
& 140].67 Since both are wintertime months, they contrast the typically Northern 
activities of play on ice with those rooted in a distant Roman past in which activities such 
as skating were clearly not part of the tradition. For January, it reads: 
The month from ancient times sacred to Janus 
From which Phoebus and the year have their beginning. 
Meadows frost over, frozen rivers no longer flow, 
Where the boat once traveled, behold the playing boy.68 
 
And February: 
The ancient Romans named February for the instruments of purification, 
Thenceforth the months have names in themselves. 
The foot supported by boot cuts the ice swiftly. 
I would be happy, rather, before a glowing hearth.69 
 
The reference to Phoebus in January comes directly from the first book of the Fasti in 
which the poet ‘interrogates’ the god Janus, whose answer (not coincidentally) takes the 
form of a verse, much in the manner that Telle adopted:  
                                                      
66 Herman de la Fontaine Verwey, “Drie vrienden: Bredero-Telle-Le Blon,” Maandblad 
Amstelodamum 58:3 (1971), 49-57; A. Keersmaekers, G.A. Bredero’s vertaalde gedichten, 
berijmd naar proza van Reinier Telle en voorkomend in de Tragische Historien (The Hague: 
Martinus Nijhoff, 1981), pp. 46-56. Apparently, Telle’s identity as a poet went as far as even 
being buried with his head uncovered and wreathed in laurels, like the ancients. 
 
67 Hollstein 59 and 60. 
 
68 Mensis adest prisco a priscis sacratus Iano, 
Quem sibi principium Phoebus et annus habent. 
Prata rigent, concreta gelu stant flumina, quaque 
Navis agi solita est, lusitat ecce puer. 
Translation my own.  
 
69 Februa Romanis sunt dicta piamina priscis, 
Alter et inde sibi nomina mensis habet. 
Planta secat glaciem celeri subnixa cothurno. 
Malim ego splendenti laetus adesse foco. 
Translation my own. 
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Thus questioned I at length; he answered prompt and tersely, throwing his words 
into twain verses, thus: ‘Midwinter is the beginning of the new sun and the end of 
the old one. Phoebus and the year take their start from the same point.’70 
 
The verses for February likewise paraphrase the Fasti, this time discussing the origin of 
the name of the month in relation to traditional rituals of purification, the februa. Ovid 
wrote: 
Our Roman fathers gave the name of februa to instruments of purification: even 
to this day there are many proofs that such was the meaning of the word.71 
 
Thus Telle combined these learned references from Ovid with verses that allude to the 
frozen rivers found in Van de Velde’s etchings even though such ice-bound imagery goes 
unmentioned in the Fasti (and is hardly Roman in the first place). Telle even cleverly 
constructed an ahistoric idiom for ice-skating using the ancient Roman boot (cothurno) 
for lack of any other appropriate Latin term.  
This combinatory procedure is distinctly analogous to the previously mentioned 
verses found on Van de Velde’s image of Winter [fig. 130] in one of his 1617 sets of 
Four Seasons in which Ovid is ‘corrected’. For the most part, however, the idea behind 
the captions in Telle’s and Van de Velde’s Twelve Months is not to contradict Ovid but 
rather to conform to him. This is often done by combining a reference to the Fasti with 
some aspect of Van de Velde’s imagery. To take another example, the scene for April 
[fig. 142], Telle again highlights Ovid’s interest in the name origins of the months, here a 
play on the verb aperio/aperire (to uncover, open). The caption reads: 
This, it is believed, is called April because upon Spring everything  
opens [apirit], or the name of the month belongs to Venus. 
                                                      
70 Quaesieram multis: non multis ille moratus 
contulit in versus sic sua verba duos: 
‘Bruma novi prima est veterisque novissima solis: 
principium capiunt Phoebus et annus idem. 
Ovid, Fasti I, 161-164; translation by Sir James George Frazer in Loeb Classical Library 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1976), pp. 12-13. 
 
71 Februa Romani dixere piamina patres: 
nunc quoque dant verbo plurima signa fidem. 
Ovid, Fasti II: 19-20; translation by Sir James George Frazer in Loeb, pp. 56-57. 
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Flora satisfies herself, the West Wind returns, baskets of goods 
spill over, which the good soil has nourished.72 
 
Compare with Ovid’s Fasti, which reads: 
For they say that April was named from the open [apertum] season, because 
spring then opens [aperit] all things, and the sharp frost-bound cold departs, and 
earth unlocks her teeming soil, though kindly Venus claims the month and lays 
her hand on it.73 
 
Telle obviously borrowed some of the original Latin verbiage directly from the Fasti in 
these examples, though he never directly plagiarizes, and his compositions are always 
clearly his own. The closest he comes to poaching a classical source comes in one of the 
verses for March [fig. 141] in which he writes: “The burnished share I plough begins to 
shine…” (Incipit attritus sulco splendescere vomer) a phrase lifted directly out of Virgil’s 
Georgics (I, 46: et sulco attritus splendescere vomer).74 This at least shows that the larger 
pastoral idiom was never far from Telle’s mind when regarding Van de Velde’s bucolic 
imagery. 
 The degree to which Telle and Van de Velde collaborated on the interrelationship 
between text and image remains difficult to discern. Nearly all of the verses reference the 
images in such a way that suggest, as one would expect, that Telle had first-hand access 
                                                      
72 Hic, quia Ver aperit tunc omnia, dictus Aprilis 
Creditur, aut Veneris nomina mensis habet. 
Flora suos plenis, Zephÿro redeunte, canistris 
Effundit foetus, quos pia nutrit humus. 
Translation my own.  
 
73 Nam quia ver aperit tunc omnia, densaque cedit 
frigoris asperitas, fetaque terra patet, 
Aprilem memorant ab aperto tempore dictum, 
quem Venus iniecta vindicat alma manu. 
Ovid, Fasti IV: 87-90; translation by Sir James George Frazer in Loeb 1976, pp. 194-195. The 
reference to Venus is due to the speculation, also mentioned by Ovid, that the name April might 
instead be derived from her Greek name, Aphrodite, from the word aphros (‘foam’), referencing 
her birth. 
 
74 The full caption for March reads: 
Festae ubi Romani Martis venere Calendae, 
Arva rigat largo saepius imbre polus. 
Incipit attritus sulco splendescere vomer, 
Vitis agit gemmas falce putata suas. 
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to preparatory drawings or proof impressions from which to conduct his compositions. 
Unfortunately, no such studio products survive in Van de Velde’s oeuvre with manuscript 
additions to confirm this procedure.75 One suspects, however, that Telle could have also 
discussed the contents of his verses with Van de Velde at a preliminary stage. Certain 
details, for example the canistra (wicker baskets) in April, or the playing boys in 
January, may have found their way into the images as part of Telle’s vision rather than 
Van de Velde’s, and it is not too difficult to imagine that they worked together to design 
the images. Van de Velde himself likely did not have access to the original text of the 
Fasti since a Dutch translation did not appear until the late seventeenth century, though it 
is not impossible that he encountered some rudimentary extracts as part of his 
education.76  
 A singular aspect of the project is that Telle had to contend with the fact that Ovid 
apparently never finished the Fasti. Although he wrote over 5000 lines of verse, only the 
first six books survive, those treating the months of January through June. In the 
seventeenth century, there still lingered the tantalizing possibility that the remaining six 
books might be discovered. It was also around this time that Claude-Barthélemy Morisot, 
a French antiquarian and jurist, ambitiously completed the missing six books with 
                                                      
75 Several proof impressions of Van de Velde’s prints survive that still contain blank areas where 
the captions would later appear and that could serve as preparatory material for humanists to 
inscribe verses by hand that would be returned to the printmaker for engraving. Concrete 
evidence of this procedure can be found in a letter of June 17, 1618 from Theodorus Schrevelius 
to Petrus Scriverius (Universiteitsbibliotheek Amsterdam hs. H103) that enclosed a proof 
impression of Jacob Matham’s portrait of Schrevelius with his request that Scriverius honor him 
with an epigram; NHD (Jacob Matham), vol. 2, pp. 239-240, no. 255. While no impressions of 
Van de Velde’s prints survive with manuscript verses that were later engraved, proof ‘blanks’ that 
were later filled with verses are known for Hollstein 3, 71, 73, 74, 395, 400, 406, 407, and 416. 
The latter five are all portrait prints later filled with epigrams, as was the case with Matham’s 
portrait of Schrevelius. For the letter, see Abbing, “Theodorus Schrevelius, Petrus Scriverius en 
Frans Hals.” 
 
76 The earliest Dutch translation of the Fasti known to me was published in 1719: P. Ovidius 
Nasoos, Feestdagen, in Hollandts dicht, trans. Arnold Hoogvliet (Delft & Rotterdam: Adriaan 
and Jan Daniel Beman, 1719). The Fasti does not appear in the earliest Dutch edition of Ovid’s 
collected works; Alle de werken van P. Ovidius Naso, trans. Abraham Valentyn (Amsterdam: 
Pieter Mortier, 1697). 
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compositions of his own.77 The missing text presented a challenge to Telle, tasked with 
supplying verses for the complete series of months. He obviously took much of his 
inspiration from Ovid’s exploration of the etymologies of the months’ names. 
Conveniently for him, therefore, the etymologies of the names of the latter half of the 
year become more self-evident than in the first half. July and August, for example, were 
clearly added by the Romans to honor the emperors with those names. Likewise, the 
ordinal names of September through December stand clearly in reference to the older 
numbering system, as Telle himself notes in the caption for September: “Hactenus ex aliis 
sibi, nomina caussis traxerunt, numero caetera turba data est.”78 The latter six months 
thus left Telle more space to focus on the seasonal activities themselves, more or less as 
Van de Velde depicted them. In November [fig. 149], for example, one reads: 
I honor stormy November for shaking the trees, 
Providing much wood for the artisan, and more for the hearth. 
The people stretch the use of both cattle and swine, 
Assiduously preserving with salt, foreseeing what will come.79 
 
 At first glance, Telle’s interest in the Fasti might seem relatively exceptional from 
an art-historical point of view. Ovid’s Metamorphoses, far more than any other work 
besides the Bible, was the ancient text par excellence for narrative appropriation by 
                                                      
77 See John F. Miller, “Ovid’s Fasti and the Neo-Latin Christian Calendar Poem,” International 
Journal of the Classical Tradition 10:2 (2003), 173-186, p. 174 and note 7. The first four lines of 
a supposed Book Seven appear in several early manuscripts, and tradition maintained that Jerome 
had destroyed the final six books because of their idolatrous nature. 
 
78 The full caption for September reads: 
Hactemus ex alijs sibi nomina caussis 
Traxerunt, numero caetera turba data est. 
Septembri porrò viduatur fructibus arbos, 
Hordeaque Agricolam grandia messe beant. 
 
79 Decutis arboribus nimbose November honorem, 
Ligna fabris praebens plurima, plura foco. 
Sternitur humanos et bos et porcus in usus, 
Quos sale contingit provida sedulitas. 
Translation my own. 
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artists in the early modern era.80 In the Netherlands, Karel van Mander devoted an entire 
book to the interpretation of the Metamorphoses in his 1603-1604 vernacular treatise on 
the art of painting.81 Scholarly regard for Ovid’s Fasti, however, has not been very 
thorough nor enthusiastic until relatively recently. The poem has been overlooked as a 
text widely appreciated by early modern humanists, many of whom studied the Fasti not 
only for its enticing elaboration of ancient Roman ritual, but also for its rich store of 
obscure ancient history.82  
 
Ovid’s Fasti: Survival and Revival 
The text itself was not actually a renaissance rediscovery like so many others that 
enflamed the curiosity of scholars at the time, such as the works of Tacitus that had 
proved so inspirational to Hugo Grotius and Petrus Scriverius (as discussed in the 
previous chapter). The Fasti had already long served as a medieval educational text, 
surviving as a regular part of Latin curricula from at least the twelfth century onward, 
though not without concerns occasionally recorded by those tasked with assigning pagan 
authors.83 For obvious reasons Ovid was often flagged as a potentially inappropriate poet, 
                                                      
80 While the study of Ovid’s impact on early modern art is a vast subject, see, in particular: 
Leonard Barkan, The Gods Made Flesh: Metamorphosis and the Pursuit of Paganism (New 
Haven & London: Yale University Press, 1986); Nigel Llewellyn, “Illustrating Ovid,” in Ovid 
renewed: Ovidian influences on literature and art from the Middle Ages to the twentieth century, 
Charles Martindale, ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), pp. 151-166; and 
Christopher Allen, “Ovid and art,” in The Cambridge Companion to Ovid, Philip Hardie, ed. 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), pp. 336-367. 
 
81 Karel van Mander, Wtlegghingh op den Metamorphosis Pub. Ovidij Nasonis (Haarlem, 1604).  
 
82 For general studies of the Fasti, see especially C.E. Newlands, Playing with Time: Ovid and the 
Fasti (Ithaca & London: Cornell University Press, 1995); and John F. Miller, “The Fasti: Style, 
Structure, and Time,” in B.W. Boyd, ed., Brill’s Companion to Ovid (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 67-96. 
The text was actually of more interest to anthropologists in the early twentieth century, which 
accounts for the fact that Sir James Frazer supplied one of the long-standard translations into 
English for the Loeb Classical Library (first published in 1931). As recently as 1955, L.P. 
Wilkinson derided the Fasti as “a jumble of astronomy, history, legend, religion, superstition, 
scholarship, guesswork, and antiquarian lore” (cited in Newlands, op. cit., pp. 1-2). 
 
83 For the medieval reception of Ovid’s Fasti, see E.H. Alton, “The Medieval Commentators on 
Ovid’s Fasti,” Hermathena 44 (1926), 119-151; E.H. Alton and D.E.W. Wormell, “Ovid in the 
Medieval Schoolroom,” Hermathena 94 (1960), 21-38, and Hermathena 95 (1961), 76-82; and 
J.H. McGregor, “Ovid at School: From the Ninth to the Fifteenth Century,” Classical Folia 32 
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especially due to his Amores and Ars Amatoria. Although the Fasti were not considered 
nearly as indecent, they were occasionally questioned by church figures for their 
essentially ‘irreligious’ character, since the book is primarily a study of ancient Roman 
gods and rituals.84 We can assume that Ovid’s Fasti was probably fairly well known 
among humanists in the Low Countries in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries through 
sheer force of survival and sustained academic interest. Certainly it remained popular in 
Italy in the early modern era.85 The famous Dutch scholar and Ovid specialist, Nicolaas 
Heinsius (1620-1681), though active a generation later than Telle and Van de Velde, 
supplied one of the most definitive and lasting philological studies of the Fasti and 
apparently obsessed over attempting to find the lost six books.86 
 Nevertheless, the stories in the Fasti were not nearly as popular as those in the 
Metamorphoses as source material for artists, particularly outside of Italy.87 Only a few 
previous examples can be found in late-sixteenth century Flemish art. A series of four 
engravings of the Virtues after designs by Maarten de Vos (1532-1603), issued by 
Hieronymus Cock’s shop in Antwerp, depicts pairs of female allegorical figures standing 
                                                                                                                                                                 
(1978), 29-51. As Alton and Wormell point out (op cit., p. 25) the earliest surviving manuscripts 
of the Fasti actually pre-date those of the Metamorphoses.  
  
84 Alton, “The Medieval Commentators on Ovid’s Fasti,” p. 124. 
 
85 Most studies of the reception of the Fasti in the Renaissance focus on Italy (and none to date, 
apparently, on its reception in the Low Countries at the time). Important studies include: Angela 
Fritsen, “Renaissance Commentaries on Ovid’s Fasti,” (Ph.D dissertation, Yale University, 
1995); Maggie Kilgour, “The Poetics of Time: The Fasti in the Renaissance,” in A Handbook to 
the Reception of Ovid, John F. Miller and Carole E. Newlands, eds. (Chichester: John Wiley & 
Sons, 2014), pp. 217-231; Angela Fritsen, Antiquarian Voices: The Roman Academy and the 
Commentary Tradition on Ovid’s Fasti (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 2015); and John 
F. Miller, “Ovid’s Janus and the Start of the Year in Renaissance Fasti Sacri,” in Peter Mack and 
John North, eds., The Afterlife of Ovid (London: Institute of Classical Studies, School of 
Advanced Study, University of London, 2015), pp. 81-93. As Kilgour notes (op. cit., p. 217) the 
Fasti was mistakenly thought to have not made much of an impact in the Renaissance, even as 
recently as the 1980s. 
 
86 Frazer, Introduction to Ovid’s Fasti in Loeb 1976, pp. xxiv-xxv. 
 
87 One of the most famous examples of the use of the Fasti in Italian renaissance art is that of 
Botticelli for his Primavera, under the influence of Poliziano’s interest in the poem. See Paul 
Barolsky, “Botticelli’s Primavera and the Poetic Imagination of Italian Renaissance Art,” Arion 
8:2 (2000), 5-35; and Edgar Wind, Pagan Mysteries in the Renaissance, 2nd ed. (New York & 
London: W.W. Norton, 1968), pp. 113-127. 
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in niches, in which the figure for Pax in the first plate bears verses taken from the first 
book of the Fasti as a description of the goddess of Peace [fig. 151].88 Another 
application, this time narrative, can be found in the image for Smell in a series of Five 
Senses by the relatively little-known Antwerp artist, Jacob de Backer (c. 1540/45-after 
1600) [fig. 152].89 In the background of this work Juno discusses with Flora the future 
conception of Mars from a flower, a story taken from the chapter for the month of May, 
and appropriate for this particular Sense.90  
In the seventeenth century, one important and well-known example, though 
coming two decades after the collaboration by Telle and Van de Velde, is Rubens’s great 
painting of The Feast of Venus Verticordia from the mid-1630s, likewise taken from a 
springtime ritual recorded in the Fasti.91 While these examples are few and far between, 
further examples of uses of the Fasti by early modern Dutch and Flemish artists probably 
still lie in wait for discovery. There remains no general art-historical study on its use as a 
source in this era. 
 
  
                                                      
88 NHD (Collaert Dynasty), vol. 5, pp. 48-51, nos. 1094-1097; noted by Geoffrey Shamos, 
“Bodies of Knowledge: The Presentation of Personified Figures in Engraved Allegorical Scenes 
Produced in the Netherlands, 1548-1600,” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 2015), 
p. 346. Apparently the series was first issued by Cock’s widow at some point after 1577. 
 
89 Hollstein, vol. 1, p. 52, nos. 1-5. 
 
90 Ágnes Czobor, “The Five Senses by the Antwerp Artist Jacob de Backer,” Nederlands 
Kunsthistorisch Jaarboek 23 (1972), 317-327; Suzanne Boorsch, “Jacob de Backer’s Drawing for 
the Sense of Smell,” Leids Kunsthistorisch Jaarboek 1 (1982), 367-371; and Shamos, “Bodies of 
Knowledge,” pp. 94-98. Boorsch was the first to note that the source was the Fasti. 
 
91 Philipp Fehl, “Rubens’s ‘Feast of Venus Verticordia’” Burlington Magazine 114, No. 828 
(1972) 157-163. Significant in this case is that Rubens was copying Titian, who had already used 
the Fasti as a source a full century earlier. 
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The Neo-Latin Christian Calendar Poem 
 Notable in the case of Jan van de Velde’s Twelve Months is that none of the 
images in the series relates directly to the text of the Fasti in terms of its narrative or 
specific iconography such as the many gods who appear as interlocutors in the text. 
While we know that Telle spent time in Italy and may have encountered first-hand some 
of the few examples of Italian renaissance art inspired by the Fasti, its narrative or literal 
iconographic representation was clearly never the objective in the first place. Rather, 
Telle drew instead on a poetic tradition that has long been overlooked in relation to cycle-
of-time imagery in Dutch art: the Neo-Latin Christian calendar poem. This poetic genre, 
in which humanists composed Latin verses in emulation of Ovid’s calendrical format, 
repurposed the Months theme for ecclesiastic traditions. This once-popular genre has 
been almost entirely neglected for centuries, as John Miller pointed out in his seminal 
article on the subject.92  
Humanists inspired by the Fasti produced their own versified calendars that 
replaced Ovid’s cycle of Roman ritual with celebrations of Christian liturgy, saints’ days 
and other feasts throughout the ecclesiastical year. While the genre was popular from the 
fifteenth through seventeenth centuries (Miller’s latest recorded exemplar is the 1674 
Fasti sacri of Hugues Vaillant) the genre reached a particular height in sixteenth-century 
Italy. Popular examples include those written by Lodovico Lazzarelli, Baptista 
Mantuanus, and Ambrogio Fracco, some of which were frequently reprinted.93 Their 
purpose, of course, was to transform the celebrated pagan poetic tradition into a vision of 
the calendar year inspired by the ‘true faith’. As Lazzarelli wrote in his preface, “Let 
other poets sing of antiquity and observe false rites; here you will read of the sacred 
                                                      
92 John F. Miller, “Ovid’s Fasti and the Neo-Latin Christian Calendar Poem,” International 
Journal of the Classical Tradition 10:2 (2003), 173-186. Miller’s study remains the only 
substantial treatment of this nearly forgotten episode in the history of Neo-Latin poetry. 
 
93 Lodovico Lazzarelli, Fasti christianae religionis (before 1500); Baptista Mantuanus, Fastorum 
libri duodecim (1516); Ambrogio Fracco, Sacorum fastorum libri duodecim (1547). See Miller 
2003, p. 175, with further references for each. 
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occasions arranged by God.”94 For Van de Velde’s series of Twelve Months, Telle indeed 
makes concomitant Christian references in two of the plates: August, because Christ was 
born during the reign of Augustus; and December, the month Christ was born.95  
The writers of Neo-Latin Christian calendar poems, however, did not hesitate to 
maintain distinctly Ovidian elements such as the first-person dialogue with deities such as 
Janus and Phoebus Apollo, a voice maintained by Telle in several of the early plates as 
well. Most writers, such as Mantuanus and Flacco, also focus on the etymologies of the 
months’ names supplied by Ovid, and just as Telle does. Flacco even offers an additional 
play on April/aprire by noting the ‘opening’ of the sepulcher in relation to Easter, thus 
further Christianizing the subject.96 In terms of meter, Lazzarelli and Flacco both 
reproduce the original elegiac couplets of Ovid, while Mantuanus (perhaps the most 
popular of the three) employed doubled hexameters, the format also adopted by Telle.  
Whether or not Telle was familiar with any of these three writers – though one 
presumes that he was indeed familiar with one or more of them – he clearly worked 
within an established tradition of composing original Neo-Latin Christian calendar poems 
based upon the Fasti. We can conclude that these little-studied renaissance recastings 
were certainly as much of an inspiration to him as Ovid’s original text itself. What 
appears to be completely novel in the case of Van de Velde’s series is the application of 
this tradition to a set of images centered on the Twelve Months theme. Telle’s total 
composition of forty-eight lines of verse for this series is light in volume compared to the 
lengthy (and notably unillustrated) calendar poems of his predecessors, but significant, as 
                                                      
94 Cited by Miller, “Ovid’s Fasti and the Neo-Latin Christian Calendar Poem,” p. 180. This line 
consciously converts one of Ovid’s opening statements, “Let others sing of Caesar’s arms; I sing 
of Caesar’s altars.” 
 
95 The first couplet for August (Hollstein 66) reads: Qui Sextilis erat, magni sibi nomina sumpsit / 
Augusti, genitus quo duce Nate Dei es; and second couplet for December (Hollstein 70): Cum de 
Patre Deo Deus, et de lumine lumen / Nascitur, ex humili Virgine Christus homo. 
 
96 Miller, “Ovid’s Fasti and the Neo-Latin Christian Calendar Poem,” pp. 178-179. Flacco even 
goes so far as to suggest April as the opening of the sepulcher.  
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will be argued next, in terms of its relation to Van de Velde’s response to the visual 
tradition of the Months theme, as opposed to the Telle’s textual one. 
 
Rethinking the Calendar 
 
 A more or less standard iconography for the serial treatment of the Twelve Months 
in the visual arts developed during the Middle Ages and survived well into the 
Renaissance with only slight elaborations. The earliest extant formulations can be found 
in Romanesque portal sculpture, such as the celebrated west tympanum of Saint-Lazare, 
Autun, in which roundels depicting the signs of the zodiac are interspersed with the 
Labors of the Months. The entirety surrounds a scene of the Last Judgment, and thus the 
annual cycle of time frames the very end of time.97 Medieval iconography tended to stress 
labor purely in agricultural terms (activities relating to peasant life) until gentry begin to 
find their place in more expensive Books of Hours. Only then does one regularly 
encounter springtime courting scenes in a Garden of Love, mirroring the seasonal 
activities of the owners of such books.98  
 This ‘mixed class’ iconography of the Twelve Months theme continued unabated 
in the Renaissance, though primarily in Books of Hours and tapestry cycles. The series 
format did not readily lend itself to paintings, although Pieter Bruegel famously treated 
the theme in a large-scale series, of which five panels survive from what was likely 
originally a set of six (rather than twelve) scenes, with two months represented per 
                                                      
97 For medieval calendar iconography, see James Carson Webster, The Labors of the Months in 
Antique and Mediaeval Art to the End of the Twelfth Century (Evanston: Northwestern 
University, 1938); Bridget Ann Henisch, The Medieval Calendar Year (University Park, PA: 
Pennsylvania State University Press, 1999); and Colum Hourihane, ed., Time in the Medieval 
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98 The calendar tradition in Books of Hours is surveyed well in Hourihane, Time in the Medieval 
World, passim. 
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panel.99 By the late sixteenth century, however, the Twelve Months theme finds its 
foremost outlet in the medium of prints. Since there is no comprehensive study of the 
Twelve Months theme generally in the early modern era, nor of its specific manifestation 
in print, some of the observations that follow must necessarily remain broad-ranging.100 
An overview of the series that pre-date Van de Velde’s nevertheless reveals several ways 
in which he consciously responded to an already developed visual tradition and sought to 
modify it. The import of these transformations must be regarded in the context of 
changing religious and political orders in an era in which the concept of a calendar was 
itself highly charged. 
 Of particular interest are a number of printed series of Twelve Months that 
emerged from Antwerp publishers in significant numbers in the 1580s. Adriaen Collaert 
engraved two sets after Hans Bol c. 1580-1585, one centered on biblical narratives, and 
the other a smaller set of roundels featuring traditional agricultural and leisure activities 
[figs. 153, 154 & 155].101 Crispijn de Passe engraved a similar set of round format 
Months after Maarten de Vos, probably around 1585, just before De Passe fled the city 
due to his Anabaptist faith [figs. 156, 157 & 158].102 At some point shortly after 1586, Jan 
Collaert engraved a set of Months after designs by Joos de Momper [fig. 159].103 A 
                                                      
99 Hans J. van Miegroet, “The Twelve Months Reconsidered: How a Drawing by Pieter Stevens 
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number of other undated Antwerp series likely emerged around the same time, including 
those by Julius Goltzius after Gillis Mostaert, and by Peeter van der Borcht (who based 
his designs on an earlier series by Gerard van Groeningen).104 A significant aspect of the 
publication history of these series is that several of them were later issued in Amsterdam 
by Claes Jansz Visscher, who had either acquired the plates directly from the descendants 
of the Antwerp publishing houses or had had his own copies made after their designs.105 
Jan van de Velde therefore not only had ready access to these images by his predecessors 
through his own publisher, but the fact that Visscher published two of Van de Velde’s 
own series of Twelve Months, those dated 1616 and 1618, indicates that the Visscher 
likely found great incentive in continuing to issue the theme in serial single-sheet form. 
That Van de Velde repeatedly pursued this genre while none of his Haarlem colleagues 
treated it further speaks to its importance to him as a sort of platform of inventive 
possibilities. The theme gave him a chance to showcase his abilities as a printmaker, one 
moreover who did not need to rely on the designs of painters.  
 These Flemish sets from the late-sixteenth century hew to a relatively standard 
formula in which the specific activities depicted might be found a month or two apart but 
generally conform to the seasons involved. Thus, wintertime scenes depict figures cutting 
and gathering wood, warming themselves by the fire, feasting, and celebrating carnival. 
Spring brings ploughing, pruning vines, and lovers promenading or otherwise courting in 
gardens. In summer, peasants reap and mow grain, sheer sheep, and seek shelter in the 
shade where they eat and snooze. In the autumn months, they gather fruit, tread grapes, 
sow seeds in fields, and fatten and slaughter swine.  
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 The emphasis on leisure in Van de Velde’s series of Months, or at least on labor 
that does not seem too strenuous, was not a modification that we can credit to him.106 
Already in the earlier Flemish series artists downplayed the laborious nature of 
agricultural activity or portrayed it in an especially agreeable light. In the De Passe series 
after De Vos, one even finds peasants enjoying courtships in June and July that mirror 
those found in springtime months for the gentry [figs. 157 & 158]. One important 
distinguishing feature of the Flemish series, however, is their frequent setting in what 
appear to be the landed estates of the moneyed or high-born. The carefully manicured 
gardens and fortified chateau backdrops found in so many of the Flemish prints suggest 
agriculture in the context of a wealthy landholder. As Walter Gibson rightly pointed out, 
such landed estates were far less common in the Northern Netherlands, making their 
absence in Van de Velde’s prints all the more notable.107 Rather than see the shift as some 
sort of georgic projection by the lettered urbanites of the North, however, Van de Velde’s 
scenes might better be viewed as reflective of his awareness of the actual societal fabric 
of the newly-independent Republic.  
 One of the most obvious means by which Van de Velde draws attention to a 
localizing feature of his series is his removal of all trace of the carnival imagery 
previously found ubiquitously in January and February scenes by previous artists. This 
surely intentional omission has apparently gone completely unremarked until now. In 
effect, Van de Velde Protestantizes his Twelve Months. For the three series, he instead 
employed a generic scene with ice-skaters for each of his January images. For February, 
in his series with Telle’s captions he simply repeated an ice-skating scene using a 
different composition [fig. 140]. In his 1616 series, February becomes a somewhat 
strange but novel urban scene of people gathered around a bonfire while a woman nearby 
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selling goods from baskets sits in a large barrel to keep warm [fig. 160]. And for his 1618 
series, the month becomes a bad-weather scene with a ship on stormy waters, something 
that one would more expect to find in an image of Spring or Fall [fig. 161]. A parallel 
form of doctrinal modification can already be observed, unsurprisingly, in some earlier 
Neo-Latin Christian calendar poems, the genre that Telle certainly engaged in his 
recasting of the Fasti. In 1568, for example, the Danish professor Nathan Chytraeus 
published his Fastorum ecclesiae christianae libri duodecim that had a specific focus on 
important names and dates related specifically to Protestant reformers and historical 
events associated with the movement.108 Telle and Van de Velde followed a pre-
established tradition of denominationalizing the calendar even though such a process 
lacked visual precedent at the time. 
 One major political event subsequent to the publication of Chytraeus’s book has 
never been raised in relation to Twelve Months imagery produced by Dutch and Flemish 
artists. In 1582, Pope Gregory XIII decreed that ten calendar days should be eliminated 
on that year in order to correct the antiquated Julian calendar established 1600 years 
earlier.109 A small error in the Julian year (it was eleven minutes too long) had slowly 
pushed the calendar out of sync with the astronomical year by the rate of almost one day 
per century. Since a moveable feast such as Easter was calculated in relation to the vernal 
equinox, these calendrical matters had long been a concern to church authorities. In 
effect, Easter was being pushed back into winter, and thus the long-term effect of this 
minor discrepancy was gradually to affect notions of the very seasonality required to 
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associate certain activities with certain months.110 This is why one finds Carnival in the 
months of January and February in the sixteenth-century Flemish print series, whereas 
today it usually takes place in either February or March. 
 The Gregorian Reform was never intended to cause a major inter-European rift, 
yet resistance to it was nearly uniform among Protestant-controlled countries. While 
correction itself was purely based upon calendrical astronomy, Protestant enmity toward 
Catholic authority was simply too strong to obey any decree issued by the pope. As 
Johannes Kepler famously put it, “Protestants would rather disagree with the sun than 
agree with the pope.”111 Protestant countries did not begin adopting the Gregorian 
calendar until the year 1700 (and some much later) meaning that in the late-sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries, various countries operated on calendars nearly two weeks apart in 
date. This is not to suggest that Van de Velde was responding to any specific aspects of 
the Gregorian Reform from a religious or political point of view, but rather to 
demonstrate that the calendar itself could be highly politicized in different contexts, as 
well as essentially religious in its construction. By the early seventeenth century, it 
appears that populaces adjusted to the fact that the very notion of a calendar could be a 
somewhat flexible concept. For Telle and Van de Velde, at least, the Months theme 
provided an opportunity to promote in new terms a local and decidedly Protestant vision 
of the cycle of time. 
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 The main focus of this study has been the enormous outpouring of original 
landscape prints that issued from the hand of Jan van de Velde during the first four to five 
years of his career. They range from those related to the locus amoenus theme that 
occupied his earliest published series in 1615 and 1616 and that paved the way for the 
modern concept of the picturesque, to the time-cycle imagery that he produced up to 
1618, in which he was far more prolific and innovative than any of his predecessors or 
contemporaries. Van de Velde clearly emerged at the outset of his career as a printmaker 
who was not only prodigious and endlessly creative, but also one who could even 
transform the expectations of the profession in terms of the insistent originality of his 
output. This aspect of his work in itself places him in an unusual and significant position 
within the larger history of the print medium in the early modern era. Rarely, if ever, did 
such a large and significant body of original work issue from the hand of a professional 
printmaker rather than a peintre-graveur, especially in such a short period of time.  
 In this sense, Van de Velde’s oeuvre transcends formal boundaries. He is a bridge 
figure between the great age of engraving – the major preoccupation of the sixteenth 
century – and that of etching, which he helped pioneer. His drive to produce prints from 
his own designs speaks as much to changing perceptions about the status of the 
printmaker as to the personality of the artist himself. The site of Haarlem was no doubt 
significant in this regard, particularly with such a role model as Goltzius there (for whom 
status mobility, however, ultimately meant dropping the burin for the paintbrush). We 
must also take into account his father’s urging to invent rather than reproduce, surely 
only rare advice to convey to any apprentice printmaker at the time, but equally 
remarkable for the fact of its written survival in the form of highly personal 
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correspondence between father and son. His father no doubt saw the possibilities of 
having his son pursue a career as an inventive printmaker, or at least a prentkunstenaar. 
But, as we have also seen, one wonders if the graphic sensibilities of his calligrapher 
father influenced his desire to see his son placed in the hands of an engraver in the first 
place, rather than the perhaps more obvious choice of a painter for his artistically 
promising child.  
 Regardless of the motivating factors, the contents of the early landscape series 
themselves are highly revealing in their own right, and their iconography has been the 
main focus of this study. Variety of invention could be an end unto itself, as several of 
Van de Velde’s early series demonstrate with their mix of the images containing 
obviously local or foreign elements along with those compositions that are likely purely 
invented. He was also deeply in tune with contemporary notions of local history and 
antiquity which, as is argued here, find reflection in the unprecedented number of ruins 
that appear in his early landscape prints. What had previously served as background 
material for paintings became foreground material for his etchings. Furthermore, the 
terms had changed. His ruins could serve the landscape rather than vice versa, and the 
structures themselves could be found in the local surroundings – structures that became 
of greatly increased interest to local humanists.  
While Van de Velde’s depictions of ruins, often embedded in landscape, do not 
necessarily reflect the specific antiquarian concerns of humanists (at least his single-sheet 
images as opposed to those that do indeed appear as illustrations in Ampzing’s Lof der 
Haerlem), they do arguably reflect his own form of visual antiquarianism. It is precisely 
this engagement with humanists and their concerns that marks several aspects of the 
originality of his early landscape series. Ruins specific to the Netherlands and specific to 
the Revolt had never before received such prominent attention in the visual culture of his 
day, and some hardly any attention at all until they began to regularly appear in his 
landscape series. Similarly, this study attempts to show that the Batavian craze of the 
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Truce years and the exigencies of a national identity quickly forming at the time can 
likewise be mapped onto the appreciation of ruins as deep markers of the past, regardless 
of the fact that ancient Batavians do not find any specific referent in Van de Velde’s 
works, e.g. that ancient Batavia is not mentioned in his title-pages. The obsession with 
finding and understanding this past in the newly independent Dutch Republic cannot fail 
to charge ruins with a certain degree of political signification, even (or especially) when 
presented in novel and proto-picturesque fashion. To drain his images of ruins of any 
socially significant or political charge also does a disservice to Van de Velde as an artist 
educated and literate enough to have addressed these concerns in artistically original 
ways, and who was a friend, after all, to many of the leading lights around him, 
particularly the humanist who was arguably most obsessed of all, Petrus Scriverius.  
The network of humanists and Remonstrants surrounding Jan van de Velde 
defined him to a far greater degree than the other landscape pioneers who we usually 
have studied in tandem alongside him. That many of these educated figures have gone 
unidentified or little-studied until now is reflective of a larger need that indeed remains 
for a more thorough understanding of humanist-artist interactions in his generation 
generally. Further study of the verses found so profusely on prints of this era would not 
only enrich our understanding of the artworks but also of the literary output of what 
appears to have been an enthusiastic culture of epigrammatic compositions among Neo-
Latinists of every stripe. Reiner Telle was one of the most significant religious and 
literary figures of the Truce years, but his verses on Van de Velde’s Months, revealing as 
they do a transformation of Ovid’s Fasti for local and specifically Protestant ends, were 
so easily overlooked. Yet they surely represent only one strand of many avenues of 
inquiry that could be undertaken in future studies along these lines.  
Jan van de Velde himself is also still in need of more study. By around 1618, 
where this dissertation largely leaves off, the enormous outpouring of his original printed 
designs appears to have dwindled somewhat. This fact has led to a prevailing though 
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somewhat misleading narrative that he gave up his pursuit of invention in favor of a more 
traditional printmaker’s role of working after the designs of others. His marriage in 1618 
certainly meant the establishment of a workshop and the concomitant responsibilities of 
training pupils and perhaps taking on assistants, as the documentary evidence shows. A 
great deal of the of more mundane work that issued from his shop will probably always 
remain opaque to us, as will even many of the figures who probably trained or worked 
with him. All of these things, however, were part of the normal course of trade, and there 
is no reason to imagine that Van de Velde ever had any other expectations in that regard. 
His early printed landscape series are better seen in light of his general ambition to 
produce a wide array of original works during an unfettered period (in which travel to 
Italy was also likely) rather than as a failed attempt to completely transform the 
normative course of his profession from reproductive to inventive.  
Many of these works from the latter part of Van de Velde’s career would likewise 
benefit from a thorough investigation, from his portraits, genre scenes, and book 
illustrations, to the many original landscape designs that he indeed continued to produce 
throughout his career. His dark-manner engravings in particular are masterpieces of a 
technique that few painters dared to attempt if and when they turned their attention to 
printmaking as an adjunct activity. In no case is his remarkable artistic ability more on 
display than in many of these collaborative works; and through them, Van de Velde made 
clear that he was an artist who was not strictly defined by his sense of invention. What his 
early landscape series demonstrate, however, is his unhesitant recognition that 
printmaking could transcend the normative boundaries of the profession, and that his 
designs could reflect his interested engagement with, and indeed commitment to, his 
generation’s sense of history and place around him. 
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Documents Related to Jan van de Velde II: 
Written and Printed Sources, 1568-1688 
 
 
This appendix treats every known document and printed text before 1700 that relates to 
the life of Jan van de Velde II, his wife and his son (the painter Jan van de Velde III), 
along with key documents regarding the lives of his parents and extended family. It also 
includes certain contemporary documents in which Jan van de Velde II’s identity might 
be confused with another Jan van de Velde (or possibly multiple persons with that 
relatively common name) living in Haarlem at the same time. One other certain Jan van 
de Velde in Haarlem was a goldsmith and map engraver who might also be identical to 
the printmaker called Jan van de Velde IV in modern literature, and who appears to bear 
no familial relationship.  
 





AVK   Archiefdienst voor Kennemerland (now in the NHA Haarlem) 
DTB   Doop-, Trouw- en Begrafenisboeken 
GA Amsterdam Gemeentearchief Amsterdam (now called SA Amsterdam) 
GA Rotterdam  Gemeentearchief Rotterdam (now called SA Rotterdam) 
GA Utrecht  Gemeentearchief Utrecht (now called Het Utrechts Archief) 
KB Den Haag  Koninklijke Bibliotheek, The Hague 
KBJ   Kleine Bank van Justitie 
KHG   Kerkenraad van de Hervormde Gemeente 
NGK   Nederduits Gereformeerde Kerk 
NHA Haarlem  Noord-Hollands Archief, Haarlem 
ORA   Oud Rechterlijk Archief 
ONA   Oud Notarieel Archief 
RANH   Rijksarchief Noord Holland (now in the NHA Haarlem) 
RPK Amsterdam Rijksprentenkabinet, Amsterdam 
SA Amsterdam Stadsarchief Amsterdam (formerly GA Amsterdam) 
SA Haarlem  Stadsarchief Haarlem (now in the NHA Haarlem) 
SA Rotterdam  Stadsarchief Rotterdam (formerly GA Rotterdam) 








Birth of Jan van den Velde I 
December 25, 1568  
 
Onze-Lieve-Vrouwekerk, Antwerp, Geboorteregister nr. 1. 
Not seen. 
 
The birth of Jan van den Velde I (Antwerp 1568 – Haarlem 1623), the father of Jan van 
de Velde II. The father of Jan van den Velde I was certainly not the same Hans van de 
Velde, painter, who was the father of Esaias van de Velde. Worth noting is the apparent 
age difference between the two Hans van de Veldes as well (see marriage and birth 
records in Briels 1984). Esaias’s father, Hans (1552-1609) would have been only 16 
years old when Jan I was born. They also had different mothers. Jan van den Velde I 
specifically calls his father a nail maker (nagelmaker) in his tribute to him on a 
calligraphy leaf in the Spieghel der Scrijfkonst, whereas Esaias’s father was a painter. 
 
De Keyser apparently did not see the document himself; he thanked F. Blockmans of the 
Stedelijk Archief in Antwerp for supplying him with the information. 
 






Hans van de Velde (father of Esaias van de Velde) becomes an Amsterdam citizen 
June 30, 1586 
 
Stadsarchief Amsterdam, Rapiamus Thesaurieren, no. 272, fol. 72r. 
 
Hans vander Velde, schilder van Antwerpen, heeft syn poorter eedt gedaen ende de 
tesorier het poorter ghelt betaelt den laetsten Juny Ao. 1596. 
 
This is the Hans van de Velde that has been confused in the past as the grandfather of Jan 
van de Velde II. Briels states that Hans was born in Antwerp in 1552 and that he married 
Cathalyne van Schorle there. 
 






Baptism of Esaias van de Velde 
May 17, 1587 
 
Stadsarchief Amsterdam, Doopboek, Oude Kerk, no. 1, fol. 324. 
 
Hans vande Velde schijlder, die moeder Cathalyn vande Velde. Die getuych Makyn van 
Duynhoven, het kijnt Esaias. 
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This baptismal record did not come to light until 1984 when it was first published by 
Briels and finally established the correct birth year of Esaias. More importantly, it refuted 
Van Gelder’s long-standing assertions that Esaias and Jan van de Velde II were cousins, 
and that Esaias’s father was named Anthony. Furthermore, the father Hans, a painter, is 
clearly a different Hans van de Velde than the nail-maker who was father of Jan van den 
Velde I.  
 






Letter from Jan van den Velde I to Caspar Becx 
1588 (month and day not given) 
 
Koninklijke Bibliotheek, Den Haag, HS 132 D47, blad 64. 
 
Mre Caspar Becs, ayant par le Lateur de ceste de par vous este requis de vous envoyer 
quelque escriture de main, me suis avisé encores que j’en escri plusieurs et diverses 
sortes vous communiquer ceste lettre quarree et commune. D’autant que j’estime, 
qu’icelle, pour sa promptitude et d’exterité soit la plus util et usitee et la plume ne sont 
bonnement servis des lettres mignardes et nettes, qui ne sont moins tardives & 
labourieuses qu’inhabiles pour depescher. Neantmoins Dieu m’a donne la Science, & 
usage de toutes sortes de lettres pour souffisamment contenter et satisfaire ceulx qui 
prennent plaisir en la diversité. Et ne servant la presente a autre fin que d’essupl[iant]. 
Se recommandraaffectueusement a voz bonnes graces. Vostre bon amy et serviteur. 
s[ignant]. Van Velde 88. 
 
Becx was master of a French school in Delft and the father of the famous calligrapher 
Maria Strick, who became close friends with Jan I. In this letter, Jan is fulfilling a request 
to provide a sample of his calligraphy, perhaps by way of applying for a job in his school. 
This possibility makes sense given that we know Jan was living in Delft shortly 
thereafter. The letter is also interesting in that Jan talks about the most useful scripts for 
merchants and professional scribes, who are the target audience for instruction. 
 






Marriage of Anthony van de Velde (uncle of Esaias van de Velde) 
June 23, 1590 
 
Stadsarchief Amsterdam, Trouwboek, no. 405, fol. 307. 
 
Ondertr. 23 Juni 1590 Anthoni vander Velde, van Antwerpen, schilder, oudt omtr. 33 
jaeren. won. inde Mollsteech, geass. met Hans vander Velden en Nelleken van der 
Velden, sijn broeder en suster, t.e. ende Tanneken Troymans, van Wale bij Mechelen, 
oudt 33 jaren, won. met Louys del Beecke, inde Calverstraet, geass. met Jan Troymans, 
haer vaeder t.a.z. 
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Jan van den Velde I was not a witness to the marriage of Anthony van de Velde, as 
previously stated by Van Gelder in order to adduce that Jan van de Velde II and Esaias 
van de Velde were related. The Hans van der Velden listed here as a witness to this 
marriage of Anthony van de Velde is actually the painter and father of Esaias, not the 
calligrapher Jan van den Velde I (who sometimes went by Hans). There is no known 
connection between the two families with this surname. Briels states that Anthony died in 
Amsterdam in 1616 (SA Amsterdam, Weeskamer, Register van overlijdens, no. 20). 
 







Letter from Jan van den Velde I to Maria van Bracht 
1592 (exact date not given) 
 
Koninklijke Bibliotheek, Den Haag, HS 132 E2, blad 8 
 
Aende Gratieuse ende schoone (die myn liberteyt in een gheluckiger dienstbaerheyt 
verkeert heeft) Joufve. MARIA VAN BRACHT. Tot Rotterdamme. 
De grootste quellinghe ende sacherie die myn amoureus hertte int vervolch ende 
persisteren uwer .L. liefd, Ma gentille Maistresse, is lydende, is dat ick nae meyn 
g’affectionneerde goeden wille uwer .L. lieflycke ende recreatieve teghenwoordicheyt 
niet en can ghenieten Want als ick begin te dencken op de vriendelycke gratieusicheyt die 
u.l. tmywaerts (als ick by u.l. ben) is ghebruyckende zoo voel ick my stracx met een swaer 
versuchten ende groot leetwesen bevanghen, dat ick my nu (door de distantie der plaetse) 
van een sulcke vreucht ende blyschap (die ick ontfinck in u.l. presentie zynde) berooft 
vinde. Och ick nu wel wilde dat my een weynich van Dedalus konste g’octroyeert waere, 
daermede ick my dan met eene groote veerdichheyt by u.l. soude transporteren, om alsoo 
aen myn suchtende hertte (twelck in u.l. afwezen, gelyck een tortelduyfken dat zyn 
gaeyken verloren heeft, is treurende) eenighe verquickinghe ende soulagement te moghen 
geven. Maer eylacen, den hemel my daer van niet voorzien hebbende het sal my 
bedwanck syn te doene (vermits tgene ick wil niet en can) dat in myn vermoghen is: 
Twelck is dat (nadien ick alle daeghen persoonelyck by u.l. niet en can ghewesen) ick 
onderwylen met brieven (als secreete boden van my u.l. ootmoedighen Dienaer) u.l. 
visiteren sal ter tyt toe dat het de Heere belieft door onse gewunschte tsamenvoeginge, 
van sulcke observatie een eynde te maken, ende tonser beyder contentemente te laten 
genieten de soete vrucht van onse eerlycke ende ghetrouwe liefde. Hierentusschen ick 
Godt bidden sal u.l. te willen verleenen de volheyt u.l. goeder begeerte: my 
recommanderend seer hertgrondelyck aen u.l. goede gratie uyt Delft 1592. 
U.L. goetionstigher, H:s van velde 
 




Marriage of Jan van den Velde I and Maria van Bracht 
July 5, 1592 (document signed June 21, 1592) 
 
Stadsarchief Rotterdam, DTB 56, fol. 106v 
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1592, 21 Juni. Hans van den Velde, J.G. [jonggesel] van Antwerpen, woont te Delft, met 
Maijken van Bracht, J.D. [jongedochter] van Thurnhout, woont ant martvelt. – Gtrout 
den 5 july. 
 
The marriage of the parents of Jan van de Velde II. Note that the marriage takes place in 
Rotterdam, but that Jan van den Velde was living in Delft at the time. Maria (or Mayke) 
van Bracht from Turnhout was a sister of the first wife of the Rotterdam book dealer Jan 
II van Waesberge (1556-1626), the father of Jan III van Waesberge (1588-1633) and 
Pieter van Waesberge (1599-1661).  Jan van den Velde I was the writing master of the 
Latin School in Rotterdam this year (according to Van Thiel-Stroman, but with no 
reference). He apparently moved from Delft to Rotterdam this year. 
 
Literature: Ledeboer 1859, pp. 50, 85; Haverkorn van Rijsewijk 1901, p. 60; Van Gelder 
1933, pp. 1-2; De Keyser 1943, p. 244; Briels 1974, pp. 529, 532; Van Thiel-Stroman in 






Letter from Jan van den Velde I to the physician Johannes Bontius 
April 19, 1596 
 
Koninklijke Bibliotheek, Den Haag, HS 132 E2, blad 6 
 
Monsr: estant l’homme en peine et travail de subvenir à la maladie de sa chere 
maistresse sa sucrée Bourse, il luy convient en premier lieu cercher un Mire expert à 
l’art de medecine, à celle fin qu’il recoive d’autant plus prompte remde au mal qu’il 
sente de l’indisposition de sa douce Amie. Tres puis que la mienne est en assez mauvais 
poinct, voire preste à rendre l’ame, si elle ne vienne à estre, bien tost secourue, Je vous 
ay bien voulu prier (vous cognoissant Medecin non seulement tres opulent en herbes 
medecinales pour la pouvoir mettre facilement en meilleur estat, mais aussi fort curieux 
de la bonne convalescence) qu’il vous plaise la vouloir cecourir à son grand besoing, en 
luy envoyant le medicament d’un quart d’an de’Escolage de votre fils, et de ce que luy ay 
debourse, montant ensemble à la somme de 34 flor. 8 pats. comme il appert par le conte 
dernierement vous envoyé. M’asseurant qu’elle ne faillera a en recevoir (sinon santé 
entiere) pour le moins quelque vigueur et respiration: ce que me suffira de consolation 
qu’elle ne me laissera pour ceste fois veuf de son ayde et assistence; m’estant sa bonne 
valitude tant necessaire, qu’impossible me seroit de pouvoir vivre une seule heure apres 
sa mort. De laquelle Dieu la veuille garder les ames de l’antique Nestor, et vous 
Monsieur de toute sinistre et mauvaise fortune. En haste de Rotterdamme ce 19 d’Avril 
96.  
Entierement vostre, J. vanden Velde. 
 
Jan writes to the physican Bontius, to whom he would later dedicate a plate of calligraphy 
in his Spieghel der Schrijfkonst, to ask for treatment for his ailing wife, the mother of Jan 
II, and tenderly says that he could not live an hour longer should she die. He also 
apparently barters the tuition of Bontius’s son, who must be enrolled in Jan’s French 
school. That she recovered is clear from Jan I’s later letters to Jan II in 1613 that say his 
mother sends her greetings. Her date of death has never been determined. 
 
Literature: Croiset van Uchelen 2005, pp. 121-122, no. A3. 
 





Jan van de Velde I and Maria van Bracht bear witness to notarized act 
Febrary 17 (or 27?), 1598  
 
SA Rotterdam, Prot. Not. Jac. Simonsz., Protocol. D VI f36. 
Not seen. 
 
Op 17 Febr. 1598 compareerden…etc. d’eersame Jan van Waesbergen, boeckvercooper, 
ende Margriete van Bracht, syne huysvrouwe, Phillips de Graeve, mede boeckvercooper 
met Barbara van Bracht, syne huysvrouwe ende Jan van de Velde, schoolmeester, met 
Maria van Bracht, syne huysvrouwe, altsaemen wonende binnen der stede Rotterdam, 
voor henselven en hen sterck makende voor Pieter van Bracht, haer broeder, alle 
kinderen van Pieter van Bracht ende Heijltgen Matheusdr van Postele, ende oversulcx 
erfgenamen van Goijvaert van Postele, haere grootvader…machtigen Jan van Eijck, 
woonend in de vrijheijt van thurnhout, om voor hen te behoeve van Frederik Dargen, 
woenend in de vrijheijt van thurnhout, over te nemen van het hun competeerend gedeelte 
in de hoeve, landen, heijde ende wijde, daeraen behoorend, genaemt de groote hoeve 
gelegeu [gelegen?] bij thurnhout. 
 
Literature: Haverkorn van Rijswijk 1901, p. 60 (as Feb. 17); Van Gelder 1933, p. 1, n. 2 






Marriage of Artus van de Velde 
(Date unknown) 
 
Stadsarchief Amsterdam, Trouwboek, no. 409, fol. 48. 
Not seen. 
 
Briels states that Artus van de Velde married this year, implying that this Artus is the 
father of Hans van de Velde, the painter from Amsterdam (and father of Esaias) who was 
born in 1552, but it seems more likely that this would be a brother of Hans rather than his 
father. An Artus is mentioned as the brother of Hans after his death (Keyes p. 22). Briels 
mentions that Artus was a schoolmaster, the same profession as Jan van den Velde I, so 
perhaps there is indeed a connection between two Van de Velde branches in this regard.  
 






Letter from Jan van de Velde I to Christiaen Davidsz in Elsinore 
Date uncertain 
 
Koninklijke Bibliotheek, Den Haag, HS 132 E2, blad 10 
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Achtbare, wyse, voorsienighe Heere, ende goede vriendt, Sr: Christiaen Davidsz, Ick heb 
over ettelycke maenden aen U.E. een cleyn briefken geschreven, en daer by gesonden 
eenige brieven van de kinderen, als oock een cleyn Rolleken met Konst van mynen 
oudsten Sone, om tselve te doen bestellen aen des Conincx Schilder van Denemercken: 
maer en wete niet of het U.E. altzamen behandicht is: bidden dat U.E. believe my daer 
van een cleyn woordeken van advys te geven, ons zal vriendtschap geschieden. U.E. 
kinderen syn noch wel te passen, Godt danck, gelyck sulcx blyckt uyt de brieven hiermede 
gaende. Sy hebben U.E. hier te voren noch geschreven, verhopende dat de brieven U.E. 
behandicht zyn. Het is nu bij de negen maenden dat de kinderen by my gewoont hebben, 
verwondert zijnde, dat U.E. my geen ordre en seyndt by wie ick myn geldt halen sal, 
alsoo het gecondicionneert is dat ick alle drye maenden, gelyck het gebruyc is, gelt zoude 
ontfangen, ende nu in Meyo toecomende het negen maenden wesen zal, waerovere ick 
Symon Hendricxsz aengesproken hebbe, maer alsnoch van hem geen contentement 
ontfangen. Ick hebbe t’Amsterdam kennisse aen een seker persoon die veel op 
Denemerken handelt, zal hem eens aen-spreken, ende hooren of hy my geen gelt en zoude 
willen tellen op wissel, om door U.E. tot Elsseneur wederom betaelt te worden: Indien hy 
gewillich is, zoo sal ick een Jaer op U.E. trecken, ende een Jaer op Sr. Thomas Jacobsz 
verhopende dat aende betaling geen twyffel en zal zyn. Waerop my verlatende, Ick desen 
zal eynden, ende Godt bidden (naer onse hertgrondige Salutatie) U.E. met MeJoufvwe. 
uwe beminde huysvwe. ende de ganschen famillie, te behouden in syn heylige 
bewaeringe. U.E. dienstwilligen, Jan vanden Velde. 
 
This letter is particular interest for the fact that Jan I sent a sample of the art of his eldest 
son to Denmark to be shown to the royal painter there. If we accept Croiset van 
Uchelen’s dating of the letter to the late 1590s, then Jan II would have been young indeed 
(7 or 8 years old at the latest), but perhaps this letter should be dated a few years later 
since he mentions Simon Frisus, who would engrave the plates for the Spieghel in 1605. 
In either case, it is the first mention of Jan van de Velde II in any source, and attests to his 
aptitude in art, and perhaps even his being something of a child prodigy that his father 
wanted to promote to persons in high places in the realm of art. 
 






Jan van de Velde I and his brother-in-law named guardians 
November 8, 1600 
 
SA Rotterdam, Voogdijboek I, no. 778. 
Not seen. 
 
Jan van de Velde and his brother-in-law Philips de Grauw are named guardians of the 
children left behind by Margriet van Bracht daer vader aff is Jan van Waesberge. 
 






Jan van den Velde I receives an inheritance 
  242 
December, 1604 
 
GA Rotterdam, Prot. Not. Jac. Symonsz. 
Not seen. 
 
[Lambrecht de Haes] wonende in de stadt Grave nomineert tot zijne universeele 
erfgenamen Jan van de Velde ende Aeltgen van den Velde, zijn oom ende moeye van ‘s 
moeders zijde, elcx voor een derde part… 
 
Van Gelder speculates that this inheritance allowed Jan I to invest in the considerable 
expenses that the Spieghel der Schrijfkonst must have incurred. If Jan the writing master 
is indeed the same Jan here, then he and Aeltgen must be siblings, and Lambrecht must 
have been the son of one of their other sisters. 
 






Letter from Jan van den Velde I to Jacob Matham 




Eersame Wyse Voorsienige Sr Jacomo Maetham, woonende by de Vischbrughe naest den 
Calckhoven, Tot Haerlem. Loont den brenger. 
Sr Jacomo Maetham. Alzoo ick groot gebreck lyde by mynen Tittel, zoo hebick door dese 
UE wel vriendelyck willen bidden, dal U Ed believen denzelven metten eersten te 
depescheren en my sal sonderlinghe vrientschap geschieden, die ick bereyt ben wedrom 
tuwaerts t’erkennen in tghene U Ed op my soude moghen van ghelycke versoeken. Tgene 
UE belooft is zal U Ed metten eerste ghewerden, mylatende weten wanneer den selve sal 
ghedaen wesen. Waert mogelyck dat ick denselven binnen tien of twaelf daghen hebben 
moght, oft eer, my zou grooten dienst gheschieden. Bevelende vriendelyck noch een mael, 
dat UE believe my hierinne te gherieven zal als voren. Hiermede Sr Jacomo den 
Almoghende ingenade bevolen. Metter haest uyt Rotterd. desen 9 february 1605. Uzd 
dienstwilligen, Velde. 
 
Jan I is almost certainly referring the frontispiece that Matham excuted for him for his 
famous Spieghel der Schrijfkonst that came out that year, designed by Karel van Mander. 
Apparently he is in pressing need of it, but promises payment right away. 
 
Literature: Obreen 1877-90, vol. II (1879-80), pp. 94-101; Franken & Van der Kellen 




Jan van de Velde I applies for a copyright for the Spieghel der Schrijfkonst 
c. 1605 
 
Koninklijke Bibliotheek, Den Haag, HS 132 E2, blad 11 
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Aende Ed.Mo: Myne gebieden Heren de Staten Gnael [General] der Vereenichde 
Nederlantsche Provintien. 
Vertoont in alder ghediensticheyt ende reverentie U.M.E. onderdanighe Jan vanden 
Velde, Francoysche schoolmr. binnen Rotterdam, hoe dat hy Remonstrant, tzedert het 
overgaen der stadt Antwerpen, hier in desen Lande, hem inde Konste van Rekenen, 
Cyfferen ende Schryven onder de Jonghe Jeucht, als andere na syn beste vermoghen 
altyts ghequeten heeft. Ende alzoo hem Godt de Heere inde Konste van Schryven 
(onberoemelyck ghesproken) zonderlinghen begaeft heeft), en dat verscheydene Plaet-
snyders alreeds bestaen hebben eenige van syne Gheschriften, zonder synen weten, naer-
te-snyden, zonder nochtans suffisant te wesen om de selve behoorlycker wyse te konnen 
volghen, ghelyck U.M.E. vvt een cleyn boecxken onlancx gheleden te Haerlem na syne 
Schriften ghesneden, kan vertoont worden, des noodich zynde. Hevet hem goet ghedocht, 
(ontmoetende eenen die inde zelve konste van letteren tesnyden, zeer expert ende ervaren 
was) eenen Schryfkonst-boeck int licht te brenghen, die hy ter eeren deser vereenichde 
Provintien, ende tot voorderinghe der Joncheyt ende allen Liefhebbers, met groote kosten 
en moeyten, nu volleynt heeft. Versoeckende derhalven seer ootmoedelyck, alzoo hy 
Suppl[ian]t ettelycke maele ghewaerschout is gheweest, dat eenighe syn Boeck zoecken 
naer te snyden, dat U.M.E. believe hem te vergunnen behoorlycke Privilegie ende Octroy, 
in forma dat synen Boeck ten deele off int gheheel, noch eenighe van syne Gheschriften 
binnen den tyt van ettelycke Jaren, niet en sal moghen naer ghedruckt, oft in andere 
Landen naer-ghedruckt zynde, hier in dese vereenichde Provintien niet en sullen moghen 
verkocht noch ghedistribueert werden; op alzulcke verbeurte ende amende als U.M.E. 
goet ende behoorlyck sullen vinden. Twelck doende… 
 
“To the noble Highnesses, my worshipful Lords of the States General of the United 
Provinces of the Netherlands.  
With your obliging permission, your subject Jan vanden Velde, French schoolmaster in 
Rotterdam, submits that he, Remonstrant, since the surrender of Antwerp, has always 
done his best in this country to [teach] the youth as well as others to the best of his 
abilities the skill of adding, arithmetic and writing. And as the Lord God has (without 
boasting) blessed him with unusual ability in the art of writing, so that various engravers 
have already attempted to copy some of his writings on the plate without his knowledge, 
though they lacked sufficient [talent] to copy it creditably, as my Lords can, if necessary, 
be shown in the case of a small booklet recently engraved in Haarlem after his writing. 
Having now found someone very expert and practiced in the art of cutting letters, he now 
thinks it fit to publish a book on writing which, to the glory of these United Provinces and 
the advancement of the youth and all amateurs, has now been completed, with great 
expense and pains. The applicant having been warned on several occasions that there are 
some who would like to copy his book, he humbly requests your Lordships to grant him a 
suitable copyright to prevent that his book, whether entire or in part, nor any [other] of 
his writings, be copied for a period of some years, or, in case they should be copied 
abroad, to prevent its being sold or distributed in the United Provinces, under pain of 
such penalties and restituions as your Lordships may deem good and proper. So doing…” 
 
This document is interesting in that Jan I specifically references his flight from Antwerp 
for religious reasons, and states that he is Remonstrant. It also establishes that he had to 
teach a variety of subjects as part of his profession (as was the norm for French 
schoolmasters). He goes on to complain that his work was being pirated. That he was 
granted the privelege we know from the title page verso of the Spieghel that gives as a 
period of six years. He also mentions the how he finally found someone “very expert and 
practiced in the art of cutting letters” (Frisius) which reinforces how important proper 
engraving skills were to Jan II’s father.  
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Literature: Broos 1971, pp.183-184 (with this translation); Croiset van Uchelen 2005, pp. 




Jan van den Velde I publishes the Spieghel der schrijfkonste in three parts 
1605 
 
The text establishes that the author was master of a French School in Rotterdam.  
Jacob Matham engraves a portrait of Jan van de Velde I, and the frontispiece designed by 
Karel van Mander who also added an encomium: “If Apelles once won fame with the 
brush, the praiseworthy Van de Velde will not win less with the pen.” (see Broos, p. 157). 
 
Literature: The literature on this important publication is extensive, but the most 
important study of the third part (Fondement) is Croiset van Uchelen 2005. For the social 




Jan van den Velde I’s tribute to his father in the Spieghel der Schrijfkonst 
1605 
 
Den Eersamen Vromen Hans vanden Velde Naghel-maker. 
Het waer eene groote ondancbaerheyt, beminde Vader, dat ick die van u.l. het leven 
houde, ende door uwen middel gheraeckt ben tot de hooch-loffelijcke Konste van 
schrijven, u.l. quame te vergheten. Voorwaer ghy zijt al te seer in myne ghedachten 
gheprent, dat ick u.l. in myne pampieren niet en soude stellen, ende u.l. seer hoochlijcken 
bedancken vande deucht die ghy my ghedaen hebt, my vergunnende dat ick de 
handelinghe der Penne mocht leeren: van welcke weldaet ick my tuwaert meerder 
verobligeert houde, dan off ick van u.l. een groote somme gelts ghenoten hadde, want 
ghelijck het ghemeyn spreecwoort seyt, T’goet vergaet, maer de Konst blijft altyt. Uwen 
ootmoedighen sone, Velde. 
 
This sheet of printed calligraphy that appeared in the Spieghel provides the only 
knowledge that we have of Jan I’s father, a nail-maker (nagelsmid). The use of Hans 
instead of Jan probably reflects the more intimate family setting. Jan I also sometimes 
went by Hans (though Jan II seems to have gone more by Johan). Jan I’s father was not 
identical to the Hans van de Velde, painter (1552-1609), who was the father of Esaias van 
de Velde, and who had also emigrated from Antwerp, though to Amsterdam instead of 
Rotterdam.  
 




Jan van den Velde I’s praise of Hendrick Goltzius in the Spieghel der Schrijfkonst 
1605 
 
Aenden Wydt-vermaerden ende seer Const-rycken Heer H. Goltius. 
Ick soude my nu wenschen den vergulde Penne om uwen lof den Nacomelinghen 
volcomentlijck te moghen singhen: maer uwe vermaertheyt is alreede soo groot ende 
uwen Naem soo wydt verbreyt dat Ick vreese dien veel eer te verminderen, dan door myn 
slechte penne eenighen luijster te gheven, Nochtans willende u onder de Const-lievende 
ende Vermaerde niet vergheten, hebbe ick evenwel my verstout uwen Konstrijcken 
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persoon in myn boeck oock te stellen ende hem met dese materie te vereren, die ick bidde 
in danck te willen ont[vangen]. Velde. 
 
“To the wide-and-far renowned and very artistic Mr. H. Goltzius. I should now wish with 
the gilded pen to be allowed to profoundly sing your praise to posterity; but your fame is 
already so great and your name so widely known, that I fear to detract from it by means 
of my inferior pen. Nevertheless not wishing to forget you among the art-lovers and the 
famous, I have taken the temerity to mention in my book your personage as well, and to 
honor him with this exemplar, which I pray you will receive in gratitude.” 
 
Literature: Worthen 1993, p. 261; and p. 299, n. 2 (with translation therin by Croiset van 




Jan van den Velde I’s praise of Hendrick Goudt in the Spieghel der Schrijfkonst 
1605 
 
A Mons. H. Gout, Gentil-homme Hollandois. 
Xenocrates dit qu’il n y a chose plus detestable que l’ingratitude des hommes, d’autant 
que soubs ce mot sont compris les vices les plus enormes. Et pourtant il faut que l’homme 
se souvienne de celuy don't il a recu quelque plaisir & courtoisie. En consideration de 
quoy, me sentant votre redevable, partant des faveures recuez de Mons. votre serviteur, 
je me suis advisé de vous presenter cest example pour en partie m’en decharger et pour 
n’estre estimé ingrat. Vous suppliant l’accepter en signe d’amour, et du bon desir que 
j’ay de vous faire cy apres plus grande service, à Dieu. Velde. 
 
“To Mr. H. Gout, gentleman of Holland. Xenocrates says that there is nothing more 
detesetable than mans’s ingratitude, as much as under this word the most enormous vices 
are included. And moreover one should remember him from whom he has received 
pleasure and courtesy. In consideration of which, feeling myself in your debt as a result 
of favors received from you, I am advised to present you this exemplar in order to 
partially discharge my obligation and in order not to be considered an ingrate by you. 
Begging you to accept it as a sign of love, and of the great desire that I have to do a 
greater service to you hereafter. Farewell. Velde.” 
 
The text establishes a certain personal relationship between the two, although its exact 
nature is unclear. Perhaps Goudt engraved some calligraphy for Jan I, although there are 
no known examples today. Notable is that his prints are remarkable for their fine 
calligraphic inscriptions. 
 






Jan van den Velde I buys a house in Rotterdam on the Spoeijevaert 
May 31, 1606 
 
Stadsarchief Rotterdam, ORA 507, Gifteboek 13, fols. 715-716. 
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This street is the present-day Delftsevaart. The house appears to have been sold to him 
for f2911, if that is indeed the total reflected in the calculations in the margin. This would 
presumably be a fairly comfortable house. 
 
Literature: Obreen 1877-90, vol. II, p. 96; Van Gelder 1933, p. 8, n. 2; Croiset van 






Burial of Hans van de Velde (father of Esaias van de Velde) 
January 5, 1609 
 
SA Amsterdam, Weeskamer, Register van Overlijdens, no. 16. 
 
Hans vande Velde aende Slotelsbrugge den 5 Januari 1609. 4 [dependent children]. 
Geen goet gebleven so de weduwe verclaerde, daervan Jacob Martensz den schoonsone, 
Esaias vande Velde den sone, Artus vande Velde de broeder ende Claes Jansz Geus, 
behuwde maech vande overledene, verclaerden hier van goede kennisse te hebben. Ergo 
geen bewys gedaen. 
 
“Hans van de Velde, resident by the Slotelsbrugge on January 5th, 1609. 4 dependent 
children. The widow declares that her late husband died without estate. Jacob Martensz, 
the son-in-law; Esaias, the son; Artus van de Velde, the brother and Claes Jansz Geus, 
through their intimate acquaintance with the affairs of the deceased, support the widow’s 
claim. No further confirmation was necessary.” 
 






Marriage of Maria van de Velde to George de Carpentier 
September 23, 1612 
 
Stadsarchief Rotterdam, DTB 56, fol. 371. 
Not seen. 
 
Joris Philips de Carpentier, jongesel van Schiedam, woont tot Leijden en Maria vande 
Velde, jongedochter van Rotterdam. 
 
Maria was the sister of Jan II, and the only of his several siblings that we know by name 
other than Peter, who died in the East Indies in 1627. She was married to the famous 
calligrapher and French schoolmaster in Hoorn, George de Carpentier, who won the Prix 
de la Plume Couronnée in 1620, but complained in a letter that year (citing Jan I as his 
father-in-law) that he disagreed that Maria Strick, a fellow competitor, had a better Italian 
hand. Maria van de Velde must have died before 1630 judging from the marriage 
document of her daughter that year. Since Jan II was almost certainly the eldest of his 
siblings, Maria must have been in her teens when she married. 
 
Literature: Briels 1997, p. 393, n. 2. 




Letter from David Horenbeeck to Jan van den Velde I 
October 8, 1612 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, Haarlem 
Not found. 
 
Apparently David Horenbeeck wrote to Jan van de Velde I complaining about his 
behavior. Interesting that they must have regained friendly relations, to judge from the 
baptismal witness some years later. Also, Horenbeeck took over French school after Jan 
I’s death, and published some of Jan I’s later works after the latter’s dismissal. 
 






Jan van de Velde I states that he has lived in Rotterdam for 20 years 
1613 
 
J’ay tousjour taché de faire valoir aussi le petit talent que Dieu par sa grace m’a departi, 
tant de la manierement de la plume, de langue Françoise, que de l’Arithmetique, le tout 
au bien commun, & singulierement au prouffit & avancement de la Jeunesse; à 
l’instruction de laquelle me suis ordonné sous la protection & gracieux accueil, de mes 
tres-honnorez Seigneurs, en ceste vostre Ville-marchande de Rotterdam, il y-a plus d’une 
vingtaine d’années… 
 
This appears in the foreward to the Rotterdam magistrates in his French schoolbook, 
Bouquet printanier (Rotterdam: Van Waesberghe, 1613). It confirms that Jan and Maria 
likely settled in Rotterdam in 1593 and that Jan II was likely born there. Jan II most 
certainly identified as a Rotterdammer, as is clear from other documents in Haarlem 
when he is identified as such. 
 




Letter from Jan van den Velde I to Secretary Bosvelt in Haarlem 
March 21, 1613 
 
Koninklijke Bibliotheek, Den Haag, HS132 E2, blad 16. 
 
Aen myn heer, Myn heer den Secret. Bosvelt, woonende tot Haerlem 
Myn Heere, Ick, heb verstaen door myn sone, dat U.E. van meyninge is een van uw .E. 
soonkens by my inden kost te besteden, om hem inde handelinge der pennen te stilleren, 
hebbe derhalven niet konnen naerlaten U.E. t’adviseren dat ick seer geerne mynen besten 
vlyt wil aenwenden om tzelve U.E. soonken, naer vermogen, daerinne t’onderwysen, ende 
in andere conditiën, die U.E. my soude mogen voordragen, t’accommoderen. Myn Sone 
heeft my geschreven dat hy U.E. geseyt heeft van 24. ende 25 £ doch U.E. hier gecomen 
zynde, zullen vanden prys wel accorderen, ende U.E. in alles goet contentement doen. 
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Hierentusschen, verwachtende U.E. comste, ick U.E. met tsamen den ganschen famillie, 
inde genadige beschuttinge des Alderhoochsten bevele. Wt Rotterdamme desen 21. Marti; 
an.o 1613. 
U.E dienstwillighe. J: Vanden Velde 
 
From this letter, it appears that Jan van de Velde II, while still an apprentice, would 
occasionally act on his father’s behalf on business related to his school in Rotterdam, in 
this instance with the pupil’s father in Haarlem. 
 




Letter from Jan van den Velde I to Jan van de Velde II  
April 27, 1613 
 
Rijksprentenkabinet, Amsterdam  
 
Eersame Vrome Jongman Jan van den Velde, woonende op de Oude Gracht ten huijse 
van den constrycken Sr Jacob Matham, excellent Plaetsnyder, tot Haerlem. 
Mon Fils. Ick hebbe advys van Mons Frisius gecregen, maer geheel vreemt en absurd, 
syn woorden syn geheel variabel en ongestadich. Hy gelaet hem nu of hyt niet doen en 
conde, my latende weten dat hy te veel te doen heeft en derhalven my qualyck zoude 
connen geholpen, maer dat ick wel zoude doen en UE daartoe employeren, zout mettertyd 
wel leeren en daerin genoech ervaren worden om my te gerieven. In somma tzyn maer 
blau blomme en niet dan wint. Ick en zal oock naer hem niet meer talen oft moest anders 
bycomen. Wilt van tgene dat ick u hier schryve niemant vermanen noch laten weten dat 
ick met hem wat gedaen zoude hebben om U Ed wil. Ick ben seer verwondert dat ick van 
den Secretaris Sone niet en hoor, moght eens, alst gelegen comt, daernaer vragen. Myn 
Schole wordt heel slap, doch verhope aen de genade Godes dattet wederom beteren zal. 
Onderwijlen doet ghy U best int yser en weest neerstich, want ick U daer niet langer en 
zal connen houden; als de neringe betert zal U dan noch wederom tyt genoegh geven om 
voorder te leeren ghy cont U thuis erffenen en voorder practiseeren. Hiermede gaen voor 
U een paer nieuwe Schoenen, moecht se den Schipper afeyschen. Uw moeder, met al Uwe 
broeders en susters doen U zeer groeten. Vaert wel en groet (van) ons U Mr Sr Matham 
en syn huysvr., zeer met alle bekende Metter haest tot Rotterdam den 27 april Ao 1613. 
U vader, Velde. 
 
The first of the three ‘apprenticeship letters’ that provide important insights into Jan van 
de Velde II’s time in Matham’s shop, and are a rare type of document to survive 
generally. They were most likely preserved simply because they were recognized as 
examples of the famous calligrapher’s handwriting. 
 
Here the reference to Frisius has received different interpretations. Van Gelder, followed 
by Ackley, seems to think that he was trying to get Frisius for training in printmaker 
(especially since he was a noted etcher, a technique that would be important to Jan II) but 
more likely, as pointed out by Welcker, followed by Croiset van Uchelen, is that Jan I 
was trying to get Frisius to do more calligraphy engraving for him, since it was such a 
specialized activity and his work on the Spieghel was celebrated for its clarity and 
accuracy. It would not have made sense to engage Frisius as a teacher when Jan II was 
only a year away from becoming a master. But note that Frisius’s response was that he 
was too busy but suggested employing his son in this matter and that he would learn with 
experience. Either interpretation is possibly valid if 1.) Jan I asked Frisius to train Jan II 
specifically how to engrave calligraphy, which was not a specialty of Matham’s shop, or 
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2.) Jan I simply asked Frisius to engrave some plates for him; the response of Frisius 
works in either case. What has been overlooked is the suggestion that Jan II work for his 
father directly. This implies that he possibly had in mind calligraphy work after all. What 
is difficult to understand is why Jan I would dismiss Frisius’s statements as nonsense, and 
then ask his son to keep this information confidential. Perhaps he did not want Matham to 
know that he was seeking alternate or auxiliary training for Jan II. 
 
This letter also mentions that he cannot keep Jan II in Matham’s shop for too much 
longer (referring to apprenticeship fees, the amount of which is unknown), so to study 
hard to master the burin. Reference to brothers and sisters plural gives us one of our two 
reference to multiple siblings, about whom we know so little. Sends a pair of shoes with 
this letter (and a pair of sleeves later in the year). Note that the secretary’s son is 
mentioned, referencing letter from Jan I to Bosvelt, which suggests also much missing 
correspondance between Jan II and his father. 
 
Literature: Obreen 1877-90, vol. II (1879-80), pp. 94-101; Franken & Van der Kellen 




Jan van den Velde I dedicates a book to Jan van de Velde II 
May 1, 1613 
 
Jan van de Velde dedicates one of his French school book publications to son fils bien-
aymé (“his much-loved son”). The book is: Quatrains spirituels et moraux, Servans 
d’instruction & enseignement à la Ieunesse, Rotterdam (Van Waesberge?), 1613. 
 




Letter from Jan van den Velde I to Jan van de Velde II  




Eersamen Vromen Jongman Jan Van den Velde, In eygen handen, tot Haerlem. 
Mon Fils. Ick hebbe aen M. Guillam de 2 materieboecken gesonden om die te vercoopen, 
alsook de Madeleene met het Moeselaerken, ghy moecht zien wat het gelden mach en M. 
Guillam een prys daervan seggen wat U konst wel weert is. Ick hebbe hem geschreven 
van 40 of 50 gul. indien U dunckt dattet te veel is, moecht zien waervoor dattet ghyt 
gheven condt. Ende nopends myn boeck hebben dat gestelt op hondert gul. my dunckt 
dattet zooveel wel behoort te gelden, want daer bynaer hondert Stucken instaen, hetwelck 
yeder materie maer een gul. is, indien dezelve reyn en schoon waren zoude’t Stuck 3 of 4 
gul. moeten gelden, en noch en soude de arbeyt (ick laet staen de kunst) miet betaelt 
worden. Ick verwacht metten eerste watter van gemaeckt zal worden. M. Guillam zal U 3 
gul. tellen, moecht hem die heyschen, en laet my weten of gy by Sr Matham blyven zult, 
oft dat ghy by Sr Bosvelt zult gaen. Ick verwacht alle dagen syn Soonken, verwondert 
waert soo lange blijven mach. Nopende den tittel dien ghy voor Mattys snyden zout, 
hebben hem geseyt dat ghy Mons. Taffins tronie niet becomen en condt, waerop hy my 
geantwoordt heeft dat hy Mons. de Nielle aenghesproken heeft, die hem belooft heeft 
daerom eenighe goede vrienden t’Amsterdam te schryven en zal U alsdan bescheyt laten 
weten. Ick heb een francoys boeck mede tot Haerlem gehadt, vande groote Tamerlans, 
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meyne wel dat ick tot den baes of tot Mr Guillaum gelaten heb, wilt daernaer eens 
vernemen, en my dat ghuys seynden.  
Vaert we en groet (van) ons al de vrienden zeer. In Rotterdam deze 17 july 1613. U 
vader, Velde. 
 
Laet Sr Matham U meester niet weten dat ick deze Stucken begeer te vercoopen om Uwen 
wil.  
Ma mere seynt U hiermede een paer nieuwe mouwen de reste sal U in de andere weke 
seynden. 
Deze ingeslotene is van Mons. de Nielle, met welcken ghy naer Amsterdam sult gaen by 
Mons Goulart, Frans minister tot Amsterdam, die sal U weten te seggen offer een 
conterfeytsel van Mons Taffin is oft niet. 
 
Jan I trusts his son to carry out some financial transactions on his behalf in Haarlem, 
namely the sale of some of his example books, for which he expects a relatively high 
price of about 100 guilders for 100 sheets, saying that each sheet individually could sell 
for 3-4 guilders in good condition. He is selling these to M. Guillam, who has been 
reasonably postulated as Willem van Coppenol, master of a French school in Haarlem 
and father of Lieven van Coppenol, who also engraved at least one plate for Jan I. More 
mysterious is the mention of selling a ‘Madeleene met het Moeselaerken’ for the high 
price of 40-50 guilders. The letter also mentions a frontispiece portrait of Jean Taffin that 
Jan II would be cutting for Mattijs but he still needed to secure a likeness, which perhaps 
Jan II could do in Amsterdam from Goulart. In postscript instructs his son not to tell 
Matham that he is selling off works, thus hiding his finacial needs, and grandmother 
sends new sleeves. Goulart is probably Simon Goulart, a Walloon minister in Amsterdam 
who faced charges of heterodox views in 1615. That Jan II was to see him also 
establishes his back and forth to Amsterdam.  
 
A certain amount of comment has been made about Jan I’s apparent financial troubles on 
the basis of these letters, but it’s difficult to know how seriously to take this when the 
marriage document a few years later reveals a more than stable financial situation. It 
might be idle complaining, or a means of encouraging his son to finish his expensive 
training with Matham. 
 
Obreen, followed by Franken and Van der Kellen incorrectly transcribed the date as 
1617. This was corrected to 1613 by Van Gelder, and thus properly places it in the 
apprentice years. 
 
Literature: Obreen 1877-90, vol. II (1879-80), pp. 94-101; Franken & Van der Kellen 




Letter from Jan van den Velde I to Jan van de Velde II  




Eersame Vrome jongman Jan van de Velde, wonende ten huysen van den Constrycken, Sr 
Jacob Matham, tot Haerlem. 
Mon Fils. Ick heb den uwen ontfangen met het plaetken, hetwelk ick Mattys gelevert 
hebbe, en my daervoor getelt heeft 7 gul., twelck te weynich is voor zooveel arbeyts, doch 
men moet wat doen om in de kennis te comen, zult daernaer wel beter loon cryghen, wilt 
daeromme niet laten U best te doen, om in de const hoe langer hoe meerder t’avanceren 
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en perfect te worden, acht nemende meer op de voorderinge om U Mr te maken, dan om 
metten eerste inde winst te geraecken, doch evenwel het profyt niet versuymende als U 
wat te doen of te maken gegeven wort, wantghy cont daermede U alzoo wel oeffenen als 
met wat anders te doen wel verstaende als ghy daerinne U best doet. Wilt my vooreerst 
dat stuck met de penne afmaken en u wat daerinne benaerstigen. Ick en U moeder zullen 
U binnen 14 dagen met Gods hulpe comen besoecken. Sy seynt U by desen naer belofte 4 
gul. 1 st. ‘twelck is in spetie een ducaetken, twelck zooveel doet. Houdt U geld wel te 
rade. De costen vallen groot en myn neringhe is cleyn, doet derhalve U beste en maeckt 
dat ghy van dit jaer meester int yser wordt, om te connen teekenen en snyden uyt U selven 
‘tgene U te voren soude mogen comen, want anders U snyden niet veel te bediedenen 
soude hebben. DE KONST VAN INVENTEREN IS BETER DANT NAERMAKEN EN 
COPIEREN. Voor de reste, vreest den Heer en houdt U deuchdelyk, zoo salt U welgaen 
en sult van de vromen geacht worden en Gode. U moeder, susters en broeders doen U 
zeer groeten. Metter haest uyt Rotterdam, deze 16 september 1613.  
U vader, Velde 
De Haen leyt noch al sieck te bedde. 
 
Evidence that the plate for Mattijs completed, but Jan’s father only received 7 guilders, 
which is indeed a bit low, as Jan I complains (but that one has to do what one can to 
become better known). Jan I encourages him to finish his training and become a master, 
which he does the next year, and mentions that he and your mother will be coming to 
visit in two weeks. He also tells him to look after his money, and complains once again of 
his own financial troubles. After this comes the well-known passage, written in a 
different hand for emphasis, that the art of invention is better than imitating or copying. 
Once more he makes a reference to multiple brothers and sisters, and then a mention that 
the painter De Haen is sick in bed (a friend of Jan I, to whom he dedicates a page of the 
Spieghel), but he must have gotten better since he didn’t die until 1630. 
 
Obreen, followed by Franken and Van der Kellen incorrectly transcribed the date as 
1617. This was corrected to 1613 by Van Gelder, and thus properly places it in the 
apprentice years. 
 
Literature: Obreen 1877-90, vol. II (1879-80), pp. 94-101; Franken and Van der Kellen 







Jan van de Velde II enters in the register of the Guild of St. Luke in Haarlem 
1614 (month and day unknown) 
 
NHA Haarlem, Gildarchief Haarlem 218, fol. 24r. 
 
“Jan van de Velde de Jonge” appears in the register as a member of the St. Lucas Guild in 
Haarlem, 1614 (day and month not given). Jacob van Campen is the only other artist who 
registered as a master that year. Gild register is only known from later lists by father and 
son Van de Vinne, the latter apparently written down c. 1700.    
 
Literature: Van der Willingen 1870, p. 304; Gonnet 1877; Miedema 1985; Wyckoff 
1998, p. 364, no. 1614a. 
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[Doc. 31] 
Letter from Jan van den Velde I to Jan Coutereels in Arnemuiden 
February 27, 1614 
 
Koninklijke Bibliotheek, Den Haag, HS 132 E2, blad 12. 
 
Tres-cher Confrere, La vostre tres agreable, m’a esté tres bien consignée, par laquelle 
m’advisez que trop tard vous ay escrit de mes affaires, à cause qu’estant obligé à Messrs. 
de Armuyden, vous ne vous pouvez desgager de vre promesse. Quoy entendant, j’en ay 
esté aucunement marri et dolent, veu l’esperance que j’avoy de vre deslogement et le 
desir de me transporter ailleurs. Vous me conseillez, qu’à la venu de la vostre, vous 
viendroye trouver pour un jour ou deux, mais vous ne m’escrivez pas à quelle occasion. 
Si vous m’eussiez mandé en Zelande pour parlet avec vous, à effect de convenir ensemble 
de ntre remuement, j’y eusse peu penser, et me mettre en chemin, mais d’y venir à la 
volee, ou sans avoir quelque sujet qui m’en pouroit server de butte, ce seroit chose peu 
conseillée, et de nul fruit. Il est bien vray que m’asseurez de vtre faveur en tout ce qui 
vous sera possible, mais vous ne touchez rien de la matiere. Parquoy s’il vous est advis 
qu’il y auroit du profit pour moy, il vous plaira me le faire scavoir à fin qu’en y advisant 
meurement, je puisse prendre quelque resolution, et faire ce qui me sera le plus expedient 
et profitable. Au reste, vous remerciant tres humblement du bien que me voulez, prieray 
Dieu de vous avoir en sa grace, me recommandant tres affectueusement à la vostre. De 
Rotterdamme, ce penultieme jour du mois de febvrier, 1614. 
Vre cordial Ami et Conf.re 
J. Vanden Velde 
 
Aside from the recent discovery by Van Thiel-Stroman that Jan I and his wife must have 
moved to Haarlem in 1614, as evinced by their registration in the Waalse Kerk that year 
(see July 6 below), this recently published letter corroborates a move around this time, as 
he mentions it to Coutereels. Since they did not sell their house in Rotterdam until 1620, 
however, and since that was the year that Jan I supposedly was fired from his position, 
one wonders if they were dividing their residency between the two cities for a number of 
years. 
 
Jan Coutereels was a French schoolmaster, first in Middelburg and then in Arnemuiden. 
He was married to the daughter of Felix van Sambix, French schoolmaster in Delft and 
mentor of Jan I. See Briels 1972, p. 298. 
 




Jan van de Velde II witnesses baptism of Esaias van de Velde’s son 
April 6, 1614 
 
NHA Haarlem, DTB Haarlem, NGK Doopboek 5, fol. 394.  
 
Jan van de Velde II served as witness to the baptism of Johan, son of Esaias van de Velde 
and Catelijne Maertens, along with Jan Maertens and Cateline van Schorle. Van Thiel-
Stroman notes that Johan became a silver wire drawer, and has occasionally been 
confused with Jan van de Velde III (born six years later). He married Christina van Hees 
in Amsterdam on 9 Sept. 1656, with his brother as witness, the gold wire drawer Esaias 
van de Velde II.  
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Literature: Briels in Keyes 1984, p. 23, n. 26; Wyckoff 1998, p. 364, no.1614c; Van 




Jan van de Velde I and his wife become members of the Walloon Church in 
Haarlem 
July 6, 1614 
 
Waalse Kerk, Haarlem, Regstre des membres de l’Eglise Wallonne de Harlem   
Not seen. 
 
Jean van de Velde et sa femme par le témoinage de Rotterdam 
 
This document recently discovered by Van Thiel-Stroman is evidence that Jan I moved to 
Haarlem at a much earlier date than previously thought, the literature usually saying he 
moved there in 1620 to follow his son. Perhaps significant that Jan II joined the guild in 
this year. 
 






Jan van de Velde II not a witness to the baptism of Esaias van de Velde’s son 
November 15, 1615 
 
NHA Haarlem, DTB Haarlem, NGK Doopboek 6, fol. 63. 
 
Contrary Wyckoff’s claim, Jan II was not a witness to baptism of Esaias, son of Esaias 
van de Velde (‘van Amsterdam’) and Catharine Maertens. The witnesses were Samuel 
Maertens, Jan Maertens (not Jan van de Velde), and Abigail van de Velde. 
 
Literature: Briels in Keyes 1984, p. 23, n. 27 (with correct witnesses); Wyckoff 1998, p. 






Jan van de Velde II not a witness to the baptism of Esaias van de Velde’s son 
October 22, 1617 
 
NHA Haarlem, DTB Haarlem, NGK Doopboek 6, fol. 199. 
 
Jan II was also not a witness for the baptism of Anthoni, son of Esaias van de Velde and 
Catharina Maertens (though no scholar has stated otherwise). This has significance in that 
there is no trace of Jan II’s presence in Haarlem in 1617, lending some credence to Van 
Gelder’s theory that he went to Italy in this year. The witnesses were Jacob Maertens, 
Isaias Wilbout, and Anne Froimans. 
 
Literature: Briels in Keyes 1984, p. 24, n. 28; Wyckoff 1998, p. 366, no. 1617f. 






Marriage contract between Jan van de Velde II and Stijntje Fredericksdr Non 
October 19, 1618 
 
Westfries Archief, GA Enkhuizen 842, fol. 70 
 
Inden name onses Heren Amen. By den inhouden van desen jegenwordigen Instrumente 
publycq sy eenen ygelick dyet behoort ofte eenichsints aengaet kenlick ende openbaer, 
dat in den jare vande geboorte desselfs Onses Heren end Salichmaeker duysent ses 
hondert achtyen in de eerste indictie opten XIXen dach Octobris regnerend de 
grootmogent prince Mathias door de godtlyk goedertyrenheyt de eerste roomsch Keyser 
dier natie int sevenste jaer synder electie, ter presentie van my Willem Cornelisz. int 
Wynhuys openbaer by den Hove van Holland geadmitteert notaris ende getuygen hyer 
onder genomineert, gecompareerd syn, Jan van den Velde geassisteert met Jan van den 
Velde syn vader toecomende bruydegom ter eenre ende Christina Fredricx geassisteert 
met Fredrick Dircxsz. Non haer vader, Corn. Dircxsz., Pieter Dircxsz. ende Harmen 
Dircxsz. hare oomen, toecomende bruyt ten andere syden, bekenden in qualiteit met 
malcander gemaect ende gesloten te hebben gelyck sy maeken ende besluyten by desen 
sekere hywelycxe vorwaerden waerop sy van meninge zyn ter eeren Goode en ter 
salicheyt haerder sijelen inden heyligen echten state te treden ende hen als echte luyden 
te doen trouwen ende dat in manieren zoo volcht, te weten, dat Jan van den Velde aan 
syn voorn. soon ter subsidie des huwelyx sal mede geven gelyck hy belooft by desen te 
sullen geven, tyn hondert ca. guldens gerede penningen ende daer en boven noch ses 
hondert ca. gl. dije hy sal mogen onder hem behouden op renten tegen den penninck 
sestyn vrygelts te lossen naer loops van drye jaren, ter wille van de jongen luyden. Dat 
voert de voorn. Jan van den Velde de jonge luyden onderhouden in den cost ende dranck 
een jaer lanck ende daer en boven oock onderhouden in den cost alsulcken leerjongen als 
syn sone syne const sal willen leeren, tot acht int getall toe, mede tot syn costen voirs. 
jaer lanck geduyrende mits dat syn sone de prouffyten vande leerjongen voirs. sal 
genyeten; waertegen de voirn. Fredrick Dircx heeft belooft te geven met syn voirn. 
dochter tot soulagiment van desen huwelicken twee morgen lant liggende in Grotebroeck 
over de tocht genaemt Clercq Weyde. Ende dit alles op desen navolgende conditien te 
weten, sooverre deerst overlydende van de voirn. comparanten quam te sterven sonder 
kint oft kinderen by malcanderen geprocreert na te laten, dat in dyn gevalle de 
goed(er)en hyer boven te huwelyck uytbeleyt ende dyen de jongeluyden sullen mogen 
respectivelyken aensterven, sullen weder keeren aen de syde daer die van daen gecomen 
syn, maer de winst ende verlyes sullen genoten ende gedragen werden aen wedersyde 
halff gelyck, erffnissen voer syn winst gerekent. Dan soe verre deerst ervende quam te 
overlyden achterlatende een kint of meer kinderen sullen dat kint ofte kinderen tussen 
hun erflyken genyeten de jaeren die by den eerst overlijdende te huwelyck syn ontfangen 
ende dyen den selven staende huwelick sullen wesen van desselfs syde aenbestorven naer 
gelycke vande winst ofte dat staende huwelick gevallen ende sullen de goed(er)en staen 
vant een kint stervende sonder geboort opten ander. Ende ofte allen dy kinderen quamen 
te sterven sonder naesaet van dyen int leven te wesen, sullen de goed(er)en van sodanich 
kint ofte kinderen in dyn gevalle weder keren an de syde daer die van daen gecomen syn; 
alle t’ghene voerscreven is, verclaerden de voirn. comparanten geassisteert als boven te 
wesen hunne huwelycxe voorwaerden dyen sy begeeren volcomen effect sullen sorteren 
hetsy by forme van huwelycxe voorwaerden donatie ante vel propter nuptia ofte 
andersins soo’t alderbest ende dienstelycxt sal mogen subsisteren. Alles sonder arch ende 
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list. Versoeckende de voirn. comparanten hiervan by my notaris etc. Aldus gedaen binnen 
deser stede Enchuysen ten huyse van Fredrick Dircxsz. Non binnen in den Eenhoorn dair 
by wesende Fransoys de la Vie tafelhouder ende Mr. Pieter Rudts schilder beyde 
wonachtich binnen der selver stede als getuygen van gueden gelove daertoe versocht 
ende gebeden. 
[Signatures:] Francoys de la Vie, Pieter Ruts, Coernelis Dirics., Pijter Dyrckz de Jonge, 
Harmen Dirick Hochgeweydt, W. Cornelisz. 1618.19.10. 
[In the margin:] Op huyden den vyffden dach July 1621, synn Fredrick Dircxsz. ende Jan 
van de Velde met malcanderen geaccordeert dat Fredrick Dircxsz. op ten plaetse van de 
twee morgen lants sal leveren aen Mr. Jan van den Velde een somme van vyer duysent 
ca. gu. ende dat up vyer Meye dage waer oeck de twee Meyen alle verschenen syn ende 
desen IIIen twe naestvolgende Meyedagen verschynen sullen te weten up Meye 1621 en 
Mey 1623; toirconde hun hant hyronder gestelt ten dage ende jare als boven.  
[Signatures:] Fredrick Dierckz. Non, Jan van de Velde de Jonge. 
 




Jan van de Velde II and Stijntje Fredericksdr Non post third banns 
November 2, 1618 
 
Westfries Archief, Hoorn, DTB Enkhuizen 45, fol. 7 verso.  
 
Jan vande Velde de Jonge ende Styn Freecks, wonende beyde op die Bredestraet, het 
3[de] gebodt. [In margin]: Opt Stadthuys geboden.   
 
They are listed as both living on the Bredestraat, referring presumably to the present-day 
Breedstraat in Enkhuizen, perhaps in separate places on the same street rather than living 
together. 
 
Literature: Van Thiel-Stroman in Biesboer et al. 2006, p. 316, n. 3 (as Gerecht-




Marriage of Jan van de Velde II and Stijntje Fredericksdr Non 
November 18, 1618 
 
Westfries Archief, Hoorn, DTB Enkhuizen 62, fol. 120 recto 
 
Jan van den Velde de Jonge en Stijntje Frederix Dr beyde wonende op de Breedestraet… 
 






Jan van de Velde II witnesses church membership of Gillis van Scheyndel  
April 17, 1620 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, KHG Haarlem, fol. 167.   
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Gillis van Scheyndel and Christina op den Dijck, living ‘op het Spaarne’ join the 
Reformed Church in Haarlem, with Jan van de Velde II serving as witness specifically 
for Gillis, but Christina’s name appears on the same day at the end of the list, see fol. 
169. 
 




Jan van den Velde I sells his house in Rotterdam to Hans Strick 
26 May 1620 
 
Stadsarchief Rotterdam, ORA 512, Gifteboek 18, fols. 775-777. 
 
…de somme van 600 gld. gereet gelt en bovendien noch met 2900 gld. daervan 2 distincte 
brieven verleden zijn [aan Hans Strick] 
 
This is the primary reason that we previously thought that Jan van den Velde I did not 
follow his son to Haarlem until this year, but the recently discovered Waalse Kerk 
membership (1614) suggests that he was present much earlier. Hans Strick was a 
schoolmaster and father of Maria Strick, the famous calligrapher. 
 
Literature: Obreen 1877-90, vol. 2, p. 96; Van Gelder 1933, p. 8; Croiset van Uchelen 




Letter by George de Carpentier regarding the Prix de la Plume Cournnée 





Aen Monsieur Paets. Den uwen van 14.den deser, is my den 19.den der selver we 
behandicht, en is den eersten die ick van u.E. (behalven noch eenen die my myn schoon-
vader van Velde den 8.7. dezer behandicht heeft.) nae den vvtspraecke over de Pennen 
ontvangen hebben… 
 
“To Monsieur Paets. Your letter of the 14th of this month was handed to me on the 19th 
of the same, and is the first I have received from you (apart from one which my father-in-
law Van den Velde gave me on the 8th of July last) since the awarding of the Quills…” 
 
This letter confirms that Jan van den Velde I was the father-in-law of George de 
Carpentier, who married Maria, Jan II’s sister. De Carpentier was another calligrapher 
and French school master in Hoorn. The letter is a complaint about the wording of the 
1620 contest winners, to wit that Maria Strick’s writing in the Italian hand was better than 
his. Croiset van Uchelen wryly notes that modern eyes find it nearly impossible to judge 
one from the other. 
 
Literature: Croiset van Uchelen 1976, pp. 344-346 (with this translation). 
 
 




Jan van de Velde II possibly mentioned in Ampzing’s Lof van Haarlem 
1621 
 
Wat wil ick oock van Dijck, van Wieringen hier melden, 
De Grebbers, Matham, Pot, Jan Jacobs, Vroom en Velden, 
De Halsen, Campen, Smit, Brey, Bouchorst en Molijn, 
En andren, die hier meer, jae sonder eynde zijn? 
 
“What shall I say here of Van Dyck and Van Wieringen, 
The Grebbers, Matham, Pot , Jan Jacobs [Guldewagen], Vroom and Velden, 
The Halses, Campen, Smit, Bray, Bouchorst and Molijn, 
And others, a list unending, who all can here be found.” 
 
We cannot be sure whether this refers to Jan, Esaias, or both (if he calls the Hals brothers 
Halsen, then why not both as Velden?). In the expanded 1628 edition of Ampzing’s 
publication, however, he mentions Jan specifically but not Esaias. The same is true of 
Schrevelius in 1648, who likewise wrote several lines of praise about Jan but fails to 
mention Esaias anywhere in his book.  
 
Literature: Ampzing 1621, unpaginated; Van Gelder 1933, p. 8; Van Thiel-Stroman in 




Jan van de Velde II witnesses baptism of Gillis van Scheyndel’s son 
February 26, 1621 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, DTB Haarlem, NGK Doopboeken 7, fol. 53. 
 
Jan van de Velde (‘Johan’ here) served as witness to the baptism of Johan, son of Gilles 
van Scheyndel and Christina op den Dijck, along with Leentien Verschele. He possibly 
named his son after his master. The names of the other are witnesses difficult to read. 
 




Jan van den Velde I is named writing master of the Latin School in Haarlem 
November 23, 1621 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, Burg. Resol., fol. 241v. 
Not seen. 
 
He replaced Thomas Pietersz. 
 








Jan van den Velde I receives a raise in salary as writing master of the Latin School 
September 8, 1622 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, BM fol. 288v.   
Not seen. 
 
Jan van de Velde I had been serving in his post as writing master of the Latin School in 
Haarlem for about a year when he requested and received this raise. 
 




Jan van den Velde I witnesses baptism of David van Horenbeeck’s daughter 
October 2, 1622   
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, DTB Haarlem, NGK Doopboeken 7, fol. 209.  
 
Jan I signed as witness to the baptism of Cornelia, daughter of David van Horenbeeck 
and Maycken Bogaerts. The other witness was Lijsbeth Willems. The registrar made an 
exception in this case and allowed the famous writing master to inscribe his own name in 
the Doopboek, possibly out of respect. 
 






Jan van de Velde II is paid f 42 for prints on silk honoring the Prince of Orange 
1623 (month and day not recorded) 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, SA Haarlem, Stadsrekening 1678, fol. 65v.   
 
…ouer seeckere prenten op wit Sattyn vanden loff vande Prinche van Orangien, de Stadt 
verert… 
 
Jan van de Velde II is paid f 42 for prints honoring the Prince of Orange on satin 
dedicated to the city. See also comments for the document below. These payments have 
caused confusion, since the the only print in Van de Velde’s oeuvre that it might possibly 
relate to is the Allegory of the Conspiracy Against Prince Maurits (Hollstein 81), when in 
fact these payments are for a print that Jan published rather than engraved, the Triumph 
Wagon of Prince Maurits by Cornelis van Kittensteyn after Willem Buytewech; for 
which see Hollstein (Van Kittensteyn), p. 250, no. 28. 
 
Literature: Van der Willigen 1866, p. 222; Franken & Van der Kellen 1883, p. 189; Van 
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[Doc. 48] 
Jan van de Velde II and Jan Starter are paid f 18 for prints honoring the Prince of 
Orange 
1623 (month and day unknown) 
 
Nationaal Archief, The Hague, TR fol. 321   
Not found (the archivists are presently unable to relocate this document after 
reorganization). 
 
…uyt zaecke [z]y aen burgemeester heeft gepresenteert vyff exemplaeren van zeeckere 
prent geintituleert Triomphwagen van den Prince van Oraignen hooch loffelycker 
memorie ende een gedicht by den voorn. STARTER dare onder gemaecht… 
 
Jan Jansz. Starter was the poet responsible for the text found on the prints. Here the 
printmaker and poet are paid together for impressions of the same print that the city of 
Haarlem purchased (see the document above), although this time it does not specify if the 
impressions are on silk. It would appear that they actively sought purchase of this major 
multi-plate work from various city governments in this year. 
 
Van Gelder cites this print as Franken and Van der Kellen 64 (Hollstein 81) but there is 
no Triumphwagon in this image, and it actually refers to a plate that Jan II published but 
did not engrave (see entry for Doc. 47).  
 




Jan van de Velde II witnesses the baptism of Gilles van Scheyndel’s son 
February, 16 1623 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, DTB Haarlem, NGK Doopboeken 7, fol. 251. 
 
Jan van de Velde (‘de Jonghe’) serves as witness to the baptism of Heyndrick, son of 
Gilles van Scheyndel and Christina op den Dijck, along with Cornelis van Kittensteyn 
and Margarieta de Vogelaer. 
 




Burial of Jan van den Velde I in St. Bavo’s Church, Haarlem 
September 10, 1623 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, DTB Haarlem, NGK Begraafsboeken 70, fol. 107          
 
The death and burial of the father of Jan van de Velde II, provided with a grave of some 
means in St. Bavo’s (the Grote Kerk), Haarlem, with costs of f18.  
 
Literature: Ampzing, Haerlem, p. 343; Van der Willigen 1870, p. 303; Van Thiel-




Broadside lamenting the death of Jan van den Velde I 
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September 1623 
 
Hoe bitter dat de Doodt syn Pylen op my stelde, 
Nogh had hy gheene macht dat hy my neder VELDE; 
Want door mijn Schriften, die van veele zijn verghaert, 
Wordt voor ‘tverderff mijn Naem onsterffelijck bewaert. 
[….] 
 
The first of many verses on the broadside, unsigned by certainly by Cornelis van 
Kittensteyn, based on his motto Arbeyd om rust. Examples are preserved in the 
Rijksprentenkabinet, Amsterdam; and Bijzondere Collecties, Universiteit van 
Amsterdam. This broadside uses the portrait engraved by Jan II dated 1621, still the first 
state here. The entry for Hollstein 414 says that the 1628 portrait was probably based on 
the print, but it is fairly clear that it is a separate portrait. 
 






Jan van de Velde II witnesses adjudication of Dirck Hals’s wage dispute 
November 15 & 19, 1624 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, ORA Haarlem, Kleine Bank van Justitie, Rollen 116-9, fols. 16r 
&17r.   
 
Dirck Hals demanded 34 guilders in earned wages (verdient arbeytsloon) from Willem 
Ackersloot. The city council appointed Cornelis Cornelisz van Haarlem and Cornelis 
Claesz van Wieringen to adjudicate, and Jan van de Velde II gave sworn testimony as 
witness. The results are not recorded. This dispute settled outside of the guild because 
Dirck Hals was not yet a member – he would join in 1627 – though he was certainly 
active as an artist. Bredius suggested that the debt might be for drawings intended for 
engraving, although today we know of no engravings by Akersloot after Dirck Hals. 
 
The amount of payment requested has often been cited in the literature as 24 guilders 
instead of 34 guilders. The latter is correct, as a reading of the original document makes 
clear. 
 
Literature: Bredius 1923-24, p. 60 (as 34 guilders); Van Thiel-Stroman in Welu and 
Biesboer et al. 1993, p. 256 (as 24 guilders); Wyckoff 1998, p. 369, no. 1624h (as 24 
guilders); Nehlsen-Marten 2003, p. 95 (as 24 guilders); Van Thiel-Stroman in Biesboer et 
al. 2006, pp. 176, 344 (as 34 guilders).  
 
 
[see Doc. 63] 
Jan van de Velde II was not a witness to the baptism of Dirck Hals’s daughter 
November 17, 1624 
 
The year has often been incorrectly given in the literature. Hester was actually baptized 
on this date three years later. See the entry for November 17, 1627. At stake with this 
incorrect date is that it falls in the middle of Dirck Hals’s wage dispute (see document 
above) for which Jan van de Velde II gave sworn testimony. 






Jan van de Velde II requested to pay petty debt before the Kleine Bank van Justitie 
June 17, 1625 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, ORA Haarlem, KBJ Rollen 116-9, fol. 254r.        
 
Jan van de Velde owes Pieter Schout f 35,5,0 for an ox.  
 





Jan van de Velde requested to pay petty debt before the Kleine Bank van Justitie 
June 25, 1625 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, ORA Haarlem, KBJ Rollen 116-9, fol. 257r        
 
Summoned again a week later for same debt as above. 
 




Jan van de Velde II receives a privelege of 8 years for the Maurits funeral plates 
July 5, 1625 
 
Nationaal Archief, Den Haag, RGP 223, p. 447, no. 2546 (Boek 3184, fol. 267; boek 
3185, fol. 288-288v., and fol. 392; Acten 12303, fol. 124 
Not found (the archivists are presently unable to relocate these documents after 
reorganization). 
 






Statement regarding disturbance and rowdiness 
1626 (month and day not given) 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, ONA Haarlem, Not. Willem van Triere, inv. 97, fols. 237v-
238r. 
 
Jan van de Velde II declared his age as omtrent 32 jaeren out, making this one of only 
two reference points to help determine his year of birth (for the other, see Doc. 89).   
 
Literature: Van Gelder 1933, p. 2. 
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[Doc. 57] 
Jan van de Velde II becomes a member of the Reformed Church in Haarlem 
April 10, 1626 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, KHG Haarlem 100, fol. 308.    
 
Jan vanden Velde van Rotterdam woonende op d’Oude Graff, testis Souterius.  
 
The witness refers to Daniël Souterius, Reformed minister in Haarlem 1615 to 1634. 
This appears to be our only reference for his address in Haarlem, on the Oude Gracht, 
where Jacob Matham and Pieter Molijn and other artists also lived. It is also important for 
distinguishing from the other Jan van de Velde living on the Jansstraat who was the 
goldsmith that became an engraver. 
 
Literature: Van Thiel-Stroman in Biesboer et al. 2006, p. 316, n. 6 (using an earlier 





The States General order Jan van de Velde II to correct errors on prints 
July 25, 1626 
 
Nationaal Archief, Den Haag, RGP 223, p. 447, no. 2546 (Boek 3184, fol. 267; boek 
3185, fol. 288-288v., and fol. 392; Acten 12303, fol. 124 
Not found (the archivists are presently unable to relocate these documents after 
reorganization). 
 
According to the French translation by Franken and Van der Kellen: Étant demandé par 
Jan van de Velde qu’il plaise à Leurs Puissances de fixer le nombre d’exemplaires des 
funérailles du prince d’Orange, d’illustre mémoire, qu’elles voudraient prendre, a été 
refusé d’en accepter; mais déclaré au suppliant qu’il ne pourra publier aucune gravure 
incorrecte, et enjoint de retirer les exemplaires qu’il aurait pu déjà publier. 
 
The States General were presented with the print but found it unacceptable for 
unspecified reasons. Orenstein speculates that the plate had not been begun or completed 
when they applied for the privilege the previous year (see July 5, 1625). She also notes 
that the many changes made between the first and second states include changes to 
insignia, coats of arms, inscriptions, and so forth. Thus, these were probably the errors 
that needed correcting. They were apparently not successful in retreiving all the incorrect 
copies, since a few (at least 3) sets survive.  
 
Literature: Franken & Van der Kellen 1883, p. 189; Hollstein 82-101; Orenstein 2006, 




Jodocus Hondius presents the Maurits funeral again to the States General 
September 30, 1626 
 
Nationaal Archief, Den Haag, RGP 223, p. 447, no. 2546 (Boek 3184, fol. 267; boek 
3185, fol. 288-288v., and fol. 392; Acten 12303, fol. 124 
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Not found (the archivists are presently unable to relocate these documents after 
reorganization). 
 
He was given the sum of 30 guilders. This payment likely represents the sale of merely 
one set of prints, as per to the city of Haarlem in the 1627 document below. 
 




Jan van de Velde requested to pay petty debt before the Kleine Bank van Justitie  
November 24, 1626 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, ORA Haarlem, KBJ Rollen 116-11, fol. 29v.       
 
Jan van de Velde owes a certain Jan Arentss f 24 in repayment of a loan.  
 






Jan van de Velde II is paid f 30 for a print of the Funeral of Prince Maurits 
1627 (month and day not recorded) 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, Stadsarchief Haarlem, Stadsrekening inv. 1682, fol. ??   
Not found.  
 
Jan van de Velde II recieved f 30 (f XXX) from the city of Haarlem for an engraving 
representing the funeral of Prince Maurits. Hollstein 82-101. The funeral took place on 
December 16, 1625. The prints are dated 1626. 
 




Jan van de Velde II witnesses the baptism of Frans Hals’s son 
February 11, 1627 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, DTB Haarlem, NGK Doopboeken 8, fol. 60.  
 
Jan van de Velde II served as witness to the baptism of Reinier, son of Frans Hals and 
Lysbeth Reyniers, along with Francoys Elout and Maritge Huberts. Baptism records 
survive for eight of Frans Hals’s children (another three are known only by name) and 
this is the only record of Jan II serving as his witness. He actively worked for Frans Hals 
making prints after his paintings (primarily although not exclusively portraits) in the 
years 1626 to 1632, so this relationship had just begun in earnest. Notably, Jacob 
Matham’s son, Adriaen Matham was a witness several years later for the baptism of 
Hals’s daughter, Susanna (1634) around the time that he too was engraving prints after 
Hals’s paintings. 
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Literature: Van Thiel-Stroman in Slive 1989, p. 382, no. 38; Wyckoff 1998, p. 370, no. 




Jan van de Velde II witnesses the baptism of Dirck Hals’s daughter 
November 17, 1627 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, DTB Haarlem, NGK Doopboeken, inv. 8, fol. 132. 
 
Jan van de Velde II served as witness to baptism of Hester, daughter of Dirck Hals and 
Agneta Jansdr, along with Susanna Massa. 
 
This date has often been incorrectly cited as November 17, 1624 instead of 1627. The 
former date would have been just two days after Jan van de Velde gave sworn testimony 
in the wage dispute between Dirck Hals and Willem Outgertsz Akersloot (see Doc. 51). 
 
Literature: Van der Willigen 1866, pp. 123-124 (as 1627); Van der Willigen 1870, p. 149 
(as 1627); Van Thiel-Stroman in Slive 1989, p. 373, no. 4 (as 1624); Van Thiel-Stroman 
in Welu and Biesboer et al. 1993, p. 256 (as 1624); Wyckoff 1998, p. 369, no. 1624i (as 
1624); Nehlsen-Marten 2003, p. 94 (as 1624); Van Thiel-Stroman in Biesboer et al. 2006, 




Jan van de Velde II owes Aernout Elsevier money 
1627 (need month and day) 
 
Location unknown. 
Not seen.  
 
Paulus van Somer, schilder, 41 gld.; Jacob Pynas, 51 gld.; Jan van de Velde, 12 gld. 
 
Briels wrote, but without a reference: in 1627 wordt hij onder de ‘quade’ schulden van de 
schilder-herbergier Aernout Elsevier genoemd. This comes from Bredius, who does not 
list amounts due, and Van Gelder, who somehow found the amounts (and the debt for Jan 
II is not so serious after all) but only cites Bredius. Note that quade debt contrasted with 
goede debt of someone like Torrentius, whose amount was much greater, a point lost on 
Briels who uses this as evidence of Jan van de Velde’s severe debts. 
 
The Gouden Gecroonde Regenbooch was a tavern and artist hangout in Leiden, run by 
the landscape painter (and guild member there) Aernout Elsevier, about whom little is 
known, but this was apparently a place where Torrentius spent a lot of time, to judge 
from his massive debts there. Interesting is that it puts Jan van de Velde in Leiden (for 
business?) long enough to establish a line of credit, and also more within the social ambit 
of Torrentius. Paulus van Somer was a Flemish artist who died in 1622 but apparently 
lived in Leiden 1612-14. Note that Jan Pynas and perhaps Jacob Pynas were in Rome in 
1617, the year that Jan van de Velde may have been there. One drawing that Van Gelder 
had attributed to Van de Velde, a view of the Tiber, has now been attributed to Jan Pynas 
by Peter Schatborn (Amsterdam, private collection). 
 
Literature: Bredius 1909, p. 25; Van Gelder 1933, p. 10; Briels 1997, p. 393. 
 
 




Jan van de Velde II praised in Ampzing’s Beschryvinge ende lof der stad Haerlem 
1628 
 
Hoe waerdig Velde sij in dese konst gepresen  
Dat heeft hij in mijn werck wel rijckelijk bewesen. 
Behoefd hij iemand oock te wijcken met syn snêe? 
Gewisselijck hij mag wel met de beste mêe. 
Wat wil hij met der tijd indien hij maer mag leven 
Noch daechlijkx meer en meer sijn konst te kennen geven! 
Gelijk hij overvliegt in ‘t snijden met het stift: 
So is ook sijne pen een over-waerde gift. 
 
“How worthy Velde is praised in this art 
As he has shown so richly in my work. 
Need he yield to anyone in his plate-cutting? 
Certainly he stands alongside the best. 
What will he do in time if he but lives, 
Still daily his art expresses more and more! 
Just as he flies higher [than others] in cutting with the stylus 
So too is his pen an abundantly rich gift.” 
 
Jan van de Velde engraved the illustrations for Ampzing’s publication, mostly after the 
designs of Pieter Saenredam. Brown suggested that Ampzing made a distinction between 
Van de Velde’s engraving and etching, but this probably not the case.  
 
Literature: Ampzing 1629, p. 373; Van Gelder 1933, pp. 8-9; Brown 1986, p. 44 (with a 




Samuel Ampzing inscribes a portrait of Jan I drawn in ink by Jan II 
1628 
 
Rijksprentenkabinet, Amsterdam, inv. no. RP-T-00-288. 
 
Siet hier dat groote Licht, dien Phoenix van het Schryven, 
Van Velde, die int t’Veld de Meester wel sal blyven. 
Wat wond’ren heeft syn Pen wat wond’ren niet gedaen! 
‘Tis jammer dat die Hant moet rotten, en vergaen. 
Het oog omhoog 
 
This appears in manuscript only, if intended for engraving it was never made. The 
drawing is signed with Jan II’s monogram and dated, on parchment. The motto, Het oog 
om hoog (‘The eye on high’) reveals the author to be Ampzing. 
 




Buchelius receives the engraved portrait of Scriverius by Jan van de Velde II 
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January 10, 1628  
 
Utrecht University Library, ms. 1781, fol. 17v. 
 
Molitoris etiam Leidensis filius magni fit, sed ante tempus. Elyas Veldenus pictor elegans 
sed levis, habitat nunc Hagae. Rector Screvelius monstrabat et suam effigiem ab Halsio, 
pictore Harlemensi, in tabella pictam admodum vivide, a quo et pictur Scriverius, ad 
quam picturam eundem in aere expressit Veldius, cujus mihi geminam effigiem dedit. 
 
“Also, the son of a miller in Leiden is esteemed highly, though prematurely. Esaias van 
den Velde is an elegant painter, though frivolous, now residing in the Hague. The rector 
Schrevelius showed me his portrait, very lifelike on a panel by the Haarlem painter Frans 
Hals. He has also done a portrait of Scriverius that Van de Velde has engraved, and of 
which Schrevelius gave me a double [an extra impression he had].” (Translation from 
Strauss & Van der Meulen with my modifications) 
 
During a visit to Leiden in 1628, Arnout van Buchell (1565-1641) visited Theodorus 
Schrevelius, who presented him with the printed portrait of Petrus Scriverius by Jan van 
de Velde II after the painting by Frans Hals (now in the Metropolitan Museum, New 
York). This event is recording in his Aantekeningen betreffende meest Nederlandse 
schilders en kunstwerken, originally intended to be published as Res Pictoriae but did not 
appear in print until 1887. This passage also has the distinction of bearing the earliest 
critical comment on Rembrandt, whose work Buchelius must have encountered for the 
first time on this trip (when Rembrandt was only about 21 years old) and downplays the 
esteem that others must have already expressed. Buchelius possibly conflates Esaias and 
Jan van de Velde here. 
 
Literature: Strauss & Van der Meulen 1979, p. 61, no. 1628/1 (with this translation); Van 




Jan van de Velde II named heir to his brother who had died in the East Indies 
February 5, 1628 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, ONA Haarlem (Not. Jacob Schoudt), inv. 130, fol. 67/44.  
 
Jan van de Velde de Jonge, plaetsnijder ende innewoonder deser stede (Haarlem), oudste 
broeder ende mede erffgenaem van Pieter van de Velde, die in Oost Indien overleden is… 
ende heeft geconstitueert… d’Eersamen Willem Virulij, schilder, wonende tot Rotterdam, 
om aldaar het geld op te eisen. 
 
Wyckoff notes that Pieter set sail in 1623 with the fleet of Admiral Jacque L’Hermite, 
and that Jan II gave power of attorney to Willem Viruly to collect the monies due to 
Pieter’s estate on behalf of his siblings, who remain unnamed in the document. This 
might not have been much money. 
 
The many Willems in the Viruly family (from Rotterdam) are difficult to distinguish, 
especially since several are painters, but it can be noted that they were vocal 
Remonstrants. Also of note is that Jan I’s friend, the painter Willem de Haen, was close 
to the Viruly family as attested in a document of 1609 cited by Haverkorn van Rijsewijk 
(1904, p. 23, but not mentioning the document under discussion). 
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Literature: Van Gelder 1933, p. 2, n. 2; Wyckoff 1998, pp. 210-211, and p. 371, no. 






Jan van de Velde II and others ordered to inspect the room of Johannes Torrentius 
January 22, 1629 
 
NHA Haarlem, SA Haarlem, Burgemeesters Resoluties 1623-1632 inv. 492, unfoliated.  
 
Den Mrs. schilders Pieter Molijn, Franschoys Hals ende Johan van de Velde gelast ende 
geordonneert te neme inspectie van de gelegentheyt van de camere Johannes Torrentius 
in den werckhuyse deser stadt omme te schilderen ende de heeren te dienen van rapport 
ende schriftelijck advies. 
[In margin:] Inspectie te nemen van Torrentius camere. 
 
Jan van de Velde II, Frans Hals, and Pieter Molijn are ordered to inspect the room where 
Johannes Torrentius (1589-1644) had been incarcerated since August 30, 1627 to 
determine if it can reasonably be used for painting. The painter, colorful character, and 
alleged pornographer, Torrentius had been imprisoned in the werkhuis in Haarlem for his 
association with the banned Society of Rosicrusians. The result of their inspection is not 
recorded. Jan van Velde II also engraved a portrait of Torrentius around this time (get 
year and Holl. ref.). 
 
Literature: Van der Willigen 1866, pp. 209-213 (ed. 1870, pp. 296-301); Bredius 1909, p. 
56; Rehorst 1939, pp. 57-58; Van Thiel-Stroman in Slive 1989, p. 383, no. 46; Wyckoff 




Jan van de Velde requested to pay petty debt before the Kleine Bank van Justitie 
March 13, 1629 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, ORA Haarlem, KBJ Rollen 116-13, fol. 131v.      
 
Jan van de Velde owes a certain Jan Pieters Bouters f 33,6 for things that are not 
specified: over seeckere rekening. He is named here as Mr Johan vanden Velden de 
jonge, so it is definitely him.  
 




Jan van de Velde requested to pay petty debt before the Kleine Bank van Justitie 
July 10, 1629 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, ORA Haarlem, KBJ Rollen 116-13, fol. 224v.      
 
Jan van de Velde owes Pieter Tuenis vander Maer f 13 for delievered meat.  
 
Literature: Wyckoff 1998, p. 372, no. 1629f 




Jan van de Velde requested to pay petty debt before the Kleine Bank van Justitie 
July 13, 1629 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, ORA Haarlem, KBJ Rollen 116-13, fol. 227r.   
 






Marriage of Catharina van de Velde to Daniel Waterryck 
May 28, 1630 
 
GA Utrecht, Not. U012a011. 
Not seen. 
 
Op 28 mei 1630 compareerden te Utrecht Johan vande Velde, Daniel Waterryck, getr. 
met Catharina vande Velde e.a., erfgenamen van za: Maria vande Velde, huysvrouw was 
van Mr Joris de Carpentier, heure suster ende schoonsuster respective. 
 
A certain Johan vande Velde witnesses the marriage of Catharina in Utrecht, daughter of 
Maria van de Velde (daughter of the calligrapher Jan van den Velde I) who must have 
died relatively young. Maria married young to the famous calligrapher George de 
Carpentier in 1612. Catharina must have been quite young herself for this marriage. One 
wonders if Jan van de Velde II came from Haarlem to Utrecht to witness his neice. 
Another intriguing possibility is that this is a different Jan van de Velde, one who lived in 
Utrecht and that acknowledged paternity of Dirck van de Velde who would later become 
an engraver (plaetsnyder) as stated in his marriage registration of 1662. This latter Jan is 
one of the candidates for the mysterious Jan van de Velde IV, apparent inventor of 
aquatint who worked in Sweden in the 1650s. 
 






Landscape drawings by Jan or Esaias van de Velde to be auctioned in Haarlem 
November 17, 1631 
 
2 lantschappen mette pen van velden 
 
Hendrick Willemsz van Abt, proprietor of the noted tavern and artist hangout of Frans 
Hals fame, the Coninck van Vranckryck, wishes to auction off an number of works on 
November 20th, and submits this list to the burgomasters of Haarlem for approval. The 
two landscapes in question might be by Esaias, although he more commonly drew with 
black chalk than did Jan II (who almost always used pen). Van Abt must have known 
most of these artists personally. 
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Literature: Miedema 1980, vol. 1, pp. 136-137, no. A45; Van Thiel-Stroman in Slive 






Letter from Hendrick Meurs to Jan van de Velde II 





This letter has been lost since at least the early twentieth century to judge from Van 
Gelder’s failed attempt to relocate it after it was initally mentioned by De Vries in 1885. 
De Vries only noted that the letter was addressed to the “Eersamen, Vroomen, seer 
Constrycken Johan van de Velde tot Haerlem,” with the date of June 26, 1632. Hendrick 
Meurs was a schoolmaster in Amsterdam and noted calligrapher in his own right. He 
married Judith Coltermans two years later in December 1634, listing his age as 30 at the 
time.  
 




Jan van de Velde II perhaps commissioned to make the Patron Saints of Haarlem 





Propositae sunt a D. Buggaeo notationes typicae 24 Sanctorum Dioecesis nostrae 
sculpendae et imprimendae, et quae ad veritatem notitiae eorum pertinebant notata sunt, 
et in suspenso res relicta; sed postridie finaliter conslusum, ut notato modo per D. 
Buggaeum coelari curarentur. 
 
In the minutes of a chapter meeting of the catholic diocese of Haarlem, Johannes Bugge 
developed a list of saints along with their appropriate attributes and appearances (these 
were mostly local and obscure saints) to be engraved. The series would comprise three 
leaves with eight saints on each leaf. Long title: The Patron Saints of the Diocese of 
Haarlem (per Van Eck). The title on the prints: Heylighe Patroonen van T’Bisdom 
Haerlem. Van Eck discusses in relation to previous iconography (P. de Grebber) and the 
rivalry between the bishoprics of Utrecht and Haarlem. 
 
Only one set of these saints has apparently survived, that in the Catharijneconvent, 
Utrecht. These impressions are on silk, also making them the only prints by him on silk to 
survive other than the portrait of Coppalius in a private collection in Oudewater. This 
saints series is unrecorded in any catalogue. Dirkse appears to have been the first to 
attribute them to Jan van de Velde, and there is no reason to doubt this attribution. The 
figure types, especially the faces, conform to his style when inventing figures. 
 
Literature: Graaf 1882, p. 264; Dirkse 2001, pp. 158-166; Van Eck 2008, pp. 97-98; 
Barrett 2012, pp. 123-124.  




Cornelis van Kittensteyn claims Jan van de Velde II owes him f 40 for a copperplate 
September 28?, 1632 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, ORA Haarlem, KBJ Rollen 116-16, fol. ?  
Not found. 
 
Jan van de Velde apparently sold a plate of Van Kittensteyn’s to Claes Jansz Visscher 
without his knowledge.  
 






Jan van de Velde ordered to be content with the map 
April 29, 1634 
 
NHA Haarlem, SA Haarlem, Burgemeesters Resoluties 1632-1634, inv. 493, fol. 176r. 
 
Jan van de Velde wert gelast de vinders van syne gebuijrte te contenteren volgens de 
kaert vande gebuyrte. 
[In margin:] Jan van de Velde 
 






Jan van de Velde II named vinder for the Guild of St. Luke in Haarlem 
June 12, 1635 
 
NHA Haarlem, Burgemeesters Resoluties, fol. 39v. 
 
Jan is named vinder this year along with painter Floris van Dijck (who would become 
dean the following year) and the tin worker, Willem Schoneus. Hendrick Pot was dean 
that year, and Pieter Saenredam the secretary. Vinder is variously translated as warden or 
commissioner. 
 




Jan van de Velde II present as vinder at a guild meeting 
August 6, 1635 
 
Literature: Miedema 1980, vol. 2, p. 427. 
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[Doc. 80] 
Jan van de Velde II absent as vinder at a guild meeting 
September 4, 1635 
 




Jan van de Velde II present as vinder at a guild meeting and registers his pupils 
October 2, 1635 
 
This is the famous session in which Judith Leyster complained that Frans Hals had taken 
one of her pupils from her and demanded his return. In the same meeting, payment is 
noted for Jan van de Velde’s two pupils (discipulen), Cornelis Goutblom and Tomas 
Ioncker, the only mention in any document of them or anyone else specifically as one of 
his pupils. 
 







Announcement for a lottery of paintings 
Pamphlet printed by Vincent Casteleyn, Haarlem, 1636 
 
Vermanningh van Treffelijcke Schildery die by Lootingh sullen getrocken werden, als 
volcht: getacxseert op sijn waerde, byde Eersame Mannen, Cornelis Kittesteyn, Ian 
vande Velde, Salomon Ruysdael, Ian Hoghenhouck, Cornelis de Bruyn, Meester Cornelis 
Hellembreecker. 
 
Announcement of an auction names Jan van de Velde as one of the evaluating experts. 
 







Jan van de Velde II requested to pay petty debt before the Kleine Bank van Justitie  
March 6, 1637 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, ORA Haarlem, KBJ Rollen 116-19, unfoliated.       
 
Jan van de Velde owes Cornelis Drebbel f 20,4 for shop goods.  
His name given as Mr. [Meester] Jan van de Velde, which appears to confirm his identity 
as a master in the guild. 
 
Literature: Wyckoff 1998, p. 377, no. 1637b. 
 
 




Stijntgen Non receives 2000 guilders from her uncle 





Jan van de Velde’s wife receives a large influx of cash from her uncle. Van Gelder is the 
only one to mention this but provides no citation. Her family of merchants in Enkhuizen 
appear to have been wealthy, so this disbursement is not out of the question. She had 
three uncles: Peter, Cornelis, and Harmen, who are mentioned in the marriage contract 
(see Doc. 35). 
 




Jan van de Velde II requested to pay petty debt before the Kleine Bank van Justitie 
August 28, 1638 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, ORA Haarlem, KBJ Rollen 116-20, unfoliated.        
 
Jan van de Velde II is summoned to pay a debt of f8, 14 for consumed food and drink. 
His name is given as M. Jan vande Velde. 
 
Literature: Wyckoff, p. 377, no. 1638f; Van Thiel-Stroman in Biesboer et al. 2006, p. 




Jan van de Velde II requested to pay petty debt before the Kleine Bank van Justitie 
September 3, 1638  
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, ORA Haarlem, KBJ Rollen 116-20, unfoliated.        
 
This is a followup to the above summons from the previous week. 
 






Daniel van den Velde uses the motto of Jan van den Velde I 
 
Bibliothèque Mazarine, Paris  
Not seen. 
 
The motto, ‘T leevd al Vanden Velde’ appears in the dedicatory sonnet to Nicolaes 
Bodding van Laer, Stichtigh A.B.C. Tot nut den Ieuchd, published in 1639. The engraver 
is apparently only identified in an advertisement (but not in the book itself) found in the 
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Courante uyt Italien ende Duytschland of July 2, 1639, preserved in the Bibliothèque 
Mazarine, Paris (with a photocopy in the Gemeentearchief, Amsterdam, sign. W54).  
 
Nothing else is known about Daniel van den Velde, but it seems reasonable to assume 
that he was a family relation. Could he have been a son of Jan II who trained as an 
engraver but perhaps died young or signed few works? If so, no baptism record has 
turned up. 
 






Johannes Bouman commissions drawings from Jan van de Velde II 
July 5, 1641 
 
SA Amsterdam, Prot. Not. Pieter Carelsz, toegang 5075, inv. 732A, 5163 & 5164. 
 
5 July 1641 compareerde….Jan van de Velde d’Oude, plaetsnijder, wonende tot 
Enckhuijsen, jegenwoordich sijnde hier ter stede, my Notaris bekent, en bekende 
schuldigh te syn Sr. Johannes Bouman, deurwaerder vant Oostindisch huys alhier ter 
sake van verschoten penningen d’som van twehondert negentien car. guldens 8 stuyvers; 
beloofde en aennemende d’selve 219 guld. 8 st. vromelick te betalen en eerlick te voldoen 
met teeckeningen van zijn hantwerck en kunst, van sodanige stucken, ‘t zij landtschappen 
perspectiven off anders, sulcx als d’voorsz. Bouman hem sal voorhouden en opgeven, en 
dat metten eersten sonder eenige exceptie, uytvlught of contraventie, alles tot sulcken 
redelicken loon, telkens op affcortinge van de voorsz. som als sy met elkanderen sullen 
overeen comen. Sonder dat hy comparant middelerwijle voor iemant anders eenige 
groote stukken teikeningen sal mogen maken of leveren sonder expresse toelatinge van de 
voorsz. Bouman, op peine, indien hy ter contrarie quame te doen, dat hij Bouman dan sal 
vermogen uyt eigener aucthoriteyt, zonder eenige rechtsvorderinge soodanige sijne 
buytenwercken aen te vaerden en in sijne handen te becomen. Enz. 
get. Jan van den Velde 
 
This commission is worded in such a way that it fulfills a debt, making it really the only 
serious evidence of debt in Jan II’s life, and coming right at the end. Since Jan and his 
wife had already moved to Enkhuizen, perhaps his productivity slowed as a result of 
being away from Haarlem, a more competitive though more productive city. In any case, 
it remains doubtful that financial hardship inspired a move to Enkhuizen, but it might 
well have ensued upon arrival. 
 




Johannes Bouman commissions drawings from Jan van de Velde II 
September 4, 1641 
 
SA Amsterdam, Prot. Not. Pieter Capoen, toegangs 5075, inv. 1568, fol. 119 (modern fol. 
913). 
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Op huyden den 4en September 1641 compareerde d’eersame Jan van de Velde, 
plaetsnijder out omtrent 48 jaeren, woonende tot Enckhuysen ende heeft ter instantie van 
Sr. Johannes Bouwman, Camerbewerder vant Westindische huys hier ter stede, verclaert 
hoe waer is dat de producent  nu omtrent seven weecken geleden heeft gecocht en betaelt 
in sijn deposants presentie een groot formaet perkement tgene hy getuyge in syn 
logiement, sijnde ten huyse van Jan Carstensen, heeft gebracht, omme voor hem 
producent daerop een Teyckeninge tot syn contentement te maecken. Twelck hy getuyge 
oock heeft gedaen, van anders geen meeninge ofte Intentie sijnde als tselve aen den 
producent te leveren, alsoo hij volgens obligatie sulcx schuldich was te doen. Doch dat 
de gemelte Teyckeninge buyten wete en tegens sijn wille en danck door Susanna Meurs, 
huysvrouwe van de voorn. Jan Carstensen (dei te dier tijt van huys was) hem getuyge te 
onbruyck is gemaeckt, niettegenstaende hy neffens den producent veel moeyte en 
diligentie heeft gedaen omme deselve teyckeninge wederom te becomen. 
Presenterende enz. 
De graveur teekent: Jan van de Velde 
 
Jan van de Velde II declared his age as omtrent 48 jaeren, making this one of only two 
reference points to help determine his year of birth (for the other, see Doc. 56).   
 




Jan van de Velde II is buried in the Westerkerk, Enkhuizen 
November 4, 1641 
 
Westfries Archief, Hoorn, DTB Enkhuizen 23, fol. 212. 
 
Jan van de Velde II is buried in the Westerkerk, Enkhuizen, family grave no. 394. We do 
not know exact date of death. According to Van Gelder, this grave also contained his 
father-in-law (died 1631). 
 
Literature: Van Gelder 1933, pp. 11-12; Van Thiel-Stroman in Biesboer et al. 2006, p. 






Jan van de Velde III and Dieuwertje Willemsdr Middeldorp post marriage banns 
June 7, 1642 
 
Gemeentearchief Amsterdam, DTB inv. 458, fol. 56. 
Not seen. 
 
Jan vande Velde van Haerlem, schilder, out 22 jaeren, noch een moeder tot Enckhuysen 
hebbende, wonende op het Uyterste Veer, en Diewertje Willems van Amsterdam, 
wonende in de Vogeldwarstraet. 
 
For some unknown reason the wedding was called off, and the marriage proclamation 
crossed out. They posted new banns the following year and presumably were married 
then instead. 
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Literature: De Vries 1885-86, p. 217; Van Thiel-Stroman in Biesboer et al. 2006, p. 315, 




Jan van de Velde, goldsmith, appears before the Guild of St. Luke in Haarlem 
October 14, 1642 
 
Noord-Hollands Archief, Gildarchieven   
 
A certain Jan van de Velde living on the St. Jansstraat in Harlem is invited to present 
himself as an engraver before the board of commissioners of the guild of St. Luke, to 
which he replies that he is a goldsmith (shows a form dated 1630 signed by Pieter Bas, 
Amsterdam), although later he was an engraver of maps. Van de Willigen was the first to 
point out that he cannot be the same person as Jan van de Velde II.   
 
Literature: Franken & Van der Kellen 1883, pp. 190-191; Miedema 1980, vol. 2, pp. 547, 
549, 559; Stijnman 1991, pp. 162. 
 
 
[see Doc. 100] 
Stijntje Fredericksdr Non is not buried in the Westerkerk, Enkhuizen 
December 29, 1642 
 
DTB Enkhuizen 23, fol. 233.  
 
Van Gelder thought that the widow of Jan van de Velde II followed him to the grave just 
over a year after he died, but this was an incorrect reading of the name that appears in the 
Begrafenis book (which is ‘Cijn’ not ‘Stijn’) which is nevertheless in a non-family plot. 
She actually died in 1678, and was buried in the same family plot with her son Jan III and 
daughter Geertruyda (Docs. 98 and 100). 
 
Literature: Van Gelder 1933, p. 12; Van Thiel-Stroman in Biesboer et al. 2006, p. 316, n. 






Jan van de Velde III and Dieuwertje Willemsdr Middeldorp post marriage banns 
April 4, 1643 
 
Gemeentearchief Amsterdam, DTB inv. 677 (Puihuwelijk), fol. 96. 
Not seen. 
 
Jan Jansz vande Velde van Haerlem, schilder, out 23 jaeren, overleggende acte van 
consent onder de hant van Jan Quiryns, not. publ., ende Dieuwertie Willems Middeldorp 
van Amsterdam, out 22 jaeren, wondenede op [illegible]. 
 
Literature: De Vries 1885-86, p. 217; Van Thiel-Stroman in Biesboer et al. 2006, p. 315-
316, n. 14. 
 
 




Jan van de Velde II praised in Theodorus Schrevelius’s Harlemum (Latin ed.) 
1647  
 
Schrevelius’s history of Haarlem actually appeared in Latin the year before it appeared in 






Jan van de Velde II praised in Theodorus Schrevelius’s Harlemias (Dutch ed.) 
1648 
 
Joh. van de Velden, de sone van dien grooten schrijver, heeft qualijck yemandt van sijns 
ghelijck gheweecken, die meer de konst van etsen dan van snijden oeffende, nochtans 
heeft hy veel stucken uytghegheven, by de welcke hy we verdient heeft om gheroemt te 
worden. 
 
“Johan van de Velde, the son of the great writing master, yielded to hardly anyone his 
equal, who practiced the art of etching more than engraving, yet produced many pieces 
through which he rightly earned his fame.” The 1754 edition changes qualijck to 
naaulyks.  
 
Literature: Schrevelius 1648, p. 381 (often given incorrectly as p. 318 due to a printer’s 
error in the original text). The passage is previously unpublished in any secondary 






Jan van de Velde IV appointed by the Swedish Crown as an engraver 
1650 
 
He is paid 300 riksdaler per annum. This is one of the only documents that we can be 
sure relates to this printmaker, highly inventive from a technical point of view, but who 
does not appear to be related to the Van de Velde family from Haarlem, or at least there 
is no evidence for this. Equating him with the minor plate-cutter and map engraver who 
lived on the Jansstraat and who trained as a goldsmith in Amsterdam, seems a strain. He 
remained in Sweden until the late 1650s. 
 






Jan or Esaias van de Velde mentioned in John Evelyn’s Scuptura 
1662 
 
  277 
Bronchorst’s rare etchings, especially those Ruins and Anticalias of Rome, and, superior 
to all, the incomparable Landscapes set forth by Paul Brill (some of which have been 
etched in aqua fortis by Nieulant) do extremely well merit to be placed in this our theatre. 
For, to be brief, because we can only recite the most remarkable and worthy the 
collection; Matham is famous for fruits; Boetius or Adam Bolsuerd for his rustics after 
Bloemaert; Londerselius has taken excessive pains in his Landscapes; and so has Van 
Velde in some few: but, above all, Nicholas de Bruyn (after Aegidius Coninxlogensis) is 
wonderful for boscage; and the industry of his undertaking works of that large volume, 
which Theodorus de Bry (resembling him in name) as been as famous for contracting; 
though both of them of a Dutch heavy spirit, and perfectly suiting with the times and 
places… 
 
Evelyn’s reference to “some few” could be taken to mean that he does not regard him as 
prolific, but more likely that he only took “excessive pains” (perhaps in scale) as per 
Londerseel.  
 




Prints by Jan and Esaias van de Velde sold in The Hague 
17 April 1662 
 
Archive unidentified, Collection of Johan Chrisosthomus de Backer, Prot. Not. T Lissant. 
Not found (the repository remains unknown). 
 
Under Printen: 
No. 29  14 printies van Jan van de Velde   0 – 12 – 0 
No. 69  12 printen van Jan en Esias van de Velde   0 –   9 – 0   
 
Backer was a choir deacon in Eindhoven. His 73 prints sold for f 3:1:0, with the names of 
purchasers given, but never transcribed. 
 




Burial of Jan van de Velde III 
10 July 1662 
 
Westfries Archief, Hoorn, DTB Enkhuizen 25A, fol. 51. 
 
He was buried in the Westerkerk, Enkhuizen, middenkerk, no. 380. His mother was 
interred in the same grave in 1678, and his sister Gertruyda in 1684 (see Docs. 100 and 
101). 
 









Burial of Stijntje Fredericksdr Non, widow of Jan van de Velde II 
October 17, 1678 
 
Westfries Archief, Hoorn, DTB Enkhuizen 27A, fol. 311 
 
She was buried in the Westerkerk, Enkhuizen, middenkerk, no. 380. Her son Jan III was 
interred in the same grave in 1662, and her daughter Geertruyda in 1684 (see Docs. 99 
and 101). Her father and husband were buried nearby in middenkerk no. 394, another 
family plot. 
 
Van Gelder incorrectly thought that Stijntje had died in 1642, the year after Jan II, but 
had misread a different name in the Begrafenis book. 
 
Literature: Van Gelder 1933, p. 12; Van Thiel-Stroman, p. 316, n. 2 (incorrectly 






Burial of Geertruyda Jansdr van de Velde, daughter of Jan van de Velde II 
March 20, 1684 
 
Westfries Archief, Hoorn, DTB Enkhuizen 27A, fol. 156. 
 
She was buried in the Westerkerk, Enkhuizen, middenkerk, no. 380. Her brother Jan III 
was interred in the same grave in 1662, and her mother in 1678 (see Docs. 99 and 100). 
 






Deed of Stijntje van Leenen, widow of Jan van de Velde III 
October 21, 1688 
 
Gemeentearchief Amsterdam, NA (A. Sylvius). 
Not seen. 
 
This is our only knowledge of her, and indicates that Jan III must have remarried at some 
point. 
 





















Fig. 3. Jan van de Velde II (attributed to), Winter Landscape, oil on panel (Statens 














Fig. 6. Simon Frisius after Jan van den Velde I, Plate from the Spieghel der Schrijfkonst 










Fig. 8. Jan van de Velde II, Calligraphy sheet, 1613, pen and brown ink (Koninklijke 





Fig. 9. Jan van de Velde II, Calligraphy sheet with strapwork ornament, 1613, pen and 









Fig. 11. Jan van den Velde I, Detail of letter to Jan van de Velde II, 1613, pen and brown 




Fig. 12. Possibly by Jan van de Velde II, Title-page for the Antiquae aliquot elegantiae 





Fig. 13. Possibly by Jan van de Velde II, Plate for the Antiquae aliquot elegantiae 










Fig. 15. Broadside, Lyck-Claeght, 1623, letter press, with Jan van de Velde II, Portrait of 




Fig. 16. Jan van de Velde II, The Church of Santa Maria degli Angeli, Rome, pen and 















Fig. 19. Claes Jansz Visscher, View of Enkhuizen, pen and brown ink over traces of 









Fig. 21. Willem Buytewech, Air, from the Four Elements, c. 1622, pen and brown ink, 
































Fig. 27. Jan van de Velde II after Willem Buytewech, Air, from the Four Elements, 1622, 
































Fig. 34. Jan van de Velde II, Bust of an Old Man, from the album amicorum of Petrus 





Fig. 35. Cornelis van Kittensteyn after Willem Buytewech, Triumphal Entry of Willem I 




Fig. 36. Jan van de Velde II, Funeral Procession of Prince Maurits at Delft (detail), 









Fig. 38. Cornelis van Kittensteyn (attributed to) after Jan van de Velde II, The Village 






















Fig. 43. Jan van de Velde II, Landscape with a House and Ruins, pen and brown ink 




Fig. 44. Jan van de Velde II, Landscape with Goatherders and a Roman Ruin, 1641, pen 










Fig. 46. Claes Jansz Visscher, Title-page for the Playsante Lantschappen, c. 1641, pen 





Fig. 47. Jan van de Velde II after Pieter Saenredam, Interior of a Printing Workshop, 




Fig. 48. Jan van de Velde II after Pieter Saenredam, Interior of a Printing Workshop, 





Fig. 49. Hendrick Goltzius, Landscape in the Vicinity of Haarlem, 1603, pen and brown 




Fig. 50. Hendrick Goltzius, English Oak, c. 1597-1599, pen and brown ink, watercolor 
and body color in blue, gree, and yellow, on blue paper heightened with white 




Fig. 51. Hendrick Goltzius, Mountainous Coastal Landscape, c. 1595-1599, pen and 









Fig. 53. Jacob Matham, Mountain Landscape with a Watermill, pen and brown ink over 




Fig. 54. Simon Frisius after Hendrick Goltzius, Landscape with a Man and Woman in 





Fig. 55. Simon Frisius after Hendrick Goltzius, Mountainous Landscape with a House in 




Fig. 56. Jan van de Velde II, Title-page, plate 1 from the Amoenissimae aliquot 





Fig. 57. Jan van de Velde II, River Landscape with a Castle, plate 2 from the 




Fig. 58. Jan van de Velde II, The Temple of the Sibyl at Tivoli, plate 3 from the 




Fig. 59. Jan van de Velde II, Watermill Near a Village, plate 4 from the Amoenissimae 
aliquot regiunculae, 1615, etching. 
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Fig. 60. Jan van de Velde II, River Landscape with Ruins of a Castle, plate 5 from the 




Fig. 61. Jan van de Velde II, Large Tree and Ruins with a Tower, plate 6 from the 




Fig. 62. Jan van de Velde II, Chapel Near a Pond, plate 7 from the Amoenissimae aliquot 
regiunculae, 1615, etching. 
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Fig. 63. Jan van de Velde II, Brederode Castle, plate 8 from the Amoenissimae aliquot 




Fig. 64. Jan van de Velde II, Square Tower and Church, plate 9 from the Amoenissimae 




Fig. 65. Jan van de Velde II, Bare Tree Among Ruins, plate 10 from the Amoenissimae 
aliquot regiunculae, 1615, etching. 
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Fig. 66. Jan van de Velde II, View of a Village, plate 11 from the Amoenissimae aliquot 




Fig. 67. Jan van de Velde II, The Huis ter Kleef, plate 12 from the Amoenissimae aliquot 




Fig. 68. Jan van de Velde II, Dilapidated Farm, plate 13 from the Amoenissimae aliquot 
regiunculae, 1615, etching. 
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Fig. 69. Jan van de Velde II, Ruins of a Tower and a Bridge, plate 14 from the 




Fig. 70. Jan van de Velde II, Landscape with a Man at a Draw-Well, plate 15 from the 




Fig. 71. Jan van de Velde II, Ruins of a House and a Shepherd, plate 16 from the 





Fig. 72. Jan van de Velde II, Man Netting Birds, plate 17 from the Amoenissimae aliquot 




Fig. 73. Jan van de Velde II, Huntsmen with Hounds Near a Farm, plate 18 from the 





Fig. 74. Jan Brueghel I, The Temple of the Sibyl at Tivoli, 1593, pen and brown ink 




Fig. 75. Jan Brueghel I, The Temple of the Sibyl at Tivoli, 1593, pen and brown ink (City 



















Fig. 79. Jan van de Velde II, Brederode Castle, from the Amenissimae aliquot 










Fig. 81. Jan van de Velde II, Ruins of the Thermae of Caracalla, from the Amenissimae 





Fig. 82. Jan van de Velde II, Tobias and the Angel, from the Amenissimae aliquot 




Fig. 83. Jan van de Velde II, Abraham Casting Out Hagar and Ismael, from the 





Fig. 84. Jan van de Velde II, Mercury and Herse, from the Amenissimae aliquot 




Fig. 85. Jan van de Velde II, Frozen River with Skaters, from the Amenissimae aliquot 



















Fig. 88. Jan van de Velde II, A Goatherd Playing the Flute, from the Regiunculae 




Fig. 89. Hercules Segers, View of Amersfoort, etching, printed on blue paper prepared 









Fig. 91. Jan van de Velde II (attributed to), River Landscape with Old Houses and Tower, 









Fig. 93. Simon Frisius after Matthias Bril, Landscape with a Cottage on a Hill at Left, 





Fig. 94. Simon Frisius after Matthias Bril, Oriental City on the Curved Banks of a River, 




Fig. 95. Simon Frisius after Matthias Bril, Town Scene with Large Triangular Barn with 
















Fig. 98. Claes Jansz Visscher, Road to Leiden Outside of Haarlem, 1607, pen and brown 




Fig. 99. Jan or Lucas van Doetecum after the Master of the Small Landscapes, View of a 





Fig. 100. Jan or Lucas van Doetecum after the Master of the Small Landscapes, Farm 















Fig. 103. Jan van de Velde II, Title-page from the Vetustae ruinae et venustissimae 





Fig. 104. Giovanni Ambrogio Brambilla, The Colosseum, from the Speculum Romanae 









Fig. 106. Maarten van Heemskerck, Ruins of the Casa dei Crescenzi, from the Roman 


















Fig. 110. Hendrick Goltzius, Brederode Castle, 1600, pen and brown ink, black chalk, 




Fig. 111. Gerrit Gauw, possibly after Hendrick Goltzius, Brederode Castle, c. 1610, 









Fig. 113. Jan van de Velde II, Brederode Castle, pen and brown ink (Morgan Library & 





Fig. 113a. Jan van de Velde II, Brederode Castle, from the Amenissimae aliquot 









Fig. 115. Jan van de Velde II, The Prodigal Son, from the Amenissimae aliquot 




Fig. 116. Jan van de Velde II after Pieter Saenredam, Brederode Castle, from Samuel 





Fig. 117. Jan van de Velde II after Pieter Saenredam, Huis ter Kleef, from Samuel 




Fig. 118. Jan van de Velde II after Pieter Molijn, View of Haarlem, 1621, engraving on 





Fig. 119. Jan van de Velde II after Pieter Molijn, View of Haarlem (detail), 1621, 














Fig. 122. Antonio Tempesta after Otto van Veen, The Romans Burning the Dutch 





Fig. 123. Antonio Tempesta after Otto van Veen, Civilis and Cerialis Meet on a Broken 




Fig. 124. Otto van Veen, Civilis and Cerialis Meet on a Broken Bridge to Reach an 





Fig. 125. Simon Frisius, Brinio Raised upon the Shield, from Philipp Cluverius’s 















































Fig. 135. Jan van de Velde II after Willem Buytewech, Tobit Accusing Anna of Stealing 































































































Fig. 156. Crispijn van de Passe after Maarten de Vos, February, from the Twelve Months, 


























Fig. 161. Jan van de Velde II, February, from the Twelve Months, 1618, etching. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
